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SUMMARY
During the las t f'our decades, Iraq, like most other developing
C01.:nt:d.es, faced very rapid urban growth. Due to tr"eabsence of definite
urbani sation policies, the major part of the urban growth went to the
main cities, in par-tf.cuLar , the capital Baghdad. Such a pattern of
growth created many socio-economic rroblems at the national, as well as
the urban level.
This study represents an attempt tOKard developing a methodology of
dealing wi t.r.urban growth prob Lems on a regional level in Iraq. It aims
at finding what is thought to be, under the prevailing socio-eccnomic and
physical constraints, the most efficient urba:r..groKth pattern in the
Upper Euphrates Region (U.E.R.) up to 1985.
To achieve this aim the study first reviews and critically examines
a wide range of urban grO"llththeories and models. Despite the less or..s
that were learned from this review and the adoptation of many of their
principles in developing this study, they did not provide a ready made
answer to the problem of urban growbh in the regiono Secondly, for the
better understanding of ur-bard.aatd on and apatial development policies in
Iraq and the U.E.R. a thorol1gh examination of these and other aspects has
been dealt with in part two. Thirdly, after examining the basic
techniques that could be used in analysing the urban growth problem, such
as the cOf3t-benefit analysis and its refinement the planning balance sheet,
threshold analysis and the goals-ac~~evement analysis, it is found that the
latter, at this stage of development in Iraq could be applied in studying
such a problem. Finally, three alternative urban growth patterns were
considered, i.e., the expansion of the largest urban centre in each urban
node, the eXIJansion of the proposed smaller urban centres and the
establishment of a new town in each urban node and a set of socio-economic,
physical, environmental and structural, factors that were thought to affect
stI'ongly the proposed urban growth patterns were incorporated in the
analysis. From these it was fOLUld that the expansion of the largest urban
centre in each urban nod e is the most suitable solution at this stage of
the socio-economic development of the region. The vitality of this
conclusion was tested by applying sensitivity analysis wr~ch supported it.
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C1iA.PrER ONE
INTRODUCTION
CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1. The Urban Gro~th Problem
Allover tfieworld the urbanisation process is accelerating and
urbanism is rapidly becolI'inga way of life. Urbanisation scholars have
estimated for instance that, by the end of tr...is century a world
population would stand at about 6 billions of which 4 billions woc;.ld
live in urban centres. Until recently, extensive urbanisation was
limited to Western European nations, but that situation is cr~ging and
developing countries are rapidly acquiring an expanding share of the
world urban population.(1)
However the process of urbanisation in developing countries is
characterised by extensive concentration of reS01ITCeS and activities
in one or few urban centres, Le., the existence of tr...e primate city
phenomenon. Similar traits of concentration are observable in the case
of Iraq, with special reference to the city of Baghdad. In 1977, 38.2,%
of the total urban population of Iraq were concentrated in Baghdad
Muhafadah and 61% were living in f01IT major Muhafadahs, namely,
Baghdad, Ninevah, Basrah and Ta'amem. This pattern of urban population
concentration was a result of the economic development policies before
1970 whict can be characterised by an overwhelming concentration of
ecor..omicdevelopment in the above mentioned Muhafadahs, especially the
capital Baghdad. Such a patterr. of growth brought into existence an
over increasing awareness of the disparities of prosperity and economic
growth rates in different regions of the country. Hence, the National
Devel opmen t Plans policies since 1970 turned to regional problen:;sand
gave this aspect a special consideration in the allocation of the
(1) Adefemi S. Adekanye, Models for a National Urban Development Policy:
A case study of Nigeria, Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, University
of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1975, P.V.
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investment in an atte@pt to reduce the disparities between different
regions, on the one hand, and between urban and rural areas on the
other hand. This ctange in the economic strategies eeems to be a
general trend in most of the developing countries. Logan for instance
emphasised this point and pointed out that "In deveLopd.ng countries
interest is growing in the way geograptical space can be organised to
increase national rates o~ economic gro~th and to ensure that the
benefits of growth are passed on to the greatest number of peoPle.,,(1)
He adds "The close historical association of economic development with
spatial change in the economically advanced countries suggests tr...atin
developing nations both aims can be achieved by planning the allocation
of investment in space as well as in ecor:omic sectors.,,(2)
However, trying to change the patte~ of urbanisation from a very
concentrated one to arother less concentrated in character is part of
the problem of the urbanisation phenomenon. Wba t is of equal importance,
fro~ both efficiency and equity points of view, are the sizes and
spacing of urban centres within the country and or the region, for the
sizes and spacing of urban centres affect the performance of the overall
national development policies. Historically, the study of tr.isaspect
of urban growth has been largely confined to count rf.esof European
culture. As a result many of the generalisations about the urban
gro\~th phenomenon, though treated as if they were universal, are actually
limited to Western experience and may be misleading when applied t. the
rest of the world. This argument goes in the same line with Richards.n's
statement tr.at "The theory of urban growth is an under deveLeped area
in the field of urban and regional economics. This is partly a
M.L.Logan, "The Spatial System and Planning Strategies in Developing
Countries", in John Blunden et.a!. (ed.) , Regional Analysis Rnl.
Development,Open University Press, London, 1973, Po283o
~, P.283.
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consequence of the great diversity of urbanisation experience which
does not easily ler.d itself to generalisation. It alsc reflects the
corrplex character of the urban growth process and the fact that the
city is probably more of a social and cc;_lturalphenomenon than an
economic entity, so that its development cannot be explained solely
in economic termso,,(1)
The above statements suggest that attention within the context
of the developing world should be given to the problem of tte urban
growth pattern. In dealing with such problems, tte domestic factors
and constraints should be taken fully into consideration. This of
course does not rule out the possibility of learning from experience
of the developed countries and wherever possible one should adopt the
principles developed there in the field of urban growth theory and
practice.
1.2. Aims and Scope of the Study
This study focc;_ses,in general, on Iraq's urban growth problems
and, in particular, on the Vpper Euphrates Region (U.E.R.). It attempts
to investigate the urban growth pattern that should result from the
economic development projects that are to be implemented in the region
up to 1985.
The U.EoR. has been chosen as a case study area because it has been
in the past, at least until the la.te 1960's, a lagging region in tems
of economic growth with high levels of outmigration from it. However,
more recently, the National Development plans of 1970-1974 and
1976-1980 have giveL a special importance to the region. These plans
have pla.yed an important role in the government's decentralisation
policies.
(1) Harry Wo Richardson, Regional Economics, Location Theory, Urban
structure and Regional Change, Weidenfield and Nicolson, London,
1969, Po 1560
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For the purpose of the regional urban grout[. analysis in this
study, the direct, indirect and induced effiploymenteffects of the major
committed projects will be taken into cor.sideration. This implies that
the regional employment multiplier effects of the ccmmitted pro~ects
will be utilised to determine the expected urban growth up to 1985 and
beyond. To be realistic only the multiplier effects in the operating
phase will be incorporated in the analysis. This is due to the fact
that employment in the implewentation phase is for a temporary period
of time. Hence, the construction employees at this stage are not stable
at a specific siteo Field visits to sites of the projects shoved that
most of the people working in this phase are foreigners. They came to
the site just to construct the factories, roads, the Ha.dith dam and so
forth and then they will leave the region and most probably, the country
as well. Even the small proportion of the Iraqis working ir the
implementation of these projects are mainly from other Muhafadahs and
they, most probably, will leave the site or the region upon completion
of the projects. Some are, however, from the study area and there is a
possibili ty of thew continuing to work on these projects during the
operation phase. However, the proportion of the employees that will
continue to work in the region in the operational phase is implicitly
included in the analysis.
All parts of the region are included in the analysis except
Ana Qadha. This is due to the fact that no major pro~ects were
committed in this part of the region. Furthermore, the resettlement of
HadithaReservoir population(1), have been dealt with in detail by many
governmental studies whicll will be mentioned at later stages when
appropriate. However, the implications of the resettlement schemes on
the overall regional urban system will be included in the analysis of
the urban groloJthpattern of the region wherever that is applicable.
(1) As it will be seen later on, the main urban centres of Ana Qadha,
Ana and a major part of Rawa towns, will be flooded as a result
of the construction of Haditha daQ.
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It is tr.erefo1'8 the aim of tLis study to exanri.ne €mpiriCE'.11ythe
posai b.le urban e;ro'lth s t ra t egf.es in tbe U.EoR. and to choof:€ the one which
is thought to be the rr.ost suitable strE.tegy in soc:'o-·economic, physi cs.L,
s t.r-uctrur-a.l and enviror..mental points of view. To aclii.ev e this airr. the
s tudy exaieLnes scn e hypo thes es , These hypotheses are:
Fin;t, al t.erna+Lve ur-ban grov)th patterns could be dealt with for
the purpose of the d.ist r-i Luta on of the expected urban grOifth in the
region.
Secor.d, soc.Lo-economic, physi caL, s tr-vcturE.l and environnental
f'act or-s couLd affect the pattern of the expected urban gro\!th in the
region.
Third, evaluahon techr.iques such as the cost-benefit analysis,
threshold analysis and goals-achievement analysis could be used for
e.cLvi.ng the problem of the urban grolith in the region.
1 .30 Importance of the Stc;.dy
The potential cor.tribution of this stt:.dy lies in several areas.
It suggests an urban grovith strRtegy fOI' R region passine through a
rar-id urban growth period by applyine a sys tematic e.nalytice.l appr-oach,
the goals-achievement procedure, to sol.ve the problem. It exaic.i.nes at
the micro-level the urban growth pr ot.Lemin tbe country , It attempts
to isolate the essential factors which are necessary in the decision _
n:aking process. It alse directs the attention of Iraqi pl.anr.er-s to tte
existing wealmesses of their plans for the urban grovJth of the U.E.R.
Accordir.gly, the study provides an analytica.l procedure to deal vii th
urban growth problerr. in any region of the courit ry taking into
consideration, of cource , the local variations and ccns tz-ai nts in the
analysis process.
In additicn to t.he above main cortributions of the s tudy , it
provides many secondary benefits. It identifies the data and Lnf oi-n.a t.i.on
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needed to carry out similar stucies and accordingly, it provides the
basis for the details and methodology of providing such data in Iraq.
It develops a mettodology for exara.i.n.i.ngthe different factors whi ch are
important elen:ents of the urban growth processo Partioular attention
is given to the measurement of the correlation between urban size and
the per capita capital and annual running costs of various urban services.
Finally, it should be noted that the study incorporates and builds
uron theoretical and empirical contributions in the field of urban and
regional planning, in general and the urban growth theory in particular.
The study gave this aspect a special emphasis. As it will be shown
later, it devoted three chapters for literature reviewo This theoretical
elaboration due first to the benefits and lessons that could be learned
from the historical development in the field of urban theories and
practice and second to the fact th~t the information and implications
that could be drawn from the literature review has not previously been
included in Iraqi studies. Hence, it is felt that it is important and
it is one of the contributions that this thesis made.
1.4. Difficulties Encountered
The lack of the reliable data on most of the urban growth factors
incorporated in the analysis was the main obstacle facing the study.
The absence of domestic standards in some aspects of the analysis is
also another difficulty faced by the study. For instance, no domestic
travel time costs existed in the country and transportation studies in
Iraq are still adopting Western standards wha ch may resul t in faulty
planning. The survey conducted by the author in the study area in 1980
facilitated the collection of data on various subject areas. Nevertheless,
since the saoe standards are used in the evaluation of the alternative
strategies, whether, these standards are domestic, Western and/or
theoretical, the final results on the analysis probably will not be
affected.
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1.5. Structure of the Plan
In addition to the general introduction, the study is divided into
three parts. Part I whict contains three chapters focuses on the
theoretical framework wt.ich is thought to be necessary to facilitate the
understanding of the analysis presented in the subsequent ctapters.
Chapter 2 focuses on the causal relationship between urbanisation and
economic development in developed as well as developing countries with
special consideration giverl to the differences in the causes and pattern
of urbanisation of these two groups of countries. Chapters 3 and 4 are
mainly centred on the question of city sizes and distribution, focusing
on the empirical advantages and disadvantages of various city sizes.
Part II contains two chapters. Chapter 5 deals with the background
on Iraq, on the spatial distribution of economic development, the
urbanisation trends and the correlation between these two phenomenon.
Chapter 6 gives a background of the study area, identifying the main
causes of urban growth, determining the spatial distribution of the
expected urban growth and outlining the proposed directives for urban
growth of the study area suggested by either governmental or consultants'
studies.
Part III co:r:tainsfour chapters. Chapter 7 re-examines the
applicability of the theoretical models presented in Part I to the
case of the U.E.R. I t presents the possible techniques of analysis and
presents an account of the field survey. The alternative urban growth
strategies for the study area and the choice of the preferred strategy
are presented in Chapters 8 a:r:d9 where the aims and objectives, the
alternative proposed strategies, constraints of the analysis and the
testing of the first priority factors are embodied in Chapter 8, whilst
Chapter 9 contains the testing of the second and third priority urban
growth factors and the analysis of the choice of the preferred strategy.
-7-
In choosing the preferred urban growth pattern, the overall outcome
of the analysis and the results of the sensitivity analysis that will
be made at this stage of the study will be considered. Chapter 10
contains the final conclusions of the study, the general recommendations
and the scope for possible further research.
Finally, it should be noted that the tables and illustrations
are numbered independently in each chapter.
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PART I
URBM~ISATION AND URBAN GROWTH
THEORIES AND MODELS
PART I
URBANISATION AND URBAN GRO\\TH THEORIES .AIm MODELS
INTRODUCTORY REW~RKS
The main aim of this thesis is the study of the urtan groHth pattern in
a developing region, represented by the V.E.R. of Iraq. To reach a
re'alistic sclution, the study of such e. problem requi res the LncIusLon of rr.any
fE.ctors, Socio-economic, physical and envd.r-onmerrtaj,ones, in the analysis.
The set of factors that should be considered differs according to the local
circurrstances of the area under investigation. Hovrever , despite the importance
of the loce.l constrair:.tsin determining the f'actcr-s to be involved in the
analysis of such a proc Lem, the fuller understandang of the urban gro\'!th
phenomenon in theory, as well as in pr&ctice is a very essential process in
solving any loce.l problem of this kind.
Literatv.re on urban groHth and the city size distribution prob.Iens is
very rich. Since the end of the last centur~y the interest on these subjects
has grOlfn and it has been dealt with in different contexts: f'r-or;the
theoretical points of viei\'in mod.els of spatial organisation, in studies of
economic and demographic development, as ..reIl as in comparative regior.al or
country investigation, in the context of optimal development strategies and
from the point ef view of regional economic and social policies in general and
in many countries. Hence, for the better understanding of the development and
changes in the thinking of such a problem a detailed review of literature will
be under-taken in this part of the study. The main objectives f ron such a
detailed exe~ination is to see:-
First, if adequate mod.els exist to explain the existing and/or
optimal city size distributions.
Second, the importance of l:aving a well spaced hierarcllical urban system.
Third, the validity of the statistical models of the rank-size
regularities in eXJ1laining the existing city size distribution patterns.
Fourth, the magnitude of the economies of see.Lewith urban size.
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Fur thermor'e, the wide review of literature will facilitate the
understanding of the urban grov+r, problem in Iraq and the TJ .EoRo This
particular aim could be acLieved through recordine the changes in the
unde r-s.t.andLng of the urban grov!th problem over t.Lme and according to
d.ifferent socio-economic and geographical envirenments (mainly developed
as against deveLopf.ng countries) and through tracLng the similarities and
differences between urban i satt.onprocess of developed countries during
their first stages of development and developing countries at present time.
The latter point will help in avciding the direct copying fror: the
experiences of the developed countrLes ,
Accordingly, to acllieve the above objectives, this part will first
clarify the macro l'€lationships between the ccoriomi.c development and
industrial development, on the one hand, and urbanisation process on the
other hand. It will also extend to draw experiences f'r-om the urbanisation
process of both developed and developing countries and it will show the
differences in the urbanisation of these two groups of count.rd.es, Second,
this pert l'dll exaa.i.nedifferent urban grO\~tl.and city size distribution
models and theories since the theoretical formulations of Christaller and
Losch in the 1930's up to Late 1970 's, the era of the optimal city size
models. This theoretical presentation will be supported by empirical
documen tations on the econond.ee and diseconon.ies of city sizes and
distribution.
Hence, this part of the study, the detailed theoretical review of
literature, is included in the study to establish the basis for the analysis
of the urban growth strategies in the U.EoR. that will be presented in
part three of the study. The applicability and/or the utilisation of at
least some basic principles of the theories and models dLacuaeed in this
part will, later en, be re-examined in Chapter Seven.
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CHAPI'ER TWO
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND URBANISATION
CHAPTER TWO
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND
URBA1TJ:SATION
INTROD'CCTION
There is a mutual relationship between the two processes of
development and urbanisation. Both are partial areas within
sectoral and spatial economics respectively~1) Each of them
strengthens and reinforces the other. In order to visualise this
interrelationship, its directions, historical development, as well
as the differences between developed and developing countries in
this respect, this chapter will try, first of all, to define what
the development and urbanisation processes means? It will then
discuss the interrelationship between the two processes. Because
of the great importance of industrial development (mainly
manufacturing in the urbanisation process, this chapter will also
elaborate on the interrelationship between these two processes.
Finally the chapter will try to focus on the differences between
urbanisation process of developed countries during their first stages
of development and urbanisation of developing countries in recent
decades.
2.1. What does Economic Development and Urbanisation
Processes Mean?
2.1.1. What does Economic Development Mean?
(1) J. R. Lasuen, "Urbanisation and Development - The Temporal
Interaction Between Geographical and Sectoral Clusters",
Urban Studies, Vol.10, 1973, P.166.
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Eccnomic development which is generally defined to
include, in addition to merely "economic growth,,(1) the social
aspects of development, means essentially a steady increase in output
per capita achieved through a mobilisation of resources and the use
of resources in a more productive manner. This mobilisation is
facilitated by changes in demand and by new methods of organisation
and production.,,(2) It also implies changes in the structure of the
economy.
The social aspects of development were clearly stressed by
Friedmann and Gertler. Friedmann stated that development refers to
unfolding of the creative possibilities inherent in society. (3)
Gertler believes that "'development' occurs only when 'Growth' is
accompanied by 'environment making"'. (..) According to Gertler(5)
'growth' refers to expansion of production, human settlements, or an
entire system without any basic change in its structure while
'environment making' is the process of creating a setting in which
both the biotic and built components are favourable to the long-term
well-being of human communities.
Economic growth is associated with either r~s~ng per capita.
levels of income or the maintenance of existing high levels
of income, See, Jacob Viner, "The Economics of Development",
in, A. N. Agarwala and S. P. Singh (ed.), The Economics of
Underdevelopment, A Galaxy Book, New York, 1967, P.16.
M. L. Logan, op.cit., P.287.
John Friedmann, Urbani~ation, Planning and National Develorment,
Sage publication, London, 1973, PP.43-48.
L.O.Gertler, "Human Ecology and Development: Canada and North
America Region", Contact, Vol. 8, 1976, P.50.
Ibid, P.50.
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2.1.2. What does Urbanisation Process Mean?
B3fore answering this vague question, it is necessary to
define what the term urban means? Although, urban population is
widely understood to include the population resident in cities, the
definition of urban is, nevertheless, a complex matter. Carter
emphasises that "The problem of identification of what is
urban has made all the more difficult by the fact that the concept
and, indeed, the reali~ of what is urban are not static but are
continually being changed by new condi tions."( 1) It varies greatly
from count ry to country~2) Hence, most scholars of urbanism have
long agreed that there is no absolute boundary line whicr. would show a
clearly cut cleavage between what is urban and rural. The United
Nations demographic year book for 1952, which was devoted to the
proble~s of providing adequate data on the urban population,
concluded that, "•••there is no point in the continuum from large
agglomerations to small clusters or scattered dwellings where urbanity
disappears and rurality beginsP) This fact has indeed been stressed
since late 1920's by Sorokin and Zimmerman when they argued that" In
reality the transition from a purely rural community to an urban one
is not abrupt but gradual.,,(4)
Hence, because of the complexi~ of distinction between urban
and rural communities, the standard celiSUS bureau classification,
employed in much sociological research, involves three categories
- urban, rural non fa~ and rural farm _(5)
Harold Carter, The Study of Urban Geography, Edward Arnold
Publisher Ltd., London, 1972, P.20.
Philip M. Hauser, "Urbanisation, An Overview" in Philip M. Hauser
and Leo F. Schnore (ed) The Study of Urbanisation, John Wiley and
Sons, New York, 1966 P.9.
Harold Carter, op.cit., P.17.
Pitirim Sorokin and Carle C. Zimmerman, Principles of Rural-Urban
Sociology, Henry Holt and Co., New York, 1929, P.14.
Otis Dudley Duncan, "Community Size and Rural-Urban Continuum," in
P. K. Hatt and Albert J. Reiss ~edU,Cities and Society, the Free
Press of Glencoe, New York, 1964, P.35.
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To be realistic the term urban must be defined in terms of several
charactaristics. The delineation of areas as urban or rural is often
related to administrative,political, historic~l or cultural considerations
as well as demographic criteria. (1) As the United Nations year book has
indicated, "definitions of "Urban" fall into three major types.
(1) Classification of minor civil d.LvLsi ons on a chosen criterion which
may include: (a) type of local goverr~ent, (b) number of inhabitants,
(c) proportion of population engaged in agriculture; (2) Classification
of administrative centres of minor rural divisions as urban and the
remainder of the division as rural; and (3) Classification of certain
size localities (agglomerations) as urban, irrespective of a~inistrative
boundari es •"(2)
The mul tidisciplena~r approach in defining the urban concept is
largely stressed by most students of urbanism. Wirth's definition of
Ci ty (as an Urban Centre) specified that a city is "•••a relatively
large, dense and permanent settlement of socially hetrogeneous
individuals.II(3) Sorokin and Zlmmerman, also, in their compound
definition, include these elements, and several others, among which
they emphasised the importance of agricultural occupations as a
criterion of rurality.(4)
The cr.aractarisation of a ccmmunity as urban on the basis of one
criterion is obviously arbitrary. Wirth emphasised this point and
stated that, "•••it is difficult to defend the present census definition
which designates a community of 2,500 and above as urban and all others
as rural.II(5) He argues that," ••the situation would be the same if the
1. Philip M. Hauser, op.cit.,P.9.
2. United Nations, Demographic Year Book, New York, U .N.,1955,P.16.
3. Louis Wirth. "Urbanism as a Way of Life." in P.K. Hatt and Albert
J. Reiss (ed.) op.cit~, P.50.
4. Pitirim Sorokin and Carle C. Zimmerman, op.cit.,Ch.2.
5. Louis Wirth, op.cit ••P.48.
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criterion were 4000, 8000, 10000, 250000 or 100000 population, for
s.Ltbough in the latter case we rr.ightfeel tbat we were more nearly
dealing with an urban aggregate than wouLd be the case in cocmuna ties
of lesser size, no definition of urbanism can hope to be cor:pletely
satisf;ying as long as numbers are regarded as a sole criterion.,,(1)
Wirth goes further to demonstrate that, "Communities of less than
the arbitrary set number of inhabitants lying with the range of
inf:uence of rr.etropolitancentres have greater claim to recognition
as urban corrmund, ties than do the larger ones leading a more isola.ted
existence in a predordnantly rural area.,,(2) Finally, he stated,
tr.at "•••it should be recognised that the census definitions are
unduly influenced by the fact that the city, statistically speaking,
is a.lways an adLlinistrative concept in that the co rpcre t e limits play
a decisive role in delineating the urban areao,,(3)
Apart fror: the fact that the figure used will be entirely dependent
on arbitrary and often based on anachronistic l::oundaries,the real r-ange
of rr.inimaempl.oyed in national censuses, argues Carter, is ample
testimony to this problem.(4) The United Nations Department of
Ecor..omicand Soc LaL Affairs publica.tion, "GrOllithof Urban and Rural
Population 1920-2000," presents a list of definitions used in the
estimation of urban population as nationally defined, which best shoua
this arbitrary measurement.
(1) ~, P.48.
(2) ~, P.48.
(3) Ibid, P.48.
(4) Harold Carter, op.cit., P.18o
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Table (2.1)
Exallipleeof Minimum Population in National
Censuses, Used to Dete~ine UrbaL Areas
France(1962)
Spain (1960)
East Germany
Belgium
Denmark (1960)
Car.ada (1961)
Japan
Mexico
Communes containing agglomeration of
more than 2000 inhabitants living in
conti.guous houses or without more than
200 metres between houses, and communes
of whic~ the major part of population is
part of multicommunal agglomeration of
this nature.
Municipios of 1000 or more inhabitants.
Communes of 2000 or more inhabitants.
Communes of more than 5000 inhabitants.
Agglomerations cf 200 or more inhabitants.
Cities, towns and villages of 1000 or more
inhabitants, whether incorporated or
unincorporated, including urbanised fringes
of cities classed as metropolitan areas and
other major urban areas.
In 1961, also including urbani sed fringes
of certain smaller cities if the population
of city and its urban fringe was 10000 or
more.
Urban municipalities (all Shi and Ku of
Tokyo-to) usually having 30000 or more
inhabitar.ts and which may include so~e rural
areas as well as urban clusters.
Localities of 2500 or more inhabitants.
Source, Harold Carter, op.cit ~ Table 2.1(B), P.19
It should ce noted that, the shortcomings which attach to
number of inhabitants as a sole criterion of defining urbanism apply
for most part to the use of other individual criterion, such as,
density of population, the occupation of the inhabitants, the existence
of certain physical facilities, institutions, and forms of political
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organisations as well.(1)
However, despite the unrealistic approach of defining the urban
area on a basis of single criterion, it is hard to find a co~prehensive
ad option of the mul tidisciplenary approach of the delineations in the
national population censuses. The following table reflects such a fact.
Table (2.2)
Frequency of Use of Criteria in Delimiting
Urban Populations in National Censuses
Criteria
Frequency of Use
Isole Use
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23
3
3
56
Used in Conjunction
with other Criteria
1. Size of population 26
2. Density of popula tion or of
housing
3. Predominant type of economic
activity
4. Urban charactaristics other than
(1) to (3) above, or, unspecified
urban charactaristics.
5. Administrative functions or
structure e.g. type of local
government etc.
None Specified.
10
7
13
o
o
Source, Ibid, Table 2.1(a), P.18
The second and more f'undamerrta.Lquestion concerns the process of
urbanisation, for it is essential to define and understand the nature
of this process as a preliminary to any further investigation.
(1) Louis Wirth, op.cit.,P.49
Lampard(1) argues that there are three concepts of urbar~sation which
have currency in the social sciences: the behavio~ral, the structural
and the demographic.
According to Larupard, the behavioural concept conceives of
urbanisation as ~n adjustment of personal behaviour in the sense that
it focuses on the conduct of individuals. Certain patterns of
behaviour or thought, regardless of social environment and local, are
said to be 'urban'. Hence the process of urbani sation is one
experienced by the individual over time. This approach has the
special merit of not restricting urbanism to the city's physical
milien a~d as one favoured by many students of culture and arts. The
structural concept(2) ignores the patterned behaviour of individual
persons and fastens on the patterned activities of whole populations.
The process of urbanisation, accordir..g to this concept, is typically
said to involve the rr.ovement of people out of agricultural
communities into other and genera.lly larger non-agricultural
commurd.tdes , This concept acco rda ng to Lampard, gives primary
recognition to the differential ordering of occupation or industries
l'litr..in a given territorial space. The struct1..;_r~1approach has many
applications in tte social scdences and is the framework for virtually
all economic models concerr.ed l'Tith development. Hence, the crux of
this approach, argued Carter, " ••• is the direct correlation of economi,c
development with ur-bana ss.tion and it is usually couched in the fOI'lLof
the ider.itification of phases of economic development each of which is
aasccc a'ted "rith a degree of urbanisation.,,(3) The deraographd,c approach
focuses on the distribution of urban popu.Lation in space, but largely
ignores individual behaviour.(4) In its most succinct form it
(1)
(2)
Eric E. Lan:pard, "Iiistol'ical Aspects of Urbanisation", in Philip M.
Hauser and Leo F. Schnore (ed.), op.ci_i!. PF.519-520.
In addition to above reference, see also, Eric E. Lampard , "The
Evolvine of Cities in the United States:Urbanisation and Economic
Developffie~t", in Harvey S. Pez'Lof'f and Lowden v!ingo, Jr.( ed},
Issues in Urcan Economics~ The John Eopkins Press ,Bal timore, 1968,P .116
Harold Ce.rter, Ope cH., P .28
Eric E. Lampard, "historical Aspects of Urbanisation" op.c!t,J'.520
(3)
(4)
postulates that urbanisation is a process of population
concentration. Hence, this approach recognises only two variables:
population and space. A certain occupational structure or
personality trait is not prejudged. This approach is one commonly
adopted by students of population and human ecclogy.
Each of these approaches is suited to a different range of
analytical questions and each possesses its own peculiar difficulties
of definition and rreasurement.(1)
The degree of urbanisation of a nation for statistical purposes is
generally defined as the proportion of the population resident in urban
places. Urbanisation in this meaning, that is, as a process of
population concentration has been systematically treated by Tisdal.
He argued that it proceeds in two ways: "the multiplication of the
points of concentration and the increasing in size of individual
concentrations ••oo,,(2) As a result of this multiple increments, the
proportion of the population living in urban areas increases.
Urbanisation in the sense of increasing in the proportion of the
total population living in urban places is obviously closely connected
with rural-urban migration.(3) Knox emphasised this point and argued
"If birth and death rates in rural and urban areas were the Saffieand if
the age distribution of the population was the same, the rate of
urbanisation would be identical with rural-urban migration.,,(4)
However, because of the invalidity of these assumptions, there can be
no presumption, therefore, that urbanisation is exactly the same as rural-
urban migration, but it is generally safe to assume, that migration is
an important element in urbanisation.(5)
For details of these difficulties See, Ibid, P.520.
Brian J.LoBerry, The Humar. Consequences of Urbanisation, The
MaCmillan Press Ltd. London, 1977, P.27.
Frank Knox,"The Econoreic Causes of Urbanisation in Developing
Countries" in Urban Development. Unit 10-14, The Open University
Press, 1973, P.11.
~, PP .11-12.
~, P.12.
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Gottmann in his paper entitled "The Ur'ban.ieation Phenomenon
and its Implice.tions" pointed out that "Mod.ern urbanisation is a process
whf.ch involves both conc entrati.onand c.ispersalo,,(1) He argues(2)
that firstly, there is a concentration of peopl.eand economic e.ctivity
in certain areas of every nation whicll acquire higher densities than
other parts of the same count ry and are therefore beginning to be mo re
difficul t to service. Secondly, there is diffusion around tt.eold
r.ucleii of the rapLd.Ly growing cities over relatively large areas vIi thin
those selected regions today that benefit fro~ the concentration.
Thirdly, there is a diffusion of urban types of land use in fornerly
rural areas of investments of production and storage of manufactured
goods. Fourthly, there is increasingly concentration of some closely
interlinked activities developing ver~y high densities at worktime in
certain business districts.
2.2 Interrelationship ~~tween Urbanisation and Economic
Development.
The 'study of urbanisation in relation to economic developmer.t has
several points of interest. In this first place as pointed out by
Hoselitz,~ ••• it offers a field for the testing of hypotheses on the
theory of location. The precise Leca taen of new cities may, therefere,
be planned, and the findings of the theory of location ~ay be applied
to the development of a net of urban settlements in new countries (or
parts of old cOlmtries."(~)new
The process of urbanisation, known to be intimately associated with
economic development(4) and urban growth, is exogenously determined
(1) Jean Gottmann, "The Uz-band.aatdon Phenomenon and its Implication,"
plan Canada, Special Issue, May 1971, P.20.
Ibid, P.20.
~ F. Hoselitz, Soci.9J.o~cal Aspects gf Economic Grovrth, The Free
Press, New York, 1965, P.160.
Kingsley Davis and Hilda Hertz Golden, "Urbanisation and the
Development of Pre-Industrial Areas", in P.K.Batt and Albert J.Reiss
(e~ op.cit.,P.120. Also See(in the same meaning), B.J.L.Berry,
J "Ci t;-Size Dis tribution and Economic Devel opmen ttlEconomic
Development and Cultural Cha~, Vol.9, 1961, P.587.
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by growth in the na ti.ona.Leconomy and by demographic trends 0 ( 1)
Hoselitz, also argues tl:at "The grovrth of population in urban and
industrial centres appears to be inevitable if there is eccnol1!.ic
development, whether by industrialisation, by the development of
mining or by commercialisation and improvement of agriculture.(2)
He adds, that "This relationship appears obvious at first sight,
since the most highly developed countries are also, on the whole, most
l:ighly urbanised. The rapid grcwth of urban centres in Europe,
more over, set in approximately at the same time as the first steps
toward rapid industrialisation were takeno,,(3)
In the past two d.ecades, a great concern f'oz- the interrelations
between urbanisation and development has developed. This concern
has crystallised out in the need to ar,alyse the interactions between
the two processes. Since the appearrulce of the Davis's(4) paper
titled "Growth of Urbanisation in theliorld", and Davis and GOlden(5)
paper "Urbanisation and Development of Pre-industrial Areas I, several
authors have tried to test empirically the relationship between
urbanisation and the development processes.
Davis, for instance, in another paper "The urbanisation of Human
Population" using 1960 population and per capita income data, found
that, "a linear correlation exists between per capita Lnocme and level
of urbanisa.tion". (6) He fcund that, the three countries \'rith a
per capita inccrre of ¢ 1,500 or ~ore a year have the highest degree of
urbanisation and the 63 countries wi th per capita income under' ~ 100 a
year have the IOHest degree - by either of two classifications of
(1) Larry S. Bourne, "Limits to Urban GrowU.; Who Eenefi t? Who Pays?
"..ho Decides?" Cor.tact, vol. 8, 1976, P.9.
(2) Bert Hoselitz, ~i.to P.159.
(3) Ibid, PP.217-218.
(4) K. Davis, "The Origin and Growth of Urbanisation in the World"
American Journal of So.£1-.9.!Qi;z, Vol. 60, 1955, PP.429-445.
(5) K. Davis and H. H. Golden, Ope cij.,PP.120-140.
(6) Kingsley Davis, "The Urbanication of Human Population", in
Gerald Breese (edJ,The City in Newly Devel9~ng Countries,
Open University Set Book, Prentic-Hall, International, Inc.,
London, 1972, P.10.
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urbani sation: the urban population as defined by each count ry or the
population livint' in cities of 100,000 or more inhatitants~1)
as indicated by figure (2.1)
Figure (2.1)
Cc-,r-relationB~tween Per C!llJitaIncome
and Level of Frbanisation in the World*
~ Urban Pop.
- City Pop,
Per Capita Number Number Percent
Income of of
(:CollG.rs) Countries Cities
Over
100,000
Under 100 63 186 I--
100 - 300 89 303
300 - 700 26 309
700 - 1500 18 194
Over 1500 3 171
No data 19 178
World Total 218 1341
~The approximate date of the population statistics and per capita
income used is 1960.
Sou.rce, Kingsley Davis, "The Ur-banf aat.i.onof Human Population"
op•ci t ., P. 10 •
Berry a Ls 0 f'oi.nd in two of his studies (2) that there is a posi tive
correlation between urbarisation and econoreic development of a
country. In first of these two studies, Berry proceeds from the
assumption that assoc::.ationexists between the level of economic
development of a country and the degree of its urbanisation.
Ibid, P.1O.
B.J.L.Berry, "Some Relations of Frbanisation and Basic Patterns
of Economic Development" in F.R.Pitts (ed.), Urban Systems of
Economic ~~yelop~ent, (12) (Eugene, Oregon), 1962; and Brian J.
L. Berry, The Human Consequences ••••~i t.
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To prove this assumption, Ber-ry adopted a principle component analysis
using 43 indices for 25 countries. The result of the analysis
revealed that four factors accounted for 90 percent of the variance.
In many ways, this ~as hardly surprising, for BerIY puts into his
matrix variables which are essentially economic or demographic in
context and in some cases almost tautologOUso(1) The first set
of components, (economic component), used by Berry, were
associated with transport, communications, trade, energy production
and consumption, national product and public services. The seco~d
factor was termed demographic. These two components were
associated in the evaluation of a scale of economic development
when they shoued a high positive correlation with urbanisa.tion.
The linear correlation between economic development and
urbanisstion stressed by Davis, has been con.firmed by the second
study of Berry(2) who in turn, using more recent population and
per capita Lncome data found such a linear correlation existed
between the two processes. Table (2.3) and figure (2.2) reflects
Berry's finding.
The direct association between development and urbanisation
is not only tied to the main regions and countries of the world,
but it can also be seen in specific regions or areas within the same
(1) Harold Carter, QP.cit., P.29.
(2) Brian.r. L. Berry, The Human Consequences ....op ..cito,
PP.74-77.
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Table (2,,3)
. - . - ,
Groups of Countries by Per Capita Incoz::;e(r.S.fJ
Urbanisation 1000 575- 350- 200- 100- Under
and over 1000 575 350 200 100
Percent of total
population in urban areas
(recent census) 6802 6508 49.9 36.0 32.0 22.9
Percent of Fopul~tion in
co~unities of ~ore than
100,000,(about 1S55) 43 39 35 26 14 9
Cc.r-reloS.tionBeh.-een Per CaDi ta IncoIlle
and Level ef Urbanisation in Ue I-'orld
Source, Extracted fron Brian Jc L. Berry, The Human
Consequences ••••opocit., Table (5), Po77.
Degree of Urbar!is3.ticn of ',\'orldBa:1k Nerr.ber-
Coun~ries Co~~ared with tteir Gross National
Prod\;ct in 1970
100
..
~ so
~
::>
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Source, Ibid, Figure 10. Po75.
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country. LCogan(1), for instance, in his study "The Spatial·
Dimer-sions of Economic Development; the case study- of uPFer Jv:idwest"
of U.S.A., f'ound tihat "Areas of greatest w eaLth and grow1th are •••
those with a high non-z-ure.Lpopu.Lata on;" (2) This finding has been
reached as a result of tes ting the behaviour CIf fli:x teen variables
which were stated as indicators of levels of ecor.omic development.
This test includes 24·1 coun td.es in Minnesote., Wiscanson and Michigan
and used 1960 data.
As a rFsul t of this close cor-relation be tween development and
urbaniea.tion, Richardson argues that "oo •• grovith in the national
economy will have repercussions on the struc tur e and gro\1th of
cities via its impact on the supra-regional functions of business
firms located in ~etropolitan city centres".(3) The national
system of cities may be treated as the spatial forn. of organisation
adopted by the industrial ecer.omy to achieve its gOals.(4)
HOtrever, it is necessary te nention, that the cLcee correlation
between development and urbanisation, does not n.ean that it is a
perf'eo t correlation. Examinations of the correlation between
the two processes indicate that there are son.e exceptional ceses.
(n M. 10 Le'gen, "The Spatial Dimensions of Economic Development;
The case study of Upper Midwest", Beg-ional ~t-vdies Vol. 4,
1970, P. 119.
~, P.119.
Harry W. Richardson, op.cit., P.174. In the s~e n.eaning see
also, F. S. Perloff, Key Factors of Regional Planning",
Jo~rnal of A:merice.nInstitute' of Plann,m., Vol. 34, 1968,
PF.153-159.
Harry W. Richardson, "Optimality in Ci.ty-Size Systems of Cities
and Urban Pclicy - A sceptic's \'iew", Urban St1;.dies,Vol.10
1972, P.29.
(4)
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Bairoch, for instance, stated that "Many diverse factors, geographical
and sccial as well as political and historical, play their part in
the pace and form taken by the concentration of population in an urban
setting". (1) To prove that, Biaroch chos e pairs of countries with a
similar general structure within the confines of Europe. He found
at least three cases in which the more urbanised country is the
less economically developed, as illustrated, in the following table.
Table (2.4)
Percentage of Urban Populations in Selected
European Countries and their Per Capita Income
Country Urban Population Per capita (1958-1963)
% (1960) GNP (U.S ~<)
Austria 38 805
Swi tzerland 28 1570
Holland 60 930
Belgium 52 1180
Hungary 38 830
Czechoslovakia 25 1200
Source, Paul Bairoch, Opecit. fooinote (3), P .233.
Many factors, economic as well as non-economic, stand out as
determinants of city growth and urbanis~tion. Hatt and Reiss(2)
outlined five of these factors, they are:-
1. Agric~ltural revolution: According to this factor the growth
of cities and consequently urbanisation is inevitably linked to
agricultural productivity. Only with an agricultural systm capable
of producing a surplus of food is it possible to withdraw labour
from the immediate problem of food production and apply it to the
many kinds of consumption and capital goods and services
charactaristics of city life.
Paul Bairoch, The Economic Development of the Third World. Since
1900, Translated by Cynt~ia Postan, Methuen and Co. Ltdo
London, 1975, P.144.
P. K. Hatt and Albert J. Reiss (e~),Cities and Society, op.cit.
PP.79-81.
(2)
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Thus, the greater the productivity per worker of an agricultural
system the greater is the possibility of it supporting a large
urban population.
2. Technological revolution: The invention of efficient
techniques fer converting the energy into fuels, particularly the
invention of the steam engine, and the derived development of mass-
production techniques and the factory system made possible the support
of masses of people densely settled in small areas and alienated from
land.
Clark and Fisher, developed the thesis that '•••technological
progress reduces labour requirement in the primary sector of the
economy, thereby making available a large proportion of the labour
force to the secondary sector. Later, technological progress in
the secondary sector permits an increasing of the labour force to be
employed in tertiary activities.,(1)
Perroux was the first author to hypothesise that both development
and urbanisation resulted from the innovation process. Lasuen(2)
follows Perroux, adding that innovations progress in cluster-like
fashion affecting the system of growth poles.
3. The commercial revolution is therefore the third factor in
the growth of urban~ation. The development of world market,
exchange systems and radically improved means of transportation and
communication, argued Hatt and Reiss(3), allowed cities to develop
under conditions whicL otherwise would have prevented their
allpearance. They add, "Historically, the impetus to city growth given
by the expansion of trade actually preceeded the principle effects of
industriali~ation.,,(4)
William H. Mieruyk,"Labour Mobility and Regional Growth", in John
Blunden et.al. (e~1op.cit. P.103.
J. R. Lasuen, op.cit. P.16S
P. K. Hatt ar.dAlbert J. Reiss (ed).op.cit.~ P.SO.
Ibid,. P.SO.
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40 The fourth factor in urbanisation is increased efficiency
of transportation. Since cities depend necessarily upon trade, as
described above, increases in the efficiency of long-distance
trar~portation have had a powerful stimulating effect upon urban
growth. Thus, the automobile, the electric car, rapid transit,
trucks, buses and elevators all have contributed much to the growth
of tte huge metropolitan centres of today.
5. The demographic revolution which is the sequence of these
other development (mainly industrial revolution) also played a role
in urban gr-ovth • Hatt and Reiss argued that the appearance of urban-
industrial society brought with it sharp decreases in mortality.
Birth rates, however, did not fall so rapidly and one result was a
phenomenal growth of the population in Western society during the
nineteenth and early part of the twentieth century. These population
increments in large measure found their way to colonized countries.
The de~ographic revolution in this way contributed heavily to needs
of the cities for an increasing labour force and consumer market.
Duncan(1) believes that, in addition to the importance of
technological and demographical factors as a determinent of city
growth and urbanisation, development in social organisation is
necessary. For, relatively la.rgeaggregations of population, argues
Duncen, required more co~plex social organisation, including improved
communication, and social and political mechanisrrs permitting some
form of exchange among the emergent specialists, agricultural and
non-agricultural.
Otis Dudley Duncan, 'Human Ecology and Population Studies', in
Philip M. Hauser and Otis Dudley Duncan (ed.),The Study of
Population: An InventoEY and Appraisal, University of Chicago
Press, Chicago, 1959.
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Urbanisation is seen therefore as a product of increasing economic
specialisation and advancing technology. Carter, for instance,
emphasi sed this point and argued that" The only way it is possible to
advance from a subsistance basis is by specialisation of economic
activities. The linkages between specialisms necessitate the
accumulation of people and this is a process of urbanisation.,,(1)
Many economic ideas and theories have emphasised this
specialisation of activities and linkages between them. The original
expositions on the multiplier, for instance, enphasised solely the
effect of investment in the capital-goods industries on employment
in other sectors of the economy.(2) Later, others independently
developed a modified and broadened version, the basic/non basic
ratio, and maintained that export (basic or city forming) industries
were the primary determinants of "t'egionaland urban growth.(3)
Thelatter notion have been criticiSed on the basis that there is no
reason to believe that exports are the sole or even the most important
autonomous variable determining regional (or urban) income(4). Pfouts(5),
empirically demonstrated that local-market industries, by
perpetuating income flow wi thin the city, fur·ther generate income
and hence development. Secondly, a multiplier effect restricted to
export industries would often supress the development-instigating
qualities of local industries that provides inputs for export. Or
factories might shift from producing exclusively for local
consumption to serving a more extensive area.(6)
( 1 )
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
( 6)
Harold Carter, op.cit.,P.28
John M. Keynes, The General Theory of Employment. Interest and
Money. New York, 1936, PP 113-131.
See Douglass C. North, "Location Theory and Regional Economic
Growth", Journal of Political Economy, Vol.63, 1955, PP 243-258.
Charles M. Tiebout, "Exports and Regional Economic Growth"
Journal of Political Economy, Volo 64, 1956, PP 160-164 and 169.
Ralph W. Pfouts, "An Empirical Testing of the Economic Base
Theory" Journal of American Institute of Planners, Vol.23, 1957,
pp 64 - 69.
For further elaboration see, Walter Isard, Methods of Regional
Analysis, Cambridge, 1960. PP. 194 - 205.
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To illustrate tr.emultiplier effect on urban growth, the
N~tional Resources Committee(1) analysis of the process of
urbanisation is quoted. The committee argued that, "•••as industry
and population in a ~ty increase, and as larger areas, outside the
city are brought within the orbit of its influence, the demand for
service functions increases. As the industry and business enter
the mass prod.uction and mass distribution stage, the clerical and
managerial functions require a relatively larger personnel. The
range of occupations, of income and consequently, of standard of
living tends to increase with the size of the city, producing great
diversity and contrasts between various sections of the urban
population.,,(2)
The functional differenciation of cities, more over, proceeds
no t merely on the basis of industrial special:isation but is
conditioned also by the commercial, governmental and social roles
which cities assume(3). This idea is in the same line of Lampard's
view that" Ci ty growth is simply the conc entration of differen tiated
but functionally integrated specialisms in national locales.
The modern city is a mode of social organisation which furthers
efficiency in economic activity.(4) This idea again is developed in
parallels with Rostow's stages of economic development.(5)
Urbanisation is not o~ly an excellent index of economic
development and social moderinisation but also itself a stimulus of
such changes. Hence the second task of this section is to examine the
effect of urban areas in general and cities in partiCtilar as a stimulus
National Resource Committee, "The Process of Urbanisation:
Underlying forces and Emerging Trends" in P.K. Hatt and Albert J.
Reiss, op.cit. PP.64-77.
Ibid, P.72.
Ibid, P.73.
E. E. Lampard, "The History of Cities in Economically Advanced
Areas" Economic Development and Cultural Change, Vol.3 1955,P.92.
W. W. Rostow, The Stages of Economic Growth,Cambridge University
Press, London, 1960.
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of economic deve Lopment , Sps.ce does not pemu t a full treatment of
this matter here, but the general ideas and main findings in this
respect will be presented.
Indeed, the geographical literature abounds vIi th examples of
optimal spatial pattern centering on urban places and of mettods of
analysis based on distance - decay and gravitatior,al concepts.
Examples of the sp~tial-organisational function of urban places include
theories as they have evolved from the original wo rks of Vor,Ulunen,
Christaller and Losch and from dd.f'fus Lon models from Hagerstrand' s
work , but the relationship of performance with the urban system has
only been emphasised by ScLultz(1) and in greater detail by
Friedmann.(2)
According to ~cl:ultz, "•••economic development occurs in a
specific locational matrix which is primarily urban and industrial
in composition. It is at or near this matrix that economic
organisations especially cornmodity and factor market, work most
efficiently.,,(3) Friedmann, on the other hand, is more explicit and
claims that" •••the spatial incidence of eccnomd c grovrth is a
function of dstance from tte central city, that is, economic grovlth
tends to occur in the matrix of the urban region.,,(4)
It is clear, however, sOILe apparent differences of emphasis between
Schultz and Friedmann in their formulation of ideas on the spatial
occurrence of E:conon:;.icdevelopment. Logan(5) argues that Friedmann's
statement refers to growth as distinctive from development and is
formulated in the context ef developing countries, but Friedmann's
T. W. Schultz, The Economic Organisation of Agriculture, M.cGraw-
Hill Book, New York, 1953, P.147.
J·.Friedmann. "Regional Economic Policy for Developing Areas"
Papers and Proceedingsof Regional Science Assc-ciation. Vol.11,
1963, PP.41-61.
T. W. Schultz. op.cit., P.147.
J. Friedmann Regional Developrr.entPolicy. A Case Study of
Venezuela, The M.I.T. Press, Cambridge, 1966, P.ll.
M. I. Logan. "The Spatial Dimensions of Economic Development:
A case stud] of Upper Midwest" op.cH., Po119.
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elaborations, emphasise Logan, implies t r;e poae i.b.Le existence of an
urban- run ..l continuum in which levels of economic developn:.ent are
at their highest in or near the La rge ca ty and are at their Loves t at
the intermetropoli tan per-i.phery ,
A number of carefully elaborated empirical studies have given
substance to ~,his eeneralisation. Duncan and others( 1), for example,
have shown that the value of f'arm product per acre value of farms
and the distribution of non-metrorolitan manufacturing are each
:highly correlated ~Tith closeness to the large city. Smith and copp(2)
shoved that the average value of land and bu:'ldings decreased and the
average size of fams increased as distance from large places
increased. Nicholls(3) showed that U.e impact of urban-industrial
growth had the effect of improving agricultural productivity in the
immediate vicinity of the urban places. In addition to these
scholars, many others(4) gave substance to this notion.
The generalisation made by Scllultz and Friedmann also supported
by Boudeville who concluded tr~t Perroux's growth poles were really
urban places with agglomeration of key industries.(5) After
Boudeville's work, which began in the late 1950's, a greater
recognition of the spa.tial aspects of economic gro"th, and in
particular, a greater recognition of tr..e role of cities came about.
O.D. Duncan, et.al.,Metropolis and Region, John Hopkins, Baltimore,
1960.
H. F. Goldscith and J. H. Copp, "~2Politan Dominance and
AgriculturE::", Rural Soc~ology, Volo 29, 1964, PP. 385-395.
William H. Nicholls, "Industrialisation, Factor Karkets and
Agriculturel Development" Journa L of Political Economy, Vol.69,
1961, PP 310-340.
See for :i_nstance, Vernon Ruttan, "The Impact of Urban Industrial
Development on Agriculture in tile Tennesse valley and the South
East", Jourr..al ef Farm Ecor.omics, Vol. XXXVII,1955,PF.38-56; and
John Friedmann, The Spatial Structure of Economic Development in
the Tennesse Val~, Research paper No.1 Pr'ocrarame for Education
~esea.rch in Planning, The University of Gt.icago,1955.
M.D.Thomas, "Gr{)uth pole 'I'heo.ry e An Exa.rr.ination of some of its Basic
Concepts" in N.M. Hansen(ed.),Growth Centres in Regional Economic
Development, The Free Press, New York, 1972, PP. 50-81.
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As neither the term growth pole nor development pole in the earlier
Ldt er-atu r-e necessarily implied an urban Loca t i on, the term 'gro\{th
centre' evolved in order to eephasise the importance of cities.
Accordingly, there is agreement among the authors of the
preceeding papers that the grov th and development of cl. ties is a
necessary condition of economic development. Lampard, in particula.r,
points to the need for t-reater spec i.a.Lf.eatLon of tasks which has been
assccia ted invariably with urban CEn tres. Both Lampard ( 1) and
Stolper(2) suggest that €,conomic grov th becomes impossible beyond a
certain point without the development of major cities. Also, Gras
has named the economy of the modern rlorld 'metropoli tan economy'
because of the oruc i.aL part played by the great cities in
o.rganf, sing and integrating the world commercial, financial and
communication arrangements.(3)
The location decisions of rr.ost firms, argued Friedmann, are
made wi th reference to cities or urban region, or as he ce.lled
location points, due essentially to two reasons(4). First, says
Friedmann, "Cities represent identifiable points in the space
economy; from a location stand point, the internal areas of cities
tend to be regarded as relatively homogeneous ••• And it is r:i th
respect to cities - as identifiable ecor..omic sub-eys tem - that
measurements r-ega rdd.ng the supp.ly schedules of labour, material
inputs, energy and transportation fLay be taken". The second reason,
according to Friedrr.ann, which te regards as more significant, has to
do with a category of external economies of agglomeration.
E. E. Lampard, "The History of Cities in Economically Advanced
Areas", op.ci~~ PP.81-136o
W. Stolper, "Spatial Order and the Economic Grow th of Cities",
A Commenton Eric Lampard. Economic Development and Cr.Lbura I
Change Vol. 3, 1954, PP.137-146.
Rupert B. Vance and Sarah Smith, "M.etropolitan Dominance and
Integration" in P.K. Hatt and Albert J. Reiss, op.cit. P.104.
Jor.n Friedmann, Regional Development Po Li.cy, A Case •••••
OPe ci t., PP 28-29.
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Hence, cities and tOYiY..Sbeca.use of valuable urbanisation and
1· t' . (1) t dlaca asa aon econonu es en to be favoured as points of grow th,
In otr.e r words, "•••the concept of agglomeration n.ay provide a
theoretical unders.tanding of the fairly connon occurence whereby
there are essentially neighbouring locations for all fims in a
given industry, and eventually, a rational for the concentration
of a majority of business activities in a city mre area, or
metropolitan regiOn".(2)
Much has beer. written on the rol€',of external economies of
agglomeration in tbe gro\'!thof urban areas and centres, and mos t
ef this has been on the basis of economic variables.
In their classical fOrIr.ulation,weber(3) and Roover(4) stressed
the importance ef ~gglomeration economies as a loeational factor of
economic activity. Acco :-d.ingto vieber, the third locational factor(5)
was the agglomeration (deglomeration) economies and dis-eccnomies
which acts, to concentrate er disperse industries within a given
region. In the same line, Hoover argued that 'o.othe incentives
tOYlard agglomeration of diverse type of business into a relatively
small number of clusters at transfer nodes may be aasuned up under
the head of economies of urban concentrations,,(6).
Urbrulisation economies, are the saving in overhead costs
resulting froI!'.COIl!IDonusage of basic facilities by a lI!ultiplicity
of distinct firms:localisation econolI!ies,are the savings
resul ting f ror; tr.eproximate locations of a number of firms
witt..affinity linkages. (See D. Todd, "An A},:praisalof the
Development Pole Concept in Regional Analysis" Environment and
PlanninK, Vol. 6, 1974, P.294)
D. Bar-reus et.al., "Office Space Utili ation and Urban
Decentralisation" Centact., Vol.8 1976, P.146.
A. Weber, Theory of the Loc.§.tior.of Industries, translated by
C. Freidrich, Harvard University Press, 1926.
Edger E. Hoover, The Location of Ecgnomic Activity, McGraw Rill
Book Ccmpany , New York, 1948, P.120.
The two other Loca t.ional, factors according to vIeber are:
transport cost differentials and labour cost differentials (cee
w. Isard, Location and Economic Space, The M.I.T. Press,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1956, P.172.
Edger E. Hoover, op.cit.,P.120.( 6)
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In addi taor, to the f'or'r.u.La tion of Weber and Hoover , many
o ther authors have stressed t r,e Lmpoz-t.an ce of external economies of
aggLon.erat.Lon as a stimulus of activities to the urban areas (such
as Isard(1) who rramed the exterr~al economies, urbanisation and
localisation economies).
Hoover argues that a city ".o.has certain large-scale eccnomies
to offer its business enterpriseso,,(2) He notes that". 0 0 in addi tior,
to tr.e advantages of better transfer services and a broader, more
flexible labour market, the.re are many kinds of auxiliary services
catering to business in general - bank, utilities, fire and police
pr-c tec taon, and others - whicb can do a more effective job in large
communities. Interest, property insurance, and utility rates are
generally lower in large citieso,,(3)
Isard illustrates Economies of scale with urban size
hypothetically in a diagram reproduced here as figure (2.3).
This figure shows economies rising as city size increases to a
certain point, beyond which diseccnomies of scale begin to operate.
Other advantages of to\'TDSand cities as a Lcca tdona l points of
non agricultural ac tivi ties are: the greater varie ty of skills and
occuFational specialists vThich can be found there; (4) Uncertainty is
minimised;(5) Personal contact is utilised especially in
transi tional societies where communa catdon systems er-e scarce or
unreliable(6); and it is seer. as the agent for the introduction of
(1) Walter Isard, Location and Economic Space, QP..cit.PP.176-188:
For other details on the subject see: D.F .Darwent, "Gro\,..th Poles
and GroVitt.Centres in Regior..alPlanning - A review" Environment
and planning, Vol. 1, 1969, PP.22-23; David S. Smith, Industrial
Location, An economic Geograj)hical Analysis., John Wiley & Sons
Inco, New York, 1971, PP.82-88; and J. R. Lasuen, op.cit.PP.172-175
(2) Edger Hoover, op.cit.P.120.
(3) Ibid, P.120.
(4) Berl" F. Hoselitz, op.cit. P.162 Also see John Bale, The Location
of Manufacturing Industr;y_.Oliver and Boyd, Birkenhead, 1976,P.88.
(5) D. F. Darwent £].cit ••P.22.
(6) ~, P.23.
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Figure (203)
Hypothetical Economies of Sca.le ~.,..ith Urban
Sizes
Tran.ponalion economies~-----.....,
, ;"",' L.lbor economir, ".
/ -----\-..
,// Power economi." ...........
Ed~calion economies
Popu"lion
Source, W.I$ard, Location and Ecor:o:dc space, ot:,.cit.Fig.35,P.187
new ideas, for the development of innovations, and for social cr~e
(1)ger.erally.
The most extensive empirical study of the nature of tbese
external economies was giver. in an analysis of the econoffiYof the
New York Metropolitan Region(~) From this study it would appear
that these external economies are basically of two kinds: In the
first place there is the reduction in uncertainty which comes from
(1) M. I. Logan, "The Spatial S:rstem and Planning Strategies •••"
op.cit.,P.288.
(2) RJImond Vernon, MetroDolis 1985 Cambridge, Mass. Harvard
University Press, 1960, P.101.
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location in a large city in close proximity to many pos.si b'Le sources
of info:mation. The second. type of €xten:.al economies result f'r-cm
the availability of variety of specialised facilities and services(!)
in the large city.
An intensive examf.na tdon of the roJ.e of city sizes and distributions
on the economic development, in genera.l, and the association between
city-size and external economies of scale, in partic~lar, will be
made in the folloKing two chapters. This examination will be
supported with empirical evidence wherever that is possible.
2.3. Industrial Development as e Main Cause of Urtanisation
Industrial development or industrialisation which means the
introduction of so-called secondar,r industries on a considerable
scale(2), was the main cause of development of advanced countries,
and it is, as stressed by Chenery(3) and other scholars, the main hope
of the most poor oour:tries trying to increase their level of income.
It is also the most controversial aspect of the problem of economic
development.
The so-called theory of development stages was largely founded
on the empirical observations of Clark and Fisher. In essence the
theory shows that, " •••as per capita income grows, there is a general
decline in the proportion of the working force engaged in agriculture.
Such a decline is at first accompanied by a growth in the proportion
of the working force engaged in secondary industries, primarily
manufacturing. Later, tertiary or service industries expand and
increase their share of the t ot.e.L working force.II(4)
TI) For details and examples of these specialised facilities end
services and advantages of Metropolitan location see, R. M.
Licht~lberg, One-Tenth of a NatioB,Cambridge Mass.Harvard
University Press, 1960, P.67: and Jor~ Friedmann, Regional
Development Policy, A case ..." op.cit. P.29.
Edger M. Hoover and Joseph Fisher,"Research in Regional Econoruic
Gro~th",Universities-National Bureau COffiIDitteefor Econoruic
Research, New York, National Bureau of Fconomic Research,1949,P.182.
Hollis B. Chenery, "The Role of Industrialisation in Developing
Progranur.es" in A.N.Agarwala and S.P.Singh (ed.),op.cit. P.451.
Morgan D. Thomas," Regional Economic Growth and Industrial
Developl!ent" Regional Science Association: Papers X, Zurich
Congress,1962, PP.61-62
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No definite criteria are known to classify a specific country as
ar.industrialised. This proposition differs from country to another
and by time. Clark emphas Lsed this point and argued that "It is not
however necessary, for the purposes of defining an industrial ccur;try,
that the greater part of the working population should be engaged in
manufa.cture. Indeed, in the wea.ltha.es t industrial communities the
proportion so engaged is low, and tending to full furt~er, with up to
70 percent of the labour force, in soree instances, being engaged in
service industries. Nor is it a necessary concept that such a country
should produce the whole range of manufacture. So~e of the smaller
industrial countries ere highly specialised, and obtain the greater
part of their r€quire~ents of manufactured goods by exchange with
other countirdee , But nevertheless it is essential to our concept of
an industrial country that it should have a substantial number of
efficient manufacturing industries, on whose existence indeed its
economy dependll.(1)
Industrialisation which is e main vehicle of development, in turn,
is associated with urban grolli"th,and the relationship of these two
processes is usually assumed to be so close that soreewriters speak of
industrialisation and urbanisation as two facets of one and the same
process. Myrdal, for instance, emphasised that '•••industry was and
jon the developing count zi.es still is, the chief vehicle of
urbanisation.II(2) He adds that "••• the intensive nature of
industrial activity explains the concentration of the labour force and
auxiliary services in towns , locali m.ng there consumer and industrial
markets whicr. attract other industries and services, and unleashing a
of circular and cUlLulative causation~(3)process
(1) Colin Clark, Population Growth and Land Use, MaCmillan and Co.
Limited, London, 1967, yp.284-285.
(2) Gunner Myrdal, "Rf.ch Lands and Poor" World Perspectives, New York
Vol.16, 1957, P .13.
(3) Ibid, P.13. Myrdal cumuLatdve causation model will be dd.soussed
~orr.e details in chapter three.
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ThOrr.psor.(1)and pred(2), also built !LoGels to explain urban-
industrial growth. Because Thompson's work is cased on broed synoptic
vision of urban industrial growth, while that of Pred, who attempted to
explain tr,e gro\',thof American cities in the period 1800 to 1914 is more
concerned with relating theory to errparacal, evidence and atterupts to
identify the factors causing urban growth more precisely, will be quoted
here as an explanation of urban-industrial growth.
Utilising Myrdal's cumulative causations model(3) of spatial
development transformation, Pred puts forward a similar model to
explain urban and industrial growth.(4) In his reodel, Pred invites us
to imagine a mercantile city, perhaps on the Eastern Seaboard of the
USA, and to imagine that either by chance or design a factory is
established in the ~ty. He argues that this will set off two chain
reactions • First, new manufacturing functions, whether or not they
primarily serve local markets, will have an initial multiplier effect;
that is, new local demands created both by the factories themselves
and by the purctasing power of their labour force will generate a host
of new businesses: Service, trade, construction, transportation,
professional, and miscellaneous white-collar jobs. He argues that the
combined effect of new industrial employment and an initial multiplier
effect will be an increase in population, or growth in urban size, and
the probable attainment of one or more new local or regional industrial
thresholds. The higher thresholds will support new manufacturing
functions as well as additional plants in existing industrial categories.
(1) W. R. TholLpson, A Preface to Urban Economics, Baltirrore, John
Hopkins Press, 19650 Also see, Geoffrey Edge, "The Economic Causes of
Growth in Industriali ~d Societies", in Urban Development Unit
10-14, op.cit. PP.35-37
(2) Allan Pred,"Industrialisation, Initial Advantage, and American
Metropolitan Grc\\th", in John Blunden et.al.(ed),op.cit. P.179
The Model first built in 1966 and presented in Pred's research.
The SFatial Dynamics of U.S.Urban Industrial Growth.1800-1914.
Carubridge, Mass., M.I.T.Press,1966.
(3) Gunner Myrdal, Econorr.icTheory and Under developed Region, Gerald
Duckworth, London, 1957.
(4) Allan Pred,"Induntrialisation, •••", op.cit. pp.179-180.
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Pred's model goes beyond that and argues that, once production
facilities have been constructed in accordance with the new thresholds,
a second round of grov.-this initiated, and eventutlly still higher
thresholds are achieved. Plant construction in respor.se to these
thresholds again generate a multiplier effect and higher thresholds
and the process continues in a circular and cumulative manner until
interrupted or impededo
The second chain reaction, argues Pred, will occur at the same
time and compounds and reinforces the effects of the first. This chain
ste~s from the continually more complex network of interpersonal
communicatior.s and ccnfrontations that derives from an expanding
population. The multiplicatior. of interaction.s among the gro...-ing
number of i.ndividuals engaged in the manufacturing and tertiary sectors
enhances the possibilities of tectnological improvements and inventions,
enlarges the likelihood of the adoption of more efficient managerial
and financial institutions, increases the speed with which locally
originating ideas are disseminated and eases the diffusion of skills
and knowledge brought in by migrants fro~ other areas. Once
implerr.antationhas occured(1) - that is, once new factories have been
erected or old ones enlarged - employment and population increase, the
web of interpersor..alcommuni.eations is a.gain extended and densened,
the ctances, for invention and innovation are further enhanced, and
the circular process continues, perhaps even at an accelerated pace,
until diverted or hindered.
The following figure illustrate the Pred model of circular and
cumulative process of industrialisation and urban-size grcwth.
(1) Schumpeter argues, that, inventions and ideas are not immediately
implemented but await an imaginative entrepreneur to exploit them.
See Joseph A. Schumpeter, The Theory of Fccnomic Development,
Translated by Redvers Opie,New printing, New York, 1961, P.9 and 64.
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Figure (2.4)
Pred Circ~lar and Cumulative Process of Industrialisation
and Urban-Size Gro~th
, New or Enlarged
... Industry
1r 1 EnhancedPossibility of
Multiplier 4 Invention orEffect Innovation
I~ New Local orRegional Threshold -<
Invention and ""-Innovation
Source, Allan Pred, "Industrialisation, Initial Advantages ••••"
op.cit., Figure 16, P.179.
According to Pred's model, all urban centres once they acquired
their initial factory, will undergo an upward spiral of industrial and
population expansion. Nevertheless, it should be noted that despite
the crucial importance of industrial development in urban growth, in
reality most towns manage to acquire some indu.strial functions, and
not all ind'l.O.strialcentres reach metropolitan size. Indeed, Pred
realises this fact and sets out to explain differences in the size of
urban-industrial centres by examining the ideas of initial advantage
and transport syste~s.(1)
However, tte close association between industrialisation and
urbanisation is historically confirmed through the fact that the advanced
countries contain the most heavily industrialtsed and at the saQe time
most densely urbanised regions of the world. In the developed countries
during their period of industrialisation and urbanisation, the shift from
agric~ltural to manufacturing employment, on the one hand, and
(1) Geoffrey Edge, op.cit.,P.38•
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urbanisation, on the other hand, was so close that tLe economic
historian Clapham pointed out that "o ••the best general test of
industrialisation of nation's life under the modern conditions is the
rate and character of the growth of its towns.,,(1)
The figures in table (2.5) illustrates the parallel course of
industrialisation and urbanisation in Britain in the nineteenth century.
Since the nineteenth century, tLe proportion of po~ulation in agriculture
in Britain has continued to fall, reaching less than three percent in
1970. The proportion of pecp.le in towns of 20,000 and above has continued
to increase. Thus by the 1950's and 1960's it could be said that Britain
was almost a corr.pletelyurbani sed society. (2)
other developed countries have followed the sa~e path. In 1965,
the proportion of the occupied population in agric~lture was 6.5 percent
in the USA, 17 percent in France, 11 percent in Germany, 25 percent in
Italy and 24.3 percent in Japan~3)
Davis and Golden, realise this parallel correlation between the two
processes. They argued that " •••if we take as undeveloped, or pre-
industrial, all areas with more than 50 percent of their occupied males
engaged in agriculture, we find that only 9 percent of their combined
population lives in cities of 100,000 or over, whereas for the other
countries (industrial) the propor tdon is 27 percent.,,(4) It follows
that these parts of the world still mainly in tLe peasant-agrarian stage
of economic development ruanifest the least urbanisa.tion.(5)
(1) J. H. Clapham, The Economic Development of France and Germany,
1815-1944. Carubridge University Press, 1948, P.54.
(2) Frar~ Knox, of.cito,P.15o
(3) Ibid, P.15o
(4) Kingsley Davis and Hilda Hertz Golden, op.cit., P.122.
(5) Ibid, P.122.
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Table (2.5)
Lndus t r-Lal i.sat i on and Urbanis3.tior..in Britain
in Nineteenth Centu~
Year Total Popu Lation Percentage Living* Percentage of*
(OOO's) in 'I'oxns of Working Population
20,00Ot in Agriculture,
For-ee t ry and
Fishing
1801 8.893 16.9 -
1811 10.164 18.1 35
1821 12.000 20.8 33
1831 13 .897 25.1 28
1841 15.914 28.9 22
1851 17.928 35.0 22
1861 20.066 38.2 19
1871 22.712 42.0 15
1881 25.974 48.0 15 .
1891 29.002 53.4 11
*The figures ere subject to a nUKber of qualifications -
those for the towns popula tion relate to England and Wales,
and those for the occupational distribution to Great Britain.
Source, Frank Knox, op.cit., Table (2), P.14.
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A continental breakdown, as given in table (2.6) shows that Asia
(excluding the USSR) and Africa are the most agrarian and the least
urbanised countries.
Table (2.6)
Percent of Population in Cities and in Asriculture
in Major World Areas (1950)
Continent Percent of Economically Percent of Pop.
Active Male Engaged in in Cities
Agriculture 100,000+
World 60 13
North America 17 29
Oceania 35 41
Europe 38 21
USSR 54 18
South America 6l 18
Cen tral Ameri ea and
Caribbean 69 12
Asia 70 8
Africa 78 6
Sour'ce , Kingsley Davis and Hilda Hertz Golden, Ibid., Table 2,P .123
Using correlation coefficient analysis, Davis and Golden, taking
the countries and territories of the world as their units, found that a
very high and positive association exist between industrialisation and
urbanisation. It took the order of (0.86), as of 1950.
Although industrialisa.tion and urbanisation go usually hand in hand,
most scholars of urbanisation argues that there is no necessary
connection between the two processes.Hoseltz, for instance, emphasised
that "Industries can be and have been established in rural districts,
and cities have grown up without large industrial Plants.,,(1)
Bert F. Hoselitz, "The City, The Factory and Economic Growth, in
P. K. Hatt and Albert J. Reiss (ed},op.cit,P.538. Also see, in
the seamline, Rudolf Heberk, "Social Consequences of the
Industrialisation of Southern Cities", in P. K. Hatt and Albert J.
Reiss (e~),op.cit., P.446; and Bert Hoselitz, Sociological Aspects
of Economic Growth, op.cit.,P.163.
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Some writers, goes beyond that, and argues that in rece~t decades
urbanisa.tion has been loosely relEted to industrialisation. Pred,
for instance, argues that "0 •• comes the time when tertiary activities
supplant manufacturing as the pr~nciple dete~inants of urban-size
growtho,,(1) He adds "in USA •••before 1910 industry rather than commerce
was the chief source of ur-ban growth •••the urban growth since world war
one has been perpetuated more by tertiary activities than by
manufacturing is most clearly reflected by the fact that the percentage
of population gainfully employed in fhe Ja tter has been decreasing at the
expense of the former.,,(2)
The findings of Mill's, supported this idea. He found that, "in
the United States, for example, ••••, about 25% of the labour force has
been engaged in manufacturing since about 1920, whereas the urban
population has grown from about half to nearly three-quarters of the
total during that half century.,,(3) Hence from that time it became
apparer..t"•••the factors involved in metropolitan growth •••were
primarily commercial and institutional, with industry playing a
relatively smaller rOle.,,(4)
Economists, argued Pred "••••usually attribute tr.isshift in
sectoral employment to the different income elasticities of demand for
the goods and services of industrial and tertiary activities, and to
simultaneous increases of real product per man-hour in manufacturing
greater than those in other sectors of the economy.,,(5)
Allan Pred, "Indus trialisa tio~ .0" of •cit., P.177 •
Ibid, PP.177-178.
Edrln S. Mills, "Welfare Aspects of National Policy Toward City-
Sizes" Urban Studies, Vol. 10, 1972, P.119.
R. D. Mackenzie, "The Rise of MetrollolitanO.olI!Illunities", in Recent
Social Trend in the United States: neport of the President's
Research Committee on Social Trends, New York, 1933, Vol.1, P.493.
Allan Pred, "Industrialisation. eo", op.ci to,PP.178-179
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Last but not least, Reissn:an emphasise that "o ••it is evident that
not all countries move in the sarne direction or in the sarnemanner to
urbanisation; some countries begin with industrialism, but others
experience city grol',tt.and industrialisn: follows. Other coun tries begin
the process by the creation of nationalistic ideologies and then move to
urbanisation and industrialisationo,,(1) Urbanisation literature provide
ample evidence of such differences, especially if the comparison is made
on a macro scale, i.e. urbanisation experience of developed countries
against that of developing ones. However, the following section
elaborates on such differences.
2.4. Urbanisation in Developing Areas and the Differences in
the Urbanisation of Developed and Developing Countries
The pr-eaerrtconcentration of urbanisation in the advanced nations
is almost wholly a product of the last 150 years, while the deve:'.oping
countries are now passing thro~gh a very rapid urbanisation process,
which some writers labelled an 'Urban Revolution,.(2)
Although the developing areas of the world are less urbanised than
the advanced countries and although Weber's statistics showed
urban~ation beyond western Europe and North America to be limited in
1899 in both scale and extent to the tentacles of colonial expansion,(3)
Davis and Golden argued that "•••the concentration of urbanisation in
industrial area should not lead us to believe that most of the cities
and most of the city people are found in this area, as is commonly
thOUght.,,(4) They emphasise that "The hiatus in the rate or degree of
urbanisation between the advanced and non-advanced parts of the world,
Harold Carter, op.cit.,P.30.
Alan B. Mountjoy, "Urbanisation, the Sequater, and Development in
the Third World," in L. S. Bourne and J. W. Simmons (ea.),
Systems of Cities, Reading on Structure, Growth and Policy, Oxford
University Press, New York, 1978, P.480.
Brian J. L. Berry, The Human Consequences •••• , op.cit.,P.74.
Kingsley Davis and Hilda Hertz Golden, Ope cit.,P.123.
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however, is but a temporary phenomenon - a lag due to time required
for the geograpr..icaland cross cultural spread of a radically new type
of economic and social Organisationo,,(1)
In recent decades, urbanisation rates shows to be higher in
developing countries than in developed ones. Both BerrJ and Davis
and Golden emphasised this fact. Berry, fer instance, found that as
part of the quadrupling of the world's urban-population during the
last 50 years, the developed regions increased their urban population
by a factor of 2.75 (that is, from 198 to 548 millions), while the
developing cOlmtries increased their urban population by a factor of
6.75 (from 69 to 464).,,(2) In both Latin America and Africa the urban
population increased eight fOlds.(3) Davis and Golden findings, also
go in the same line with that of Berry. They found that the rate of
growth of advanced countries cities has begun to slackeno At the same
time that this has been happening in industrial areas, the rate of
urbanisation has been increasing in most developing areas, see
figures (2.5) and (2.6). This of course could be attributed to the
already high degree of urbanisation achieved in developed countries.
In addition to the increase in the rate of urbanise.tion in
developing countries, Davis and Golden found that '•••the developing
countries have more people (160 millions) living in cities of 100,000
or more than do the industrialised nations (155 millions).,,(4)
(1) Ibid. P.125.
(2) Brian J. L. Berry, The Human Consequences ••o, op.cit.,P.74.
(3) Ibid, P.74.
(4) Kingsley Davis and Hilda Hertz Golden, op.cito,P.123. In the same
line see also, Kingsley Davis, "The Urbani ation of Human
Population", op.cito, Figure (3), P.9.
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The United Nations DelliographicYear Book includes lists of cities
of over 100,000 inhabitants. Between 1960 and 1970 the number of such
cities in the develoFing world increased from 249 to 837, a 336 percent
increase.(1) This indication of the high rate of urbanis~tion in the
developing countries is reinforced if data on cities with over 500,000
inhabitants is extracted. The 500,000 city-size population in the
developing countries increased ninefolds during the period 1920-1960,
as compared to 0.6 times for Europe and 2.4 times on other developed
regions (Japan, North America, Soviet Union, Temporate South America,
Australia, and New Zealand)~2)
As a result of the accelerated urban growth experiencing in the
developing countries, it will encompass 51 per cent of the world urban
population by 1980 against 25 percent in 1920.(3)
However, the important aim of this section is to explore the main
causes, characteristics and consequences of urbanisation in developing
countries. For although there are many s~milarities with respect to
urbanisation in the advanced ccuntries and the present developing
countries, there are also important differences. The differences merit
attention for at least two reasons; First, they demonstrate that it may
be hazardous to assume that all of the patterns of urbanisation
observed in the past in the advanced areas will necessarily apply in
the future to the developing regions, and; second, critical examination
of the process and impact of urbanisation in the developing areas may
provide a basis for testing the generations and the hypothesis in
respect of urbanis~tion derived from experience of the West.
Alan B. Mountjoy, op.cit.,P.480.
Brian J. L. Berry, The Human Consequenceso ••,
Table (4), P.76.
Ibid, P.74.
op.cit.,P.74 and
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Among the differences between urbani~':itionin the advanced areas ,
at the time they began to urbanise, and the developing regions nowaday,
the following could be stressed: differences in the world political
situation at the present time compared with ttat prevalent when the
advanced nations first experienced rapid u.rbanisation; differences
in the forces making for urbanisation; differences in the ratio of
population to resources and levels of living; ar.d differences in basic
outlook and value systems.
Hauser, elaborates on such forces encountered the urbanisation
process in developed and developing areas and argued that:(1)
1~ As a result of changed world political framework, it may
be anticipated that the increased use of Central Planning in developing
areas is also likely to contribute to different patterns of
urbanisation than that observed in the West~ It is possible that
many of the problems of Western urbanisation may be avoided or
ameliorated. But it is also possible that new and equally difficult
types of proble~s will be encountered;
2. Differences in the urbanisation of the present developing
areas may arise also from their colonial heritage. In many of the
countries in Asia, Latin America, and Africa, cities are more the
product of colonial experience - that is, the result of exogenous
factors - than indigenous eccnomic development;
3. The third force making for differences in urbanisation between
the present advanced and economically developing areas is found in the
fact that the developing reg-iom; now have available to them tvJentiett
century technology; and
(1) Pr_ilip M. Hauser, or.cil., PPo34-38.
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4. In most of the developing areas touay the ratio of popu.Lation
to r€:scurces is much higher than that whf.ch prevailed at the beg'Lnrri.ng
of the Lndus t r-i.e Lis atd.on and url1a.l;.j_sa.tionof the West. MOl'€:over,
tr.ey are experiencing a more rapid decline in nortali ty than was ever
expe rdenced in the \\'estern Vorld and cor.sequently mor-e rapid rat es of
population increase.
These and otter f'o rces encoun t.ered the urbaniSation process in
the developing areas create a great differences between urbanisation in
these a.reas and ur-barria.atd on in tr.e advanced areas during their first
stages of development and urbanisation. The main differences could be
sucmarised as follows:-
1. Altbo~gh the urbanisation process at the early stages of
development in advanced countries cbaracteris ed by the creation and
growing of modern industrial to"ns and cities, there are hardly any
genuine industrial cities in the developing couhtries. Hoselitz
emphasf.esd tr.is point and argued that" ••• the very f'ac t in these
count ra es more than haLf the n:.ales are occupied in ag-ricul ture, fisbing,
or forestry explains the sce.rci ty of genuine industrial ci.ties in these
countries.,,(1) Hence, though such cities as Kampur 01' AhEedabad in
India, Maracaibo or Konterrey in Latin America, and Dharan in the
Middle East n:.aybe regarded as genuine industrial cities, the majority
of the cities of ~eveloping cot~tries perfo~ numerous centrel city
functions and industry plays oft€u only a relatively subordirmte rOle~2)
HO\feVer, it should be noted that the western pattern of functional
specialisation of cities have been adopted in developing countries.
Hoselitz in another xork , stated that "1t;estern pattern of urban growth
and functional specialisation of cities have been adapted in non-European
co~ntries and the same functional types can be distiq~'Uished." (3)
(1) Bert F. Hoselitz, "The City, tbe Factory, ••• " op.cit.,P.543.
(2) Ibid, P.543.
(3) ~ F. Hoselitz, Sociological Aspects of •••• , op.cit.,PP.219-220.
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Thus, we find t cday n:ining t ovns or a.anuf'actur-i ng t ovns or ccmnercc.a.I
tcuns in Asia, Afl'ice. and Latin Amerd.ce .•
2. One of the great eor.trasts between the urbanisation of the
developing COl'Jl tries and tLa t of the advanced is the absence of wha t
Hoselitz called IICity-ConsCiousnessl1(1) in Asia and Africa and perhaps
also in Latin Ame r-Lca, This implies; "0 •• that the distance between
urban and rural s ty.l.es of life is less pronounced than in Europe; that
the loyalties of tie urban dwellers are frequently to groups "Those centre
of gravity is out sa.de the city; that the sojourn in the c:.ty is regarded
often as only temporary; that migrants to the e:'ty from one village or
province not only tend to settle in clusters in their ovn , but that
even when they have become permanent city dwellers they maintain SOrie
ties with the region they come from; and that each district of the city
f'omis a commurri, ty of its oun , often vigorously separated fron the
others.,,(2)
The conaequencea of His fact are of considerable gravity. Most of
European rr.igra!:ts to the cities in the eighteenth and nineteenth century
came from the coun t rys i.de , just as the migrants to cities of under-
developed count ra es today. But wher-eas the European, once he had
reached the city and lived there for" a short time was able to cut himself
loese from h.is old home because he f'oun d a new home with new loyal ties in
the city, the Asian or African does not experience such a transfer of
loyalty. He continues tc "belong" to the place whence he came and he
never feels ft;.lly and exclusively at hOlliein the cityo(;) Hoselitz
believes that the urban envircr.ment in the developing countries created
Bert F. Hoselitz, "The City, The Factory, ••• " op.cit.,P.545.
Ibid, PP.545-546. (The differences listed above, were pointed out
~st twenty-five years ago by MaxWeber when he cor..eluded, as a
result, of exa.r.c.iningthe pecularities of Chinese, Indian, and Aratic
ci ties, that "Only the West has known an urban community in the true
sense of the word as a mass phenomenon;" (Ibid,> P. 546)
(;) ~, P.546.
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sHch cehavioural pattern. He argued that "o.othe urcan environrrent
in under-developed countries has the effect of increasing greatly the
anxieties and the uncertainties of the recEnt migrants, to Druce him
look for security in familia.r Eurrcundines, and to seek out associations
in wtich familiar pa.tt.erns of f',oc:ialstncture, authority and
responsibility prevailo,,(1)
3. The third and n:ost impo:rtant characteristic of urbani&9.tion
in developing count r.Les, on which there is a general agreement among
scholars of lJl'banisationand d.evelopment, is that economic development,
in general, and industrial development, in particular, lags far cehind
the rate ef urcanisation.
Bez-ry , for instance, stresses this point and argued that "....hile
in the West, urtanisation involved gradual innovation and interdependent
economic and social change spanning more than a century. Contemporary
Third World urbanisation involves greater numbers of people tr.an it did
in the West. Migration is greater in volume, and mo:re rapid.
Industrialisation lags far behind the rate of urbar.isatior.,so that the
bulk of the migrants find at best marginal employment in the <Uties.,,(2)
Berry adds, "the most pressing problems associated with third world
urcanisation arise because, despite accelerated Lndus traa'lLsa t.Lon,
the rapidly increasing labour force of cities is not being absorbed
into f'Vll and productive emplOyment.,,(.3) With urban g r-ovrth rates
typically nJrillingat least twice the rate of natural increase,
frequently in excess of 5.0 percent per annum, but with industrial
emplo~~ent increasing at 4.4 percent per annun:, the bulk of new man-
"
power is absorbed by small-scale enterprise, personal services, and open
unemployment. Morever, spurts in urban investn:ent tend only to bring more
""[1)Ibid, P.547.
(2) 'i3I-ian J. L. Ber!"), The Human Consequences .... , oP.cito,P.74-75
(3) ill£, Po91.
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migrants to the city. Several consequences, e.rgued Berry, folloK
f'r-omthese facts: "•••mainter.ance of a minimal 'Survival econon:.y';the
reinforcement of traditional subcultures in the city, tte prevention
of diffusion of development beyond the big cities e.nd the creation,
thereby, of growing primacy of the major urban agglolLerations.,,(1)
All these characteristics and consequences of urbanisstion in
developing countries identified by Berry, have been stressed by other
schol~rs of urbanisation. Hauser, among others, emphasised that
"Accelera ting urban gro\-Ttr.in many of ur..der-developed areas •••is not
so much the product of economic development and the pull of population
into cities from rural areas but rather is the result of the pushing
population from troubled and insecure rural areas.,,(2)
The position that developing areas are in this sense over-urbanised(3)
challenged among others 'by Sovani(4) who also lLarshals datahas been
which tend to refute tte contention that rural push is a major factor
in urban growth in developing areas. Bairoch also found that
"••between 1950-1970 migration from rural areas have been responsible for
45 to 55 percent of the increase in urban population in the non-communist,
ur.der-developed countries.,,(5) He adds, •••"the over-population of
agricul tural land has pride of p.lace amongst the push factors, the higher
level of urban incomes forms an essential element in the pull factors.,,(6)
W,Ibid, P.91.
(2) Philip Hauser, op.cit., P.37. In the same line see also Bert Hoselitz,
The City, The Factory ••••", op.cit.,P.547; Paul Bairoch, Qll....c.;Lt., P.144.
The l~er argued ttat" ••after 1930 a new phenomenon which might be
termed urbanisation without industrialisation began to appear in the
third world. This phenomenon verJ :r·apidlyacquired an inflationary
character and in the early 'sixties' began to present most serious
problems of urban unemployment and under employment; "and Frank Knox,
op.cit.,P.19.
(3) Over-Urbani sation or as called by Paul Bairoch "Hyper-urbani sa tion" ,
coa:.einto use about twenty years ago. In particular it was at the
heart of the discussions at the joint U.N.and UNESCO Seminar in
Bangkok in 1956. See,Paul Bairoct,op.cit.,footnote No. 11, P.234.
(4) N.V.Sovani, "The Analysis of Over-Urbanisation" Ecor:omic Development
and Cultural change, Vol.12, 1964, PP.113-122.
(5) Paul Bairocb, op.cit., P.151.
(6) ~, P.152.
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This was not the case in the modern industrialised countries after
their take off period. The dualistic structure of ~ost developing
econolLies is believed to be the main cause of cuch urbanisation pattern.
However, it should be noted that the causes of over=ur-band aat i.on could
differ from one country to another and could not only attributed to tte
above mentioned factors.
4. As a result of the above characteristics of urbanisation in
developing countries, it is clearp that urbanisation in this area has
not been associated with dramatic increases in levels of living as in
the West, where the city was a consequent of, and antecedent, to
increased productivity.
The levels of living in the econond caLl.y advanced areas were higher
at tt.eir point of Ull~e-off in econolLic development than is prevalent
in the developing regions today. (1) Bairoch (2), who e.Iabo rated on
this aspect, found that the gap in the level of income per capita at
approximately similar stages of urbanisation in developed and developing
countries is about 90 per cent, which he argues, is very much more than
any margin of error which can be attributed to the data.
This situation coupled with the fact that urbrol growth in
developing areas may be more a result of push of population from the
impoverished ccunt~Tside than tte Pull of population to urban areas by
reasons of greater econolLic opportunity and productivity, may help to
account for the relatively low level of living found in urban places in
the developing regions.
5. The grol'iingprimac~ 3k,f the major urban agglomerations has
Philip Hauser, op.cit.,P.39.
Paul Bairoch, op.cit.,P.150.
Primacy is simply the dominance of a city (or a fe\Olcities) over
the other cities in a given nation, or as stated by Friedmann,
"•••the dominance of the space economy by a single urban region ••"
(John Friedmann, Regional Development Po Idcy , A Case •••• ,op.cit.P.35.
It is the consequent of the concentra tior. of econon.Lc developn:.ent,
and correspondingly population in a particular area. For examples
of primate cities in developing countries, see, Mark Jefferson,
"The Law of Primate City", Geographical Review, Vol. 29, 1939,
PP 226-232.
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also been stressed. by several scholars. Hoselitz, for instance, stated
that "In the industrially less-developed countries, the 'law of primate
cities' in its reore extreme forn appears to hold. In fact, in some
under-developed countries this 'law of the prinate city' is so strong
that apart from a capital which may have a million inhabitants or more,
there are no other large cities ••o,,(1)
However, many other scholars stress that primacy could be fouLd in
both developed and developing countries during the early stages of
developmeLt. EI-Scakhs(2~ for instance, in a recent study found that
the association between concentration of population and development
emerge during the early stage of development. The most important
conciusioLS to be drawn from this study were that; primacy and non-primacy
could be fouLd in both developed and developing countries; primacy and
regional inequalities are two major by-products of the development
process; and pramacy and inequality are found to emerge during the early
stage of development. MJrdal, Hirschman, Friedmarilland Richardson all
stressed that eone entratd.on is associated with the early stages of
development. The ideas of the first three scholars will be discussed
in detail in the follo~~ng chapter. An important thesis of Rictardson
that pervades the whole book is that "after a phase of initial concen-
tration associated with the beginning of industrialisation process •••
sustained na tiona1 growth is associated with despersion into different
areas of the econOffiY,and that at a later stage of development
associated with transportation improverr:entand higher incoree levels
metropolitan growth is accompanied by decentralisation.,,(3) On another
occasion, Ricr..ardsonalso stressed that "The growth of big cities, or the
concentration process is probably a necessary phase in economic
(1) Bert Hoselitz, Sociological Aspects •••• ,op.cit.,P.209.
(2) S. El-Shakhs, "Devel opmen t, Primacy and Sys terr.of Cities,"
Journal of Development Areas, No.7, 1972, pp 11-35.
(3) Harry W. Richardson, Regional Growth Theory, John Wiley and SOLS,
New York, 1973, P.8.
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developnent simply because it facilitates the accurrulation of capital.lI(1)
Hence, in general, there is a general agreement among sctolars that
primacy increases and regional inequalities are intensified during the
early stages of development until a 'mid-point' in the develoFment process
is reacted, after which primacy and inequalities begin to decline.(2)
The ctoice between centralisation or decentralisation policies of
economic development and urban growth depend on the aims and objectives
to be actieved from the adaptation of suct policies. For while
centralisation policy achieve a maximum rate in the growth of the
national product, a decentralisstion strategy aims at the redistribution
of income in favour of t.he pocrer regions of the country, that is, it
emphasises the welfare aspects of development.(3) Such controversy
(1) Harry W. Richardson, liThe Argument for very Large Cities
Reconsidered, A Commentll, Urban Studies, Vol. 13,1976, P.309
(2) For detailed arguments of tLese generalisations, see Rasool F.
Al-Jabiri, The Examination of Selected Theories and Models of Urban
and Regional Development, with Particular Reference to their Possible
Applicability in the Basrrul Region of Irag, Unpublished Ph.D.Thesis,
University of Manchester, June, 1978, P.16.
(3) Justification of such argument and a detailed argument on the
advantages and disedvantages of centralisation policies, see for
instance; William Alonso. IIUrban and Regional Ilbalancesll, Economic
Development and Cultural change, Vol. 7, 1968, PP 1-14 (reprinted
as Chapter 28 in John Friedmann and William Alonso (ed),
Re ional Polic : Readin in Theor and A lications, Cambridge, MIT
Press, 1975, PP.622-635 and IIEquity and its Relation to Efficiency
in Urbanisationll, in John F. Kain and John R. Meyer (ed), Essays
ih Regional Economic, Harvard University Press, 1971, PP 40-57;
A. R. Kuklinski, "Regional Development, Regional Policies, and
Regional Planning; Problems and Issues, Regional Studies, Vol.4
1970, PP.269-278; J. G. Williamson, IIRegional Inequality and the
process of National Development: A Description of the Patterns",
in L. Needleman (ed), Regional Analysis, Penguin Book Ltd. England,
1972, PP. 99-158; B.E.Coates et.al. Geography and Inequality, Oxford
University Press, Oxford, 1977, PP.120-122; Allen Gilbert, "The
Argument for very large Cities Reconsidered", Urban Studies, Vcl.13
1976, PP 27-34, and "The Argument for Very Large Cities Reconsidered,
A Reply", Urban Studies, Vol. 14, 1977, PP.225-227; Peter L. Simons
and Noel Go Lonergan, "The Mythical Arguments for Decentralisation",
Royal Australian Planning Institute Journal,Vol.11, 1973, PP.146-147;
G. H. Searle, "A Re-Examination of the case Against Decentralisation",
Royal Australian PlarillingInstitute Journal, Vol.12, 1974,PP.58-62;
G. Manners, "Urban Expansion in the United States", Urban Studies,
Vol. 2 - 3, 1965, P.53; and R.G. Estall and R. Ogilvie Buchanan,
Industrial Activities and Economic Geography, Hutchinson and Co-
Publisher Ltd., London, 1964, P.106.
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on tte costs and. benefits that could be acbieved from these two
differer.t strategics encouraged sorr:escholars to ttink of a
stra tegy whict comb.i.nesthe benef'Lts of both. To get the benefits of
both concentration and dispersal policies Rodwin, has suggested a
strategy of "concentrated decentralisetion.,,(1) This syr..thesis,argues
Friedmar.n, "•••recognises the need to bring areas other than the
principle n8.tional centre into the development process end to locate new
core regions in the peripheryo,,(2) This strategy is consistant with the
long-te:rrr.regional development process. To some extent it leads to
distributing investment at the same time taking some advantage of
urbanisetion economies. (3) In tte same line, Hansen argues that
"cor..centrateddecentralisation •••is a strategy which it has beer.widely
fel t, will sure.Ly prove more effective in promoting various development
goals than would either entirely dispersing growth or entirely
concentrating it in very large citieso,,(4)
Nevertheless, Eozelitz emphasised that the picture we witness in
many Asian cotmtries is one which has no proper arzlogue in the past
urban development of the West. He argues that, "Althot;.ghin pre-
industrial periods primate cities existed there also, the overall
cultural distance of these cities fro~ the cOtmtry side surrounding them
was never as great as in present-day under-developed countries.Although
in their settlement patterns, and even in their small population
composi tion, the ci ties of Asia are closer to the countryside than was
the case of European cities, except during short periods of their history,
Lloyd Rodwin, Nation and Cities, Boston, Houghton Hifflin Co., 1970.
John Friedmann, Regional Development Policy, A Case •••,op.cit., P.52.
D. F. Darwent, op.cit., P.19.
N. M. Hansen, "An Evaluation of Growth-Centre Theory and Practice",
Environment and Planning, Vol. 7, 1975, P.822.
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the cultural distance between city and ccuntryside is greater in newly
developing countries than in Europe.II(1)
Hence, primate cities in developing countries, which Hauser,(2)
attributed their origin and growth largely to their functions as an
(entropot) between the colony and the imperial cou.ntry, imposes heavier
economic and social cost because of their large size resulted from
the location of different activities and consequently population in these
cities. The socio-economic costs of urban size will be the main core of
chapter four.
6. Knox(~) adds ahother difference between developed and developing
countries during their early period of industrialisation and
urbanisation, that is, the total rates of population growth. He argues
that," ••• the most important difference between developing countries
at present and the developed countries during their period of
industrialisation and urbrulisation is not the rate of urbanisation of
the former but in their higher total rates of population growth, 2-3
per cent a year, and in a few cases 3.5 per cent, compared with 1-1.5
per cent a year in Britain during the industrial revolution and in other
developed countries during their population explosion.II(4) Knox adds
that "•••from the standpoint of agricultural efficiency it might be said
that the rate of urbanisation in the developing countries is too low
rather than too high. But the dilemma faced by these countries lies in
the fact that even the present rate of urban growth pattern possess serious
problems.II(S)
(1) Bert Hoselitz, Sociological Aspects •••,OF.cit. ,P.225
(2) Philip Hauser, op.cit. ,P.36
(3) Frank Knox, op.cit.,P.22
(4) ~, P.22.
(S) ~, P.22.
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Finally, Knox concluded that "••.even if there are (primefacie)
grounds for believing that the process of urbanis~tion is helpful to
economic development, this does not mean that the type of urbanisation
at present experienced in many developing countries, involving the
expansion of capital cities and the cities whicl:.are already very large
(in absolute terms or in relation to the total POFulation) is necessary
or desirableo"(1) There is little evidence to support arguments either
on behalf of or against concentrating investments in the prjmate centres
of developing countries. The choices between centralisation or
decentralisation urban-growth strategy in developing countries, depends
on the national goals and objectives of development whether it is in
favour of efficiency or equity criteria and the stage of development
reached by these countries. Hence, one can not recommend
decentralisation for ever~r developing country nor did can advocate
the 'dismemberment' of primate cities. While in some countries
decentralisation within the core region may be appropriate, in others
a rural based decentralisation policy may prove more effective.
However, there is a considerable debate still unsettled over this
question and its consequences.
2 .5. Summary
The definition of the concept 'Urban' is a complex matter. It is
a dynamic concept that continually is being changed by new conditions.
No absolute boundary line, could be drawn, between what is called urban
and rural areas. The multidisciplena~' approach of delineations of the
urban area whicc depends on a set of socio-economic, demographic and
administrative factors is the most realistic approach. On the contrary,
the characteris ation of a ccmmuni ty as ur-ban on the basis of one criterion,
(1) Ibid, P.22.
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which many national population censuses adopt, is obviously arbitrary
and does not ~ive an accurate picture of urbanisation process of a
specifi c country.
Different concepts of urbarlisation could be distinguished,
that is, the behav Loura L, the structural and the demographic concepts.
Each concept focuses on specific elements of the process and
consequently is used for different analytical purposes. What concern
this study is the demographic or statistical ccncept which refer to the
proportion of the population resident in urban areas. Rural urban
migration is though to be an important element in urbanisation.
A close positive correlation is found to exist between both eccnomic
development and urbanisation process of not only different countries
but also within different regions of the sane count~. As a result of
this close correlation, the national system of cities may be treated
as the spatial form of organisation adopted qythe economy to achieve
its goals. Growth and development of cities is a necessary condition
of eccnomic development, where tre latter occurs in a specific locational
rnatrix which is primarily urban and industrial in composi tion.
Urban growth is also associated ~ith industrialiSation and the
-relationship of these two processes is usually assumed to be so close
that some writers speak of the two processes as two facets of one and
the same process. The historical evidence on the urbanisation of both
developed and developing countries confirms such associations. However,
the same set of historical evidence confirms that the role of
industrialisation on urban growth has been decreasing in recent years
leaving the tertiary activities to playa more vital role.
The direction and manner of urbanisation differs from country to
country and by time. Differences are more apparent if developed
countries are taken against developing ones. Although there are many
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similarities with respect to urband satf.onin the advanced cour.trf.es,
at their early stages 0: development, and tLe present developing
coun tries, there are also important di.f'f'er-enceawhich extend to include
differer.ces in the pattern of urban grm.'U~, socio-econon:.icaspects,
poli tical aspects and demographic aspects of ur-bana satLon , These
differer.ces are due to nany forces. Among these forces are the differences
in the world political situc.tion, differences in the forces n:ak:ingfor
urbanisatior., differences in the ratio of popuLatdon to resources and
level of living and differences in basic outlook and value system.
Finally, although the developing areas of the world are less urbanf aed
than the developed ones, the rate of urbanisation of the fermer, in recent
decades, is increasing and is higher than that of the latter. Half the
urban population of the world by now are expected to be living in urban
areas of the developing countries against only 25 per cent in 1920.
Hence, it could be concluded that the discussions in this chapter
provided a ger.eral understanding of the problem of the urban growth.
Generalisetior.s regarding the correlatior. between economic development,
industrial development and urbanisation process could help in explaining
the causes of urban growth in Iraq and the U.E..R. in the past few decades.
It will also help in visualising the size of the expected urban growth in
the U.E.R. as a result of the corrmitted econon:.icdevelopment. The fact
that remarkable differer.ces exist between urbanisetion of the developed
countries during their early stages of development and that of present
developing countries end the prevalence of different sets of socio-
econon:.ic,political and cultural forces behind such differences implies
that when planning for urbanisation in a developing region such as the
one in question, the direct copying from the experiences of the developed
countries should be avoided and the adaptation of many of the facts
developed there should be ur.dertaken cautiously and in accordance with
the socio-econoIIi.icircuILstances of a particular case or that of the
similar cases.
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CHAPTER TIffiEE
THE QUESTION OF CITY-SIZES AND DISTRIBt~ION
(One)
CHAPTER THREE
THE QUESTION OF CITY-SIZES ~JD DISTRIBUTION
(One)
INTRODUCTION
The Questions of city sizes and distribution have been discussed
for a long time and in different contexts: from the theoretical point
of view in models of spatial organisation, in studies of economic and
demographic development as well as in comparative regional or country
investigations, in the context of optimal urban development strategies
for thinly populated or under-developed regions, and from the point of
view of regional economic and social policies in general and in many
countries.
Most urban and regional scholars regard U.e question of how to
explain the size distribution of cities as one of the most fascinating
intellectual problems in urban and regional analysis. Richardson,
for instance, reviewed several reasons for this: "the topic is
relevant to all societies regardless of their level of development,
location or cultural background; it has attracted the attention of
many social scientists - economists, geographers, sociologists and
statisticians - and no one discipline has the monopoly of wisdom.,,(1)
In another paper, Richardson(2) argued that the possibility of treating
the national system of cities as a spatial form of organisation adopted
by the industrial economy to ac~ieve its growth goals, adds another
dimension to dif:;ct4.ssionsof gro.,;thin the aggregate economy, and the
spatial urban dimension is fully as vo r-thy of study as the more
familiar macro economics and sectoral approaches.
(1) H. W. Richardson, "Theory of Distribution of City Sizes:Review
and prospect, Regional Studies, Vol.7, 1973, Po239.
(2) H. W. Richardson, "Optimality in City Size, •••"op.ci t.,P .29.
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Despite this world wide concern of the phenomenon, there is no
widely acceptable theory and the problem remains a mystery. Tinbergen,
among other scholars has argued that "No scientific explanation
worthy of that name has been advanced so far.,,(1) Nevertheless, the
theoretical challenges of the problem remain immense.
Since the literature on this subject is littered with inconsistencies
and confusion, clarification of some of the issues arising out of the
existing state of knowledge is an important pre requiSite for further
research. Hence, this chapter does not aim to develop a theory of
city size distribution. Its main aim is to survey a wide range of
theories; to assess the standard explanations; to review some very
recent suggestions. It also aims in presenting some empirical
evidence and documentation on city size distributions. It intends to
find out what kinds of statements can be made inspite of all the
difficulties enccuntered, what generalisations can be drawn from past
experiences, and what conclusions can legitimately be drawn.
3.1. Origin and Early Theoretical Literature on City-Size
Distribution
Periodically in the past century the location and distribution of
cities and settlements have been studied. Important contributions have
been made by individuals in many disciplines. Reviewing the original
contributions on city size distribution, Ullman(2), pointed out that
the first theoretical state~ent of modern importance was Von Th~en's
Der isolierte Staat (the Isolated State), first published in 1826,
wherein he postulated an entirely uniform land surface and showed that
under conditions a city would develop in the centre of this land area
J. Tinbergen, "The Hierarchy Model of the Size Distribution of
Centres", Papers and proceedings of the Regional Science
Association, Vol. 20, 1968, P.65.
A. Ullman, "The Theory of Location for Cities" in P. K. Hatt and
A. J. Reiss (ed~,op.cit., PP.227-236.
(2)
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and concentric rings of land use would develop around the central
The essence of Von Thunen's theory is that net revenue-
per unit of a particular product is a declining function of the-negative
influence of trans por-t coet.sor:profits. The first and nearest ring
will consist of bott. highly perishable prodvcts for \':l:.ichspoilage
increases with time and transport distance and products very teavy
or bulky in relation to their value. Outward to this ring, each
successive ring will be utilised for products progressively cheaper to
transport in relation to their value.
In 1841 Kol:l investigated the relation betKeen cities and the
r~tural and cult~al environment, paying particular attention to tte
effect of transport routes on the location of urban centres~2) In 1894
Cooley admirably demonstrated the channe'lLzing influence that
t.raneportation routes, particularly rail, woi.Ld have on the location
and developl!ent of trade centres(~) In 1927 Haig sought to determine
\'rhytt-ere was such a large concentration of population and manufacturing
in the largest cities~4) In the san:e year, Bobeck insisted with reason
that studies, concerned the~selves largely with tte'internal geography
of c:'ties, with the pattern of land use and forms viithin the urban
limits, valuable though they were, cor.sisted only half the field of
urban geogra.phical ques tdon what are the causes for the exas tence ,
present size, and character of a city?(5) S::"ncethe publication of
tbis article, a number of urban studies in Germany and some other
countries have dealt Kith such questions.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Ibid, P.227; and R. Eo Df.cki.naon, "The Regional Relations of the
City", in P. K. Hatt and A. J. Reiss (edi,op.cit.,pp.269-270.
A. Ullman op.cit.,P.227.
Ibid, P.227.
IbId, P.227.
Ibid, P.228.
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3.2. Statistical Models of City-Size Distribution
It has been recognised that city-sizes vary enor~ously within
a region or ccuntryo The most superficial observation shows that the
distribution of city sizes is stror..glyskewed to the right, i.e. there
are many small cities and a few very large cities in almost all
countries and at almost all times.
Three statistical distributions of urban size have received most
attention: the lognormal distribution, trLe Pareto distribution and the
Rank-size distributions. The three distributions are respectively
given by: (1)
N=log P ••••
Where N=cumula tive percentage of cities; and P=ci ty size.
(2)
Where N(P-)= cumulative percentage of cities above the threshold level,P-;
A,a=constants.
Equation number (2) can be expressed as
log N(P-)=log A-a log P •••• (3)
which is similar to equation (1). If the data yield a good fit, the city
size distribution can be represented by a straight line with a slope of
The rank-size distribution is given by
q K .R.P = ••••
Where R=city rank; q.k=constants
re-arranging the equation we obtain
R=KP-q ••••
Equation No. (5) is identical to the Pareto distribution except that
rank of city is used instead of cumulative percentage of number of cities.
See for example, R.A.Simon, "On a Class of Skew Distribution
Functions", Biometrica, Vol. 42, 1955, PP.425-440; B.J.L. Berry,
"Ci ties as Systems within SystEmS of Cities", papers 8.fl.cl.. ~r..Q£eecy.ngs
.Q£.J.!:!.eRegional Scie!l.9~_J_§§ccja._t1-2n,Vol. 13, 1964, PF.147-163;
B.J .L.Berry and vloldenberg, "Rivers an d Cen trs.L p.Laces e Analogous
sydems", Jo~rr.a.l_2.L1Le~ionalccience, Vol. 7, 1967, PP.129-139;
and H. Richa.rdaon, "Theory of the Dfs trabu taon of City Sizes: •••,
~~., pp .239-251.
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A spec::'alcase of the rank-size distribution is obtnined v;-hereq=l.
This is called the rar~-size rule.(l)
R.P=K=P, 0 •• 0 ( 6)
where p,= size of the largest city.
Richardson pointed out that "A frequent reason for tr..efailure of
this special case to hold is that K ~p (this inequality also has
repercussions on the value of q), usually because p, is overdeveloped
relative to the rest of the urtan system.,,(2) As it has been mentioned
earlier, the tendency for the largest ci~- to ce excessively big with
stunting effects on cities of r.earby rank is the primate distribution
case. One possible example is shown for co~parative purposes in
figure (3.1)
Figure (3.1)
Urban Size Distribution
Population Sir. 10.
Ot U,bAn A,••
i • i' i
2 J. S ID
i i •
Source, B. Goodall, The Economics of Urban Areas, Berg~on Press,
Oxford, 1978, Figure 11.4, P.294.
The rank-size rule, is associated v;-iththe work of Singer and Zipf.
In its sin:plest fom, this rule states that the population of a
given ci ty tends to be equal to the population of the largest city
divided by the rank of ci ty-size into wr.ich the given city falls (See
G .Z.Zipf ,Human Behaviour and U.e principle of Least Effort ,Addison-
Wesley ,Cambridge, folass.1949; and H.W .Richardson, Regior.al Economies •••
op.cit.P.182
H.W .Richardson, "Theory of the Distribution of City-Size •••"or.ci t,P .240.(2)
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The three distributions are mathematically so similar that it is
difficult to choose between them. Richardson suggests that, "If we
were concentrating on the upper tail there might be a preference for
t~e Pareto or rallk-size distributions, especially if data limitations
impose a minimum urban place thresbold as defined by census data, or
if a minimum criUca.l size for c. viable urban service centre is
determined on theoretical grounds." (1) The Pareto ruay also be
preferred if the upper tail is highly skewed. On the ether hand, if
very disaggregated data are available and if the analyst is concerned
wi th the whole range ef city sizes, the lognormal may be more appealing~2)
Berry has shown that rank-size appears to be valid throughout many
parts of the world, particularly in countries with high degree of
urbanisation, in large countries and in developing countries sto.ch as
India and China which are not only large but have a long histo~ of
urtanj.sationP) Pa.rr also viewed that the rank-size distribution has
greater validity than other models.(4)
The statistical distribution models have been strongly criticised.
Stanback and Knight, for instance, argued that these models are not
very useful since the only thing ttey c&~ explain is the existence of
an urban hierarchy. Furthe:nr.ore,they add that the models rest on
insecure foundation since they assun:e that the rate ef change in the
size of any city is uncorrelated with its actual size whicll seems to be
wrong at least in tte short run, for recent work has shown the rates of
gro\'Jthto be correlated witr. city size. (5)
( 1) Ibid, P .240.
(2) Ibid, P.240.
(3) B.JeL.Berry, "eity Size Distribution and Economic Development",
.2.E..!...9i t. ,P.585.
(4) J.B.Parr, "Mod.els of City Size in an Urban System", mpers and
~roceedings of Regional Science Association ~01.25,1970,PP.221-253.
(5) See for instance ToM.Stanback, and R.V.Knight, The Metropolitan
Economy,Columbia University Press, New York, 1970Jind EJJ'onBdvent.er,
"Deterr;:.inantsof Migratior. into l'JestGermany Cities, 1956-61/
1961-66", Papers and Proceedings of the Regional Science Association,
Vol. 23, 1969, PP.53-62.
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Furtlennore, although these various statistical distributior.s may
yield good fits rlitlJ national data, they do not consd de.r the spatial
distribution of cities. Also they fail to provide an economic and
social explanation for the Occurrence of the empirical distributions.
These drawbacks, reduce the possibility of grasping the implications
for pl.annang policy app.li.ca tLons ,
The rank-size rule received most of the criticis~s. Christaller,
for instance, described the rank-size rule as a most incredible law
which Kas not much more than playing with nurr:bers.(1) Richardson argued
that "this criticism is directed solely against the rule itself (i.e.
the special case q=1)" (~) He adds despite satisfactory fi ts in some
cases, there is no reason for restricting analysis to the q=1 case.
The rank-size distribution may instead be Lnterpre ted as a very general
model according to the value of the e~poLent~3) This interpretation
gives some support to Davis finding on city size distribution. Davis
in 1970 ccmputed a measure of primacy for all the countries in the
world that had at least four cities of at least 100,000 population
each in 1960. The measure is the population of the largest city
divided by the sum of the FopulatioL of the next three largest cities.
Among, the 46 countries included in Davis tabulation, the primacy
statistic varied from a low of 0.51 to a high of 4.64. It is thus
clear tr~t the deviatiorofrom rank-size rule are substantial.(4)
Berry in turr. analysing the city-size distribution in 38 cOlrntries
showed that whilst 13 of the countries had rank-size distribution the
(1) W. Christaller, Central Places in Southern Germany, Translated by
C.W.Baskin, Prentic-Hall, Englewood Cliffs,New Jersey, 1966,P.59.
(2) H.W.Richardson, "Theory of Distributior. of City Size •••"op.cii!'.?240.
(3) Ibid, P.240.
(4) E.S.Mills, Ql?cit.P.118
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remainder had either primate distribution or distributiolls intermediate
betweell primacy and rank-size.(1)
VOll Bovehter, criticising the ral~-size ~le and celltral place
systeILs believes also that they "•••are purely en:pirical relationships.
Their parameters can be measured for the real world, but they cannot
(2) .be derived on the bases of more fundamental data." Boven ter-j ques tLoned
the validity of such system and asked:(3)
(i) Wlmt kinds of macro economic interrelationships are the bases
of the systeme r-ank-af ze rule or city hierarchy systems - that have
beell foulld in the real world?
(ii) How stringent or stable are the 'laws' that have been formulated
_ to \-ihatextent can one rely on them?
(iii) Can SUcll err.piricalrelationships be used for regiollal policy
decisions?
To answer these questions Bovenrter concluded that "For policy
purposes, the rru~-size rule is rr.uchtoo crude a measure to be of any
real significance and.might even lead to entirely wrong consequer:ces.
Whether there are deviations from tr.e expected regularity or not, one
should always look for spec if'Lc causes of the particular developmeLts.,,(4)
The rank-size rule seeILS to apply to certain societies. Discussing
this specific point, Richardson, argued that" o •• it may apply on.ly to
soci.eties r.aving certain charactaristics which are not universal.,,(5)
( 1 )
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
B.J.L.Berry, "City Size Distribution and EconoILic l'evelopment",
op.cit. ,PP.573-588.
E.'lcnBoventer, "City Size Systems; Theoretical Issues, Empirical
Regularities end Planning Guides", Urban St.udies,Vo1.10,1973,P.149.
Ibid, P .149.
Ibid', P .150.
H.W.Richardson, Regional Economics:Location theory •••, op.cj_t.,
P.183.
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He adds, that there is evidence that developing countries are less
likely to support the ru Le than more advanced cour.tries.(1)
Accordingly, instead of having one rrulk-size distribution, a range
of rank-size distributions are recommended. Boventer s~~rizing on
this point argued that, "•••we may state that not ~ rank-size
distribution, but depending on the economic and political circumstances
in a particular country, widely different rar~-sizes distributions ~ay be
considered as optimal. Particular rank-size distribution parameters
cannot give any clue that might help in the national planning decision
processes.,,(2)
Despite, the usefulness, of such city size distributions in;
first, highlighting the possible existence of regular orderly
relationships bet~een city sizes and urban growth; second, providing
a framework for further empirical studies; and thirdly, providing a
more systematic attempt to construct a fheo ry of urban gro\")th,they
are too far froffibeing an urban growth theory. However such theory
is long way off. An interdisciplinary approach is not merely
desirable, it may be essential to deeper understanding of urban grov:thP)
simply because it will rest on a more realistic bases.
3.3. Hierarchical Models of City-Size Distributions
Hierarchy models have received most err.phasisin tt.e literature.
Whereas the earliest stu~ies on city size distributions merely
concen trated on trying to account for the shape and nature of the
observed statistical functions, the central place model,pointed o~t
Ricr~rdson, 'was the first deductive theory of the distribution of
.t. ,(4)
CJ. J.es.
Ibid, P. 183 .
E.Von Boventer, 'City Size Systems; •••' op.cit.,P.157.
H. W. Ricr.ardsor.,'Location Theory, Urban Structure, •••'op.cit.l>.185.
H. W. Richardson, 'Theory of Distribution of City Sizes ....'op.cii·,
P.241.
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In 1915 Galpin published the result of a study of cer.tra.lplace
functions in rural Walworth Co~nty, Mictigan~1)w~iCh Jor~son described
as "a trail-blazing docun:en.tthat led sociologists, political sCientists,
geographers and economists to explore more thoroughly the social,
economic and political interrelationships between tovms and their
markets; and to appraise the spatial range of the services that were,
or might be, performed for the rural population by central places.,,(2)
Galpin surveyed his county to deterrr.inewhich people relied en
whicl: central places as the locus for their marketing, banking, milk
sales (it was a dairying county), church going, schooling and news
purcl:ases. He found that matcl:ing people with places fer specific
functions and services produced concentric zones of varying sizes,
depending upon. the specific services or functionsin question.
As in Von Thu.nen's model, transpor t or travel d5stance was the
determining factor in the dimensions of the zones. People tended to
use the closest service centre so that if the Walworth County landscape
had rese~bled the featureless plain of Von Thilnen's'isolated state' the
service zones would describe perfect circles.
Aided in his perceptions by his empirical findings, Galpin
theorized that cnly where such circles overlap can the resident have a
rational alternative between centres. That is, competition between
centres, Certeris Paribus, would exist only in those areas defined by
the overlap of two circles. Moreover, this compe t i taor, would cause cen tres
to be equidistant, assuming no areas left unserved. Galpin's much c~ted
(1) The original article was published as "The Social Anatomy of an
Agricultural Community", University of Wisconsin, Agricultural
Experiment Station, Research Bulletin, No. 34, Wisconsin, 1915.
References to Galpin's work in this section were taken frcffi
E. A. J. Jorillson,The Organisation of Space in Developing Co~ntries,
Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 1970 and Brian J. L. Berry,
Geography of Market Centres and Retail Distribution, Prentice-Hall,
Englewooc. Cliffs, 1967.
(2) E. A. J. Johnson, op.cit.,P.117.
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d.i.ag.ramdeFicting ttis s pa tial coripos i.t i.or, of centres is shown in tte
following figure.
Figure (3.2)
Gal Fin 's IV:odelof Cverla "(''Fine-I-1arket Areas
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Source, GalFin, oD.cit., P.17.
Gal}in's Doc.el very nearly reser::bles thE: hexagor.al lLarket
area so fc:.r::.iliar in present day central place theory obtained
simply bisecting each of Ca.lp.i.n' s shaded zones, as shovn by line
woul~ be in a ste.te of spatial economic equilibrium. The resident
AB in tbe diagran:o The resulting network of hexagonal market zone
of each hexagonal space is closer to the marke t place at its centre
than tc any of the s ur rounda ng market or service centres and, being
totally ra tior.al, he or er;e pa tror.ises tte clos€:st centre.
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This formulation, of course, assun:es that conditions of rerfect
corr:petitionpertain with respect to marketable goods and services.(1)
Two derivates CofGalpin's work, the hexagonal market/service
area and the hierarchy of centres are at t~e heart of the next major
breakthrough in central place theory - the integrated nested hierarchy
of market centres cor.ceptualized by the German geographer Walter
Chris taller and economist August Losch.
3.3.1. Q!lI:i~~r Centrc;UJ ace Model
The central place theory, a theory of urban hierarcty, was first
put forward by Christaller, in 1933 in an attempt to explain the laws
which deterrr.inethe number, size and distribution of t.owns,(2)
Fundamentally, the theo~' is concerned with the patterns through which.
wholsesale, retail, service and administrative functions plus market-
oriented manufacturing are provided io consumers.
Key assumptions in Chris taller theory are the existence of a
featureless plainp transportation costs, economies of scale, the spatial
requirements of eccnomic activities and the variation in demand
functions for different products. He assumes a hexagonal market area
with the locus of production or distribution at tfiecentre. With these
parameters established, and assuming the rational behaviour of perfect
competition, he, and as it will be sho~n later on, Losch, set about
spatially organising economic activities.
According to tr...is theory, the chief function of a t own is to be the
cen tre of a region. Such settlements which are prevalently the centre
of regions, Christaller called Central Places.(3) In contrast to these
are dispersed places, that is, all those places which are not centres.
(n Brian J. L. Berry, Geography of Market Centres ....,op.cit..PP.62-63.
(2) W. Christaller, op.cit.
(3) ~, PP.16-17.
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So~e central places are more important than others - their central
f'unctdons extend over reg.i.or.sin which other places of less importance
exist. Goods produced at central places and the services offered there
are called central goods and services. (1) On the other hand, dispersed
goods are ubiquitous. In order for a particular good to be considered
a central good, it must be produced at the centre of the surrounding
region. The distance over whicr. a good offered at a central place can
be sold is mown as the range of the gOOd.(2) The goods has both
upper and lower limitsto its range. The upper limit is the maximum
radius of sales beyond which the price of the good is too high for it
to be sold. The lower limit of the range encloses the number of
consumers necessary to provide the minimum sales volume required for the
goods to be produced and distributed profitably from the central pl.ace ,
This is also known as the threshold level of goods. Each good will have
its o~n range. This is because prices of different goods increases at
different rates with increasing distances from the centre. Moreover,
different goods have different thresholds.
The area enclosed about a central place by the range of a good is
complementary region of the centre.(3) Ideally, the market areathe
surrounding a centre ought to be circular with the cer; tral place at the
mid point of the circle. Ho~ever the use of tbe circle ~ill either
leave some unserved areas or will lead to some overserved areas. Next
to the circle, hexagons are the most efficient figures both to serve
an area and to fill an area completely.
Using the terms defined above and a set of assUEptions, Christaller
evolved a hierarchy of central places on the basis of the threshold level,
central goods and services. Therefore, market areas are built up around
these places in such a fashion that the larger central places incorporates
(1) Ibid, PPo19-20.
(2) ~, PP.49-58•
(3) ~, P.21.
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witt its hinterland all places of the next order. The efficient
ordering of space under such conditions, due to marketing ccmpetition,
result in hexagonal market areas for places of each order. The hexagonal
hinterlands of lower order places are necesserily smaller than those of
higher order places because of this specialisation in the production of
lower order goods.
In addition to marketing principle which defines a spatial system
in which a minimum number of central places achieves a maximum
distribution of goods over a given region,Christaller, in his central
places preseLted two other f~ndamental principles, the transport and
the socio-political principle.
The transportation principle dictates a linear system in which the
hexagons defining central place market areas are aligned so that "as many
important pIeces as poss~ble lie on one traffic route between two
important to~~s.,,(1) This syste~ was developed because, as Christaller
rightly perceived, transport links between central places arranged
according to the marketing principle are kinked and inefficient.
Figures(3.3.A) and (3.3.B)illustrate the distinction between the
d k t· .. I (2)transport an mar e ~ng p~nc~p es.
In figure (3.3.A) central places of each size less are spaced
equidistant from one another on the perimeters of hexagonal market areas
and collectively from a hierarchy of central places. Although the six
equilateral triangles of hexagonal market area I are fully serviced,
transport routes linking centre P2, P3, P1 and subsidiary centres along
the hierarchy would be forced to follow an inefficient zigzag pattern.
By contrast, rotating class three centres as in figure (3.3.B)
econo~ises on transport by providing a straight transport corridor along
eact ray of centres .0 P1, P3, P2, and s~bsidiary points. Hovever , all
(1) Ibid, P0740
(2) ~e diagrams were adapted by Johnson, from more complex
illustrations by Christaller in Central places. See E. A. J. Johnson
op.cit.,PP0128-129.
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cen t r-es are not vow equidistan t f ron; one ano tr.ar and the total
market spe.ce is not ef'f'Lcd.en t.Ly serviced. Adci tional c€ntres
would be required to fill the gaps.
In cor.tiras tLng these two n.odeLe, Cl:ristaller was attempting to
demonstrate that there are two J_ogical but mutually anconeLat ent models
of ~;J.atial ca-ganf.sa tLon, This is, centres can be ore;anised so as to
"ecor..omise on the r-u.mberof central places required to supply the whole
land,,(1) or to locate "as many important pl5.ces as possible ••• on one
tiraf'f'a c route between two amportan t to ..ms, the route being established
as stra.ightly and as cri eaply as possible. However t1e latter approact
will require a considerably higher number of centra.l places of eacl:
type ••• in order to supply the rEgion with good.s frot! a particular
ra.nge.,,(2)
In cont ras t to the marketine and t ranspor t principles, C1:ristaller's
socio-·peli tical prd ncdpIE abandons economic rationality and efficiency
in an attempt to define cent ra.L places accord.ir.g to the dictates of
e.dministI'E..tive ccrrt roL, defence, and the geo--political separation of
regions. The principle is a speci.a I ce.se applying to "insecure
countries and courrt rd.es where the idea of conmunf,ty is strongly
emphasised.,,(3) The spatial model for such region is ctaracterised
by a large cen t re.L place strategica.lly Located , ringed by smaller
satellites and trailing off to low density or even uninhabited lrulds
at the periphery. Actually, this may not be unlike sone of tte
primate city size d:'stributions found in developing countries teday.
nn:-cbrist~ller, op.cit., P. 71.
(2) Ibid, P.71.
(3) Ibid, P.74.
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Changes over time in all of these constructs were not overlooked
by Christaller, nor were they fully developed. Nonetheless he had a
heal thy awaz-eneas of the impact of changes in factors such as price,
tastes, technology, policy etc. on distance between central places,
typical sizes, and the nUKber and location of places. Nonetheless,
Christaller argued that introd~ction of dynamics does not change the
rational scheme of the system: "only the decisive factors are changed.,,(1)
The modification to the Chris taller central place analysis owe a
'lot to 10sch, BeckKann, Tinbergen and many other scholars.(2) 1~sch,
Beckmann and Tinbergen modifications will be discussed here in some
details.
3.3.2. LQsxh Market Areas aodel
10SCh(3), expanded the theory into a general system of hierarchies
based on the sareekey assumptions of Christaller. He defined a system
of hexagonal market places using a rational for the hex~gonal shape
very similar to that derived by Galpin. In Loscr. Model, each good or
product requires the existence of a hexagonal market area as a necessary
and sufficient condition for its production. The boundaries of these
hexagonal market areas are iso profit lines for the producers and iso
cost lines for the consumers. The size of the respective market area
for each good depends on cost and demand, which in turr..are related to
the size and number of settlements served.
L6sch derived a vastly complex eccnomic landscape in a region
populated by a continuous pattern of triangularly grouped market towns.
(1) Ibid, P .111•
(2) Among them see particularly B. J. 1. Berry, and W. 1. Garrison,
"Recent Development in Central places Theory" ,papers and proceedings
of the Regional Science Association, Vol. IV, 1958; W. F. Stolper,
"op.cit'!,PP.137-146; and H. Co Bos, Spatial Dispersion of Economic
~vity, North Holland, 1965.
(3) A. 16sch, The Economics of Location, Translated by W. H. Woglom, and
W. F. Stolper, Yale University Press, New Haven, 1971, especially
Chapters 9-11, PP.105-137.
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The region is overlaid by networks of market areas, each network
resembling a honeycomb with cells of identical size. Each different size
of market area has its own network, as illustrated in figure (3.4).
These honeycomb meshed networks of market areas - one area can be
the market for several goods as there are more goods than possible
market sizes - are overlaid one on the other until the definition of all
networks for all goods is complete. The rules of perfect competition
apply and the end result is spatial equilibrium of markets and production
centres. One can begin to visualise these co~plex Loschain economic
landscapes by imagining an extended overlay of figure ((3.4)A,B,C).
Such a landscape is illustrated by figure (3.5.A).
Losch next rotated the networks so that there is one centre cc~mon
to all. This becomes the principal metropolis of the region, enjoying
large local demand for the full range of products. However, further
rationalisation is possible by rotating the networks around the common
centre in such a way as to get six sectors with many and six with only
a few production sites, see figure (3.5) A and B. With this
arrangement the greatest number of locations coincide, the maximum
number of pua'chases can be made locally, the sum of the minimum
distances between industrial locations is least, and in cor-sequence not
only shipments but also transport lines are reduced to a minimum. Some
of these factors also combine to create secondary urban centres of
major economic importance, e.g., when axial transportation routes
coincide with agglomerations of production centres and markets. It is
in this way that a logical, rational urban-commercial-industrial sector
emerges, integrated politically, according to Losch, by a hierarchy of
centres.
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Figure (304)
Losch's Market Areas! shovlinI.<'trian£ula tion of centres
and different sizes of sarket areas
A B
c
Source, Adopted from A. Losch, op.cit., Figures 24-26, P.117.
Losch admitted to the many probable distortions of this pattern
in the real world, but did find some empirical support for this
construct, e.g. in the Indianapolis and Toledo areas (See, figure (3.5)
C and D) among others.
The above analysis suggest that the identification of the functional
hierarchy of centres in Losch's Model was by far more complicated than
the one in Christaller's Model. Parr and Denike, for instance emphasised
this point and argued that itA common feature of the two models presented
by Losch and Christaller was the existence of a functional hierarchy of
centres, although the hierarchy in the Lbschian model was a good deal
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Figure (3.5)
LBsch's Econonic Landscanes, showing theoretical
patter~s (A and B) and actual landscanes for the
Indiananolis and Toledo Regions (C and D)
(A) Theoretical P~ttern
of an Economic
Landscape
(c) Indiar.apolis and
Environs Within a
Radius of 60 Miles
(B) Theoretical Pattern of an
Economic Landscape, but
\h thout Nets
(D) Toledo and Environs
Within a Radius of
60 Hiles
Source, A. Losch, op.cit.,Figures 28-31, P.125
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complicated than the Christaller one.,,(1) Moreover, Christaller's
model is more oriented to services and administrative functions,
whilst that of Losch concentrates or. industrial functions. Loech's
main objective was to "explain the complexities of market 'nets",~2)
However, in so doing he introduced into economics the spatial element
which had been all but dormant since the days of Von Thunen. The
prospect his work opened up for economic was appropriately stated by
Losch himself. "For our science ••••the question how the economy fits
into space not only orens a new field, but leads in the final analysis
to a new formulation of the entire theory of economics.,,(3)
Unfortunately, his untimely death left this final challenge an open one.
Beckmann developed a key model relating central place and rr.arket
area hierarchies to the distribution of city sizes.(4) Beckmann's
model comes from a line of thought that goes back to Chris taller, Zipf
and most importantly, Losch. Mills, for instance, pointed out that
"Beckmann's important contribution was to extract the crucial features
from a diffuse literature and to show that they entail a simple formal
model.,,(5)
Like Losch work, Beckmann starts from a homogeneous plain over
which resources are uniformly distributed and build up from the base of
the hierarchy a continuous pattern of triangularly grouped market town,
each with its own hexagonal market area.
J. B. Parr and K. G. Denike, "Theoretical Problems in Central Place
Analysis", Economic Geography, Vol.46, 1970, P.574.
E. A. J. Johnson, op.cito,P.138.
A. Losch, op.cit.?508•
The source of formulation discussed in this model is M.J.Beckmann,
"City Hierarchies and the Distribution of Cities Sizes", Economic
Development ruld Cultural Change, Vol.6, 1958, PP.243-248; Location
Theory, Random House, New York, 1968; and with J.McPherson,
"City Size Distribution in a Central place Hierarchy: An Alternative
Approach", Journal of Regional Science, Vol. 10, 1970, PP.25-33
E. S. Mills, Urban Economics, Scott, Foresman and Corr.pany,Glenview,
Illinois, 1972, PP.108-109o
(5)
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Beckmann's model rests on two apparently simple, but powerful,
assumptions. The first main assumption used by Beckmann to generate
his haerarchy is that "a city's size is proportional to the population
it serves." This assumption is given by:
pm = kPm (1)
Where pm = population of city of order m, Pm = population served
by this city and k = proportionality factor.
which simply says that each urban worker produces enough to satisfy the
needs of k people. A subsidiary assumption to this one is that workers
in the smallest urban areas serve themselves and some rural residents.
It is assumed that only a limited number, say r, of rural residents can
be served by an urban area of the smallest size. Then P1 = r + P1and
equation (1) implies that
P1 = k(r+P1) or P1= kr
1-k
It easily follows that P1 =_!_
1-k
where, P1 is the city size, r the rural population it serves and k the
proportionality factor.
The first assumption implies simplistic production functions in
which labour is the only input and the ratio of inputs to outputs is
constant above a threshold level.
The second basic assumption used is that "cities of each order have
a fixed number of satellite cities of the next lower order". This
assumption is given by:
Pm = Pm + sPm-1 ... (2)
Where pm and Pm as in equation No. (1) and s is the number of
satellite cities served by cities of each order.
Hence, equation (1) limits the number of people that one person can
serve, while equation (2) limits the number of urban areas of the next
smallest size that can be served by an urban area of a given size.(1)
(1) ill£, P. 109
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The latter equation states that the total population served by a centre
of level m equals its own population plus the total population served
by the centres of the next lower level that it dominates.(1)
Beckmann next substituted (1) in (2) to get
Pm = kPm + sPm-1 or,
( s)2 ( )m-1p1Pm = s Pm-1 = Pm-2 = s.
1-k 1 k' 1 - k
This is called a difference equation, relating Pm to Pm-1. It implies
that Pm can be expressed as an explicit function of m.
but, P1 = I'
1-k
thus Pm = sm-1r
(1-k)m
••• 0
k m-1and, Pm = s r
(1-k)m
....
Since s'>1 and k is between zero and 1, it fellows that s/(1-k»1.
Therefore, e~uation (4) says that city size increases geometrice~ly with
m, In other lI'orc,s,both the c ity size and the popuLa.ta.onserved increase
exponentially with the level ef the city in the hier€.rchy. The basic
paremeters of tr,e model are r(tte size of basic ruze.I conmunfty),
k(the r€.tio of city size to population served), and s(the number of
satelli tes per city). The urban multiplier, the facto!' by which each city
size is expanded f ron one order to U.e nex t , i.s
s
1-k Dividing Pm by ~-1 gives
~ = s
pm-1 1-k
'I'Thichsays tiha t an urban area of any size is 100 s/(1-k) percent as big
as urban areas of tr,e next smaller size.
When m assur::esits largest value, say n, then equation (3) describes
a relE.tioIlshipbe-tween total popu Lata.on P, fr;e size of the smal Les t
community 1', and the number of ranks in the city hierarchy N.
(1)~, P.109; and B. J. L. Ber-ry, Geography of Market Centres ••• ,
op.c:-t.P.75.
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P = PN = N-1s r
( 1-kjN .... (5)
The final step in Becbr:ann's a r'gum ent is to show how urban area
sizes governed by equation (4) are related to tbe rank-size rule. In
his mocel there is one largest ur-ban ar-ea , s urban areas of rank 2,
2 n~s urban areas of rank 3, and generally s urban areas of rank n,
Taken literally, the n:odel implies that all urban areas of rank n are
the eame size. Suppos e , more realistically, that there is a small
randon effect on urban ar-ea size, and that popu Lations of urban areas
in a given size class are distributed evenly between the population of
the largest urban erea in the next smaller class and that of the smallest
urban area in the next larger class. Then, using the rule for the sun,
of a geometric series, the middle urban area in the nth class will bave
the rank
2 n-1 n n1+S+s + •••• +S + L = b_
2 1-s
+ ns
2
If n is fe.irly large, sn is much larger than 1/(s-1), and the
above expression can be approximated by
ns
(
1 + 1 )s:1 2"
derived frcfl equation (4), is
PN-n = kr
s (
s _\N-n
1-k )
Therefore, the product of X'e.nkand size is
( ) ( )
N£:. 1. +_1_ __s_
s 2 s-1 1-k
( 6)
where c is a constant.
It is realistic to assune that, in reality, all cities of the sarre
hierarchical order will not be of the same size and that the urban
multiplier _§_ will be a rand omvarialbe. After a number of rank times size
1-k
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multiplicc:.tions 8.S in (E), the product itself Kill show a distl'ibution
pattern (in fact, that of tl:e lognorn:.al distribution). Ca.rried out for
E.ll levels of the t.ierarchy, the effect will be a smoothing out of the
rank-size graph. The d:"stinction between size orders ,;ill be lost.
Fur tf.er-, since k is sma.I I relative to 1, the term
( )-n 11-k = ~n = 1+kn
( 1-k,
is almost cor.s tan t , Hence, Beckn:armccr.cluded that "rank times size ~
ccr.stant ••• (a statement nearly equivalent to) the so-oaLf ed 'rank-size
rul,e for c::.ties I".(1)
Beckn:armI s theory which shows that a very sirr.ple economic
n:echanism can generate a distribution of ur-ban sizes that is sin:ila.r to
Pareto distribution, has been criticised.
Mills, for instance, levelled four criticisms agai.ns t the theory •
.t' . (2)These cr~ ~c~sms are:
First, "it assumes a simple production func ta on in which cost
curves are L-shaped, labour is the only input, and input/output l-atios
are constant above the rr.inimumoutput". It had no demand side.(3)
Second, "the er.tire mcd el, is built on the foundation of the number
of rural residents that can be served by cities of the smallest size.
That determines the spatial distribution of urban areas of sn:allest
size, which in turn determines the spatial d:"stribution of urban areas
of the next smaller size and so on." This argued Mills, "hardly seems
an adequate foundation for a theory of urban area size in an economy in
which two thirds of the popula tion is urban."
Third, "the model ignores all geographical irregularities, natural
resources availability, amenity resources, availability of labour and
other discrete transportation modes and climatic differences. In short, it
ignores all the natural f'ac toz-s that contribute to the cou:parative
advantage of particular areas."
( 1) M. J. Beckmann; "City Hierarchies and the Distritu tion ••• ", op. ci t.,
P.246.
(2) E. S. Mills, Urban Ecorionri.cs , or.cit.,P.112.
(3) E. S. Mills, n\\elfa.re Aspects of National Policy ••• ",op.cit.,P.120.
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Fourth, "the modeL treats urtan areas as points, vIi thout r-egard
fer Epatial phenomena within urban areas. It ignores the possibility
that urban area size may be partly limited by diminishing returns."
F.ichardson also stressed this point and argued that the n:.odelignores
the intra-urban space , High comn:.utingcost and density f'unctaons such
as congestion and pollution are diseconomies of urban scale that may
limit city size inde:rendent of l:ierarchical effects.(1)
The secer..dcriticism made by Richardson is that, the theory ignores
the fact that the relative size of cities is affected by distance between
them. Deviations from the theoretical inter urban distance may not
account for na jor'changes in ranks, but they distort the regularity of the
hierarchy.
The assumption that ea ties only export down the hierarchy is \-Trong,
but this, argued Hichardson, (2) can be deal+. with via allovTing k to be
variable rather than a constant. The same relaxation allows local demands
to vary with city size. The number of satellite cities can also be
pe~itted to vary between levels. These modifications, suggested by
Richardson, make the model more flexible and transform it into a more
general theoI)' with a wide range of predictions compatible with more
empirical examples.
3.3.4. Tinbergen Model
In 1968, Tinbergen published a paper entitled, "The Hierarchy Nod.el
of the City Size Distribution of Centres", (3) in which he developed a
model of city size distributions. The mod.el which it could be applied to
manufe.cturing industry since it does not depend on central places functions,
is similar in SOllieways to Beckmann's classical model but described in
terms of income.
H. W. Richardson, "Theory of the Distributior .....",oJ_l.cit.p.242
Ibid, P.242.
~inbergen, £p..cit.,PP.65-68.
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The main assunpt.i.ons of the model, are; First, a closed economy
(i.e. without f'ore.ign trade) of r eguLar f'crn; evenly covered with
agz-f.cuI tuca.L procluction units except in the centres; second, tr.er-e are
an arbitrary numbe.r of industries (H), each producing finished products,
Lnddcated by number h , where h=o, •••• " ••H). (h) is called the rank of the
industry" The case where h=o represents agriculture. Each industry
consist~ of firms of c:ptimal size (defined by scale economies). Demand
for product h is satisfied by nh firms and its tctal demand isochY(where
Y is tr.e country's income and ee h is a given demand ratio for product h)"
It is also ass~ed that industries have been oruered in such a way that
nl~ n2~ n3" •• ~ ~ and that there is only one firm in tbe tighest ranked
industry (~=1). Third, the rr:odel assumes that all incorr.e is spent i.e.
0( 0+OCt ~ + ••• ~=1. Fourth, to obtain predictions about the size
distribution of ci ties, tr"e model aasumed that (a) t.ier-e are only H
orders of centre (h' =1, •••• ,H); Cb) in any centre of rank n , only the
industries appear for ~!:r_ichh~ h; ; (c) the number of firms in each
industry in each centre is just suffi cient to satisfy local demand for
the industries cf a rank lower than the centre's rank; and (d) the
industry of rank h' in a centre of rank h satisfies both LocaL demand
and the demand for Ua t product in lower rank centres, and exports down
the hierarchy are equally distributed among all n centres.
From the above assumptions, the model derives the number of
centres nh' of a given rank h" and the t ots.L income earned y h I in all
centres of that rank, and according to the following formulation:
yO = ec s, ••• 0 ( 1)o '
yO + y1 = QC y; (2)0 o •••
1-~-~
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= 0;: Yo--1-0; _a;1 2
and so or, 0.0 •• (3)
or in general
o 1 hY+Y+ •• oY = «ay = •••• (4)
Hence , total income can be calculated at any stage as we ascend U.e
hierarcby.
The model also calculated the number of centres in each rank by
adding the assumption that there is a.Lway s only one enterprise of the
highest rank in each centre.
oc.o------.--- ••••• (5)
1- CX::1 •• • - o'h'
Equations (4) and (5) dete~ine the size distribution of centres.
However, Tinbergell himself, pointed out that the model " ••• cannot be
proven theoretically tc be correct and it cannot be preven that it
reproduces either reality or an optimum si tua ti on, It may serve as a
starting point f'or' both more refined theoretical models and empirical
verificatioru,,(1) On tte other hand, Richardson pointed out that,"'Ihis
simple hierarchy mode l can be extended by introducing compLi.cat i.ons such
as f'cred.gn trade, intemediate products, various t ranspoz+at.Lon
aasumpta.ons , uniqu,)ly located industries, and n:ore complex inter urban
trade flow patterns.,,(2) Apparently, Tinbergen's main contribution is
tna t he sketched out a type of central place U.eory wLich deals with
manufacturing industry. Depsite that, tte existence of urban hierarchies
in the heavily industralised regions remains a fact in search ef a
theOry.(3)
n) Ibid, p.65.
(2) H. W. Richardsor.., "The Theory of the Distribution ••• ".Q.P..:.£.t1..,P.242.
(3) R. Higgs, "Central Place Theory and Regional Urban Hierarchies:
An Empirical Note", Journal of P.e.B'i-~.L§ci~~, Vo1.10, 1970.
PP.253-255.
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3.3.5 .G.r..ti:lcisms tcCentra~ce Mod.els
The WOI't:E:of Chris taller and Losch were milestones in prono t.Lng
understanding of the organd aa td.on of econom.ic a.ctivity in space and
helped provide a theoretical base for the rank-size regula.rities and
hierarchical distri bu tdon of cities observed by other-s, Al though
Christaller f'ound suppor-t f'oz-l:.istheoretical model in the organisation
of cer..tralplaces in Southern Germany and Losch too was atle to find
empirical grounding for his theory, the central place theory, has been
subject to numerous criticisms. These criticisms can be summarised
as fOllOKs:(1) The assumptions of perfect competitiOL, hOII;ogeneous
distribution of purcha.si.ng power and so on do not cor-respond to reality.
Jor.nston pointed out that, "there is LO homogeneous plain on wtich all
decision-makers act, successfully, to gain complete economic effiCiency.,,(2)
The theory is often con.sidered a static one beca1.;.seit does r.ot
explain development phenomenon. It neglects almost all important
macro-econom~,interrelatior..ships or adjustment processes.(3) It only
aims at explaining the existence of certain pattern of centres and not
explain how this pattern has 9orr,einto being or what the pattern would
undergo in future. Critics have also suggested that the ideal pattern
of hexa.gonal trade areas are difficult to identify empirically.
Finally, despite these objections, there are some who believe that
" •••neither those nor other objectior..sur.derruine the value of cer..tral
place models as a ratc.onar for the size and apa t.i.a.Ldistribution of cities
and to"l'TnSwithin regions.,,(4) A certain degree of tierarchical organisation
(2)
(3)
(4)
The following articles have provided some of the most extensive
criticisms of the theory,hence for more detailed discussion of tr.ese
criticisms see: R. Vining,"A description of certain Spatial Aspects of
an Economic System" ,Econordc DeveloJ2ment and Cultural Change, Vo1.3
1955 ,PP .147-195;B..J.L.Berry and W .L.Garrison, op.ci t oPP .119-120;
T.Hermansen,"Development Poles and Related Theories",in N.H.Hansen(ed.),
Gro"l'ithCentres in Regional Econon.ic Development, Free Press,New York,
1972,PP.178-182;J.B.Parr and K.G.Denike,op.cit.~.185;and J.Glasson,
An Introductior.. to Regior.al planning.Hutchinsor. and Coo London,1978,
PP.160-162.
R.J •Jolmstor..,Spatial Structures:,Introducing the St.udy of Spatial Systexr.s
in Human Geograpby,Mathuen and Co.Ltd.,London,1973,P.20.
E.Vor.J3oventer,"City-Size Systems; •••",op. ci toJ?.150.
HoW.Richardson,Regional and Urban Ecor..omics, Per..guinBooks Ltd.,Middlesex,England, 19'/8,p.329o
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and of regularity for the "\Thole,though not for indivudual goods, can
be expected to fOllow.(1)
Hence, the following work on ceLtral-place ~odels reco£Lises these
diffici.eLces, as well as the important implications of the model. They
mainly dropped some of the rigid assumptior.s such as that of geographic
homogeneity and no excess profits and brought in other ele~ents of
reali ty such as government intervention with public facilities and public
controls over the private sector. (2) According to Berry and Garrisor.,
such reformulations of central place theory are "warranted" on the basis
of empirical findings, that is, they relate more closely to reality and
to alternative theories such as retailing and constm.er behaviour.
3.4. Polarised Growth Models
Polarised growth "theories which can be us ed as a decen tralis ation
tool by policy makers, fo cused on tr~espatial transition of economic
development and developed an integrated and dynamic model of urban
hierarchy, as well as national development.
Since the first introduction of the term growth pole into economic
literature in 1950 by Francis perrotu(3) a lot has been written abo~t
growth poles and their geographic equivalent, growth centres~4) In short,
Perroux, discussing the economic growth focused on inter industry linkages.
His 'key' industry is the OLe that induces gro~:th to both directly linked
industries and to tte regional econorr.y. This key industry can be thought
E. Von Boventer, "City-Size Syste~s; •••,"op.cit.,P.150.
B.J.L.Berry and W.L.Garrison, op.cit.,and J.B.Parr and K.GoDenike,
0F.cit.,P.580 and P.585.
F. Perroux, "Economic Space:Theory and Application" ,Quarterly J01.:.rnal
of Ecor..omics,Vol. 64, 1950,PP.89-104.
For a detailed discussion of the subject see for instance;
D.F.Darwent, .212. cit.,PP.5-31; J .R.Lasuen, "On Growth Poles",
Urban Studies, vei ,s, 1969, PP·137-161; Vida Nictoles, "Growth Poles;
An Evaluation of their propulsive Effect", Environment and Planning,
Vol.1, 1969, PP.193-208; N.M.Hansen (ed), Growth Centres in Regional
Ecor..omicDevelopment, The Free Press, New York, 1972; and N.M.Hansen,
"An Evaluation of Gro\\th - Centre Theory •••", op.ci t.,PP.821-832 ,
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of as one row of an input-output matrix with important linkages to many
other industries and strong induced effects in the regional economy.
Polarised growth in the Perrouxian context is an example of industrial
dominance with no explicit attention to geographical space.(1) Later on
the concept was adopted in a spatial framework to refer to areas and
regions to which they are linked. This spatial concept of growth poles
has been developed extensively in the literature on regional planning,
especially in the writing of Myrdal, Hirschman, Friedmann, Boudeville
and Hansen.
The growth centre policy has been increasingly adopted by
goverr~ents introducing regional development programmes. The concept has
overcome the barriers of ideology, since growth centre programmes have
been adopted by socialist, as well as capitalist governments and by
governments in both developed and less developed countries. (2) The
concept's prime virtue lies in its seemingly inherent simplicity and
logic. If a government is to introduce a policy of economic dispersal
then clearly every region cannot be the recipient of major new industrial
activities. The growth-centre concept offers a means of taking
advantage of modern technology and external economies of scale whd Le
permitting a measure of decentralisation; It permits the provision of
infrastructure to poorer areas while permitting a measure of economy in
its distribution. In addition, many planners have argued that the
establishment of a propulsive sector in selected centres will stimulate
the economies in the regions surrounding these centres. (3)
N. M. Hansen, "Unbalance Growth and Regional Development", in D.L.
Mckee, et.al.(ed), Regional Economics, The Free Press, New York,
1970, PP.229-241.
A. R. Kuklinski, (ed), Growth Poles and Growth Centres in
Planning, Mouton, The Hague, Netherlands, 1972; and N. M.
Growth Centres in Regional Economic Developmemt, op.cit.
See for instance; J. R. Freidmann, Regional Development Policy,
A Case ••••op.cit.;W. H. Nicholls, op.cit.PP.319-340; and M. J.
Moseley, "The Impact of Growth Centres in Rural Regions-I", An Analysis
of Spatial "Pattern" in Brittany, Regional Studies, Vol. 7, 1973,
PP.57-75 and "The Impact of Growth Centres in Rural Regions-II",
An Analysis of Spatial "Flows" in East Anglia, Regional Studies,
Vol, 7, 1973, PP.77-94.
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The new economic stimula will lead to upward shifts in the local
demand schedules for labour, raw materials and agricultural produce.
It will generate higher prices and thereby stimulate a rise in
productivity and in the effiploymentof local factors of production.
The creation of growth centres may also lead to an acceleration in
the rate of diffusion of new ideas and technology. Firstly from the
metropolitan centre to the growth centres themselves and, secondly,
outwards into their respective regiOns.(1)
In spatial terms, therefore, the growth-centre strategy is seen
to contribute to economic and social development by helping to integrate
the space economy.
Many scholars believe that there is a possible complementarity
between the growth centres and central place theories. Todd, for
instance, mentioned that '•••Polarised regions and central places have
much in common, especially the idea of a hierarchy of nodes capable of
being demarcated by geographical boundary searching teChniques.,,(2)
For such a methodological linkages Hermansen defined a polarised region
as" •.•a heterogeneous continuous area localised in geographical space,
whose different parts are interdependent through mutual complementary
and interplay relations around a regional centre of gravity. (3) In the
same line Bishop pointed out that, "In the recent past, there has been
some interest in a possible complementarity between growth pole theory
and central place theory." (4) This complementarity stem from the
following analysis: "Though •••(central place theory) does not address
growth specifically, it does suggest that growth depends on the
capacity to provide services. The rate of growth is determined by the
(1) For a detailed discussion seeiP.O.Pederson,"Innovation Diffusion
Within and Between National Urban Systems," Geographic Analysis,
Vol. 2,1970, PP.203-254; and J .R.Lasuen, "Urbanisation and Development 00"
op.cit.,PP.163-188•
D.Todd, op.cit.,P.295.
T. Hermansen,"Development Poles and Development Centres in National
and Regional Development", in A.Kukliniski( ed.)~'Growth Poles ••••"
op.cit.?29.
A.Bishop, "Polarisation Theory, Central place Theory and Spatial
Development", Contact, Vol. 10, 1978, P. 174.
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level of demand in a given hinterland; increased demand provides greater
threshold attainment, thus greater range of service provision. A
greater range of services attracts more households and firms.,,(1)
Hence the fundamental hierarchy of catchment areas and its ~rban size
implications complements the implicit size and hinterland attributes
of the growth pole. The notion of interdependence between centre and
hinterland is a hallmark of central place theory. (2)
Hence, since the spatial context of growth pole theory can develop
an integrated and dynamic model of urban hierarchy, this section will
elaborate on three main concepts of the theory, that is, Myrdal's
cUIDulative causation model, Hirschman's growing points and Friedmann's
core-periphery model. These three models are chosen because all of them
developed essentially the same notion of polarised growth for less
developed regions and/or countries in addition of focusing on the spatial
context of growth Iole theory.
3.4.1. Mvraal Cumulallie QauS.§.tionModel
Myrdal(3), challenging classical equilibrium theory, contended that
the play of market forces tended to increase rather than decrease the
inequalities between regions. He has combined the factors of
inter-regional dependence and process reversibility into a model which
he termed a theory of "cumulative causation".
In his model, Myrdal discusses the dual tendency of growth to
concentrate in one location and to spillover down. He used the terms
"backwash" and "spread" effects to illustrate this process. In his
analysis of the problem of geographical incidence of spread of economic
development, Myrdal hypothesises that whatever the reason for the initial
(1) Ibid, P.174.
(2) Ibid, P.174.
(3) G. Myrdal, Economic Theory ..•• ,op.cit.
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expansion of a growth centre, thereafter cumulatively expanding
internal and external economies will fortify its growth at the expense
of other areas. Without some form of direct intervention, commercial,
social and cultural institutions, as well as all of those economic
activities which tend to yield a large return would cluster in certain
localities and regions, leaving the rest of the country mOre or less in
a backwash. According to Nyrdal "It is easy to see how expansion in
one locality has backwash effect in other localities. More specifically,
the movement of labour, capital goods and services do not by themselves
counteract the natural tendency to regional inequality. By themselves,
migration, capital movement and trade are rather a media through which
the cumulative process evolves upward in the lucky region and downwards
in the unlucky ones.,,(1)
There is, however, a belief that "•••the circular cumulative
causation theory is, in fact, no more - from its upwards movement -
than the Keynesian multiplier effects. From its downwards movements it
does not add much in the traditional economic concept of the "vicious
circle of poverty.,,(2)l'he main difference between both the Keynesian
theory and the vicious circle concept, from the one hand, and Myrdal
model, from the other hand, is that the former concepts are concerned
primarily with the sectoral levels of the economic system, whereas
Myrdal's formulation places importance on the spatial concentration of
economic activities. Additionally, it could be said that ~yrdal
conceptualised the regional disequilibrium and the unbalanced pattern
of development in a rather dynamic framework. (3) Todd stressed this
point and pointed out that "Myrdal conceived of regional disequilibrium
in terms of system approach. A process of "Cumulative Causation"
(1) Ibid, P.27.
(2) RaSQol F. Al-Jabiri, op.cit.,P.126.
(3) ~, P.127.
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enhanced concentration at the centre as a result of positive feedback
and the dynamic requirements of self inducing growth.,,(1)
Myrdal recognised a countervailing process or "centrifugal spread
effect" in which the centres of economic expansion sti~ulate growth in
other regions, particularly the immediately surrounding areas, through
the increased outlets for the hinterlands agricultural products and raw
materials in addition to technical diffusion from the centre to the
hinterlands.(2) This process too can become caught up in the forces of
circular causation, however, in this case, it operates in a positive
or upward sense.(3)
Myrdal hypothesised that the backwash and the spread effects would
balance each other in the future and if development is to be
accelerated then the gradual neutralisation of the backwash effects
become a necessary procedure.
Myrdal pessimism derives from his observation that spread effects
are a function of the level of economic development actually attained,
that is, spread effects are very weak in the poor countries and tend to
be overpowered by backwash effects which continually expand the gap
between rich and poor. Market forces, left to themselves, will lead to
regional income inequalities such that the restoration of balance may
require state policy intervention.(4) Presumably, such intervention
would include a more dispersed pattern of urban growth to diminish the
relative importance of the privileged centre and to help create the
basis in the lagging regions for increased growth and development.
To support his hypothesis, Myrdal referred to the U.N. study
(1) D. Todd, op.cit.,P.296.
(2) G. Myrdal, Economic Theory •••• ,op.cit.,PP.31-32.
(3) Ibid, P.32.
(4) Ibid, P.49.
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entitled "Problems of Regional Development and Industrial Location in
Europe.,,(1) Two imJortant conclusions were presented in this study.
First, in Western Europe disparities of income between one region and
another are much wider in the poorer countries than in the richer ones
(less than 10% in G.B. and Switzerland, 10% in Norway and France, and
3~ in Turkey, Spain and Italy). Second, regional inequalities have
been diminishing in the richer countries of Western Europe. Accordingly,
a large part of the explanation of these two broad correlations may be
found in the important fact that the higher the level of economic
development that a country has already attained, the stronger the spread
effect will usually be.,,(2)
Myrdal's rather grim prognosis for the developing countries has been
challenged by Williamson in a well known study of regional income
inequalities, although his sample included only a handful of developing
countries (six out of twenty four). In a cross sectional analysis,
focusing in particular on the so-called "North-South" phenomenon of
regional dualism, Williamson found that rising regional inequality is
typical of the early stages of develoFment while in the more mature
stages there tends to be a convergence of regional incomes and a
disappearance of disparities. His limited longitudinal studies--- data
was sufficient only in two instances (U.K. and U.S.A.) ---tended to
(3)support these results.
More recently, concern has been expressed over the apparent lack
of spread effects observed in the developing countries. Primacy persists
as a pattern and tend to be increasing. At the same time, income
disparities between rich and poor continue to increase as indicated by
(n The study is an economic survey of Europe in 1954 published byUN. in Geneva in 1955. (See, Ibid, P.136).
Ibid, P.34.
~. Williamson, op.cit.IPP.99-158.
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recent findings of Adelman and Moris. (1)
Bishop also pointed out that, "The cumulative causation model
is by no means a satisfactory explanation of spatial polarisation.
The model acknowledges the pull of agglomeration economies, wage
differentials, and cUIT.ulativeadvantage,but is not really fundamental
in nature.,,(2) He argued that "The cumulative causation notion appears
to address continued polarisation rather than the underlying causal
mechanisms. The notion of the trigger effect offered by rJ;yrdalis
very broad; the concept of initial advantage appears to be closely
related and can possibly be artic~lated to include growth forces of an
innovative nature.,,(3)
Later on, Richard.son found in the spill over model he built that
"•••the relative strengths of polarisation and diffusicn forces vary
overtime, and is consistent "lith the general theory of spatial
development stressing the domi.nance of polarisation in the ee.rly phases
of economic development but eventually succeeded by dispersion.,,(4)
3.4.2. Ri:r.s_qb!!1s.n_Growth ,J>Qint~_.Model
Hirschman (1958)(5) working independently, also contrjbuted to the
spatial dimensions of the gro~~h pole theory, and developed
simultaneously a similar theory to that of Myrdal. Like Myrdal,Hirschman
discussed the dual tendency of growth to "polarise" in one location and
to "trickle down" (Polarisation and trickling d01\'Ilterms are equa valent
to the backwash and spread effects used by Myrdal). According to
Hirscbman, "Economic progress does not appear everywhere at the same time
~or the details of this point,See I.Adelman and C.T.Moris, Economic
Gro\\~h and Social Egui ty in Developing Cour.t:des, Stanford Uni versi ty
Press, Stauford, California, 1973, PP.158-l85.
(2) A. Bishop, op.cit.~.17l.
(3) Ibid, P.17l.
(4) if.W:""Rictardson,"Growth Pole Spill overs: the Dynamics of Backwash
and Spread", Regional Studies, Vol.l0, 1976, P.5.
(5) A.O.Hirsccman, The strategy of Economic Development, Yale University
Press, New Haven, 1956.
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and that once it has appeared, powerful forces make for spatial
cOlicentration of econcmic growth arculid the initial starting pOints .•,,(1)
He believes that development in its first stages needs to be
polarised spatially in certain growth nodes because "there can be little
doubt that an economy, to lift itself to higher incom8 levels, must and
will first develop within itself Olieor several regional centres of
economic gro\\th.(2) External economies of agglomeration and the
behaviour of the investors are the main reasons behind the tendency
of econoreic activities to cluster in or around these "growing points".
As it has been seen in previous chapter, there would seem to be a
num'ter of reasons for economic development to continue to concer.trate
in the growth pole itself rather than decentralising. Among these
reasons, Hirschman has suggested that the investment opportunities of
the centre are frequently over-estimated end that people often fail to
perceive those of the periphery. The equilibrating forces of classical
economies are distorted either by imperfect knowledge ef the rearket or
by a rationality aimed et sometting other than monetary profit.
For the purpose of analysis, Hirschman used the "North-Sot:.th"
model in which tbe development of the growth centre (the North)
affected the rest of the nation (the South) through the processes of
"polarisation" and "trickle-down" effects. "Polarisation effects
exercised by the"North" on the "South" tend to be to the "South's"
disadvantage and are due to the "North's" stronger eccnmi c position.
They include severe competition for the "Sot:.th's"relatively
inefficient industry, and a tendency for selective migration of young,
skilled, educat ed people from "South" to "North" ••••,,(3) Polarisation
effects, are the unfavourable impacts on the poeI' regions of
(1)Ibid, P.183.
(2)Ibid, P.183.
(3)~arwent, op.cit.,P.15.
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inter-regional inter-dependence: these included the ffiigrationof the
educated, the skilled, professionals and the techLical workers fro~
the poor to the rich regions and consequent adverse changes in the
former's skill mix; the diversion of saving, that might have been
able to ~e used productively in the bac~Tard region; the displaceDent
of any embryonic industries that might exist in the poor region and
the stronger relative pull of the advanced region on new locaters;
and the effects of tariffs and other protectionist devices to support
the core region's industries on prices, and hence on the real incomes
of purchasers in the poor region. (1) Similarly raw materials from the
periphery are ~rawn to the centre by the apparent greater returns on
capital investment in the Latter- both for public and private
investment.
According to Hirscr~n, such a process takes place in the earlier
stage of economic development, and leads, eventually, to what is called
"the dual econon:.y". Unlike most development scholars, Hirschman, when
considering the question of dualism, seems very optimistic. He believes
that development occuring in the "North" will set in motion forces that
will induce development in the depressed "South". He regards the
trickle down effect as inevitable, certis paribus. That is, "No matter
how strong and exaggerated the space preference of the econon:.ic
operators. Once growth takes hold in one part of the national territory
it obviously sets in motion certain forces that act on the remaining
parts.,,(2) He adds that "in spite of this black picture (referring to
dualism and unfavourable effects of polarisation), we would still feel
confident that in the end the "trickling-down effect" would gain the
upper hand over the "polarisation effect" if the "North" had to rely to
(1) H.W.Richardson, "Growth Poles Spillovers: ....",op.cit.,P.2.
(2) A. O. Hirsc~man, op.cit. ?187.
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an important degree on "Southern" products for its own expansion.,,(1)
"Trickling-down effects" according to Hirschman, are generated
by purchase and investments placed in the "South" due to the "North's"
expansior. of activities which raise the "South's" productivity of
various intermediaries, namely, raw material and agr i cultura'lproducts,
thus raising the labour productivity and consequently generating
increases in both per capita income and consurrption. As Hirschman
puts it, "By the increase of 'Northern' purchases and investments in
the 'South', an increase that is sure to take place if the econo~ies
of the two regions are at all comple~entary •..the "North" may absorb
some of the d.isguised unemployed of the "South" and thereby raise the
marginal productivity of labour and per capita consumption levels in
the "South,,~2)The "trickling-down" effect, will lead also to the
d_ffusion of innovations from the growth pole to the lagging areas,
or using Hirschman terminology from "North" to "South".
However, despite the similarities between Myrdal's and Hirschman's
frameworks, there is a profound disagreement between them when it comes
to the discussion on development strategy. This disagreement could be
realised from the following analysis. Hirschman places more emphasis
on the need for creating "growing points" to be key factors for
generating growth in the depressed hinterlands through the trickling-
down effects, while V~rdal stresses the idea of neutralising the strength
of the backwash effects or strengthening the spread effects in the
initial stages of the development process in order to accelerate growth
rates. Hermansen stressed this point and notes that, "•••whereas
Hirschman argues in favour of the need for initial geographical
unbalance through the creation of development centres, Myrdal takes the
( 1) ill£, P. 189 •
(2) ill£, p.18e.
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opposite stand and argues that the mechanism for spread effect should
be strengthened from the outset.,,(1) In the same line Balasa suggests
that Myrdal's "spread-effects" may becume more powerful at a high stage
of economic development when they may take the form of increased demand
for the underdeveloped regions product, rising proportion of mobile
external economics, transmission of technological knowledge, and
relocation of plants in response to wage differentials. (2)
However, from the analysisof both Myrdal and Hirschman, one can
conclude that not all urban centres, at a point of space, grow at the
same time and/or in the same rate. Both of them believe that at the
first stage of development one or very few urban centres, with a strong
economic potentialities can grow, there after other lagging and/or
smaller urban centres can grow as a result of the benefits gained
through the proce sr: of growing of the first, or very few first urban
centres. Despite this tentative conclusion, there are so~e who believe
that neither Myrdal nor Hirschman has contributed to a large extent to
the spatial re-orientation of "Growth Pole Theory" because they
say nothing about, how, where, and when the growing centres may be
emerged and they have very little to say about the spatial manifestation
of the growth impulse diffused from the centres. Richardson, for
instance, pointed out clearly that "Neither Myrdal nor Hirschman were
very specific in identification or quantification of these effects
(backwash and spread effects). Their Models, were devoid of explicit
spatial content, yet it is known that, flows, contacts and other
inter-dependencies between any two units separated by space are
attenuated by the frictions of distance. They made some general
observations on changes in spread and backwash during the course of
(1) T. Hermansen,"Development Pole and Related Theories",op.cit.,PP.185-186.
(2) Bela Balasa, !lliL.Th~.2.rL2.L]!.9.2fl2E£2_1fl.:t~grat.i-0n,RichardD. Irvin,
Inc.,Homewood, Illinios, 1961, P.204.
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development (implicit time),,~1) He adds, "neither Eyrdal's nor
Hirschu~n's observations is very helpful in identifying preCisely
wheL net spread becomes positive. Moreover, the scope, content and
relative strength of spread and backwash may be quite different at
the intra-regional level than between regions". (2) Hence, both of
the above frameworks re~ain fundamentally non-spatial.
3.4.3. Friedmann's Cor~~Periphery Morlel
Friedmann, first developed the model in 1966. (3) He focused on the
spatial transition of economic development and developed an integrated
and dynamic theoretical model of urban hierarchy and national
development. The model has beer. formulated specifically to deal with
the problems of urban hierarchy and national development in the
developing countries basing largely upon Friedmann's work in Venezula.
Richardson pointed out ~~at Friedmann core-periphery model "•••is
a broader version of the cumulative causation approach, rounding out
the narrow emphasis on economic variables and providing an alternative
to the neoclassical view of inter-regional ccmpetition as a struggle
among equals.II(4)
In the early stage of his analysis, Friedmann suggested that It •• the
centre periphery relationships may be described as essentially a
'colonial one'. The emergence of a polarised structure will normally be
accompar~ed by a series of dis~lacements, from the periphery to the centre
of the principal factors of production; labour, capital, enterpreneurship,
foreign exchange and raw materials in unprocessed form.II(5) Judging
H.W.Richardson, "Growth Pole Spillovers: •••"op.cit.,P.2.
Ibid, P.2.
~model was first published ih Friedmann's, Regional Development
Policy: A Case .•••,op.cit.,It has been presented later, with slight
modification, in N.M.Hansen (ed.),Growth Centres in RegionaL ••,"
op.cit., as "A General Theory of polarised development", PP.82-107;
and as chapter three in a comprehensive volume by Friedmann himself,
Urbanisation, planning and National Development,op.cit.
H.W.Richardson, Regional and Urban Economics, op.oit.?150.
J. Friedmann, Regional Development Policy: A Case •.•,op.cit.?P.12-13.
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from this behaviour" Friedmann concluded that "Though without
substantial evidence, that the marginal productivities at the centre
are vastly superior to those obtained from investments on the
periphery"(!)
According to Friedmann's model, the periphery characterize by
the dominance of agricultural and raw material production processes.
Hence, "•••as the periphery remains a producer of primary, chiefly
agricultural materials, the secular trend in the inter-regional terms
of trade will, on the whole, continue to be favourable to the centre.,,(2)
The concentration of industry in the core will give rise to a dualistic
spatial structure and growing regional inequalities.
The growing regional inequalities, argues Friedmann, "•••will
give rise to political pressures intended to reserve the traditional
flow of resources to the centre and tu help raise per capita incomes on
the periphery to a level of approximate equality with the rest of the
nation.,,(3) This action in favour of the periphery can have serious
economic repercussions, where, "An unprincipled redistribution of
resources in favour of the periphery would significantly retard progress
at the centre, and, consequently, for the country as a whole.,,(4)
The continuous differentations in economic and the resulting social
opportunity between the core and the periphery can be referred to
certain factors. Friedmann places particular emphasis upon the role
played by innovation and invention in the transformation process. (5)
As a result of the comparative advantages of the core, whether they are
economical, social, technological •••etc., innovations are more likely
to take place in growing commercial-industrial cities within the core
. (6)reg~on.
1 Ibid, P.13.
2) ~, P.13.
(3) Ibid, P.13.
(4) Ibid, P.13.
(5) J. Friedmann, Urbanisation, Planning and National Development,op.cit.,
PP.44-48.
(6) ~, PP.47-48.
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According to Friedmann's ar~lysis, a number of areas with common
prospects and problems of development emerge from the interaction of
backwash and spread effects. He identifies five interrelated regions:-
(a) the "Core region", which he defines "as metropolitan area
with a high proponsity for economic growth and for feltering this
growth to other parts of the space economy.,,(1) structurally, the
core region, will consist of one or more clustered cities, together
with an encompassing area that may be conveniently delimited by the
extent of daily commuting or, alternatively, by the distribution of
agricultural activities that furnish sustenance to central urban
population;(2)
(b) "Upward transitional areas", are those "whose natural
endowments and location relative to core region suggest the possibility
of greatly intensified use of resources.,,(3) Typical features of such
areas are increasing investment, net immigration and increasing
capitalisation of agriculture;
(c) "Downward transitional areas" are "areas of old,established
settlement whose essential rural economy is stagnent or in decline and
whose peculiar combination of resources suggest as optimal a less
intensive development than in the past.,,(4) Their distinctive features
include net and selective out-migration, an ageing and unfavourable
industrial structure, low agricultural productivity, considerable
fragmentation of holdings and a generally low standard of living;
(d) "Resource frontier regions" are "Zones of new settlement
in otherwise virgih territory;"(S) and,
(1) J. Friedmann, Regional Development Policy. A case •.•op.cit~.217.
(2).!lli, P.41.
(3) nM, P(XVI).
(4) ~, p(XV).
( 5) lhl:£, P (XVI) •
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(e) "Special prcblem areas".
Moseley argues that "wr.i Le the last two are to S01".eextent
'optimal extra.s', the first three types of regions, arranged in
reugh concentrjc ferm, comprise the essential features of Friedmann's
conception of the "space-econon:y", and provide a framework for the
testing of hypotheses r-el.ating to tr.e manner and extent of the impact
of g rot..tt centres." (1 )
Friedmann visualises that econon:ic activities ordered in space
through "(a) a syztem of cities, arranged in a partial hierarchy,
according to tte f'unc tdons performed by each city and (b) the
corresponding areas of influence, or urban fields, that aurz-ound each
of the urban cer.tres in the system.,,(2) This system of spatial
organisatior..undergoes change with economic grov,Tthat any point
within it. As a basis for measuring these effects, Friedmann
propos ed four hy pothesis. Assuning total popula tior.to r€main
constant, a perfectly even distribution of population, resources, and
income over a perfectly even plain, and constant teclrr_ology. Then
Friedmann based his model or..four propositions, they are:_(3)
(a) The population of an Urb&l field.will be proportional to
population of the central city:
(b) The spatial inci dence of econon:ic gro,.;ttis a function of
distance fron a central city:
(c) The growtr. potentials of &1 area situated alor.g an axis
between two cities is a function of the density of interaction
between them:
(d) Impulses of econo:tic change are transmi.tted in order f'r-cm
higher to lo~er centres in the urban hierarchy.
n) M.J.Moseley, "The Impact of GrO\~tL Centres in Rural Regions-I",
.QlJ..!,Q.!i., P 0 59 •
(2) J. Friedmann, Regional Development Policy: A Case •••£P.!2it.,P.30.
(3) Ibid, PP.30-31.
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Friedmann national space economy model passes through four stages
of spatial development. This process tendsto follow in an orderly
progression, culminating in the full integration of the national space
economy. Friedmann vis~alizes a typical sequence as shown in figure
Friedmann, argues it is exaggerated to think of a stable pattern
in the initial stage, since completely closed economies probably do
not exist. But the volume of inter-regional relations in pre-industrial
societies are generally small. One is hard pressed to identify real
world countries today in wLich a wholly pre-industrial stage of
development obtains.
The second stage is the stage of incipient ,industrialisation.
The spatial pattern suggested by this stage is that of primacy, the
domination of the space economy by a single urban region. This stage
argues Friedmann "•••must be regarded as inherently unstable. It is the
result of a disruption, usually externally induced, of the spatial
equilibrium maintained by a pre-industrial order.,,(1) As with most
single centre economies, the growth potential is limited and the
draining of the hinterlands may set up social and political pressures
on the periphery which eventually lead to a third, more decentralised
phase. Such primacy is a common characteristic of the developing
countries today although the pressure to decentrali~e power and growth
in these countries is also on the rise and "regional equity 'balance'
is regarded as a desirable goal by many planners and pOlitiCians.,,(2)
The problem of primacy, argues Friedmann, "....is not, as is frequently
assumed, the absolute size of the central urban region - it may indeed,
grow to any size whatever - but of the distribution of sizes over the
(n Ibid, P.35.
(2) World Bank. The task Ahead for the Cities of the Develo
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
Working Paper No. 209, Washington, D.C. 1975, P.37.
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Figure (3.6)
Friedmann Sequence of Stages in
Snatial Organisation
88888
I. liulcpcndcn! locDi cenkrs, nu J.i,·rurd'lj. Typic ..1 preindustrial stru<.:lure; each city
lie> at the center of a smal] regional "ud~ye; growth possjbihues IIr" soon exhausted; the
economy tends to stagnate.
2. " ringlr .'rong center, Structure is typical for the period of incipient indust rializa-
uon, a periphery (P) eillerges; loc ..1 economies ar e undermined in C{)nsequ,,"C'e of. mass
movement of would-be entr epreucurs, intellectuals, and labor 10 the c-enter (C); the
national economy is virtually reduced to a slngle metropolitan region, with only limited
gru"'1h po'-loi!>ilHie>;cont inued 't"gnatiun of the periphery may lead to social and poliu-
("1..1 unrest.
3. " ringlr nnli.ona1 centzr, .trong peripheral subunkn. The first stage toward a solu-
tion during the period of industrial maturation; strategic subcenters (SC.,) are developed,
thereby reducing the periphery on a national scale 10 smaller, more mana~e.ahle inter-
metropolitan peripheries (Pc); hypertrophy of national c-enter is avoided while important
resources from the periphery are brought into the productive cycle of the national econ-
omy; growth potential for the nation is enhanced, but problems of poverty and cultural
backwardne.s persist in intennetropolitan peripheries.
4. " functionillllj interdependent SIjSIcm of cilia. Organized cornplexiry is the Iin.aI
solut ion to be aimed for dunng the period of industrial maturation, but it ",~II subse-
quently give place 10 other L-onfi!,'Ur..tioru; major goals of spatial orgaOlution are fulfilled:
national integration, e'llicienc)' in location, muimwn growth potential, minimum essen-
h.l interregional balances.
Source, J.Friedmann, Regional Development Policy,A case ..•,
op.cit.,Fig.(2.1), P.36.
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whole spectruK of cities. Inter-regional balance and an hierarcrQcal
system of cities are essential conditions for national development.,,(l)
In the third stage, the industrial maturation stage characterised
by the fact that the primate city is no IOIlg'ertotally dominant and an
integrated hierarchy of centres, s~b-centres, and peripheral centres
begins to emerge. This is clearly the stage the more advanced of the
developing countrf.esare in today e.g., Brazil, Venezuela, Nigeria, etc.
The four, and the last stage, is a stage of functionally
inter-dependent system of cities, where peripheral areas are all absorbed
into the econoILic spheres of metropolitan centres. The major go£.lsof
spatial organisation are fulfilled as indicated in figure (3.6.4).
Figure (3.7) shows the diagrammatic representation of Friedmann's
model of spatial integration: the evolution of a system of cities.
Each stage is plotted on a log-log rank-size diagram.
The cere-periphery modaL makes an explicit attempt to exp Lai,n
spatial polarisation. The model goes far beyond econoILic factors, it
takes account of social, political, geographical factors and addresses
the spatial ramifications of g.row th,(2) Bishop adds, the model makes
an early atterupt to focus on innovation in a general context, and
suggests a process of innovation diffusion through an urban system. In
focusing on a centre and a hinterland, the core-periphery model seems
to blend with a central place concept. Indeed, the Christallerian
hierarchy is the ultimate spatial form in Friedmann's formulation.
The cere-periFhery model is also related to the groxth pole notion in
that it r-ecogni.aea the role of regional centres and agglomerations in
.. f -th (3)the t.ransca.saaon 0 gr01I1 •
J. Frie~ann, Regional Development
35-37.
A. Bishop, op.cit., P.172.
~, P.172.
policy: A case •••,op.cit.,PP.
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Figure (3.7)
Diagramc.tic represertation ef Friedtla:nr!'s model of spatial
integratior: the evolutior: ef a syste~ of cities
stage 1 stage 2
Preindustrial Incipient
(no hierarcby) ind1Astrial
(strong prime.cy)
s:: ,:::
0 0OM oM
+> +>
tU tU
r-I r-I
;j ;j
p.. p..
0 0p.. p..
» »
+> +>OM OM
0 0
City rank-size n City rank-size n
stage 3
Industrial
ma.turation
(dind.nishing
prima.cy)
City rank-size n
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Stage 4
Organised com-
plexity (rank-
size distribution
1· City rank-s Lse n
The Lmpcr-tance ef the model also stems fron being a dynand,c
model; as e~ch stage in re~lity is transitioLal. Friedmar~ regards
even the last stage as subject to transitior: to still unkno~n pattern,
when he stated that "whether furU~er pat t ez-r; lie beyor:d this stage
(he me~ns, f~ctior:ally inter-deper.dent system of cities stage) must,
in the absence of historical experience, rem~in an open qu€stior:.,,(1)
It is also believed that the model is highly generalised and cculd
be utilised in the study ef spatial polarisation. Bishop stressed
this point and a.rgued that "The model is obviously highly generalised,
and appears to be useful as a general frame of reference, or even as
a research paradigm in the study of spatial polarisatior.. It does
identify key eleu:ents in the question of polarisation in agglomeratior.
economies, innovatior:, grov;th centres, and the urban hierarchy. ,,(2)
Finally, the model which gives us a dynamic framework within which
to consider the evolution of urban hierarchies in developing countries
is supported theoretically by Hirsclutan's earlier thesis and empirically
by Williamson's study of regior:al income of disparities. Further, many
developing cotmtries seem to be at the stage of "incipient
industrialisation" in which pr-i.macy prevails and a few countries are
progressing beyond it. However, some doubt is cast upon the capacd ty of
many developing countries to transit through the progressive stages of
the model by the pessimistic perspective of Myrdal's "backwash" and
circular causation theses, propositior.s which in turn are supported by
the Adelman and Morris findings that internal income disparities tend to
increase with developu:ent in developing countries. (3)
~J. Friedmann, Regional Development Policy:A Case •.~cit.~.37.
(2) A. Bishop, op.cit,P.172•
(3) See for instance H. W.Richardson, Regior:al and Urban Econotri cs ,
op.cit., PP. 153-154.
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Despite the importance of the model in explainin[ spatial
polarisation in developing countries, the model is criticised. Among
the criticisms directed to Fried~r~'s model is that, he fails to
explain why some centres develop while others do not, except to
suggest that some became adItinistrative centres and that eventually,
industrial investment is concentrated within these areas.
Nevertheless, the n:odel is probably the rr;ostuseful theoretical
suggestions that have yet been made in the field of urban and regional
development. Although some elen:ents of the theory may not be of the
general nature that one might really hope for, it is apparent that
general theories applicable to all regions in all parts of the world
will rem~in elusive for a long time to come.
3.5. The Importance of Hierarchical Distributions of City-Sizes
It has been mentioned,' earlier in this chapter, that the national
system of cities as the spatial form of organisation is fully as worthy
as the more familiar macro-economic and sectoral approaches. The
tendency for the hierarchical structure of system of cities within a
space, whether it is a nation or a region, to change as eco~omic
development take place is an indication of this importance. Richardson,
among other scholars, concluded that lA hierarchy of cities is an
efficient system for promoting national growth and for producing and
distributing goods and services to society. This suggests that it
would be foolish to attempt to equalise the size of cities, but it does
not help us to decide whether one hierarchical structure is superior
to another.,,(1) The national urban hierarchy also, argued Richardson,
"•••performs a number of important functions in the national eCGnoIty
which make it an efficient medium for the distribution of the total
population even if sOn:e individual cities in the size distribution are
(1) H. R. Richardson, "Optimality in City-Size •••", op.cit.,P.45.
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outside the efficient si~e range from the point of view of the cities
\ahen ccns i der-ed alone." (1)
The national and regional hierarchy of cities fulfil many other
purposes that give justification to the view that it is an instrurr.ent
for achieving national growth. These other purposes can be summarized
as follows:-
First: There is a general teLdency that the higher the order of
an urban place in the hierarchy, the greater the opportunity of
invention and adaptation of new ideas and technology - Thompson(2) has
advanced the hypothesis, unrefuted by the data he has marshalled to test
it, that inventions tend to generate in large cities, with large and
diversified labour pools, mixed and open cultures which favour the
communication of new information, fluid financing facilities, heavy
endowments of infrastructural capital and potent educational and research
institutions. Thompson's hypothesis is inconsistent with pred's finding
later in 1966. (3) In the same line, OgburT- and Duncan note that between
1900 and 1935, some what over half of American innovations took place in
cities with populations of 300,000 and more in 1930. A random sample of
patent holders as well revealed that they were largely to be found in the
major urban centres. (4) They ccncluded that a small city or town cannot
expect to witness one more often than ones in a generation, while in the
larger places, •••innovations may coreealong every two or three years on
the average.
In order to utilize the innovation efficiently it should effect
positively other parts of the country or region. The spread of new ideas
to other parts dependent mainly not only upon the characteristics of the
Ibid, P.37.
W.R.Thompson, op.cit.
A. Pred, The Spatial Dynamics •••• ,op.cit.
W.F.Ogburn and O.D.Duncan, "City Size of a Sociological Variable"
in E.W.Burgess and D.J.Bogue (ed.),Contributions to Urban Sociology,
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1964, P.142.
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central place in whicl:: the innovation generated but also on two
otr.e r f'ac tors , th e si ae of the received cities, towns and/or
hinterlands, and the distance separating them. In general,
"Innovations spread faster f1'01'1cer; tral to rri ddLe-csi aed towns , than
fren these to smaller ones; the adoption lags between the successive
types of toms increase in length as the t ovm size decreases." (1 )
HagerstI'and suggests that the urban hierarchy channels the course of
dif'fus.Lon, He stated that, "in all adoption spreads, there is a
hierarchy of centres, each dominating Lowe r echelon centres, which is
very stable over time.,,(2) Fur the rmore , he indicates that this is
due to t:te fact tt.at adopta ons fellow diffusion, once Lnf'ozme.td on
repeti t i.on has ove rcome certain resistance thresholds, and du'fusion
patterns originate at the centres because the earliest infonned and
the earliest ehlissaries are at the centres(?) Berry building mainly
on Hagerstrand, has put forward another model, also of gravity type,
whose main distinguishing feature is that enterpreneurial innovations
are diffused and adopted dovm the urban system until they reach a
certain minimum level.(4) Pred, in his hierarchical model also
observes that information often moves" •• at greater speeds and/or with
grea tel' frequency between the highest order places in a given urban
sub-system ••• fhan between each one of those places and nos t , if not
all, subservient lower order centres in tr.eir respective
hinterl~ds. (5)
J. R. Lausen, "'Grbanisation and Development, ••• " .212.:£i.!., P.181.
Ibid" P .183.
Ibid, P. 183•
Ibid, P.183.
A.Pred, "Urban Systems Development and the Long-Distance Flow of
Information through pre->31ectror-ic U.S. Newspapers", Economic
Geography, Vol. 7, 1970, PP.165-181.
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On the other hand, the distance separating between the central
centre, the generator of innovation, and the receiving centres effect
the spread of the new Lnnova taon and ideas, through distance decay
factor and the acquaintance relationship that decreases as distance
increases. The result is tr~t proximi~to the site of innovations,
in this case, the central place, has a direct effect upon the rate of
\\-bichsuch ideas are likely to spread into the hinterland. This is in
agreement with Hagerstrand's conclusion that the spread of ideas passes
from large cities to towns of the next rank, subject to the constraints
of distance.(1)
To sum up, the urban hierarchy is an efficient vehicle for
transDitting innovation (new teclmology, managerial expertise and
general economic functions) from the centre of the economy to the
periphery. This argues Rf.chardeon , "••opermits social and economic
change to 'leapfrog' over distance and avoid the slower gradual
diffusion over space from the central cityo,,(2) He adds, "This
tranSLlission function is aided by the fact that many modern forms of
business organisation (in commerce, finance and industry) are themselves
hierarchical with head offices and centres of decision making in the
metropolitan centres and this decision trees spread o~t spatially down
the urban hierarChYe,,(3)
Second; a hierarchy of cities permits specialisation, division of
labour and differentiation in economic function. This can be interpreted
as follows: Places of different sizes suited to the production of a
certain array of goods and services. For, the market size requirements,
(1) T. Hagerstrand, "Aspects of the Spatial structure of Social
communication and the Diffusion of Information", Papers and
Proceedings of Regional Science Association", Vo1.16, 1965,P.42.
(2) H.W.Richardson, "Optdma'Lity in City Size ..o."op.cito,P.38.
(3) Ibid, P.38.
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infrastructure needs and agglomeration economies differ between
firms in tte same indus try and between industries 0 Hence, a hierarchy
of cities offers firms a wider choice in location and enables therr;to
operate more efficiently.(1) The co~munity, by concentrating upon
commodities that are appropriate for places of a given order, can
reap various agglomeration economies as output of these co~modities
increases. These may be in the f'orm of urbanisation economf.es of
scale, each leading to increased levels of output at less than
proportional increase in the cost of inputs. This in tunl reduces
the real cost of consumption, both in the central place and ttroughout
its ~arket area in effect raising standards of living.
Third: the leading city in a region plays an important role in
the development of that region (the growth centre strategy). Ricl:ardson
err;phasisedttis point and argued that "tr~ehie rarctical struc ture of
cities dominant ,vi thin their own regions enables each city to function
in a manner appropriate to the size and cr~racter of its hinterland
region.,,(2) As a result, the remote primate city seems to be an
inappropriate means of providing the economic and social servicing
required by tte typical agriculturally-based area in comparison to
more localised places adopted to suct productive forces. Accordingly,
the leading cities of regions will vary in size and level of economic
development, since regions, therr;selvesvary in area.(3)
The last point necessary to be discussed in this section, is the
effects of spacing of cities on the national and regional growth. For
a distinction must be drawn between the size and the spatial distributions
of cities in the national economy.
(n
(2)
(3)
E. Von Boventer, "Optimal Spatial Structure and Regional
Development", Kyklos, Vol. 23, 1970, PP.903-924.
H.W.Rictardson, "Optimality in City Sizes •••"op.cit.JlP.38-39.
Ibid, P.39.
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Richardson streseed this point and pointed out that, "The urban size
hierarchy and the urban spatial hierarchy are not necessarily
SYIIlllletrical.,,(1)He gave an example that "the size hierarchy may appear
very efficient in terms of distribution of population among existing
centres but it could be grcssly sub-optimal because of irregular
SpaCing.,,(2)
Von Boventer, also stressed the importance of spacing of cities in
the regional developn:ent process. He mentioned that "In any case the
location of cities relative to other cities is an important aspect of
regional POliCy.,,(3) He gave the same impo:.:-tanceto Ue size and
distance separating the urban areas when he pointed out that,"o ••city
sizes and distwlces to other cities have to be considered simultaneously,
with the one aspect - the size of the city in question -focusing on
intra-city agglomeration economies, and the other aspect - distances
from other cities of par-t LcuLar sizes - bringing the importance of
common agglomeration economies into tl:e picture.,,(4) In his economic
analysis of inter-relationships in space between urban centres,
Boventer, has argued that two main factors influences the ideal
location for a city or a t ownt agglomeration economies gained by
locating near a larger centre and hinterland effects which are small
(or negative) near large cities because of their compatitive power but
are strong at a distance because of the protection of a sheltered
market area. The optimal distance for a city is that which maximises
the sum of agglomerations and hinterland effects. According to Boventer,
Ibid, P.39.
Ibid, P.39.
E. Von Boven ter, "City-Size Sys tems: •••", Opecit.,P.161. In the
same meaning see also, "Deterrr.inantsof Migration ••••"oF.ci t.;
and "Optimal Spatial Structure ••••" 0F.cit.
(4) ~, the same as in (3) above.
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the ideal distance may be difficult to pinpoint, but there is eome
intermediate distance at which the city will be worse off. Thus, an
urban centre has better growth prospects if it is either c:ose by a
vigorous bigger city or far away from all competitors.
It should be noted however, that there is possible conflict
between Boventer's findings and the earlier empirical study of the
spatial aspects of urban gro~th in the United States by Madden.(1)
Madden found, that the growth rates of urban centres declined with the
distance frorr.the metropolis up to 45 miles, grew steadily in the
45-64 miles range~2) declined up again up to 114 miles and were high
but unstable beyond 115 miles. The implication of this is that there
could, in fact, be an optimum distance where hinterland effects are
strong but the compatitive pull of the larger centre very weak.
Ricr-drdson believes that, "From the point of view of maximising
growth in the economy as a whole, it is undesirable that large cities
should be close together since, a large city can create its own
agglomeration economies which can support soaller centres and (via a
growth centre strategy) regional exprulsion at a distance. Small urban
centres, on the other hand, have few positive hinterlands effects and
a location far away from a metropolis offers no benefit.,,(3) The
advantages of the argument of locating smaller cities not far away
from a metropolis is strengthened if there are diseconomies of scale in
urban size, since the small city near the large metropolis reaps the
benefits of agglomerations without the pains of large cities.(4)
To sum up, tr.eexistence of hierarcbical system of urban areas is
a prerequist for inbancing development. Alterr.ative forms of hierarchy
can achieve similar results which are mainly generative influences
C.H.Madden, "Some Spatial Aspects of Urban Growth in the U.S",
Economic Development and Cultural Change, Vol.6, 1958-1959,PP.371-
387.
Madden found also, that urban centres in this range tended to be
larger than those nearer or further from the ~etropolis.
H.W.Richardsor..,"Optimality in City Size •••" op.cit.,P.40.
~, P.40.
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needed to foster regional development. In a mature hierarchy of
urban system this generative influences are Lmpoz+ed f rorrhigher
order cities to s~aller urban areas wittin their hinterlands. At
the Sa.I:letime, it is apparent that both the medium and sr:Jallsize
cities have a distinct role to play in the grotrth process, especially
in countries dominated by primate cityo Policies should be fonnulated
which will encC'urage development and consequently migration to these
places from the rural areaso
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE QUESTION OF CITY-01ZES AND DISTRIBU'l'ION
(Two)
CHAPTER FOUR
THE QUESTION OF CITY-SIZES AND DISTRIBUTION
(11'10 )
INTRODUCTION
To this point, only hierarchical models of city size distribution
have been dealt with in detailo The discussion has avoided any but
the most superficial questions of the costs associated with city size,
growth and/or distribution of city s~zes. Hence, in this chapter, the
more recent theories and models will be presented, especially those
concerned with optimality in city size and/or optimal distribution of
city sizes, if there is any such optimality.
To derive firm conclus~ons and ccnsequently to determine the policy
implications of these findings, a theoretical, as well as empirical
investigation on the subject wi!:. be carried out. Optimality and/or
efficient range of sizes and distributions will be looked at from
different points of view, economic, individual preferences and public
policy interest. To achieve the above objective several papers
dealing with this problem will be presented and discussed. In
choosing these paper-s, their coverage of the above different pof.nta
of view are taken into full consideration.
However, before dealing with the question of optimality, moaels
dealing with the question of city sizes and distribution, not
discussed in previous chapters, will be briefly presented here.
These models are mainly stochastic, economic and quasi economic
models.
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4.1. Stochastic Models and Quasi Economic Models of City Size
Distribution
As it has been seen, hierarchical models have received considerable
attention and the original central-place model of Christaller has been
modified to overcome so~e of its drawbacks and unrealistic assumptions.
Other groups of models have dealt with the problem of city-size
distribution. Among these models are the Stochastic models and the
economic and quasi-economic models.(1)
4.1.1. S.i.QchasticModels:
Stochastic models emphasising the multiplicity of forces influencing
city size, have substantial appeal. They "•••treat urban growth
determinants as proportional to the city size •••or the city size
distribution as the probabilistically derived steady-state
equilibrium.,,(2) Among the Stochastic modet s are: the law of
proportionate effect, a market oFPortuLities model and entropy
maximization model.
In his law of proportionate effect~3) Simon (1955) implying that
ci~· growth is proportional to city size shows how a Pareto distribution
can be generated as a steady-state outcome of an Stochastic process.
Simon suggested d~ographic forces as a possible explanation of why the
law of proportionate effect might apply. Richardson believes "The main
drawback of the model is its total reliance on random and neglect of
systematic factors. For example, the existence of diseconomies of
(1) The main source of the formulations presented in this section is
H.W.Richardson, "Theory of the Distribution, •••"op.cit. ,PP.243-250.
Hence notation and quotations are from this article unless otherwise
footnoted.
(2) Ibid, P.243.
(3) ~law is originally appeared in H.A.Simon, op.cit~Po425-440;
and also discussed in some detail by EoSoMills, Urban Economics,
op.cit.,PP.112-155.
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urban scaleoooocould be a systematic influence that disto+ts its
predictionso,,(1)
Ward (1963)~2) in his model, the market opportunities model,
developed an economic extension of Simon's model by arguing, that
migration, ruld hence city growth, depends on market-expDnsion opportunities
and that the probablity of these opportunities being created is
proportionate to city size. The model ignores the differential effects
of technical change, demand-and product-mix effect and so on. It is
made endogenous by treating cit» population as a measure of market size
so that the market expansion opportunities can be assumed to depend on city
size. To justify a Paretian distribution, Ward hypothesises that below
a certain size of city the probablit» of opportunities developing is very
low, partly because small towns are neglected in the search process of
entrepreneurs and migrants and partly because of economic efficiency
thresholds for opportULity creation (e.g. supply of public services,
labour market thresholds ••••etc.).
The model argues Richardson, has limitations as "its emphasis on
market opportunities could make it a culture-bound explanation applicable
to marke t=ord ented societies but much less plausible as an exp1E.nation of
the similar empirical distributions of city sizes found in socialist and
centrally planned economies.,,(3)
The entropy maximisation model, which is again a Stochastic model
of city-size distribution, but built on different principles, was
suggested among otLer geographers by Berry (1964),(4) currY(1964)(5) and
Olsson (1967).(6) Entropy is a measure of the degree of equalisation
(0
(2)
( 6)
H.W.Richardson,"Theory of the Distribution ••••",op.cit.J'.243. In the
same meaning see also, E.SoMills,"Welfare Aspects ••••"op.cit.,P.121.
For the original and fu Ll,details of the model see, B.Ward,"City
Structure and Interdependence", Papers and Proceedings of Regional
Science Association, Vol.10, 1963, PP.207-221.
H.W.Richardson, "Theory of the Distribution •••",op.cit.,P.243.
B.J.L.Berry, "Cities as Systems ••••",op.cit.,PP.147-163.
L.Curry, "The Random Spatial Economy; an Explanation in Settlement
Theory", Annuals of the Association of American Geographers, Vo1.54,
1964, PP.138-146.
G. Olsson, "Central place Systems, Spatial Interaction and Stochastic
Process", Papers and proceedings of Regional Science Association,
Vol.18,1967,PP.13-45.
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reached within a syete~, and is maximised when the syeteQ reaches
equilibrium. This model results in the most probable distribution
of a random arrangeffientof a given nUffiberof people in a given
number of cities, with the randomness avoiding too ffiuchconcentration
in big cities. Hence this is simil~r to the rank-size ~le. A city
size distribution obeying the rar~-size rule is the most probable
distribution ar.d presents the steady state equilibrium in which
entropy have been maximised.
The attractiveness of entropy model is increased for those who
believe in the value of a general systerr.sappr-oach; On the other hand,
the chief drawback of the entropy-maximising model is the absence of
a role fer ~ystematic forces.
4.1.2. Economic and Quasi-Economic Models
As it has been seen earlier, aLthough the existence of cities might
be explained by, social, cultural, or political factors, econolllic
influences would appear to of'f'e r the better systematic exp.Lana'ta.ons of the
distribution of city sizes.(1)
One of the first attempts at an economic model of city size
distribution was by the mathematical biologist, Rashevsky.(2) In effect
his mod el,is a neoclassical equilibrium theory model, where equilibrium
is reached when productivity per head is equalised aoong cities.
Rashevsky took a simple form whereby urban productivity was expressed as
a function of city size and of population distribution characteristics of
the system as a whole. Ricr.ardson believes that "Apart from doubts abou t
H.W.Ricr.ardsor., Regional and Urban Economics, op.cit.,PP.333-334.
N.Rashevsky, "Contribution to the Theory of Human Re Latd ons s Ou tLi.ne
of a Mathematical Theory of the Size of Cities", Psyc:r.ometrika,
Vol. 8, 1943, PP.87-90; Mathematical Theory of Human Relations,
Princ:ple Press, Blooffiington,1947; and Mathematical Biology of
Social Behaviour, Chicago University Press, Chicago, 1951.
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the appropriateness of neoclassical migration models, the key question
is whether such a model generates a distribution of city sizes
consistent with those observed in the real world." (1) Since such a
distribution is not generated directly, Richardson suggested the addition
of other propositions, that is, (1) to argue that urban production
functions are lognormally distributed, either via an analogy between
business firms and cities or, more plausibly, because several influences
behind the urban production function combine together multiplicatively;
or (2) within a multisector framework to distribute industries among
cities hierarchically (as in Tinbergen's model).
Zipf (1949)~2) in addition to his famous eocpirical research on
rank-size relationships, has contributed theoretically. In his
theoretical contribution, which has been neglected, Zipf, argued that
the city-size distribution resulted frcm the operation of thrve forces -
the force of unification (i.e. scale and agglomeration economies),
the force of innovation (reinforcing scale economies) and the force of
diversification (i.e. minimisation of transport costs). The force of
unification encourages concentration in one big city; the force of
diversifica tion favours a very· dispersed population distribution - in
the extreme, a large number of small, scattered and autarchic
communities. The actual city size distribution is the net outcome
between these opposing forces. Isard(3) criticising Zipf claims that
he fails to establish a link between the empirical findings. Richardson
also argues that "•••the level of his analysis is so general that it would
require considerable amplification to show why the net operation of his
(1) H.W.Richardson, "Theory of the Distribution •...",op.ci t..P.245.
(2) G.K.Zipf, op.cit.
(3) W. lsard, Location and •••• ,op.cito,P.60.
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matually offsetting forces generates a pareto distribution of city
sizeso,,(1)
More recently Davis and Swanson (1972)(2) developed a model in
which city sizes change as a result of the differential growth of labour
forces (as a result of migration from the rural hinterland). Labour
demand in each city is assumed to be a function of technical progress,
and technical progress is assumed to be randomly distributed among
cities. Hence, the virtue of this model is that it integrates growth
theory with a Stochastic process in order to generate a lognormal city
sizesdistribution consistent with empirical observations.
Many other models have been suggested as providing a useful
approach to city size distribution theOry.(3) The next section will
deal, in some details with some of these models (the optimisation models).
4.2. Optim~Jity,_~n City Size end Distribution
The continuing search for en optimal size of city, or an optimal
city size distri tution has become a central aspect of urban gro~Tth and
city-size. Econorr..istsextensively discussed the question of whether or
not tl:ere is ar. optimal c:!.tysize.(4) Nevertheless, there is a small
body of theoretical "Jork on c:Lty size that might be ce.Ll ed the optimal
city-size literature. This search has permeated much of the debate on
H.W .RichardSon, "Theory of the Distribution •••~op.cij;_.,P.60.
E. Daves, and J.G.Sv.'anson, "Or. the Distribution of City Growth Rates
in a Theory of Regional Ecor:oruicGro\'lth",Ecor:omic Development and
Cliltural Change, Vol.20, 1972, PF.495-503.
H.w.Richardson, "Theory of the Distribution ••••"op.ci t.,PP.246-249.
See for Lns tan ce , W. Alonso, "The Ecor:oruicsof Urban Size", Papers
and proceedings of the ReEior~al c:.,9ienceAssoc~_ation,Vol.26, 1971,
PP .67-83; G.M.Neutze, Ecor:omi.s_PoliSY 8.Ild_the Size of Cities,
Australia National Universi.ty, CEllbera, 1965; G.C.Cemeron and
O.L.Wingo, Cities, Reg;ons and h_blic PolicX, Oliver and Boyol,
Edinbure;h, 1S73; H.W.Richardsor.,"The Economics of Frban ••••",
op.cit; and "Optimality in Ci.ty Size ••••", op.c:i.t.'pI-'.322-327.
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urban policies as "reIl as shaped the direction of basic r-esearch,
One rationale for this interest is obvious. As a policy issue, the
specifice.tion of all op ti.mun;would provide 8. concrete objective and an
ex:plicit criterion for decisions in alloce.ting scar-ce public resources.
The idea of optimal city-size is mainly to exaru.ne how costs and
benefits (que.r.titativeand qualitative costs and benefits) vary with
ci.ty size, and hopefully to derive an optimal Eize where marginal
benefits equal rrarginal costs (a variant of the standard efficiency
criterion).
While there has been some success in defining optimal ranges of
city ~opulation size for specific urba~ activities, notatly deriving
frem general and partial equilibrium theo~- in econouics and applied
operations researcb, the goal of all optimal city size remain illuS01JT.
The clpssical concept of all optimal city size, which suggests an
inherent optimal size for cities, implies that the best of all possible
worlds voul.d find urban population divided among cities of equal size,
that size being optimal.(1) This classical concept of an optimal
city size, argued Tisdell, "•••adds to tt.e confuaf.on and is not very
relevant to t:te planning of an optimal pattern of national settlement.,,(2)
However, much of the early work on the optimal city size problen:
concentrated on exan:ining hou tt.ecosts of urban government services
varied liith city population size, and many observers have argued that
the case for traditional U shaped curve and derived the optimal city
size from the bottom point of this curve , Richardaon , among ott.er
scholars, argued that this is bo-th theoretice.lly unsatisfactory and
incomplete.(3) Even depending on the results of partial analysis of
L.Wingo,"Issues in a National Urban Strategy fo!' the United States",
Ur-ban Si;\;.dies,Vol. 9, 1972, PP.3-28.
c:-Tisdell, "The Theory ef Optimal city-sizes:Elerr.entary
Speculations about Analysis and Policy", Urban Studies,Vo1.12,
1975, p.61.
H.W.Richardson, "Optimality in City Size.eo", .Q]ocit.•P.30.
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optimality, there is no agree~ent about a definite optimal ci~ size
or ranges of optimal city sizes. Estimates of the most efficient
size range have varied widely among scholars from 30,000 to 1 million
inhabitants; Svimez, for instance, suggested 30-250,000 as an
efficient range,(1) Hirsch 50 - 100,000,(2) Lomax 100-150,000,(3)
Clark 100-200,000,(4) and Duncan 500 - 1,000,000.(5)
The difficulty in determining the optimal city size andlor
range of city-sizes can be attributed to many proble~s aseociated
with this process. Bourne,(6) argues that the difficulty arises
because of: First, "an optd.maL size for a city is a different
prcbLem from that of an optimun;for a set of cities": second,
"Similarly, while there may be optimal states for individual urban
functions and services defined in terms of cost efficiency, suet as
in wholesaling or Fublic transport, these can not easily optimised
when other functions are taken into consideration": and third,
"•••each optimal state will be variable depending on local conditions
and.geographic settings, not to mention various Lnteres t groups".
In the same line, Alonso(7) recognised these difficulties and
pointed o~t that, it is difficult in practice to define an urban
size since some cities merge with varying densities into one another.
They can be "fuzzy" sets. Furtherlliore,an optimum can only be
defined by using sorre type of preference or cbjective function.
GoC.Cameron,"Growth Areas, GroVitt.Centres and Regional Conversion",
Scottish Journal of Political EconoffiY,Vol.21, 1967,PP.19-38.
W.Z.Hirsch,"Expenditure Implications of Metropolitan Gro~Tthand
Consolidation;"Review of ECOI".omicsand statistics, Vo1.41, 1959,
PP.232-241.
K.S.Lomax, "Expend i,ture Per Head and Size of Population" ,Journal
of the Royal Statistical Society, Vo1.106, 1943.
O.Clark,"The Economic Functions of Eo City in Relation to its
Size", Econometrica, Vol. 13, 1945, PP.97-113.
O.D.Duncan,"The Optimum Size of Cities", in J.J.Spengler and
O.D.Duncan (ed.), Derr,ographicAnalysis, Free Press, New York,1956.
L.S.Bourne, Urban Systems; strategies for Regulation, Oxford
University Press, 1975, London, P.25.
W. Alonso,"The Econonri.csof Urban Size",op.cit., PP.67-83.
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Some approache~ seek to determine the city s:'zeat wt.ich costs per
capita are least and regard ttis as optimalo But those lock only at
the cost of inputs and not E:. t output or the value of output and are,
therefore, misleading. OtLer approacbes seek to d.etermine the city
size for uhLch inccme per head, production per head or "welfare or
wellbeing" are at a maxf.mum for the inhabitants of U.e city and regard
this size as optimal. While these approaches are conceptually more
satisfying than the forner, they still incorporate the classical idea
that a city has an optimal size which is independent of anything but
the size of the city.
Accordingly, the estimates of optimal city size and/or range of
size wculd vary from the country to country and overtime according to
the methodology of the estimation whether it is for one city or set
of cities: for one service or a bundle of services and so or.,
Hence, for the better understanding of the concept of optimality
this section will be divided into f'our-main groups of rr.odels.Each
model deals with optimisation problen fro!':a different angle, that is,
production function models, individual preferences models of optimal
city size, cost of inputs and provision of services and city size,
and finally the question of the optimal distributior~ of city sizes.
In each group one or two related papers vTill be pz-esented and discussed.
4.2.1. fro~t~on FuA~t~QU ~ge~s;
According to production function models, increasing returns to
scale which are associated with spatial concent rattons of productLon
are the main economic justification for the existence and size of
ur-ban areas. A finite-sized urban area can be genera ted by assuning
increasing returns to scale in the produ.ction of gross urban goods and
decreasing return to scale in the production of transportation services
or public goods, or rotho
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Mills(1) gave the first explicit fcrmulation of the productior.
functior. view of the urban area. He post1..i.latedan urban area gOOc.s
productior. func t.i on which exhibited increasing returr.s to scale due
to agglo~eratior. ecor.omies. This, plus a set of behavioural
assumptior.s, aLl.owed him to derive a set of static equilibriUIIl
conditions for the urban area.
AIor.so(2) in 1971 outlined a simplified one - input version of
the Mills model. The diagrammaticalpresentation of the model is
illustrated in Figure (4.1) where Sp represents the private equilibrium
(AO=AP) and So is the social optimum. (Mc=MP)o The model can be used to
consider questions of optimum size and to discuss possible urban models.
Figure (4. 1)
Alonso's Diagra.r;;.maticalPresentation of Hill's
Urban Size Nodel
Source, W.Alonso, "'Ihe Econoltics of Cr'can••••• "opocit.f.71.
E.S.Hills, "An Aggregative Model of Resource Allocation in a
r~etropolitan Area", American Economic Review, Vol.57, 1967,
PP. 197-210 • .
W.Alor.so, "The Eccncn.i.csof Crban •••• ",op.cito;pP.67-76.
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There is an 2greeffientthat the mocel, as stated above, is
unsatisfactory. For examp.le, Dixi t(1) was unable to produce optimurr.
cities much in excess of one millior...people no matter hOK large the
assumed degree of returns to scale. This argued Sc:taefar "could be a
result of setting up the pro1;lem in terms of N identical cities or
because all productive activity is located in the central business
district, with the result that congestion costs increase rapidly
with size.,,(2) Richardson (1972) and Shaefer (1977) built two
important production function models. These two r~odels will be
presented here in some detail.
Rictardson(~) numerating the drawbacks of the early procedure of
work on the optimal city size problem, mentioned that; First, "The
urban government service mix varies even among cities of the same size";
Second, "most eL!pirical worle has looked at how expenditures per head
ctange with increase in population, but this t.hr ows light on scale
eccnon::iesonly if demand is inelastic; what is really needed are
measures of the influence of scale or...unit costs of homogeneous output"]
Third, "o ••the division between public and private services is arbitrary
and car.vary according to the insti tutior..al traditions of the economy
and that some costs in the estimates may be transfer payments I'ather
than real resou.rce costs"; and Fourth, "A more fundaruer.talobjection
is that urban government service costs are only one part, of the costs
and revenues that affect optimising decision in the choice between
cities."
A. Dixit, "The Optimum Factory TOvin", Journal of Economics and
Mrulagement Scienc~, Vol. 4, 1973, PP.637-651.
G.P.Schaefer, "'IheUrban Hierarchy and Urban Area Production
Function: A. Synthesis" Urban Studies, Vo1.14, 1977,PP.316-317.
H.W.Richardson, "Optimality in City Size, ••••".QP..cit.fP.29-48.
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Basing on these criticis~s labelad to early models of optimal
city size, Richardsor., in his mcd eL, aimed to discover the
rela tionship between private cos te (i.e. producer- c ost s and conaume r
costs) to city size. He attempts, theoretically to measure costs and
benefits associated with city size hoping to derive an optimal size
where marginal benefits equal marginal coets.
The main core of the model based on the s trong evidence that a
positive correlation between pro~uctivity (as measured by output per
capita) and city size exist, primarily as ~ result of agglomeration
economies. At SOIr.epoint, diseconorr..iespredominate over economies
leading stop rising the curve and ultimately turn do~mward.
Utilizing the analysis of the theory ef fim, Rict.ardson, derived
(1)the cost and proGuct curves of the combined public and private costs,
similar to the cost and revenue curves of the above mentioned theory,
with the exception that population rather than quantity of output is
measured on the horizontal axis. He also quea tLoned the idea of
expecting the optimal point in each city to be located at the same
population size, since it would never be expected the optimal position
for each and ever,y firm to occur at the same level of output.
The outcome of Richardson analysis is so~e kind of graph relating
benefits and costs to city size (see figure (4.2)). The shapes of the
ben..efits and costs curves vary according to chosen assumptions.
The figure shows a U-shaped average cost cur~e with minimum costs
at a relatively low population level and an S-shaped benefit CUFve
where benefits per capita initially increase faster than city size but
eventually flatten out and ultimately turn do~~wards.
(1) Later or.Ricl:ardson named product curve as benefit curve. See
H.W.Ricr~rdson, Regional and Urban Economics, op.cit.,PP.322-327.
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Figure (4.2)
Rictardsor. Theory of Cit'! Size
III-IIIo
U
1J
C
la
AC
Population
Source, H.W.Ricr.ardson, Regional and Urbac •••• ,on.cit.Fig.14,P.323.
According to Ricr.ardson's model, there are several critical city
sizes, not all of theffioptimal even in a restricted sense. D marks the
minimum city size P1. This is defined as AB=AC (average benefits equals
average costs, AB rising and AC falling), whicr. represents the threshold
at which the city is viable from the point of view of providing urban
services. E, the bottom point of AC, is the least-cost city size,
occasionally described as an optimum, though this is clearly wror.g since
the benefits of city size are disregarded.(1)
At the SaEe time, the Rictardsor. model presented several different
optima, each reflecting a particular perspective. For the resident, the
optimal size is that wr~cr. maximises the gap between AP or AB ar.d AC,
that is, the city size at P2 where the slores of AB (at F) and AC (at G)
are equal. This optimal is good for the city's residents, who would
( 1) 1.E.i1, P. 322.
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consequently like to keep out migrants, but not necessarily good for
society as a whole.(1) At H, AB is rr.aximised,but this is not optimal
since it is as CI:!esided as the minimum-cost city (at E). For the
society as a whole two social-planning optima were presented. The first
is where MB=MC; that is at point I,where the city maximises its
contribution to total output provided that there is no more productive
locality elsewhere for the increase in population. This social optima,
argues Richardson, is true only if either there is an unlimited population
or all other cities are at the equilibrium (MP=MC) point. The second
social optima of the model which is more usual, and most important for
urban policy, occurs at a smaller city size where MB exceeds MC by an
amount equal to the opportunity cost of siting the population in
alternative cities. But this optima is hardly practicable. In a free
economy where migration is left largely to individual choice it is not
possible to redistribute population from one centre to another in the
fine marginal increments that might be needed to equate marginal product
and costs in eacl: centre.
From the point of view of a firm, again different optima is
obtained, for firms are not tied to a given city but choose from the
available range of city size the scale of urban area that maximises its
profit. (2)
Many criticisms have been made of the applicability of Richardson
theoretical approach in defining the optimal city-sizes. Tisdell(~) for
instance, who believes, as it will be seen later in this chapter, that
(1) Ibid, P.322.
(2) v;n-Boventer has shown, that the optimal city for a firm is that
city size whf.ch maximises the difference between agglomeration
economies for that firm and the cost of urban services incurred
in that oity. (See E. Vor. Boventer, "Optimal Spatial Structure •••"
op.oit.,PP.903-924.
(3) C. Tisdell, op.oit.,P.62.
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optimal size of city cannot dete~ine in isolation. Instead,
settlement patterns should be discovered which maximise overall social
welfare in the econony , He argues that if urban production functions
are not identical and/or are not concave throughout their length (Le.
are initially convex or linear) a market solution may result in a few
cities being too big and in too mruly small cities. Borukhov also, on a
comment on Richardson's theory, stressed this point and argued that when
the number of cities in the system becomes itself a variable subject to
choice, Richardson's definition of social optimal city of size when MP
exceeds MC by an amoULt equal to the opportunity cost of siting the
population in alternative cities loses its validity.(1) He adds, the
conditions which are specified by Richardson definition are not
sufficient conditions for an optimum in the latter case.
Richardson himself labelled four fundamental criticisms to r~s
These criticisms are:(2)theoretical approach.
(a) lithe exister..ceof divergent city size optima for different
interested groups blurs any meaning attached to the concept."
(b) "•••,many of the costs and ber..efitsof city size are not
expressed in mor..etaryvaluations and embodied in the cost and product
curves". Social costs associated with increasing city size, such as
pollution, noise, and congestion, are not registered in market prices.
Because of these unwanted ar-d, as yet, non-quantifiable externalities,
a social optimum size may be reached at a point where the marginal
product curve is still rising faster than the marginal cost curve.
Yet because incoming firms and migrants have to pay only the private
costs and not the social costs of locating there, market forces may
stimulate continued expansion of the city well beyond this optimum.
en
(2)
E. Borukhov, "Optimality in City Sizes ar.dSystems of Cities: A
comment", Urban Studies, Vo1.12, 1975, P .325.
H.W.Richardson, "Optimality in City Sizes •••"op.cit.,P.31.
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(c) " •••there is no inherent reason why the optimum should be ar.
ecor..omicoptimum". As it will be seen later in this chapter, Duncan (1)
listed different kinds of factors that might be relevant to determine
the optimum size, i.e. accessibility, health, crime an d safety,
educational facilities, leisure ar.d recreational activities, social
institutions, community and f~ily ties, psychological and mental health
hazard, and the desire for political participation. Hansen(2) and
price(3), on the other hand, mentioned individual preferences as a very
important locational factor in regard to the preferred size of city
which has been neglected in the forrr-ulation of the model. It assumes
homoger..eoustasts and preferences. It is a static model. It abstracts
from shifts in production functions and it locks at the problem from
one-sided perspective (that of households), whereas business firms may
face a different set of cost and benefit f'unc ti.ona , Hoxever , the weight
that should be given to such factors (i.e. non-economic) deper..dsen the
policy makers objectives and on the characteristics of social
preferences function that these pres~ably represent.
Cd) "•••the notion of optimum city size is not immediately
consistent with the framework of the growing system of cities". The
mociel which ignores space and treats the city as an isolated unit
misjudged the fact that the city may be one element in a multi-nuclear
metropolitan region, and is certainly only one unit in a complex
national urban hierarchy. Within tLat hierarchy urban functions vary
between hierarchical levels and hence efficient city sizes vary, while
the functions performed by an individ~al city will be affected by its
O.D.Duncan, "Optimum size of Cities", op.cit.,PPo759-772.
N.M.Hansen, "A Growth Centre strategy for the United States",
Review of Regional Studies, Vol. 1, 1970, PPo161-173.
C. Price, "Individual Preference and Optimal City Size", Urban
Studies, Vol.15, 1978, PP.75-81.
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location in space relative to other cities of equal or greater size.
Accordingly, the prccle~ of how to distribute total population
efficiently over a national ur-ban hierarchy is much more stimulating
than that of determining an optimal city size under ve~ restricted
conditions. As we will see later in this chapter, Tisdell dealt with
this problem in his model, "The Theory of City-Sizes ••••,,(1) published
in 1975. Schaefer(2) alsc in 1977 built a hierarcLical model of city
sizes.
The main contribution of Schaefer is his attempt to introduce a
hierarchy and incorporate it into the production function model of an
urban area. In the urban area production functions models the city is
constrained by internal supply conditions and external demand is assumed
sufficient to absorb the goods produced for export. The difficulties
and difficiencies of this approacr. led some scholars to argue forcefully
for hierarchical (externaD approach. Among these scholars are
Richardson, in his paper already dism;.ssed and Edel(3) who supplied
some empirical support for this positior.. Neither author sought to
integrate the two approaches.
According to Schaefer, "The three factors w:bich generate the
hierarchy and the resulting variance in corr~unity product mixes are:
(i) different production costs, (ii) different transportation costs,
and (iii) different demand intensities." In his analysis, Schaefer,
regarded the transport costs and demand intensities equivalent for all
products, and production cost is the sole determinant of the hierarchy.
The crucial aspect is the volume of output at which the minimum average
(1)
(2)
(:~)
c. Tisdell, op.citJPP.61-70.
G. P. Schaefer, op.cit.,PP.315-326.
Mo Edel, "Land Values and Costs of Urban COngestion",
Science InforIrlation(Land values and City-Size),1971,
Social
PP.12-23.
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cost is achieved. The higher the volume, ceteris paribus, the larger
the minimum market area. Firms which do not locate centrally so as to
minimise trans_[Jortco~ts a.nd to maximise market access will be at a
compatitive disadvantage.
The above analysis is an explanation of the market areas of
differer.t €cor.omic activities arid how they affect city size. If the
value of output at which minimum average cost is reached is the crucial
determinant of the minimum market area it will also be the main
determinant of urban size. A large output requires large inputs of
capital and labour and, therefore, a large city.
However, although the analysis regarded the transport cost and
demand intensities equivalent for all products, the model give special
importance to these factors. It argues that "Differences in transport
costs and demand intensities will affect the size of market areas, the
volume of output and city size. Higher unit transport costs and
inelastic demand promote smaller market areas".
Sccaefer believes that many other real factors effects market
areas and consequently the urban hierarchy, such as the variations in
the terrain of an area, and local variation in taste. But for the sake of
avoiding more complications, the model depends only on the above
variables. The hierarchy argument reached by Schaefer is given by the
following figure:
The solid line in the following figure represents the continuous
hierarchy. The discrete hierarchy implies that there are groups of
activities with the same, or similar, market areas. The communities
with only small market area activitieswill be in the lowest hierarchy
level. Communities in the highest hierarchy level have some activities
which cover' the entire range of market areas and which increases the
average market area of these communities. The horizontal line
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Figure (4.3)
Schaefer Eierarchv of Urban Size
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So~rce, G. P. Schaefer, op.cit., Fig. No.2, P.318.
represeht this discrete hierarchy. Thus in contrast to the previous
approach, differer.t urban sizes result from t ranapor-tatfon costs and
external demand thresholds. The model also i~plies that, different
goods are prod~ced in differer.t hierarchy levels by different
production functions, but the volume of output (and therefore
urban size) is determined by demand outside the urban area. Thus
ci ties producing the same goods .may have different sizes.
To incorporate the resulted hierarchy into the production
function estimation, Sc::.J.efersu[,gested three ways of doing so; The
first approach, with a con tdnuous hierarchy, implies that each urban
area produces the s~e good, i.e. there is cnly one productior. fur.ction
and different sized urban centres are just like differer.t sized factories
producing the saL:e good; The second approach has an analogous
interpretation, but the effect of the hierarchy is to create production
functions for each hierarchy level which differ by a cor.star.t;ar.d the
last approach postulates differer.t production functions for each
hierarchy level wher-e efficiency paraoeters and cons tants may vary.
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An empirical study using the model was conducted by Schaefer in
1975 as a Ph.D. Thesis.(1) The model was estimated for the urban
system in the province of Saskatchewan, Car~da. A generalised
production fl.lnction,the "Transcendental Logarithmic Production
Function" was used. A clustering procedure was used to construct a
seven-level discrete hierarchy for the area's 464 communities.
According to this study, in the ccntinuous model; a hierarchy has
the same effect on all communities, i.e. equal movements up the
hierarchy increase output by the SalLe percentage; labour is potentially
the biggest gainer from urbanisation if factor payments have a positive
relationship to productivity; and finally, it appears that the hierarchy
(if it can be interpreted in a manner analogous to technical change)
is capital saving or labour-using. This could reflect either a
changing output mix or different prices for inputs and outputs between
ccrrmunities.
To sum up, Schaefer found that in the case of Saskatchewan, centres
where increasing returns exist, they would appear to be located in the
upper hierarchy levels. An examination of recent growth patterns
confirms this. On the other hand, non-economic considerations and the
disappearance of several small towns in Saskatchewan have caused
successive governments to commit themselves to supporting and investing
in centres which are probably non-viable.
Finally, on the theoretical level, the result supports the
inclusion of the hierarchy into the urban area production model. This
consists with the result of Edel and views of Richardson. Models which
omit external factors are committing a potentially serious error.
(1) For a complete discussion of the empirical application of the model,
see G.P.Schaefer, The Urban Area Production Function and the Urban
Hierarchy, A case of Saskatchewan, Ph.DoThesis, University of
Western Ontario, 1975.
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In recent years, the role of individual preferences as a factor
in determining optimal city size have been emphasised by many scholars.
Individual preferences models argues that the desirability of city size
can only be judged in relation to the preferences of individuals for
production and consumption economies and diseconomies. Hoch (1972)
disc~ssing the theoretical and empirical relationship that exists
between incorre and city size has recognised, that he neglected an
important factorsin determining his optimal city size. Among these
factors he mentioned the differences in preference of city size, where
he believes that "some peorle might like, others dislike, a particular
size of place even in the absence of cost of living differences and
'obvious' externalities.,,(1) Laird and Mazek. (1974) and Price (1978)
also have emphasised the role of individual preferences and developed
two interesting models. The latter two models will be presented here
in some detail.
Laird and Mazek(2) developed a model of city sizes based mainly on
individual preferences. Their aim from the locational consumer model
they developed was to try to contribute to the emerging debate of
dissatisfaction with the larger cities by providing models which treat
locational preferences more explicitly and integrate these preferences
into theory in a more systematic manner than was been done until the
appearance of this paper.
The model treats the individual as integrating his dual activities
as an income earner and as a consumer of location amenities. It
utilizes conventional utility theory to examine the individual as he
selects that combination of income and location amenities (city size)
(1) Irving Hoch, "Income and City Size", Urban Studies, Volo9,1972,P.306.
(2) W. Laird and Wo Mazek, "City-Size Preferences and Migration",
Review of Regional Studies, Vol.4, 1974, PPo18-26.
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which maximises his utility. The individual, in his location decision
takes more into account, the locational amenities provided by the
larger city t.han t l.e tigher Lnccme provided. Accordd.ngLy the individual
reacts to: n(1) the r2.Ege of choice of both prava t e and public goods and
services in LocaLi,ties of c..ifferer.t sizes, (2) the different life-styles
inherent in c.ifferent sizes and (3) the perceived prob.Leras associated
"Ii th different size Local.Lties."
The model dis ta ngud.shed two types of individuals: large city types
and small city types. For both types tt..e utility of income is pe.rtly
dependent upon the size of +he city in which tr;e Lncone is earned (the
moc.el assumes tt..at cities of 2. given size are homogeneous).
For the large city type, the utility arising f'r-ora the availability
of a wider choice of private and public goods, and perhaps fran the
life style Lnher ent in larger cities, outwea.ghe any disutili ty arising
from conges ta on or other urban d.Lsamenfties. The indifference map for
this ind:i.vidual ref'Lec t , a dimininishing marginal ra te of substi ktion
between Lncone and city size, with I2 achieving a higher utility level
than I1, see figure (404) ,with the income curve Y1, the large city type
maximises utility by locating at a Le.rge city assccie.ted with point A,
to the right of tt..e apex of the income curve.
The small city type feels tt..at the urban dieanena ties outweagh
the amend,ties, hence, soaller cities or ru ra I areas are preferred.
Inc.ividual is "indifferent" to le.rger cities only when his Lncome can
be inc reased suffi cien tly to compensate f or perceived dd.sameni.ties.
The indifference map for this individual reflect a positive and
incree.sing marginal rate of substitution of Lncome for c:..ty size,
see curves 11 and 12, figure (4.5). This positive slope of tr.e small
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ci ty tyre's indifference C1.'..1"veL ads the individual to locate in a
smalLer ci ty assoc:'ated vdth point A in order to maximise his utility.
In ease of r-i.s i ng Lncor.e in all areas, the n.odeL, aasuni.ng no
migration cos ts , expect the new optimal living-vrorking Locat Lon to
behave in tbe fo:!.lo>!ing n.anne r e The large city type will move to a
larger city, ma:x:'mising utility at point B. The smell c::.ty type new
optimal location depends on his ave rsLon tc urbanism. If the aversion
is so strong that tt.e indifference mappi.ng is 11 and 12 f in figure
(405), this individual ",ill move to a srr:aller city at point c.
But if the aversion is weaker so that 11 and 12 prevail, the utility
maximising move will be to the larger ci ty at point B.
The ffiodel distinguished a third group of individuals who prefer
in tE:rrr.ediate c::ty size. The indifference curves of this group are
U-shaped, see figure (406). The analysis of behaviour of the indi':iduals
in this group f'oLl.ows the one already mentioned above.
It is worth"..hile to nention here that substantial empirical basis
support the tYFe of model developed by Laird and Mazek.(1)
The main co~tribution of the locational consuoer model is that
"The introduction of city-size preferences into the analysis of
individual utility cpt imi.ss tLon raises possibilities U.at have been
neglEcted in eI2prical st1,.;.dies of rr.igration." It made all important and
nece saa.ry Clis tinc ti on be tw een Lncomeand utili ty. The model goes beyond
orthodoz ~igration ILodels which, by assuning that migrants maximise
Lncor.e only, infer a can:plete indifference to city size. Accorddng to
the model presented t.ere not all the nri.gran ts maximises Lncorre by
migratine to tl.e preferred city size.
(1) For the details of the evidence in support of the preference
model developed by Laird and Mazek, See Ibid, PP.20-23.
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The model also provides a clear cor:ceptual measure of the intensity
of preferences. The latter is measured by the marginal rate of
substitution between inco~e and city size and can be illustrated by the
small city type who rr:ovescity-ward to cbtain employment Cl' to increase
his inco~e.
Contrary to the classical theories which have been ddscueeed the
question of opt.imaI cit;rsize from the supply side, this model examined
the probleD f rcm the deman d side of th e issue by concen trating on
individual preferences. The model concludes that "If individuals do
not all have the sarne income - location preference mapping, a unigue
optimum city size canr..otexist from the demand sideo Instead, there is
a unique distribution of city sizes based upon the distribution of
individual locational preferences". This ortimum distribution would be
characteris ed by fhoae persons living in a city having similar city-size
preferences.
As the founders of the model summed up, the location-consUI!ler
model serves three rela.ted purposes. "First, it provides a coherent
theoretical basis for the proliferating empirical studies of city-size
preferences. Second, it provides a basis for broadening the analytical
framework used to study Itigration. Third, it provddes a necessary part
of the foundation upon which a more co~prehensive theolY of optimum
population distribution. can be built."
Despi te many interesting aspects involved in the mod.el. Its
assumptior. of having two tYres of people is unreal and does not give an
exact answar to the question of the preferred or optimal city size.
The model also depending on a very few factors in its analysis, present
a partial solution to the question of optimalityo It ignores many
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other factors (mentioned earlier an this chapter), wh.i ch are
expected to effect in deterwining the city size. Hence,
the model could not be generalised.
Pric~11n his moc.el "Individual Preference and Optimal City Size"
emphasised the importrulce of individual preferences in deciding the
city size. He argues that, "The desirability of city size can or...ly be
judged in relation to the :r;referencesof individuals for production
and consumption ecohomies and diseconomies of scale." Hence, he
developed a mode l which extends the earlier treatment of n:igration
models, mainly based on the expected response of income-maximising
wage-earners or profi t-maximising firms to hypothesised relatior.ships
between costs and benefits, and mainly city size, to utility-
maximising individuals.
Corrt rary to the classical theory elfcity size wbich relates the
utility of 8. given city to its size, Price believed that "•••no
utility-level can be ascribed to a city in itself. Because the weight
assigned to different elen:ents of the product-mix offered varies from
individual to individual, the city offering maximal utility depends on
the individual's preferences, and there is no such thing as ~ optimal
size."
Price's mode.lassumes the follor/inC mechani.ecn "Under pe rf'ecb
competition and mobility in labour markets, production economies of
~gglomeration :r;bculiarto a city size will attract a clustering of
cities in that city size class. Competitive advantage in the class
will persist until either (a) these goods which are proc.uced with
particular efficiency in that city size become so abundant and cheap
as to neutralise 10\,1 costs; or (b)(2)higher wages have to be paid to
Cclin pric~ op.cit~P.75-81.
Hoch, named the situation in case (b) as compensatory paymerrts
where U.e higher cost of living and the disutili ty of non-
pecurrLa ry cost is just balanced by a compensatory increment of
money Lncome , (I rving Hoch , .2.P. cit., P.301 •
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ccmpensa te wo rker e for migrating to a city size whi.ch is not preferred
from the view point of consumptd.on economies and diseconomies of
agglomeration." In equilibriurr.,the model assumes that any remaining
merginal production economies of changed city size should be reflected
in higher wages and are thus int€rnalised in individual locatioL.
decisions. This assumption avoids tilenecessity of spE;cifying a pr-oduc t.i.on
function, as well as utility functions for city sizes and is embodied in
the model as given by Price:
First, the distribution equa tior...of preferred size - the individual's
perceived optimum - in the popu.La td.or, is required. For convenience, the
individual's rank number is defined so that the individual with taste
for the sI:le.llestsettlement has rank nurr.ber,R=1. Making preferred size,
S*, a linearly rising function of ral~ number can be considered neutral,
in that no conceL.tration of preference is assumed at any level of city
size.
• •• 0
where Si* is the preferred size, and Ri the rank number, of the ith
individual; k is a constant.
Secondly, the model relates the utilities achieved by different
individuals. Again, a neutral assumption is adopted that no systematic
relatioL.sbip exists between an individual's rank number and utility
achieved at preferred size, Us*·
= o (2)dUs*
dR
Price then made an adopta tion of Evans assumptior ...that cost increases
either side of preferred size as a linear functior...of propor tdona'l
deviation from preferred size( 1) - a given percentage greater or' less than
S* always yielding a given percentage increase in costs. However, the
TInlan W. Evans, "The Pure Theory of City Size in an Industrial
Economy", Urban SJudies.l..Vo1010, 1972, p.67.
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utili ty curve generated by this assumption may weLl,be
considered ioprobably apical. Price believes that, Bo rukhov t s
formula tior.yields a more realistic flat-topped curve. (1 ) He adds,
it is probably more realistic still to make utility responsivE; to
orders of magnitude rather than absolute size intervals.
Ui =.r( log S) •••• (3)
where U. is the utility of tt.eith individual; S is city size.a
Price goes further and argues that a reasonable extension of
this assumption is to require that mUltiplying preferred size by x
has the same effect on utility as dividing it by x.
U = Us*x s"l./x
(2 )•••• (4)
The following equation fulfils simultaneously the requirements of (1),
(2), (3) and (4).
U. = c + b~ log SlogkR.a
2
- a (log S) 2
(logkR. )~
o ••• ( 5)
where c, b and a are constants.
When R is fixed, i.e., for a given individual, log kR is a
constant, and (5) reduces to a quadratic in the log of S,fulfilling (3).
alL= b ·1
~ Slog kRi S
2a ·1.
S
log S = 0
log kRi where S=S*log kRi
Rearranging and cancelling
log S _ b
log kRi 2a for all R •••• (6)
substituting ~ for log S in (5) gives the same Us * for all R,
2a log kRi
i.e. (2) is fulfilled.
If Si* is sGt to equal kRi (equation (1», s~bstitution in (6)
gives b=2a. 2a can now be substituted in (5) for b.
For the details of Borukhov's formulation see, E. Borukhov,
op.cit., PP.325-328. .
Equation (4) can be re-interpreted as meaning that the preferred
size is the geometric mean of sizes between which the migrants
is indifferent. (Colin Price, op.cit., P.76).
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In tr~s modified form of (5), firstly by (kRi.x), secondly log
(kRi!'x) callbe substituted for log S,and by rearl'angement the two
expressions can be shown to be equal. Hence (4) is fulfilled.
From tr.eabove formulation, Price concluded that "If individuals
migra te freely to the city size giving them the greatest utility, the
foregoing ass~ptions, •••, can be sho~n to generate a stable, well-spaced
hierarchy of city-sizes: (a) in which no one can better himself by
moving; (b) corresponding reasonably well to the distributions observed
empirically". The resulting hierarchy of city sizes seems at least
approximately optimal, in that, whataver an individual's size preference,
a city of around that size CSL be found. Any bunching of tastes would be
matched by a corresponding clustering of city sizes. The resulting
hierarchy is surprising in view of what has been written about the
externalities of increasing city size. Price gives an explanation to
the result. He argues that, "while decisions to migrate to a city impose
net diseconomies on the residents in its lo~er range, this is roughly
compensated by net economies realised for those in its upper taste
range. Any persistent tendency for city size to alter greatly car.be
countered by residents moving to a more amenable size."
The optimali~- suggested by the model applies only with respect to
those externalities whose costs (whether direct or through expense of
mitigating the~) vary inexorably with city size.
The model, being of a dJ~amic nature, illustrates the response of
the hierarchy to change by giving three alternative assumptions:
First, population and preferred size of city grow at the same rate i
Second, size preference increases and population does not; and Third,
taste is stable and population grows. The model predicts that, in the
first case, the size of each city simply rises in proportion to total
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population. In the second case, citizens cannot remain best
satisfied with the same size of city. Those at the upper limit of
the taste range will move to the next biggest city. Under the
reasonable assumption that change in taste is proportional to existing
taste, and given that S*=kR, a greater number of people ~igh in the
hierarchy than low in it will find utility increased by moving to a
larger city. In the lower part of the hierarchy the consequences are
clear. Each city will attract from below a number of in-migrants
smaller than the number of out-migrants to the city above. However,
at the top of the hierarchy, the largest city cannot lose citizens
upward, must consequently grow, and indeed will do so proportionally
more than the second city is tending to shrink. In the third case,
all cities become too large for residents at the bottom of the taste
range they accommodate. Some out-migration from the largest to the
second largest city aggravates the problem of the latter, and increases
the downward stream of out-migrants from the larger cities. This
movement will spread right down the hierarchy, and at the bottom of
it new settlements will be created when dwellers in growing hamlets
move away to find new nuclei.
This recruitment mechanism explains why previous conclusions (as
those made by Tisdell) about city over growth are invalid when tastes
are differentiated.
A reservation made by the model, is that "In thinly-populated
developing countries, even if the taste for the intermediates is quite
strong in relation to model tastes, the absolute numbers may be
insufficien t to populate an intermedia te city."
Again, although the model dealt with an important factor in
deciding the preference size of cities, that is, individual
utilisation preference, which was highly neglected by classical
models of city size distribution, the model relies on unreal
assumptions of perfect competition and free migration.
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Price himself emph~sised ttis aspect, in his discussion of the question
of inertia and or-timality. He pointed out that "The model relies on an
assumption of free migration; Yet this is inhibited by physical,
financial and psychological inertia. The disutilities and wastages
that generate inertia are real costs, l:o~ever, and potential migrants
do well to account for them in decis:'ons." Gilbert(1) suggests that
failure to optimise may raise if one group can realise economies of
agglomeration imposes on others.
Another drawback of the model is that, it did not differentiate
between different age groups in the analysis. Older citizens have
greater investment in physical assets and also stronger psyctological
attachments, and are hence less likely than the young to move. It would
further be expected that their tastes in city size are more stable.
Moreover, the distribution of the young migrants may be to a city whose
rapid gro~th is not desired by a second set of inert residents.
4.2.3. QQ~.i..Q;f In'Quts and Provis!on of Servi_q~].~!~mal City-Size
There have been a number of inconclusive studies on the relationstip
between city size and public expenditure, and by implication public
service cost functions and the efficiency of the local public sector.
In general, scl:olars are in agreement that a close correlation exists
between cost of services and the size of the urban area. Richardson, for
instance, pointed out that local public services that are like, or ~re
in fact, public utilities .,(e.g. water, sewage, disposal and public
transportation) do show economies of scale up to populations of medium
size.(2) On the other hand, Thompson believes that "•••the cost functions
( 1) A. Gilbert, "The Argum en ts for very large cities reconsidered",
op.cit.J?P.27-34.
(2) H.W.Richardson, Regional Economics;o ••, op.cit.,P.195.
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of the more critical public services (e.g. education and public safety)
are much more elus~ve - Besides, it is more the effectiveness (quality)
than the efficiency (cost) of local 'governmer.t' that is at issueo,,(1)
In support with above generalisation, Hod: also believes that "The
cost of goverr~ent per cavita may increase with city size, in the ser.se
of an increasing price per unit of service ar.dnot of increases in
quantity.,,(2) He argued that in the real world, the latter could reflect
the different preferences or higher real incomes of big city residents.
Thompson (~) suggests that uzban public management is the scarce factor
behind rising costs with scale, rather than some naturally scarce factors,
sucr. as fresh air or clean water.
Evan in 1972, developed an interesting theory of optimal city size
depending on the behaviour of both inputs and services costs with city
size~4) In order to visualiSe such correlation, Evan's theory will be
presented here in some details.
Evan's city size distribution theory has been built upon the
economic theory of clubs. The idea is that business firms and/or
individuals are faced with alternative sizes of city. Each city can be
treated as a coalition of firms and/or individuals offering a certain
mix of costs and benefits. Each firm or individual tries to join the
coalition membership of which maximises its own profits (or net
benefit). Applying the theory of clubs, the paper shows under certain
assumptions a stable hierarchy of city sizes result from this process.
Although most of the assumptions made by Evans are unrealistic, and
disregard all aspects of the economy, Evans believes by doing so make it
(1) W.R.Thompson, "The National System of Cities as an Object of Public
Policy", Urban Studies, ver.to, 1972, P.l01.
(2) Irving Hoct, op.ci t. ~ .307.
(3) .W.R.Thompson, "Internal and Exterr.al Factors in the Development of
l'rban Economics", in H.S. Perloff and L.Wingo (ed~,Issu.es in Urban
Economics, John Hopkins Press, Ealtimore, 1968, Po60.
Alan W. Evans, op.ci~o, PP.49-77.
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easier to carry out the analysis and to be understandable. The
assumptions include the variation of market opportunities and input
costs with city size.(1) What is assumed to be absent from the system
is the possibility that firms in a small town can, use the business
services of a nearby city which is larger. This hinterland effects,
argued Evan," •••may be important in practice but is obviously difficult
to allow for in a general theory of city size since the spatial system
of cities will vary from country to country and region to region."
From his analysis, Evans made the following generalisations:-
First, the rent, the price of floor space and the wages will tend
to increase with city size but at a diminishing rate.
Second, the theory assumes that, if the above generalisation is
right and if the ccst of capital does not vary with city size, Evans
argues that there must be some compensatory reduction in coscs with city
size which allows the firms located in larger cities to remain profitable.
Basing on the notion of urbanisation economies as a result of the greater
division of labour possible in the large city, Evans expects the range
of business services to be greatest in the largest city in the economy
and the cost of provision of any service will tend to decline with city
size, as the demand for the product increases and economies of scale
become possible. But since land and labour will be used in the
production of the service, the cost of the services as a function of
city size will not decrease continually but will start to increase at
some point, first at an increasing rate and then at a decreasing rate,
.-
as shown by the curve AA in fi~,ure (4.7). The curve AA shows the cost
of supplying the service if the cost of land and labour did not vary
with city size.
(1) For the details of the assumptions, See Ibid, PP.50-51.
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Cost of Services as a Function of Cib' Size
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Source, Alan Wo Evans, op.cit.,Figo(12),P.61.
The model shows, that "the cost of supplying each of the various
business services as a function of city size will be different and can
be presented by a different supply curves." Services which can achieve
all the attainable economies of scale with a small output ~ill be
supplied at minimum cost in a small town or city, particularly if the
production process uses little capital and a lot of land and labour.
On the other hand, services which require larger output to achieve all
the economies of scale and which use a lot of capital and little land
and labour will be supplied most cheaply in the largest city in the
economy and even there, all the eccnomiea of scale may not be achieved.
There possible cost of supply curves are shown in figure (4.8).
Figure (4.8)
Cost of Different Services as a Function of Citv Size
-..o
u
•I»••..
4(
o OU1pU1
Source, ~, figure (13), P.61.
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By calculating the cost of each input as a function of city size
and adding the various costs together, the firm and/or individual will
be able to find the city which minimises its costs. The calculations
are illustrated diagrammatically in figure (4.9).
The curve stowing its total costs as a function of city size is
shown in part (e), and is found by summing up vertically the curves in
part a, b, c and d.
According to the above analysis, the theory concludes that "when
cities are small, the total costs of the firm fall as city size increases
because of the decreasing cost of business services outweighs the
increasing cost of labour and floor space. At some city size total costs
are constant for small changes in ci~ size and this is the firm's
optimal location; the rate of decrease of cost of business services
exactly equals the rate of increase of the cost of labour and floor space.
When cities are larger in size the increasing cost of land and labour
outweighs the decreasing cost of business services and the firms total cost
increase as cities increase in size". The theory noted that a stable
equilibrium location at some intermediate city size is only possible if
the cost of at least one of the three inputs, land, labour or business
services, either decreases at a decreaSing rate or increases at an
increasing rate.
The resulted hierarchy of cities, out of the above mechanism, in
which every firm and/or individual maximise its own profits (or net
benefit) would not necessarily be socially optimal. The divergence from
optimality is greater in small cities than in large cities. This
conclusion runs counter to much theorising on city size in which it is
usually argued that very large cities should be reduced in size implying
that the deviation from optimality increases with city size (above a
certain size).
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Finally it should be pointed out that the theory placed special
e~phasise to the role of changing transport technology on city size
distribution. The theory argues that increasing the speed of
commuters transport or the relative declining in the cost of commuting
will lead small cities to lose population whilst large ones will gain
popula tion. (1)
Although Evans suggested an interesting economic theory of city
size distribution. The theory is far from being a. general and
comprehensive one. Richardson, noted that the defect of the theory
is that, "o •• as it stands, there is no mechanism for generating the kind
of city size distribution observed empiriCally~(2) For Evans argument
of decreasing the number of cities in a given size class as cities
increase in size depends upon the number and size of firms{or households)
seeking locations in cities of particular size. Thus there will be a
large number of very small cities only if a much larger number of firms
(or households) find their ideal locations in cities of this size. In
other words, "Evans has neglected in his analysis the individual
preferences as a main locational factor for firms (and/or households).,,(3)
Evans himself, rightly believes that the theory presented in the
paper discussed here, is inadequate in two respects.(4) In the first
place it fails to take uncertainty into account. Uncertainty, as it
has been shown earlier in this study, is an important factor, in
deciding the location of any economic activity and consequently in
building a general theory of city size distribution. Hence developing
such theory which allowed for risk and uncertainty would be a Question
For details on this point see Ibid, PP.72-75.
H.W.Richardson,"Theory of the Distribution ••••"op.cit.,P.246.
Ibid, P.246.
:u;:; W. Evans, op.cit., P.75.
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of search despite its difficulty. In the secord place, "the theory
fails to incorporate a theory of the intra-urban location of firms.
The assumption that all emp~9yment is located at the centre of the
city is a considerable simplification but it obviously conflicts with
the facts."
4.2.4. Q:clj.mality ip City Si.:z;...ELpistribution
Among the criticisms that have been made of the notion of optimal
city size is that it is not immediately consistent with the framework
of the growing system of cities. The models of optimal city size which
ignores space and treats the city as an isolated unit misjudges the
fact that the city may be one unit in a complex national urban
hierarchy. As it has been seen in the previous chapter, the prevailing
hierarchical system and the space separating urba~ areas are important
factors which determine the overall wellbeing of the society and
economic development. Accordingly, the problem of how to distribute
total population efficiently over a national urban hierarchy is much
more stimulating than that of determining an optimal city size under
very restricted conditions. One of the approaches dealing with the
problem of determining urban hierarchy, through incorporating it into
urban area production function has been dealt with in section (4.2.1.)
of this chapter. Another model dealing with the problem will be
introduced here, that is, Tisdell's model of optimal city sizes.(1)
The model takes into account, the social objective or preference
functions which is to be maximised, in determining an optimal pattern
of national settlement.
(1) C. Tisdell, op.cit.,PP.61-70.
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In his theory, Tisdell believes that "The optimal size of city
carillotbe determined in isolation for ideally one should try to
discover settlement patterns which maximise overall social welfare in
the economy, taking into account the preferences of individuals and the
nature of production possibilities at all possible locations." Also,
the optimal size of settlement defined according to classical type of
approach may not be the size whicr. ensures an optimal location of the
population of the nation. Hence, the main purpose of Tisdell was to
consider, under very simplified conditions, the types of national or
urban settlement pattern which are ideal, the actual patterns which
may arise and policies to promote all optimal pattern of settlement.
In his analysis, Tisdell treated the city as if it is common
property, hence the theory has application to the allocation of co~mon
property resources generally. Tisdell's theory was the first to
utilise extensively the common property resources when collective
economies of scale occur. To build his theory, Tisdell assumed that:
First, the resources of an urban settlement can be regarded as
if they are common property for their inhabitants;
Second, for simplicity, it is assl~ed that all share equally in
U.e oppor tunf ties of tt.e city in wLich they reside;
Third, there is a given number of sites foX' settlements in the
country and ttat each site has a relevant input-output relationstip
wr~cll ~epends only on the population at tLe site;
Four th , each site is treated as if its community is self-contained
and trade betxeen areas 0::-· sites is ignored; and
Fifth, popula tiOIlmay migra te bet~ een sites, and variable resources
may elso flove in fixed proportion to :populEtion.
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After visualising many constraints and assumpt i ons , such as the
cor.str~ints of the number of ~ites available, the variation in the
Lncone function between different sites and so on, Tisdell
cor.cLuded , f ror; the anal.ye Ls based on the linear s egmented
production or incore(1) functions, that:-
First, .,0 ••• the cl.e sed caL optimal size of set tLement Itay not be
optimal in te~s of a national settlement pattern. Furtherrr.ol'€, it
may be impossible to raaxanuse overall Lncor e unless ancone per head
is held at different It=!\"els at various settlements •••• , this creates
considerable difficulty for po.Lf.cf.es vihich aim to encourage a
settlement pat tern to raaxamaae overall Lncone or ",'ell-being."
Second, " ••• there is no tendency foT' an optimal national
settlement Fattern to be achieved by the operation of na tt:.ral mechanfsms ,
A sub-optimal equilibriurr. may be ach Leved in whi.ch sene settlements are
too large and soree are too sItall.
'f1Tln his analysis, Tisdell pointed out that, "the well-being rather
tt.an Lncor;e is the Lmpor-tan't goal to be cor.eLdered in determining
a national settlement pattern. Well-being curves for settlements
may become concave when their population rises to high levels even
though incorre cu!"Ves remain cor.vex. There ILaybe all aversion to
crowda.ng, pollution, travel r-equf.remerrts and environmental
problems which can becon:e a marked importance in large cities."
(lliJi, P.69).
In order not to rely upon the nebulous concept ef \':ell-being curves,
Tisdell suggested that, It ••• it may be possi.ble to develop the
theozy by aseundrig preference functions of particular type.
Individual preferences might be related to -I;heir inccrre and the
population of. a settlement. It is possible that at least up to
a point n.any individuals may be prepared to trade-off Income for
the advantages of living in a larger settlement."
(l.bid, P.69)
Even under these circumst~nces, argues Tisdell, it is not
diffic~l t to EhO\~ tt.at sene se t t Lemerrta jaay grovl beyond a
socially optim£l size •••• , if individuals migrate in response
to differences in the prevailing average well-being at sites.
(~, P.69).
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Third, "The natural n.echer.Lsm vlill ••• ensur-e tigher national
Lncor;e than initially but rr.E:.J'not yield the optimal levele"
Finally, Tisdell argues that because of the abstract assunptions
made in tbe analysis, it may be dangerous to draw practical I-0licy
concLusi.ons f rom ita Nevertheless, tile analysis dces pof.nt to S(;I;,e
policy conclusicns, and suggests that available policy instrurr,ents
are somet imes LncapabLe of achieving an optimal national settlement.
Amongthe policy ~plications are:
First of all, "The analysis based on the linear segmented
production or incorr:e functions seems tc have speC::'al relevance because
it allows f'or increasing returns once a settlement grovis beyond a
particular size. Under these conditions, a fairly even spread of
popu.Lat.Lon between sites is frequently suc--opt.i.ma.L, ••• The selection
of E.. few grmfth centres is required rather than the encouragement
of the population growth of many centres. A degree of concentration
is required to take advantage of the available economies of ecaLe ,
That degree and nature of concentration depend upon the properties
of the Lncome or production functions."
The theory also suggests that "while a policy of selectively
encou_raging settlements to grail above a tr.reshold size n:ay be
sufficien t in SOI'..e cases to achieve optimality of the settlement
pattern and indeed be preferable to no interference, under other
circUlIstances it is difficult to devise policies which will always
maintain an optimal settlement pattern."
Finally the theory SUbgests that, "it may be possible to achieve
optimality by controlling internal migration. In tbe absence of
controls on n:igration, measures such as taxes and subsidies aimed at
equalising incorr:e are liable to encourage a sub-optimal settlement
. s "pa t tern an sorie case •
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The above approach of optimal city sizes is c~earl;y a very
abstract one 0 For exenip.Le , it does not take trEde between settlements
into account. Altbough, Tisdell argued that the importance of this
fc.ctor can be eliminated as many goods canr.ot be traded over long
distances 01' that it is costly to t.ranapor-tttem, its absence
continues to ce a main drawback of the theoI~. Again, Tisdell himself
pointed ou t ihat " •••Lncones and "l'Tellbeingof individuals differ
within a settlen:ent, but it seems to me that this can be allowed
.d thout affecting the n:ain import of the theory •••"
At last, the theory stressed that, in the investigation of actual
settlement ~atterns average ratter tha~ rrarginal relationships appear
to be more relevant.
4.3. Empirical Documentation of the relation§llj.pBe~
Ccsts and Benefits and City Si~
Theoretical forn:ulations for any problem, espeCially planning and
developmental pr'ohLens , do not give a concrete bases for policy makers
and politicians. Empirical support for such generalisations and
fcrn:ulations would help a lot in adopting specific development
strategies. Hence, many important questions could be raised here.
Does tLe empirical evidence of the relationship between ccsts and
benefits and size of population of urban areas s~pport the ttecretical
fOrILulation? If yes, to "That extent the two phenomena ccincide? Is
there a unified optimal size for €·very examined criteria? Are there
any differences between different countries of different levels of
economic defelopmen t? These and other questions "Till be ans..;ered in
this section. Empirical validity of different quantifiable and
unquantifiable criteria will be reviewed. It will include mainly,
income ar.d cost ef living, cost of provision of public services,
transportation and congestion costs, environmental quality and
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nn.sce.lIaneous rela tior.ships 0
4.3.1. lncome w;.d Cost cf L~yinE::and Ci t'y-Siz~
Sur-vey.i.ng t.r,e treatment of this tOI,ic in tihe Li,t.era ture, one
finds a wide variety of results regarding the relationship between
incon:e di:otribution, city s:Lze and urban grov1th. Duncan and Reiss (1)
were amor..g U.e first to comment on this r-eLatd onahd.p, Finding that
the Gini concentration ratio of personal income for ~S in 1950 declined
as urban population rose, tt.ey suggested that the distribution became
more equal because increasing city size was E:.ssociated with a rising
average income level. They did not hypothesise as to what effect, if
E:.ny, city size has independent of income.
A s tudy by Fuchs is a good source of data or. money income
d'i,fferentJ.·als by C1' tv s i,ze.(2) He f'ound foz' every 0 e of hf, f~ ~ , n s ~r
rr.acro regior.s of U.S., that the higher the size of the urban ar-ea the
higher the wage rate is. He also estimated cost of living as a function
of S.U. (sr1SA) size (nor...-metropolitan area population size was set at
25,000) and regions fer the 1966 base year. Applying regression
analysis, he found that there is a fair increase in the cost of living
index with city size. Or...tt.e contrary, 8hefer(3) taking cor rel atd one
of ranks of cities and rallk of living costs concludes that no
association exists between the cost of living and the population size
of au urban ar-ea and eccordingly the higher mor...ey incomes in larger
cities should be result in higher living standards. Hoch , meaaura ng
the deflated mo~ey income levels for standardised populatio~, for
different urban sizes and. regions of U.S. f'ound that, "The general
D.D.Duncan, and A.Reiss, Social cr.aracteristics of urean and
Rural Communities, Wiley, New York, 1956.
V.R.Fuchs, "Lifferentials in Hourly Earnings by Regi.ons and City
Size, 1959", National Bureau of Economic Hesearch, Occasional
Paper 101, NewYork, 1967.
D.Shefer, "Comparable Living Costs and Urban Size: A Statistical
Analysis", ~al of American Institute of Planners, Vol.36,
1970, PP.417-421.
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pa t tern of results •••fits the bypothesis that there are additior..al
compenea tory paymerrte bey or.dcost of livinE; compensa tior.."~1) The
differential between largest size group (over a millior...) and enal.Les t
(less than 10,OeO) was only 7% fer the North East regdor..., but range
from 15-3Cf/o for the other three regions.(2) The New York SMSA per capita
income shows tc be 35% above the U.S. average. Hocb attributed this
rise to the following items: "around g% of this totEI.1can be ascribed to
cost of living differences,1a% to otter compensatory payments, and fff,
to differences in population ccmpositiorh,,(3)
Many other scholars also, elaborated on tr.e correlation between
income and size of city. Ricbardson(!) recognised that average income
was highly correlated with city size. But he was aware of the possibility
that the income distribution might be less equal in bigger cities because
the opportunities fer high income is greater in large cities than small
ones. To investigate the connection between income distribution and
city size, he examined how the average high/low income ratio in 1960
varied across SMSAs of increasing size. Using this admittedly crude
measure of income inequality, Richardson concluded that the incoffie
distribution became more equal as city size increased. In contrast,
Murray(5) implied that beyond a certain population level (300,000 total
fa.n;.ilies),city size would not affect the income distribution. Any
varia tion betweer. SMSAs in inequality, which she measur-ed by the
interquartile variatior..,was more likely to result from differences in
industry mix, racial composition and income level.
( 1 )
(2)
(3)
(4)
( 5)
Irving Hoch, £].cit.,P.311.
Ibid, P.311.
Ibid, P.315.
H.W.Richardson, The EC.QEOffiicsof Prban Size, Saxon House and
Lexington Book, Westmead and Lexington, 1973.
B.B.Murray, Metropolitan Inter personal Income Inequality",
~nd Econoffiics,Vol. 45, 1969, PP.121-125.
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Al.onso, d.iscuaa.i.ng the question of city size and national policy,
recogniS ed that" exanri.ni.ng the data or.per capitaoincome of
metrcpolitan areas in certain ways (but not in others) suggest that
there may be S01':.e decline in ..E.ercapita income above a populE..tionof
abou t three millior.s."(1) This does not mean that diminishing returns
set in after this size. Alor...so, attributed that to two f8ctors(~)
First, the definition of the SMSA of the Census misses considerable
ex-urean high-income population in the largest urban areas, so that
the decline may be ffioreapparent than real. Second, these few very
large urban areas perform certain functions for the national system of
cities w:r~ichmay lower their Oval. ~L...9.ill?it! l:_income while serving the
national interest as 2 whole. To Alonso, urbrul size is a measure of
the oppor-tur.L ties to wr..ichan inhabitant or enterprise has access.
Income per capita is stror~ly correlated to population potentials,
which is a mathematical measure of the accessibility available to
residents of tte city to tte population of ~le rest of the country.
Thus, "a sn:all metroFolis in an area of high population potential
will usually have as high a ~r ca12ita income as a large but more
1· ,,(3)remote metropo ~s.
By analysing how labour sUPFly and demand conditions varied with
city size, Farbman(4) was atle to hypothesise explicitly ttat
inequality would increase as city size increased. Farbman's empirical
results were consistent with his hypotheses of direct relation
betwsen city size and inequality. Using fan:ily income data from 1960
US census, he found that the Gini concentration ratio increased as
W.Alonso, "The Question of City Size and Na td.ona.IPolicy", in
R. Funck,(ed), ~cent DevelopILer..tin Region~cience, Korlsruhe
papers in Regional Science, a Pion publication,Londor..,1972,P.112.
Ibid, P. 112 •
"ibid, P.112.
i:F"arbman, "The Size Distritution of F8LJ.ilyIncome in U.S. SMSAs,
1959, The Review of Income and Wealth, Vol ..2, 1975, PP.217-237.
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city size rose. Farbman's estimate did not indicate how size affects
inequali ty in cities over one millior. in populatior ..
Muther, in an analysis of inter-city variation in occupational
COIDFOEition~ 1) also euggee ted that the job opportur:ities in large
cities ...oul.d attract the mOE·t productive workers away from smaller
cities and rural areas. Fur-the rnor-e , he argued that the proj.or-ta.on
of empf oymen t in gro\!th Lndus trd.eewhic:t ger..eratemore skilled jobs
increases with city size. Both these mechanisms imply that city size
and income inequality will be directly related. Some evidence in
support of this argument was provided by Muther's finding that city
size was positively related to the relative occupation-mix eanlings in
Sr1SAs in 1960.
Burns(2) fOlUld that urban size was not a statistically significant
detern.Lnant of inter-city variation in tre Gini coefficient for the
US and the Netherlands in 1950 and 1960. He attributed tr.is to the
fact that city size was related to other independent variables more
highly correlated with family income inequality.
A very recent study by Hawor-th and others concerr.tng income
distribution, city size and urban growth(3) has found that incorr.e
inequality varies directly with level of population providing further
support for Farbman's finding that income inequality rises with city
size. To reach this conclusion, drawing on basic econoffiictheory,
HaworU. and his colleagues developed what they call "monopoly hypothesis"
whicr. suggests that increases in city size and urban growth will lead to
greater income inequality. By using the Gini concentration ratio as a
(2)
V.K.Muther, "Occupational COILposition and its Detenninants: an
Inter-Ci ty SLze CLE:.ssAnalysis", Jot:.rnalof Regional Science,
Vol. 10,1970, PP.81-91.
L.S. Burns, "The Urban Income Distribution: a Human Capital
Explanation", Regional Science and tTrl::anEconoILics, Vol. 5, 1975,
PP.465-482.
C.T.Haworth, et.al., "Income Distribution, City Size, and Urban
Growth", Urban Studies, Vol.15, 1978, PP.1-7.
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measure of faIliilyand male income inequality in 1970, they found that
their r-egreasi.onr-esuIts ar-e co:r:sistentwith the monopoly hypo thes i s,
Their results suggest that the benefits of u.rban grov.-thare unevenly
distributee and increase measured Lncome Lnequa.lf ty ,
To sum up, previous studies of the income distribution, city-size
and urban grovrth reLationship differ in their predictions as v!ell as
empirical finding uai.ng, mainly 1950 and 1960 data. Nevertheless, a
basic assUEption underlies most of the previous hypotheses. This is
the notion that increases in city size and urban grovrth effect the
income distribution via occupa.tional or skill composition changes
induced by in-migration of labour and businesso
4.3.2. QQst.s of Public Servic~§ an~ City Bize
A number 0: e.nalysts cave attempted to find the relationship
between the cost of Frovision of Tublic services and sizes of cities
using cross-sectional data. Based either upon empirical observation or
upon engineering estimates. SUcil studies found that fer so~e urban
services as water, sewage, pu,!)lictransport, road construction, school
operation and so on, cost functions are U-sl~ped, initially declining
and eventually rising at higher levels of either provision or urban
populatior.s. Schmandt and Stephens examining the local government
expenditures in U.S. found that this expenditure did indeed decline
initially and then tend to rise.(1) There examination included 3,000
American county administrative units. Counties with one million
population spent about $200 per capita, against ~120 for cotmties with
a population range 15,000-50,000. They argued that population was not
the only factor effecting cost of providing public services. Median
family income per county has scown greater explanatory value.
(d H.J.Scr.mandt, and G.P.Stephens, "Local Government Expenditure
Pattern in the U.S.", Land Economics, Vol. 39, 1963, PP.397-406.
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Accordingly, they concluded that "wealth or resources (measured in
terms of median family income and state aid) is far more important
than population size or density in explaining variations in total per
capita expenditures among local units.,,(1) Alonso supporting the above
conclusion pointed out that, whereas the cost of public services rises
by ~80 per capita between the two size categories, median per family
income rises by ~1000, indicating a marginal propensity to consume
such services of about 25 per cent.(2)
Earlier, Duncan(3) in an empirical investigation of the problem of
optimum city size, almost found a similar relationship. The study basing
on existing data of 1940's on municipal expenditure show, in general, a
direct relationship between city-size and per capita cost in most of the
14 categories of municipal expenditure (highway, sanitation, public
welfare, schools, ••••etc.). However, these data reflect the separately
varying factors of unit costs, areount and quality of services. Hence,
they show little about municipal efficiency. At that time, Duncan was
able, in only one area of municiple service, to establish some
tentative optimum population, that is, the provision of residential
electric service. He found that unit cost decline with increasing city
size up to the mullion mark, with cities between a half and one million
getting electricity the cheapest. This of course could not be
generalised to define optimal city size.
Empirical studies concerning the relationship between cost of
public services and size of cities, in developed countries other than
U.s. is scarce. Nevertheless, in an important article Mera(4)
discovered a similar relationship in countries other than U.S. Mera
using data from Japanese prefectural and sub-prefectural governments,
(1) Ibid, P.406.
(2) w.Alonso, "Urban and Regional •••"op.cit., P.4.
(3) O.D.Duncan, "The optimum Size of Cities", op.cit., PP.759-772.
(4) K. Mera, "On the Urban Agglomeration and Economic Efficiency",
Economic Development and Cultural change, Vo1.21, 1973, PP.309-324.
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found an even more significant t rend , Gr'oupf.ngthe governmental units
by populatior. density as an indicator of the degree of urbanisatior.
within each area, the IT-shaped cost cu.rve again err:.erges.Yet even more
significantly is the rise in mean ~r capita income. Due to Japenese
public resources allocation system, provision of services by perfecture
is largely determined by the central government rather than willingness
of i:nhabitants to pay 0 Hence, Mera concluded that this data closely
reflects the quality-adjusted price curve.
Unfortunately, informatior. from developing nations is very scarce.
One study for India, bowever, has r-oted that if the ~uality of services
is held cons tant , the per capita increrr:.entalcost of infrastructure
declines significantly up to cities of about 130,000 population and then
drops slightly until cities of one million inhabitants are reached~1)
These cases seem to suggest that the performance of the public
service cost curves over various sizes of cities is a sFurious guide to
urban efficiency. Nevertheless, urban efficiency, and subsequently any
deci.saon that an optimal size of city exists, must be determined by
other factors that are more concerned with the productive er.vironment of
the urban area. For, tr..e conclusions, of such studies are suspect for a
number of reasons:(2) First, outputs of various services are assureed
implicitly to be cohstant, with emphasis placed exclusively upon the cost
of inputs. If the observed relationships between personal income and
size of city are valid and if urban services are assumed to be income-
elastic, it follows that residents of larger urban areas, bec£.use of
their higher incomes, demand a greater number of higher quality services.
This wov_ld tend to raise the per capita cost of such services at higher
levels of population not because of the cost of the basic unit of service
Standford Research Institute, Costs of Infrastructure for Industry
as Related to its Size in Developing Countries: India Case Study,
Menlo Park, California, 1969.
W. Alonso, "The Eccnond cs of Urban Size", op.cit. PP.67-83.
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but because the unit of service itself cranges with city size;
Second, It differentiates between public and private costs. In most
develoFing countries, public services are largely provided by the
public sector, although even here sigr~ficant exceptions exist. Yet
the empirical evidence which exists relates primarily to developed
countries, and it is these data which are incorporated into the
studies. In Western cities, putlic transpo:ct can be either provided
by private or public sectors. This could be applied to almost all other
urban services. Hence, moving from community to community, such
divisions can be seen to ce arbitrary and consequently a less than
adequate guide to true public cost of the provision of such services;
and Third, the costs associated with urban services are not really
economic costs at all but merely transfer costs that may result fron::
institutional arrangements. As Alonso notes with respect to education
for example, "It is unclear, in fact, how much of education is a
production cost (training people) and how much of it is a form of
consumption (educating people)."
4.3.3. Tran~~~ation and CQnges1ion Co~
As it has been seen, it is difficult, on the basis of the ccst of
urban services alone, to readl the conclusion that either a unique
optimal size of city exists or that any particular cities theItselves
are too big. It is readily apparent that significant economies of
scale in the prevision of such public services procably exist and that
they extend over a wide range of urban sizes. Yet as urban size
increases, another set of costs are triggered off which cannot be so
lightly dismissed. These concern the costs of transportation and
cor~estion, pollution costs and so on.
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Four decades earlier, Duncan noted that "the cost analysis of
transportation, indicate the advantages of time, expenditure and
conven.ience all lie with the moderate sized or small city." (1) The
study found that, some form of local tra.nsportation is apparently required
in cities oyer 15,000, and faIililiesin cities over 100,000 spend more
than four times as muctfor non-automative transportation as families
in smaller cities.(2)
More recently, Rees and SCl:Ultz(3), also recognised the positive
effect of city size on trrulsportation cost. They noted two possible
ways of compensating for the time and money costs of intra-area
commuting: higher wages or lower rents, depending on the distribution
of employment and residences. They noticed that both adjustments as
occuril1g in the Chicago area, with large establishments having to pay
wage premiums to attract workers from outside their areas. Rees and
Schultz examined wage rates for a sample covering a dozen occupations.
Distance was included as an independent variable in regressions
explaining wage rates; it had a positive coefficient in eleven cases,
with five cases significant at the 0.05 level. The study found that
for a one-way trip work of 16 miles per day, estimated travel
compensation ranged from ~ of mean earnings for janitors to 13.5%
of mean earnings of account arrte,
The U.S. inter urban transportation studies regarding estimated
average work-trip length and duration for auto drivers and time spent
by heads of families in daily work-trips, shows increasing distance
travelled as well as increasing time cost per mile as a function of
city sizes.(4)On the other hand, the wage survey data,used in Hoeh study,
C.D.Duncan, "The Optimum Size of Cities", op.cit.;P.761.
Ibid, P.762.
~ees, and G.P.Schultz, Workers and Wages in an Urban Labour
Market, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1970, PP.169-174.
Irving Hoch, op.cit. P.316 and tables No. 13 and 14. P.317. which
give examples on the evidence.
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indica ted that" hours of work declined with both popula tion size and
density, tLe latter factor teing the most important ••• The decline in
hours of work is likely to be a response to the time cost of traffic
cor...gestiono,,(1)Thus the decline for the New York SMSA was about a
half-hour per day, consistent with the differer.tial in j ourney-to-work-
time.
Meyer, Kain and Wohl, in 1965(2) consider the question of congestion
changes at some length, and argues that (a) they are probably politically
infeasible and (b) rationing by congestion does not necessarily yield
mal-allocation of time costs, because high inco~e persons are more likely
to be able to arrange their own travel times. The total cost of
congestion must be significant. A study by Neutze(3) estimated cor~estion
costs for developed countries. Neutze using Australian data, suggests
that eacl. new resident in Sydney causes an increase in traffic congestion
to present residents costing £32.4(~) On the assumption that a 40 per
cent labour participation rate exists, diversion of one job from Sydney
to other less congested cities represents a saving to residents of
Sydney of something in excess of £80. Neutze argues that in such cases,
a subsidy appears to be justified. As Sydney continues to grow in size,
such cost would be expected to increase furthar.
The congestion and transportation costs associated with large
cities are not private costs alone but include societal costs as well,
and as a result, are highly ellusive from quantitative assessment.
Although, in developing countries, studies concerning estimation of
Ibid, P.317.
J. Meyer, et.al. The Urban Transportation Problem, Harvard
University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1965, P.340.
G. M. Reutze, op.cit •
.l!:2il" P. 58.
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congestion costs do not exist at all, it is believed that,
congestion problems reach their peak, in cities of these cOlmtries.
The congestion of such cities as Caracas, Rio de Janeiro, Bombay,
Bangkok, Se.o Paulo, Cario, and Lagos are legendary, and movement
within such cities is one of the most pressing of all urban problems.
This can be attributed mainly to the b3.ckwardness of transportation
system and modes in most cities of developing countries.
Considering two of the ver~y many consequences of congestion, one
can imagine the costs associated with congestion. First the World Bank,
in its ur-ban transport sector papers, notes, the running cost of
motorised vehicles are generally lowest at speed from 30 to 40 miles
per hour. At speed below 20 miles per hour in congestion, running
cost can be expected to increase in proportion to jou.rney time.(1)
The OFerating cost, which is mainly determined by the cost of labour,
will also rise as a result of raising jouIney times. Second,
Beesley (1965)(,2)develOping the notion of time costs of journey, noted
that work trip time is valued at about one-third the wage rate; given
increasing wages with size of city, the price per unit, as well as,
the quality will increase with city size.
To sum up, the nature of transportation and congestion costs are
far more speculative. Although it seems likely that mobility costs
rise with the scale of an urban area, such a conclusion is based on
scant empirical evidence Flus logic and observation. Obviously, this
is a field that needs further research.
en
(2)
World Bank, Urban Transport: Sector Policy Paper, International
Bank of Reconstruction and Development, Washington, D.e, 1975,
P.78.
M.E.Beesely, "The Value of Time spent in Travelling: Some New
Evidence", Economica, Vol.32, 1965.
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There is a good deal of evadeuce that environmental quality,
on net, declines with city size and density. More precisely, for a
given level of expenditures per capita on environmental management,
quality declines witt. urban scale, or if a quality standard is
SFecified, monetary cost to attain that standard increases with scale.
However, like the congestion cost, precise estimates of the actual cost
of this externality is difficult to derive.
Hoch, gives a strong evidence that, mainly, negative effects of
large cities on enviror~ent quality prevail. His findings could be
presented as fOllows:(1)
1. "Preliminary work relating air pollution by type to a number
of explanatory variables, using regression analysis, indicated that
city size and/or density are generally statistically significant even
with the introduction of other explanatory variables, such as indexes
of industrial output, gasoline sal~and January temperatures, viewed
as an index of fuel consumption in space heating."
2. "Climate can be classified under air quality and here, too,
there are urban size effects. Temperature, precipitation, cloudiness
and dust particles increase, while relative humidity, ultraviolet
radiation and wind speed decrease with city size." The study found,
that, the mean annual increase in temperature is on order of two
degrees fahrenheit, though for large cities the CBD temperature
increase relative to the rural fringe is considerably larger, with a
reading of four degrees difference for Washington DoC, and 12 degrees
for London. The temperature differential, is particularly pronounced
at night. Precipitation and cloudiness are about 5%-10% higher for
cities relative to their rural hinterland, while wind speed and
ultraviolet radiaticnare about 25% lower.(2) Hence, climate effects,
(1) Irving Hoch, 0F·cit.,PP.318-319.
(2) ~, P.319.
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on net, may be negative, though the evidence is hardly clear cut.
3. The evidence is stror.ger for noise, and for solid waste disposal
costs.(1) Outdoor noise levels in central sections of large cities are
on the order of twice the preceived level in the residential areas of
those cities, in turn twice the preceived level in suburban areas or
sffialltowns. On the other hand, most of the costs of solid waste
disposal (75-90% of total costs) are for collection and transportation
to the disposal site - either landfill or incinerator. Although there
are SOIr.escale economies in both landfill and incinerator operations,
these appear far out~eighed by collection and transport scale
diseco~omies. Treating cost for an SMSA of 100,000 population as base,
available evidence indicates that relative cost of disposal is 60%
greater for an SMSA of two millions,and 80% higher for one of 10 millions.
This is well above the increase to be expected from increases in wages
with city size.
4. Water pollution management costs show a pattern at seeming
variance with other aspects of environmental quality. Thus,
engineering evidence shows that per capita costs for sewer systems decline
with density, and that per captia water waste treatment costs decline
rapidly with urban size for pollution up to 100,000 though with modest
declines thereafter at best. However, a number of items of empirical
evidence suggest that sewer and treatment cost may be U-shaped,
increasing aftor a certain point is reached. This may be attributed to
the fact "•••that large cities will generally be forced to engage in
high cost 'tertiary' treatment, which obtains greater removal of
pollutants than the standard primary (settling) and secondary(bacterial)
(2)treatment. II
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In sum, water quality problerrs may be similar to other aspects
of environmental quality, after all, reinforcing the conclusion that
quality decline and/or management cost per capita increase with urban
size and densityo
4.3. 5. !ij..§.~U§.Il.eO\wEffects of City Size
The effects of size of a city are not limited only to the above main
aspects. They extend to include many other like aspects, i.e. public
safety, psychological and social characteristics of urban life, public
recreation and so on. Duncan~1) studying suer. relationships found that,
in general, large cities have negative effects on different welfare
aspects of life. He found that public safety is less insured in large
cities of U.S where;a tendency for crime rates, as measured by crimes
known to poLi.ce or by persons charged, to increase with city size; per
capita expenditures for city police forces increases directly with city
size. Later on Hoch, making two kinds of observations, the first
consists of observations on 99 California cities of all sizes classes
and the second consists of observations on central cities of over 250,000
persons as of 1967 noted also 'that "It is likely there is some increase
in overall crime cost with city size and density ••••"(2); automobile
accident occurance rates based on population are lower for cities
between 10,000 and 50,000 than for larger cities. The larger the city,
the more lethal an instrument the automobile becomes; and in regard to
fire hazard, Duncan's study shows no clear association with city size.
The result varies according to the statistical measure chosen. Per
capita fire loss, in dollars, shows little systematic association with
city size. Fire loss expressed as a percentage of total real property
value found to be larger in the cities of 30,000-50,000 than in cities
over 1,000,000. The annual number of fires per capita is related
(1) O.D.Duncan, "The Optimum sc.zeof cities", op.cit.,PP.759-772.
(2) Irving Hoeh, op.cit.,P.323.
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inver::ely to city size with fires being reIs.tdve ly one-third more
f'r-equen t in cities 25,000-50,000 than in cities 50,000 and over.
On the other hand, Duncan's study found that the larger the size
of the city the more diversified ar.d the higher the quality of many
services, such as, ecucational services, health services and recreation
services.(1) In the seme line, Cox(2) reviewing the literature cited
examples of specialised services related to city scale: medical services,
live theatre, qua,lity universities, libraries. He noted "Whereas s1:oe
shine parlours, hat cleaning shops, and fur repaf, I' shops appear in cities
above 25,OCO population, diarer services appear only in cities over
50,0000,,(3)
Finally it is claimed to find evidence of greater "social contentment"
in cities below 25,000 in the fact that survey respondents there voice
fewer complaints on certain questions about neighbourhood and corrmunity
. t· t· (4)charac erlS lCS.
Such benefits, of course, yield soIte offset to the negative effects
of city size.
4.4. S'ummary of Cbepters Three and Four
The question of city-sizes and distribution have beer..discussed
for a long tin:e and in differer..t cor:texts. Its importance stems f'r-om
the fact tt~t it is relevant to all societies regardless of their level
of development, location or cultural backgro\md. The review of the
literature on the city size distribution models and theories suggests
that the follo~ing conclusions could be drawn:-
First, many of th~ models and theories examined were found to be
satisfactory in the sense that th~· generate size distributions of cities
that are consistent Witil those found in the real world. Among those models
O.D.Duncan, "The Optimal Size of Cities, opocit., PP.162-771.
D.Cox, Econorr.icsof Population Distribution, Ph.D.Dissertation,
Dept. of Econoffiics,Stanford University, 1969, P.35.
Ibid, P.35.
o:D:'Duncan, "The Optimum Size of Cities", op.cit., P.171.
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are the hierarchical models of Christaller, Losch and Beckmann, the rank
size distribution and Friedrr:ar.n'score-periphery mod al, However, it is
improbable that anyone of these models wo~ld be universelly acceptable,
where there are So' rr.anyinfluences interacting to ffio~ldthe relative
size of cities that it wculd be toe difficult to'include them all within
a single ffiodel. As it will be seen later in section (7.1) of this study,
most of the examined models and theories, fer the purpese of simplifying
and expediting the analysis ere:
(a) based on one or ve~J few facters in ex~laining the city size
distributien. These facters are found to'be either the city size or city
rank in case ef the statistical medels; market areas, ccsts ef provisicn
of services, income or number and type ef industries in case ef
hierarchical models; individual preferences ef city size, cest ef inputs
or prcducticn functions in case of optimality in city size models ar~
so forth. In tetal mest of the city size distributien models represent
partially the urban functiens. As it will be seen in sectien (7.1), only
Friedmann's model will be shewn to'meet this aspect, where the medel
incerporated multiple factors in the ar..alysis. These facters ere
represented by social" political, gecgraphical and econemic enes.
Tisdell's reedel ef eptimal city sizes alsO' seems to'n:eet partially this
aspect, where he considers the social welfare, individuals preferer.ces
and the nature of productien pessibilities at all pessi.b'LeLocata ons ,
(b) based en certain unrealistic assuIl!ptiens. These assumptiens
extend to'include perfect competition, hemogeneous distribution of
purcr.:.asingpower, the existence of homogeneous plain over whicr. reeources
are uniformly distributed, a clesed econemy, identical individual
preferences, employment located in the centre ef a city, the eppertunities
existing in a city are shared equally between its inhabitants and So'ferth.
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These and many similar conditions do not exist even in countries where
originally the ci ty size d.istribution theories and models Vi ere built 0
(c) mod of these models and theories are static ones, i.e., they
do not provide the opportunf ty to predict the future urban size
distribution, taking into consideration the expected future chang as in the
prevailing socia-economic and physical aspects. The hierarclucal and
statistical models, for instance, deal with existing pa tterr; of urban sizes
without being able to predict the future urban size distribution. Th~- do
not explain development phenomenon and they neglect almost all important
macro-economic interrelationships. 'I'heyonly aim at explaining the
existence of certain patterns of centres and do not explain how this
pattern has come into being or what the pattern wo~ld undergo in the future.
As it will be seen later in section (7.1) only Friedmarill'smodel is seen
to meet tr~s point and Price's model of individual preferences and
optimal ci~- size is shown to have met it partially, where Friedffiann's
model assumes that each of its four stages is transitional. Friedmann
regards even the last stage as subject to transition to a still unknown
patten. when he stated that whe thez-further patterr. lie beyond the
functionally interdependent systeJL of cities stage, must in the absence of
hiotorical experiences, rerr.ainan open question. To incorporate an element
of d;ynamisn:,Price illustrates the response of the hierarchy to change by
giving three alternative assumptions: first, population and preferred size
of city gro~ at the same rate, second, size preference increases and
population does not, and third, tastes are stable and population gro~s.
(d) only 2 out of the 22 examined models (see table 7.1) consider the
space separating urban centres, as well as the city size distI'ibution.
These two mod e.ls are Chris taller' s and Losch hierarchical models. By
ignoring space the city size distribution models misjudged the importance
of the space separating urban centres for the well being of the population
and economy of a nation or a region. This is true, since as it has been
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seen, the distribution of cities in space, in particular the distar.ces
between all cities ar.d their closest neighbours, as well as their
distar.ces from the biggest centres of economic activity, influences
the degree of economic integration of the cities within the national
economy and hence the level of external economies (ar.ddiseconomies)
that the economic units in a particular city enjoy. However, the
proper ur-ban grow th policy is the one which balance among the conflicting
forces of centralisation and decentralisation urban growtt. strategies and
which tries to maximise generative aspects of the urban growth environment.
Hence, basing on the above limi tations, tr.e resulted city size
distribution theories and models are far from being a general urban groVl'th
models or theories. Furthermore, the above analysis suggest that, a
mu Lti-disciplinary approach to tr,e urban growth and city size distribution
pro blems, is not merely desirable, it may be essential to a deeper under-
standing of urban growth, simply because it will rest on a more realistic
basis. However, the question of whether a theoretical formulation
provides the basis for su.ch a multi-disciplinary approach rerr:.ains;however
cou:.plicatedit is, an open challenge for further researcho
Second, the literature review suggests that the existence of a well
spaced hierarchical systerr:.of cities is very important, both for the well
being of the population and the economy of the nation or region. It has
been found that a hierarchy of cities is an efficient systerr:.for
promoting national growth and for producing and distributing goods and
services to society. The national and regional hierarchy of cities fulfil
many purposes that give justification to the view that it is an instrument
for achieving national gro-wtho It is f'ound that, first, there is a tendency
that the higher tr.eorder of an urban place in the hierarchy the greater
the opportunity of invention and adaptation of new ideas and technology;
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second, a hierarcty of cities pern:.itsspecialisa.tion, division of labour
and differentiation in economic function; third, the leading city in a
nation or region plays an important role in the development of that nation
or regiono On the contrary, the review of t.he optimality in city size
models suggests that although there is some empirical evidence of city
size, basing upon the cost of urban services alone, it would appear
diffic'ult to reach any conclusions that all optimal size of city at a given
population level exists. Even from a theoretical view point the search for
the optimal city size encoLmters mar~ problems. There is a wide agreement
among scholars to reject the suggestion that any specific optimal state for
city sizes exists because of the enormous functional complexity of
contemporar~y urban system and the varying degree of sectoral and regional
specialisation within those systems. Hence, as Richardson, among others,
argues "There may bs more sense in trying to identify efficient ranges
of city sizes between a minimum threshold and a scale of whiC± further
increases in size are not accompanied by additional agglomeration
economies. Even so, we n:ay expect tte efficient range to vary, pOEsibly
dramatically, according to the functions wId structure of the cities in
question':(1) Moreover, Ri.chaz-daonadds that". 0 0, a national urban policy
o~ght not to include measures to attain optimal size for an individual
city. Optimality in this context has no real meaning. Even if this were
not the case, from the view point of national policy an artificial system
of cities of "Optimal Size" wOt;:.ldbe less efficient than a hierarchy both
for economic growth and for providing an array of different environments
for businesses and peopleo,,(2) This last stateruent confirms the
conclusion regarding the Impor-tance of a hierarchical system of urban
centres.
(1) H. W. Richardson, "Optimality in City Size ••••" op.cit., PP.29-30
(2) ~, P.46.
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Third, the rank-size literature suggests that regularities in the
city size distribution can be detected in different parts of the world,
deve.Loped as weLl, as developing. Al though the occurances of the rule
is more appar-ent in the developed countries and it lacks theoretical
justifica tion but it couLd be a useful analytical device for the purpose
of explaining the balances in the urban hierarchy in the developing
countries.
Fourth, the theoretical as well as the empirical evidences suggests
that economies of scale could be achieved with increasing city size. l'he
optimality in city size models reveals that production and many inr:.t
costs, especially the business services costs, decrease with increa~~ng
the city size up to a certain level depending on the items under
investigation. The empirical evidence confirms the theoretical ones a:.d
suggests that considerable economi~s of scale could be achieved with
increasing urban size. This is particularly true in case of the cost of
provision of public services and utilities. This generalisation could
again be used as an important device in urban planning policies, especially
tLose concerr~ng the public resources allocation. Its occ~rences could be
checked in any region, the U.E.R. is no exception. However, it should be
noted that despite the importrolce of the expected economies of scale in
specific urban functions, one should be aware of the expected diseconomies
of urban size, especially tr.oseassociated with the quality of urban
environmen t, conges tion and socia 1 disturbances •
Finally, it should be noted that further conclusions to be drawn
from the examination of these models and theories will be presented when
re-examining their applicability to the problem of urban growth pattern
in the U.E.Ro, in Chapter Seven.
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PART II
URBM;ISATION AND SPATIAL DEVELOFMENT
IN IRAQ AND THE UPPER EUPHRATES REGION
CHAPTER FIVE
SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT AND UREANISATION
IN IRAQ
CHAPTER F'IVE
SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT AND URBANISATION
IN IRAQ
INTRODUCTION
As it has been seen earlier, a close association exists between
economic development and urbanisation processes. To exareine the causes
of the rapid urban growth in Iraq and to find out the possible association
between the above t~ processes, in case of Iraq, this chapter will
first provide an introduction to Iraq. Second,it will examine the
population growth, distribution and urbanisation pattern of the nation.
Third, it will examine briefly and quantitatively the structure of the
Iraqi economy. Fourth, the chapter will discuss, the general spatial
development of the economy and in particular the industrial development,
throughout the last three decades. Finally, the similarities between
urbanisation process of Iraq and that of the other nations, especially
the developing ones, presented in Part I of this study, will be
emphasised in this chapter wherever that is applicable. However, the
treatment of the above aspects is by no means complete. It is an over
view and thus brief.
5.1. Iraq in General
The republic of Iraq is situated in the South-West of Asia, to the
North-East of the Arab ho~eland, bounded on the North by Turkey, on the
East by Iran, on the West by Syria, Jordon and Saudi Arabia, on the
South by Arab Gulf, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, (See lliap(5.1)). Iraq lies
o ... 0'" 0 ...between latitudes 29 5 and 37 22 North and between longitudes, 38 45
and 48045' East.(1)
Iraq covers 438317 sq.km. Its total population, according to the
general population census conducted in October 1977 was 12000497 persons~2)
The number excludes Iraqis abroad. Accordingly, the average population
Central Statistical Organisation, Annual Abstract of Statistics.1978,
Ministry of Planning, Baghdad,1978,P.5.
~, P.27.
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densi ty is about 27 person! sq .kmo, which is relatively low compe.red to
other countries, developed, as well as less developed ones. This
indicates that Iraq does not have the problem of over population as
other developing countries have, especially as it contains a huge
economic potential. The low population density remains even when the
desert zones are excluded.
Topographically, Iraq consists of four main physical divisions;
the alluvial plain which form 1/5 of Iraq's area and mainly situated in
the central part of the country; the desert plateau whict is situated in
the West of Iraq and forms about 3/5 of the country's areaj the mountainous
region which is situated in the North and North East of Iraq and forms
1/5 of Iraq's area; and the terrain region, which is a transitional region
between lowlands in the South and high mountains region. It forms 75%
. . (1)of the mounta~nous reg~on.
The country has two main rivers, the Tigris and the Euphrates, which
flow from the north to the south where they meet in Shatt AI-Arab, ending
in the Arab Gulf. There are many small tributaries which start in the
mountains and fall in the main rivers. There are also the deltas ending
in the marshland in the South.
The climate of Iraq is continental and subtropical, with a rainfall
system similar to that of the Mediterranean, with rains in the winter,
autumn and spring. Three types of climate can be distinguished in Iraq,
that is, (a) Mediterranean climate in the North East, (b) hot desert
climate in the South West, and (c) semi-arid climate: a transitional
climate between mountainous regioIl. in the North Ea.stand the hot desert
in the South West (See map (5.2)).
(1) Ibid, PP.5-6.
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Administratively, Iraq is divided into ~1uhafada.hs~1) Each
Muha.fadah is sue divided into Qa.dhas, Vihich in turn are sub divided
into Nabiyas serving their NTI.i. population and the hinterland rural
pcpulation. At the start of 1978 there were 18 Muhafadahs, 98 Qadhas
and 238 Na:r_j.yas~2) In 1974, tr.e Kurdish Au tcnomous Region was created,
giving tte Ku.rdish sub regions of Su.laimaniya, Artil and D'hok ,
au tonomy within the united f'r-amework of the country. The Autcnomous
Area has its mm legislative establisbn:ent. It has also an execut Ive
establishrr.ents to exercise full Loce.L authority.(3)
The economic system of Iraq is strongly influenced by a cOI:1Dtitment
to soci.alist princi ples. Uncontrolled development has a very limited
role to play in the national development process. The latter is
centrally plarmed and directed. Since the 1958 Revolution, when the
Monarchy was overthroun and a Republic was established, soc:'alist
tr9.llsforrr:ation has taken place. Its prospects "Tere influenced
significantly by the changes or regime in Iraq on July 1958, February
and November 1963.
f t· (4)trE..ns orme. ~on.
Each had its effect, good or bad, on this
Hovrever the socialist transformations in all
insti tutions of Iraqi soc:Lety was one of the chief tasks of the
revolution of 17th July 1968, lead by Arab-Ba'th socialist party.(5)
{1) MUhafadah is the largest administrative unit in the country. Also
referred to as sub region, governorE..te or province.
(2) General Directorate of Surveying, Table of the hdr.linistI'§.tiv~_]!ll-ts
in the Republic o,Ll.!'.§..9.."inistry of Agriculture and Agrarian Ref crn.,
Baghdad, Janua ry ,1978. Bef'oa-e 1970 the LocaL nane given to ~uhafadahs
was Liwas. Iraq, up to 1968 was divided into 14 Liwas. Later in 1968
two more Liwas "rere created (D'hok in the North region and ~uthar..a in
the Scuth region). In 1976,afurther two more Muhafada.hs \'Iere also
crea ted (Salah Al-deen and Najaf Governors. tes, bott ...in fhe Ce·ntral
region), bringing the total number to eighteen.
(3) Granting autonomy to the Iraqi Kurds, as a result of the peace
settlement achieved by the leadership of the 1968 revolution, put an
end to tt.e Kurdish question which has led to a civil war started in
tt.e begirming of 1960's and ended in 1974.
(4) Ministry of InforII.ation, Th~.1.~68 R.flY.Q1-J:ltion_j.!).Ira 9=Exllerie!l.9~nd
ffospects,Ithaca Press, London, 1979, PP.75-76.
( 5) 1l>ll., P.75•
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The eigb t regior.al conf erenc€ er tLe party held in 1974 emphasised that
"The Arab Ea'th soci.alist party •••seeks to pro paga be socialist values
and ideclogy and appIy them in Fractic€ 0 •• The party must apply a progra.rr.rr.e
of socialist t.r-ansf'ortnatdon ,0."( 1)
5.2.1. Population Growth and Strvcture
The total population of Iraq according to the general censuses
conducted in 1947, 1957, 1965 and 1977 were 4815000, 6298976, 8047415
and 12000497 inhabitants respectively (See table (5.1)). Accordingly,
the grou tb of the total popule.tion over the past four decades shows that
the rate of gro'l-;this one of the highest in the world. It has grov1n at an
increasing rate ranging f'r-on 2.7% to 3.4% per year, during the period.
1947-1977. It increased from 2.7~ per annum during the period 1947 - 1957
to 3.1% a.nnually during the pard od 1957 - 1965, then to 3.3fJ1fo during the
(2)last period, 1965 - 1977. This increase is attributed mainly to the
ecmbf.nation of a high fertili ty z-a te(3) and a low death rate. "Fertili ty
rate in mid 1965 was 49.5. During the period.s 1965 - 1970 and 1970 - 1975
the corresponding figures we re 49.2 and 49.0 respectively. For the same
two period.s, crude death rates were 16.4 and 14.5 respE)ctively, whereas
the cnlde death rate for Mid 1965 was 17.5 per tilousand. Life expectation
at birth in 1952 was estimated at 40.4 years, and 48.6 years in 1965 •••
it is expected that life expectancy will reach 62 years by the year 1985.,,(4)
The National Oommf,ttee of popula tior. policies in Iraq believes tr..at
the annual population grcvith rate would be maints.ined at 3.2% u.ntil 1980.(5)
Revolutionaii Irag 1968-197~, the Political Report adopted by the Eighth
Regi®~ Congress of the Arab Ba'th Socialist Pa.rty-Iraq, January 1974,
P.129.
The above grov;th rates are derived f rom table 5.1.
Fertility rate simply is the number of births per 1000 wonen aged 15
to 44. (See A.H.Pollard et.al., ~9E£~~hic_!~EEEJ~~~, Pergamon Press,
Oxford, 1961, P.83). This measurement is used in Iraq.
National Ccmmittee for Population Policies, Population Gro~~h ani
Deve!2~ment iB-Jrag, Ministry of Planning, Baghdad, 1974, PPo4-5.
Ibid_-
-1&3-
The Long-tem Plarming Ccmn.i.ssd.onof the Ministry of Planning believes
that this grotrth rate may decline slightly afterwards, between 1960 - 1985,
because of certain Fredicted socio-economic changes that would occur in
the f'u ture and bring down the population growth rates. The COI"'..mission
argued that, "The expected improvement in the c1.;.lturalevel and the
increase in the per capita income would make birth con.trol more widely
expected.,,(1) The COII!Irissionsuggested the following rates of growth:
3.1% for the period 1960-1985, 3.06% for the period 1985-1990 and 3.03%
fer the period 1990-1995, bringing the expected population at the end of
last period. to 19 841 472 inhabitants,,~2)
As in most developing countries, the population str~cture is
strongly biased +ovards the young. There has been a r-emarkab Le increase
in the Fercentage of the population ages less than 14. It was 41.7% in
1947 and increased to 46.3% and 48.9% fer the years 1957 and 1965
respectively.(3) In 1977 this percentage continued to be 48.9.(4)
The most important feature of population grov;th in Iraq is its
urbanisation pattern. The present process of Iraq's urbanisation is
unprecedented in the country's histoDy.Iraq was primarily a rural
agrict1ltural count.ry until the 1940's. Since then the country changed
into one that is increasingly urcan. The total urban population in 1947
were 1353 thousand inhabitants, representing 2801% of the total Iraqi
population. In 1957 urban population reached 2455 thousands,
representing 39% of total population. In the 13 years following the
1957, the urban population has do~bled and more than tripled by 1977. By
1977 63.7% of Iraqi population were residing in urban areas (See table 5.1)).
{1) r.oIT,missionof Long-Term Planning, Grm·~th of_IrB.£,iP.Q,]\'~latior.for the
Period 1970-1990 (In Arabic), Ministry of Planning, Baghdad,1974,P.2.
(2) Ib1,Q,.,Table No.Tn.
(3) J. Hashim, et.al., Evaluat~or. of Economic Grov;th in Iraq. 1950-1970,
(In Arabic), Ministry of Fl~~ning, Baghdad, 1970, P.206.
(4) Extracted from table No.2/3, Annual Abstracts of Statistics, 1978,
.Q.t,.cit.,P.27.
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The slopes of the curves in figure (5.1) cor5irm this trend and
ehoVis that m08t if not all the growth in Iraqi population goes to the
urban areas 0 This trend is more apparent; for the periods 1957 - 1965
and 1965 - 1970. This transformation was only poas Ll.Le because there
was a rapid rate of ~igration fro~ rural to urban areas and a high rate
of natural popula tion Lncr-eaae, Migrants on this scale led to a number
of problems in rural areas. Among these prcblems, are shortages of some
agricul tural creps as a result of the migration of the most produc tdve
age groups to urban centres.(1)
The most urgent problem in the urbanisation process, is not its
rate of grovith, but rather tr;epattern of distribution of 'Urban population
which is characterised by the predominance of a few metropolitan areas in
general, and the overwhelming dominance of the capital city in particular.
This aspect will be discussed in some detail in the folloKing section.
5.2.2. Spatial Distribution of Population and Urbanisation Pattern
Distribution of Iraqi population tends to be concentrated in Some
Muhafadahs rather than otherso This trend has int~lsified over the
past four decades (See table (5.1)). Of the 4815.2 thousand inhabitants
in 1947, the national capital Baghdad, was the most heavily 'populated of
the Muhafadahs, with about 17% of the total population. Ninevah
Muhafadah came in the second place with 12.4% of the total. Qadisiya,
Thi-Qar and Basrah Muhafadahs came next, with 7.9%, 7.1% and 7.6% of the
w. A. Hilmi, Internal Migration and Regional Policy in Ir~,
Unpublished Ph.D. Thesis, University of Sheffield, Town and
Regional Planning Department, Volo1, 1978, P.XIIV.
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total respectively. However , the lifetime migration estima tes (1)
showed that there were only three gaining Muhafadahs in 1947, namely
Baghdad wl-.ichgained 125334 migrants, Basrah, the sea port, whicl: gained
46,486 migrants and Kirkuk (recently Ta'mem), the cer-tre of the oil
fields, whicl: a t trac ted a mere 380 net migrar-ts (See table (5.2». By
1957, the relative importrolce of Baghdad had increased. Its share of
total popu Latd.on increased to 20.%. Basrah had moved up to third place.
Thi-Qar and Ta'mem Muhafadahs came next. Again the lifetime migration
estimation shows that all Muhafadahs except Baghdad, Basrah and Ta'mem
continued to experience a net 10ES in migration. Particularly significantly,
the net in-migration to Baghdad by 1957 was 304.908 migrants, more than
do~ble of that of 1947. Basrah attracted about 201000 migrants. The moet
significant increase, in relative terms, was experienced by Ta'mem
governorate. It attracted 8434 net in-migrants, that is, more than 22
times the n~ber of the net gain of tt~t in 1947. In 1965, the total
population of Baghdad increased to more than two millions, constituting
one-quarter of the population of the whole country, with an annual rate
of growth of 5.5%, which is almOEt double the national growth rate.
In the next place came Ninevah, Basrah, Thi-Qar and Ta'mem with 9.2%,
8.3%, 6.2% and 5.9% of the total population respectively.(2) Hence, by
(1) Lifetime migration estimates based on the idea that •••"a person
whose area of residence at the census or survey date differs from his
area of birtr..is e. lifetime migrant • The number- of such persons in a
popula tion is commonly referred to as "lifetime migration" '! (See,
U.N.,Methods of Measuring Internal Migration, Population Studies,
No.47, Department of Econorr.icand Social Affairs, New York,1970,P.2).
This nurr.ber,is however, a gross understatement of both the an:ount
of migration that has occured during the lifetime of the living
population and of the number of persor$ who have migrated. It
excludes all moves that intervened between departure from the area of
birth and arrived in the area of residence as reported at the census
date, and it does not CO~Ult as migrants persons who rr.ovedaway from
and subsequently returned to their areas of birth. Furthermore, it
necessarily takes no account; of the ILigration of per-sons who died
before the cer-sus date. (Ibid, P.2).
(2) The main reason to the relatively high decline in the share of both
Ninevah and Qadisiya Muhafadahs due mainly to the fact that, the
1965 cer-sus results which were published in 1973, has calculated the
popula tion of both newly created Mur..afadahs of D Ihok and ~luthana
separately from their original Mur.afadahs of Ninevah and Qadisiya
respectively.
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1965 ..55% of the total population was concentrated in the above five
Muhafadahs. Baghdad, Basrah and Ta'mem continued to experience a net
gain in population. Out of 732,363 inhabitants, the total increase of
Baghdad's population in 1965, 540,294 inhabitants was due to internal
migration. Basrah gained 38925 inhabitants and Ta'mem gained 33894
inhabitants fro~ internal migration. The last general population census
of 1977 shows that still 26.6% of Iraqi population was cor.centrated in
Baghdad.(1) Sulaimaniya Muhafadah moved up to fourth place with 5.8.% of
the total population. The decrease in the population share of Ta'mem
Muhafadah froffi5.9% in 1965 to 4.1% in 1977 due to the reduction of its
boundaries and incorporating some of its parts into other Muhafadahs,
especially the newly created Muhafadah of Salah AI-Deen and SUlaimaniya
Muhafadah. The last ceLSUS results, showed that for the first time since
1947, Muhafadahs other than the traditional ones have experienced net
population gains. They are Sulaimaniya., Arbil and Kerebla Muhafadahs.
The net gain of Su.laimaniya was 44187 inhabitants while that of Arbil
was 22303 inhabitants and Kerebla 6567 inhabitants. Hcwever , Baghdad
took the lead and gained 725 013 inhabitants, coming in the next place
Basrah with 85 840 inhabitants and Ta'mem 38213 inhabitants. Maysan,
Thi-Qar, Diala, Ninevah and Wasit exp&rienced the highest net loss.
They lost 271 398,136 275,118851,100 415 and 97 458 inhabitants
respectively. (See Table (5.2)).
(1) The share of Baghdad population did not decline despite the
creation of Salah-AI-Dean Muhafadah which were mainly taken from
Baghdad Muhafadah.
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The application of Hoover index of population dispersion(l),
best illustrate the continu2.ng and increased trend of population
ccncentration in Iraq. In general, the index is high and is highly
(n Hoover index ef
k
=1. :E.2 I
population dispersion is given by:
I ~t- ai 1100,
where:
Pit refers to the proportion of a country's population
residing in area i at time t ;
Elirefers to the proportion of that nation's area taken
up by sub area i •
The index varies from 0 to 100, or from a reading of ~erfectly
uniformly distributed population to perfect concentration (See, P.Gorden,
"Decentralisation without a 'clean-break''', Environment and Planning,
Vol.11, 1979, PP.281-290.
In extracting the index, population percentages of Muhafadahs are
taken from table (5.2), while the percentages of Muhafadah's area are as
follows: years
Muhafadah 1947-1965 1970 1977
Baghdad 5.1 5.1 1.2
Basreh 4.1 4.1 4.4
Ninevah 11.0 8.7 8.2
Ta'mem 405 4.5 2.2
Arbil 3.5 3.5 3.3
Sulaimaniya 2.7 2.7 3.6
Diala 3.6 306 404
Anbar 31 .5 31.5 19.1
Wasit 3.4 3.4 3.9
Maysan 4.1 4.1 3.2
Babylon 1.6 1.6 1 .2
Kerebla 1.6 1.6 13.2
Qadisiya 19.0 2.1 1.9
Thi~ar 3.3 3.3 3.1
Muthana 16.9 11 .2
D'hok 2.3 2.0
Salah AI-Deen 6.6
Najaf 6.3
Others 1.0 1.0 1 .0
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0
Source, Central Statistical Organisation, Annual Abstracts of
Statistics for the years 1968, 1970 and 1977. Ministry of
Plarilling,Baghdad, 1968, 1970 and 1977.
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deviated from the hypothesised unifora distributiou. The index was
39.1% in 1947 and decreased slightly to 38.7 in 19570 Since then it
increased reffiarkablyto 4004 in 1965, 43.9 in 1970 (the highest
concentration pattern)o Finally, a slight drop was experienced by
1977, where the index decreased to 43.2.
The phenomenon of urban population concentration is even more
apparent. Table (501) shows that in 1947, out of 1353 thousand urban
inhabitants, 37.6% was concentrated in Baghdad. A further 36.4% lived
in three major Muhafadahs urban areas (Ninevah, Basrah, Ta'mem) in
addition to Kerebla Muhafadah. The remaining 24% were distI~buted
aoong the urban areas of the other nine Muhafadahso By 1965, the total
urban population in Iraq had grown to 4112 291 inhabitants. The
percentage of urban population living in Baghdad increased to 38.8%.
Ninevah, Basrah, Ta'mem and Kerebla urban areas together accounted for
30.5% of the total urban population, bringing the total urban population
living in five Muhafadahs to 6903%. The remaining 30.7% of the urban
population were distributed among the remaining urban areas of the other
eleven Muhafadahs. By 1977,38.~ of the total urban population were
residing in Baghdad. Ninevah, Basrah, and Ta'meffitogether accounted for
22.8.% ef the total urban population, bringing the total urban population
living in the four major Muhafadahs to 61%. The re~ining 39% of the
urban population were distributed among the remaining urban areas of the
other fourteen Muhafadahs. Accordingly, although the trend for
concentration of urban population in a few Muhafadah's urban areas
continued, especially the trend toward the dominance of Baghdad, there
seems to be a sign of redistribution of urcan population so as to create
a more reasonable urtan hierarchy. The huge trend of urban population
concentration and the signs of redistribution could be seen clearly through
the application of Hoover index of population dispersion. The results
show that the index is even higher than that of the distribution of
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popula.tion. It was 50 in 1947 and decreased to 45.5 in 1957. It
increased to 47.6 and 50.3 in 1965 and 1970 respectively. The index shows
a slight decline by 1977, giving a value of 4904.(1)
Urbanisation problems are no"';only represented by a considerable
urban population concentrated in few major Muhafadahs, but that, on
the one hand, almost more than one third of the urban population are
ccncentrated in one city, tr.atis, Baghdad City. Its share of the total
urban population has increased since 1957. It cor-tained 32.7% of the
total urcan population in 1957 which increased to 36.3%, 36.7% and 37.5%
in 1965, 1970 and 1977 respectively. Accordingly,the period 1957 - 1965
experienced the highest migration level to Baghdad City. On the other
hand, more than 50% of the total urban population are concentrated in
four reajor cities of Baghdad, Basrah, Mosul (administrative centre of
Ninevah Muhafadah) and Kirkuk (administrative centre of Ta'mem
Muhafadah). 5106% of the total urban population were concentrated in
these four urban ceLtres in 1957. They contained 54.5%, 52.6% and 53.0%
of the total in 1965, 1970 and 1977 respectively. Again the figures
indicate that the highest migration rate to these major urban centres
occured in the period 1957-1965.
Such an urbanisation pattern brings into existence three main
charactaristics of the city-size distribution in Iraq. The first
charactaristic is the existence of the major primate city, the second
is the increasing dominance of the primate city over time aLd the third
is the wide deviation of the existing pattern of city-size distribution
The same formula and tables used in the calculation of the total
population index are used again here to extract the urban
population distribution index.
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from the hypothetical pattern suggested by Zipf~1) The size of the
second largest city in 1957 (Mosul) was less than quarter the size of
the largest city (Baghdad). The relative size of the second urban
centre decreased from 22.2.% (compared to the size of the largest city)
in 1957 to 20o~ in 1965 (Basrah city moved up to the second place in
1965), 17.2% in 1970 and to only 1507% in 1977 (See table (5.3)).
The distribution pattern of the city-size for different periods shows
not only a wide deviation from the hypothetical pattern, but also that the
deviation is wider.ing (See figure (5.2)). In 1957, the actual size of
the first ten cities in Iraq was closer to the hypothetical pattern than
that of 1965, 1970 and 1977. The deviation was greatest in 1977.
(1) As it has been seen in Section 3.2, Zipf's rank size rule suggests
that the !-.ypotheticalpattern of city-size distribution is expressed
in the fcllowing formula;
Pr = tL where Pr = population of the rank I' settlement,
r
p, = population of the largest city, and
r = rank of the settlement.
Accordingly, tt-esize of cities below the largest city should be1, 1, 1. etc. for the second, third and fourth settlements respectively,
234
and so on for other settlements.
Berry, among other scholars, believes that the rank-size rule is a
satisfactory tool for the analysis of urbanisatio~ on both national
and regional levels (See Brian J.L.Berry and Frank E.Horton,
Geo ra hic Pres ectives on Urban S stem,Prentic-Hall Inc., Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey, 1970, P.79 • It indicates that an integrated
national system of cities prevails (Ibid, P.64). "It makes an ideally
balanced structure of the urban network, without almost any
influence of strongly defaming forces." (Ibid, P.79).
As it has been seen in Section (3.2), it is an empirically
established rule. It appears to be valid throughout many parts of the
world. Although some scholars may have restrictions about applying the
rule to regions, it has been applied among other places, in Poland to
measure the efficiency of the urban hierarchy,in1960,on both national
and regional levels (Ibid, PP.80-81). In Iraq, AI-Rawi used the rule
when analysing the urban size distributior~ in \Vasit and AI-Qadissiya
Muhafudabs (See M.M.AI-Rawi, A S tial Anal sis f
Services in the Wasit and Al- adissi a Governorates Ira
Ph.D. thesis, University of Manchester, 1978, PP.101-106 • Hence,
rank-size rule is used in this study to ana ly se the urbanisation
pattern in Iraq i~ this chapte:, the urcanisatior. of the ~pper
Euphrates Region ~n the follow~ng chapter and when analys~ng the
alternative propo~ed urban growth strategies for the region in
Chapter nine.
-199-
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As a result of the dominance of the primate city over the hierarchy
of urban centres in Iraq and the concentration of more than half of the
urban population in four major urban centres, the resulting overall urban
hierarchy does not correspond to the general well known trend that all
city size distributions are strongly positively skewed to the right, i.e.
that there are many small but only a few very large cities with a tendency
for the number of cities in each size class to decline as city-size
increases. Details in table (5.4) shows clearly the absence of such a
tendency. It shows that only one city had a population over one million,
without any city in next urban size group in either 1965 or 1977. In some
successive urban size groups the number of urban centres are the same.
This is applied to urban size groups (3) and (4) in 1965, each with two
urban centres and urban size groups (4) and (5) in 1977, each with 8 urban
centres. Figure (5.3), also shows that in the lower tail of distribution
curves, where such a tendency prevails, the number of urban centres in
different size groups is not proportional. This is very clear in case of
groups number 6 and 7. and 8 and 9 in 1965 and groups 8 and 9 in 1977.
Last, but not least, although population distribution pattern and
location of urban areas in Iraq were and still, to a large extent, are
the products of country's physiographic setting(1) and its urban history,
as it will be found later on, the socio-economic development policies
strengthened such a pattern.
5.3. Sectoral and Spatial Economic Development in Irag
Most of the economic studies about Iraq which have been carried out
on macro level, have discussed the structure and development of Iraqi
economy in detail. Here we are not going to the same detail as the prime
aim is to study urbanisation strategy on a regional level. Nevertheless,
emphasis will be given to the analysis of spatial development aspects of
economy, since they are an important factor influencing urbanisation
The two prominent features of the physiography of Iraq are the twin
rivers Tigris and Eupt..ratesand the desert.
the
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Table (5.4)
Number of Cities by Urban Size Groups
for 1965 and 1977
Rank 1965 1977
Urbar.. Size of
Groups the
Gr01.:p No.of % Total % No.of % Total ICities Populatim Cities Popu.Latior %
-5000 9 150 63.3 268825 6.5 187 57.9 351392 4.6
5001-10000 8 40 16.9 276206 6.7 65 20.1 487495 6.4
10001-25000 7 26 11.0 356998 8.7 38 11.8 645869 8.4
25001-50000 6 9 3.8 308515 7.5 13 4.0 455325 6.0
50001-100000 5 7 3.0 524731 12.8 8 2.5 534512 7.0
100001-250000 4 2 0.8 309330 7.5 8 2.5 1117088 14.6
250001-500000 3 2 0.8 575096 14.0 3 0.9 1188448 15.5
500001-1000000 2 - - - - - - - -
more than one
million 1 1 0.4 1492590 36.3 1 0.3 2865925 37.5
Total 237 100 4112291 100 323 100 7646054 100
Sources, the same as in table (5.1).
pattern and distribution of urban centres in space.
5.3.1. Growth of National Income and Per Capita Income
The last three decades experienced a high rate of growth of the
national Lncone , gross nstd onal, product and per cap.i ta inc one • Their g'ro\{th
intensified. through the last ten years. This increase could be shoun both at
current prices and at constant prices. The latter measurement reflect the real
increase s i.nce it takes inflE..tion rate into consf.dera tion. Hoveve r bott ..
indications ...ill be presented here for the purpose of conpard son, Data on the
grm~th of gross nat.Lonal. product (G.N.P.), National Income and per capita Lncone
are given in table (5.5).
-2ot. -
The nat:..onal incore of Iraq has increased du::oiI".gtte period 1964 _
1978 f'r-om about ~95 million I.D. (1) to 6340 mil1ion LD. at current prices,
that is, the grov1tt rate was on the o i-de r of abcu t 6gfo per annum. The
period 1973 - 1978 has shovn a highest average rate of €,TOI,th (E..Dout76.g/o
per annum), cor.pa red to !.?'fo per annum for the period 1964 - 1967 and 11%
per annum f'or- tr.e period 1967 - 1972. The very tigh rate of growth of
na tional Lncor.e since 1972 was due mainly to the nationalisation of oil in
June 1972, wh.i ch means tha t all the oil revenue belongs to Iraq. (2) At
constant pricesof 1969 the national income has shoun also remarkable
increase from about 647 million I.D. in 1964 to about 1364 million I.D. in
1974, ttat is, the rate of grO\~th was on order of about 10%per annum.
The annual average rate of grm,th was increasing f ron 4.6% per annum for
tl:.e period 1964 - 1967 to about 7.4% per annum for the period 1967 - 1972
to 17.4% per annum for the period 1S72 - 1974.
Similarly, the G.N.P. also increased from abo'llt 646 million I.D. in
1964 to about 6868 million I.D. in 1978, at a current prices and froLl 703
million I.D. to 1447 million I.D. for the period 1964 - 1974 at 1969 constant
prices. The average aI"JLual rate of gro~th was almost the s~e as that
of national ancone at both cuz-r-en t and 1969 cor:stant prices (table (5.5)).
As a result of the grol-lth of national Lncome , the per ce.pi ta Lncome
also increased fror: about 76 loD. in 1964 to about 530.5 I.D. in 1S78, at
current prices and fron about 83 LD. to 126 I.D. in 1974, at 1S69 cor.s tant
prices. The national development plan, 1976 - 1980, aimed at raising
the per ce.pi ta income to about 575 I.D. by 1980. (3) The average annual
'(1)I.D. i~~tbreviation of "Iraqi Dinar". It is the unit of
c.urrency in Iraq. It is equivalent to arol;.nd 1 .785 English Pounds
(October 1S81 exchange rate). The Iraqi Dinar is further broken dDiIIl
into 1000 fils.
(2) Iraq has nationalised the oil operating cor:panies (Iraq Petroleurr.
Corupa.."l.y- LP.C. - and Basrah Pe tz-o.LeumCompany - B.P.C. - in June
1972 and Marcl: 1973 respectively, i.e., the nationalisation process
was undertaken in two stages started in June 1972 and ended by March
1973.
(3) ECODou.icDepartn:ent, :tJational tevel.9pmenbJ].§.ll..l_l.sl§_ - 1°,?Q,
(In Arabic) Ministry of Plarming, Baghdad, 1977, P.8.
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grov th was on the order of about 43% per annum at current prices and
about 5.3% rer anEUIDat 1969 constant prices. Again the period after
1972 sho\':6d the l:ighest anrual rate of growth of e.oout 62!'/0 per annum in
current prices and 13%per annum at constant prices (see ta"ble (5.5)).
AccordiI"'..gly,the national development plan target is expected to be
achieved. Sv.ch continuous Lncr-eraen ts in per capita incorre, at cons tarrt
prices, simply means rising the standard of the living of popuLatd on
significantly since 1972. However, there is a belief that liThe level of
per capita income is •••• beLou its potential maxamum•••• .,(1), which could
be in t erpr eted the.t with the recent more sound economic policy, the per
capf ta incorr.e could be fur·ther r-af.aed ,
Although data on spatial distribution of national Lncome and per capd ta
incorre are absent, the very scarce studies concerning this aspect, shov
that it has been less ubiquitous. Economic grouth has had a very different
impact on rural and urban areas. Fcor.ornic expansion has taken place
mainly in the urtanised areas of the cou.ntry where average per ce:rita
reached 120 I.D. to 150 I.D. in the large cities in 1969, corr.parsd to
40 I.D. in rural areas~2) However, the recent national development plan,
1976-1980, gives the issue of reducing regional disparities great
importance. Reducing the gap between different regions of the country,
in general, and between the urban and rural areas, in particula r, WaSone
of its main Objectives.(3)
5.3.2. The Relative Importag9.e of the ~c:.£!!_om3:c.Sectors
The rapid growth in the G.N.P. could easily be attributed to the
dynamic role played by the oil sector. It has aLways been the most
(2)
W.A.Al-Ali, Qf.ti mal Inter-Re,gionaJ_Alloca tion DynaI!licMod.tl._of
Econom1£_~E!E~§_fE~~p~_lEagi Econ~z, Unpublished Ph.D.
Dissertation, the University of Wales, Aberystwyth, 1975, P.22.
A.K.Hirmis, lrtdu§ trial LocatiolL§-!1d Regi.9!l§.1-Indus trial Gro,llth in
Ira_g_,Unpublished Ph.D. Thesis, University of Manchester, Centre for
Urban and Regional Research, 1979, PP.11-12.
Economic Department, National Devel0I-ment P1Etn, 1976-1980, .2l'.:.2.ij_.
P.82.
n)
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dynamic sector in the economy. This is due to increases in both prices
and procluctior...of oil and above all to the nationalisation of foreign
oil corr:panies. Table (5.6) shows that during the perioe. 1954-1970, oil
has, or...average, formed slightly more than 3rJ'/o of G.N.P. It dropped
slightly to about 29% in 1972, the year of oil nationalisation in Iraq.
After the compLe tzi on...of nationalisation of all oil operating companies
in Iraq in 1973, the importance of the oil sector has grcwn rapidly and
it has forn.ed well over 5CJ% of G.N.P. Till 1972, the oil sector was
follo\'Jedby agriculture with about 19%. The contribution of the
agriculture sector to G.N.P. has decreased from about 2206% in 1954 to
19.4% in 1972. The manufacturing contribution has grown from 5.8% to
10.1% of G.N.P. This increase in the percentage sr~re of the manufacturing
sector, reflects the importance given to it in the development strategy of
Iraq during this period. However, the relative importance of toth
agricultural and industrial sectors has declined since 1972, due to the
grcwing importance of oil revenues in absolute and relative terms, which
reached to about 6~ and 54% of total G.N.P. in 1974 and 1976
t' 1 (1)respec ~ve y. The relative decline in the contribution of the
agricul ture sector was twice as that of the manufacturing sector. Other
sectors, such as, construction, tralls1Jortation, communication, etc., have
been gaining an increasing share due mainly to the expansion in the
socialist sectors of administratior ...s and services.
Data available on the structure of the Iraqi economy after 1976 are
on a different basis. They do not give the above sectoral details. Instead,
the Iraqi economy is divided into three macro economic sectors, that is, the
"(1) As e. result of the very l'apid increase in oil revenue, it played a
crucial role in finar.cing the government's ordinary budget and
development :programmes. The oil revenue, foI' instance, provides about
91.5% of the total financial requirement of ceve.Lopmerrtpr-ogrammee
for the period 1951-1976. (See S.B.Abdul Allah, and I.H.Al.Wa'ith,
Statistical Relationsl~i~s Between Pla~ed Allocations and Actual
Investments, Ministry of Plar~ing, Economic Department, 1978, Table Ko.5,
P.11.
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commodity, distribution and services sectors. According to this
classification, table (5.7) shoVis that the commodity sectors, that is,
agriculture, mining and oil and manufacturing con.tinued to contribute
by about 75.5% and 76.e{o of total G.N.P. in 1977 and 1978 respectively.(1)
However, the national development plan, 1976-1980 aiming at changing the
structure of the Iraqi econo~y toward increasing the role of the
agricultural and manufacturing sectors, and reducing tr.e contribution of
the oil sector by the end of 1980 to 50.6% of G.N.P.(2) Again, this could
Table (5.7)
Relative Distribution of GaN.P. by Macro Econo~ic Sectors
for the years 1977 and 1978. (a~l'ent ]rices)
Sector 1977+ 1978+
% %
COlLlIlodity 75 ..5 76.6
Distribution 13.3 11 .0
Services 11.2 12.4
--
G.N.P. . 100.0 10000
+p ., 1rovJ.S:i..ona
Source, Central Statistical Orgrulisation, Annual Abstract of
Statistics, 1978, opocit., P.134.
[1) As indicated in tables (5.6) and (5.7), all the ca.LcuIaHons are atcurrent prices.This price could not reflect the full reality of the
sectoral contribution in G.N.P. as e result of differences in price
index cr-anges between these sectors. Her..ce,it would be better to use
figures a.t constar.t prices, but unfortunately such information covering
the whole period were not available.
Economic Depa.rtment, Nation&l Development Plan,1976-1980,op.cit.,P.C.(2)
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also ce seen as actievable goal since, on the one hand, the
contribution of +r,e oil sector decreased from about 6CJfo in 1974 to
about 54% in 1976, and on the other hand, the industrial and agricultural
projects which were under construction during this period would most
probably start operating adding a new value added to their sectors, which
cor,sequer.tlyincrease their contribution to the G.N.P.
The growing importance of the socialist sector(1) is another
important feature of Iraqi economy_ Since 1958, the role of the socialist
sector start growing, whether in terms of contribution to value added or
to capital formulation. In 1960, its contribution to tte G.N.P. was 19%
(at 1966 constant prices).(2) It increased to 35.7% in 1972 (both at
cl.:.rrentand 1969 constant prices). The dramatic increase took place
after 1972. It reacted 80.4% in 1977 and 77.7% in 1978. In contrast,
the share of private sector decreased to only 22 ..3% of G.N.P. in 1978
(see table (5.8)). The dominant role played, in the recent years, by
the socialist sector in the process o~ capital formulation and GoN.P.,
reflect the socialist tranBformations taking place in the cotmtry.
5.3.3. ~.Strategy of Sectoral and Spatial Development
The strategy of development in Iraq has cnmlged according to the
successive regimes governing the ccuntry. These changes in the strategy
could easily be shown by reviewing different development programmes
initiated in Iraq since 1950. Since this year, three main development
stages could be distinguished, that is, the Stage of Partial Development
Programmes extending from 1951-1959, the Stage of National Development
Pla:nning (1959-1969) and the Stage of Comprehensive National Development
(1970 and ahead).(3)Planning
By Socialist Sector, it is meant the means of production. of
different economic sectors belongs to the state.
W.A. AI-Ali, op.cit., P.30.
S.B. Abdul Allah and I. Ho Al-Wa'ith, opocit., P.2.
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In 1950 a new era of organised development was started by
establishing the first central plar.ning organisation (The Iraqi
Development Board) as a governmen ta.lbody responsible for preparing and
implementing "a general economic and financial plan for the development
of the r-esour-ces of Iraq and the r'a.i ai.ng of the standard of living of her
pOFulation.,,(1) Accor-d i.ngLy , the Development Board produced its First
Five Year Development Programme for the period 1951-1956. Out of 155.4
million I.D., the total allocation of this development programme,(2) 34.4%
was allocated tc agric~lture sector, mainly to dam construction and water
control pro2ects. The industrial and transportation and communication
sectors tock second and third place respectively (see table(5.9)). The
Second Five Year Development Programme produced by the Development Board
for the period 1955-1959 continued to emphasise the agriculture sector.
Out of 304 million I.D., the total investment lllocated to this progr~me,
37.8,% was channeled to the agriculture sector. In second place co~es the
transportation and communication sector, then the building and services
sector, with 24.4% and 20% of the total investment respectively. The
industrial sector dropped to fourth place with only 14.~ of the total.
The priorities given to different sectors in the second version of this
programme (1955-1960), remained almost the same except increasing the total
allocation of tr.e prograome to 500 million I.D. and increasing the share of
building and services by 4% while reducing that of agriculture by almost
the s~e percenta~e.
(n
(2)
K.M.Langley, The Industrialisation of Iraq, Harvard University Press,
Caobridge, Mass., 1961, P.167.
The first &count allocated to the programme was about 65.7 million I.D.
The changes occured in the middle of 1951 in oil revenue led to the
replacement of this programme by a new one with a total allocation of
155.4 million I.D. The changes in oil revenue came as a result of a
new agreement wi th the oil corrpanies, in August 1951. According to this
agreement the profits were divided on a 50/50 basis instead of the basis
of royalties at the rate of 6 shillings (gold) per ton of crude oil as
was the case previously. This cons~derably increased the revenue from
oil(they increased more than five times in 1952 over those of 1950, and
by 1955 they had increased more than t~! times). N. Jalili, Urban-Rural
Development Policies for Iraq, Unpublished Ph.D. Dessirtation,
University of Pensylvania, 1965, P.2.
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To sum up, at this stage of Iraqi plru1ning experience, the
d eve.Lopment pcLi cy of the Development Board, guided by the recommendations
of Interr.etional Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the British
expertsLord Salter ar.dArthur Do Little - put great emphasis on
investment in physical infrastructure and in social overhead capital,
e.g., road network, irrigation and flood control projects, electricity,
housing and educaticn facilities, without drawing a blear industrial
policy. This stage of planning, whicll is called the partial development
plans stage did not include planning fer education, man power, spatial
planning etc. Finally planning and implementation, in this stage were
undertaken by the sa~e body (the Development Board).(1)
In the second stage of development planning, three national
development programmes were prod~ced. The first for the period 1959-1961~2)
the second for the period 1961-1966 and the third for 1965-1969. The
planning board at this stage of development in Iraq adopted a policy
which concentrated on industrial development.Of the 566.3 million I.D.
allocated to 1961-1966 developmer.t plan, 29.4% was devoted to the
industrial sector, 24.7% to the building and service sector, 24.1% to the
transport and co~unication and 20.% to the agric~ltural sector. The
1965-1969 National Development Plan continued to replace a great emphasis
on the industrial sector. Of its 631.7 million I.D., 27.7% was devoted to
(n
(2)
S.B.Abdul Allah, and I.H.AI-Wa'ith, op.cit., P.3.
This plan was named the Temporary Economic Plan, because it came in the
transitional period in the political system (from Monarchy to Republic)
and in the economic system (from a completely free market economy to a
rather centrally-planned ecenomy), so the new government, did not have
enough time to procuce a five years development plan according to the
new changes. In order not to stop the i~plementation of at least
some strategic projects, the government produced this temporary brief
development plan, which did not reflect fully its development strategy.
After setting this plan the government started evaluating the investment
policies adopted by the Development Board, which after the revclution
is replaced by the Pfanni.ng Board wi tr. many other institutional changes.
(For more details on this transitional period see, for instance,
S.B.Abdul Allah and I.H. Al-Wa'ith, op.cit., P.3;and A.Mahboob,
Evaluation of Planning Experience, 1951-1968,(In Arabic), Ministry of
Planning, Baghdad, Document No.1, 1976, P.20.
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the industrial sector, coming in the second place was the agricultural
sector with 2302%0
Development since the beginning of this stage was centrally planned
and decentrally implementedo
In the third stage of Iraq's development policy, which is named the
state of comprehensive national development plalming, two national
development plrulS were implemented, that is, 1970-1974 and 1976-1980.
Both plans were impl~ented under the leadership of 1968 Revolution
which paid special attention to plrulning, taking into account three
main considerations in formulating national development strategies:(1)
1. the objective study and analysis of the inherited Iraqi ecor-omy
to discover gaps, define resources and assess po~€ntials;
2. the building of a strong, developed economy, that will continually
increase the level of incomes and at the same time bridge the incoree
gaps between social classes and between various regions of Iraq and
between urban and rural areas;
3. the liberation of the Iraqi economy from all vestiges of foreign
domination and the restructuring of the Iraqi economy in order to bring
about increased diversification of the domestic product and a red~ction
of deper.dence on oil revenues as a source of ftreign currency.
Accordingly,both plans placed strong elliphasison the industrial
sector and also allocated substantial investment for agriculture,
transportation and coremunication and building and serviceso The total
financial resources allocated to 1970-1974 National Development Plan vias
about 1932 million I.D. of whicr. 20% devoted to industrial sector and 19%
to agriculture. In the 1976-1980 National Development Plan, which
characterised by a huge increase in the financial resources available as
(1) Ministry of Information, Revolutionary Iraq 1968-1977, op.cit., and
Economic Department, National Development Plan 1976-1980, op.cit.
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a result of the nationalisation of oil in 1972,31.7% of the total
investment which reached to about 14174 million I.D. was allocated
to the industrial sector. In the second place come the buildings and
services sector with 21.6% of the total (see table (509)).
However it should be noted that the total financial allocation in
the successive National Development Plans do not reflect by itself the
whole development picture. What is, at least, of equal importance the
level of the implementation of the projects contained in the development
plans. A very important study concerning the statistical correlation
between total investment allocation and the actual expenditure indicates
that the implementation level was low until 1970. It was found to be
54.6% and 54.2% for the periods 1950-1959 and 1959-1969 respectively.
The level of implementation increased to 61.1% for the National
Development Plan 1970-1974 and to 85.2~ for the 1975 investment progr~me.
(see Table (5.10)).
Table (5.10)
The Level of Implementation for the Period 1951-1975
Period The Level of Implementation(%)*
1951-1959 54.6
1959-1969 54.2
1970-1974 61 .1
1975 85.2
*The level of implementation is measured in terms of the
percentage of the actual expenditure to the total
investment allocation.
Source, Extracted from S.B.Abdul Allah and I.H.AI-Wa'ith,
op.cit., Table (1), P.6.
Although data on the level of implementation for the National
Development Plan 1976-1980 have not yet been published, an effort was
made to achieve high implementation rates and the beneficiary departments
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from the development pro2ects during this period were asked to present
to the central plalming authorities an annual development programme
proposals that could be ~plemented in at least 80 percent.
Accordingly, the last development stage 1970-1980, not only charactarised
by far higher financial allocation but also by higher implementation ratio
which means that the socio-economic aims and objectives stated in the
development plans were more achievable.
The higher implementation capacity was due mainly to the development
in the Iraqi planning experiences and the follow up system; the provision
of the basic implementation requirements represented by the site for the
projects, raw materials in addition to financial resources; and the
dependence on foreign con:panies in the implementation of basic and highly
tect~cal projects in a definite periods of time.
The scarcity or non-availability of reliable data on tLe various
regions of Iraq makes it extremely difficult to r:..akea statement acout
the growth and develcprrent of tte spatial €co~omy of Iraq. The only
reliable data that car. be adopted fer such a task is tr~t of the
distZ2bution of investrrent by Mut~fadahs. However, even this data are
not available fer ~ll the development progr~mes implemented in Iraq.
Nevertheless there is a belief that, the pc.ttern of sectoral investrr.ent
during the 1950's was cor.centrated in a few n:ajor t.;.rbancentres. AI-Jabiri,
for instance, noted that, tr.epattern of secto:r'u investment during the
fifties was not only urban oriented, that is, about ho-thirds of the
total investment gone to urban areas but also most of these investmer~ts
have been directed to le.rge urban centres such as, the ca.pital, Baghdad,
the sea port, Baarah , Mosul and Ki.rkuk,(1) The trend, in most cases was
fer a greater share of developmer.t, investments and activities to be located
(1) Rasool F. Al-Jabiri, op.cit .•, P.179.
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to cal-ital Eaghcad , wr.ich n:akes its position even mor-e dOL.!inG:.nt.(1)
1'he detailed data available on the s~tial distribution of
investment for: He Na ti onaL Deve.Lcpn errt Flan 1965-1969 suggest tha t
the trend of cor.centratine investment in Baghdad a.nd Basl'ah continued.
As car; be seen f ron, table (5.11), about 31% of the investment was
devoted to Faghdad, 13% to EasrE.ho A comparatively higher proportion
of Lnvee tment was chanr.e Lled to ·the Babylon Kuhafadah (~ of the total
investment) for E'stE.blishing heavy industrial plants to prod.uce
autorr.obiles, textiles and agricul rurs.I harvesters. Jnves traent was
similarly cor.cen tra ted in Anbar and Maysan Muhafadahs, to establish
mainly a glass industry and cement industry in the first and sugar cane
industry in the second , The share of He last bo ~lu}-.afadahswas 6.6%
and 5.9% r&spectively. The table indicates tr~t less attention was
paid to northern parts of tte country, including Kirkuk and Ninevah,
bece.use of fhe civil war at that time in n:.ost parts of this re·gion. The
share of bott Su.laimaniya and Arbil was about 3% of the totE..l Lnvee tnen t
cor;pared to about 1 CJ% their share of total j.opu.Iation. Less attention
was also paid to tbe depressed soutt (excluding Basrah) and to Kerebla.
Al though detailed. data on the distribution of investn.ent of the
r..ext National Eeve.Lopmen t Flan, 1970-1974 do not exist, a study ce.rried
on by researchers of the regional planning depar~ent of the Ministry
of Plar~ing, indicate that once again Baghdad and Basrah took the
grea test share of the total investruen ts, fo Lloved by Anbar, Babylon,
Ninevah, Ta'meIL, Wasit and Diala (see figure (5.4)). The relative
importance given to Arbil, D'hok and Sulaimaniya .increased although
they were still under the country's average. The Southern MuhafadG:.hs
"{1TW.A. Hi~i, op.cl-l., P.248.
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Table (5011)
.§.p.£ t1-al rist,E~buti2~LJ~rr,ent in_1965-1969
and.J.Sl16-1_9S0_Xl ss.Issis: Dev~]..2J?ment Flar!iL.l?Y.
Economic Sectol'~'and in Rela tive Terrr.s~------------------- :==--
---.------ - -
1965-1969 Development Plan 1976-1980 Development Plan_, - -
I
r:o ~
I» +" en ?> +" t1l O'J en
<1) ~ ~ 0 <1) H ~ 0 0.0 Q)
Muhafadah I ~ +" o ,,-ia I=l c:; r-i I ~ +' o '~~ I=l 0 r-i',-i ::l en P<'d 1>;: 'd 'd 'E t1l ,,-i ::l zo P<'d 9 ~ ',-i'd,,-i ~~+" ::l aJ I=l 3e 'd I=l +" ~+" ;:l en I=l ~ 'd I=l ~~r-i 'd ~ ttl ~ r-i .u ~ 0 ~r-i 'd @ ttl~r r-ittl 0~ ;::i I=l ttl - 'M I:-; ~ ~ I=l 'M Q) I:-;
0 H ~ 0 & 0 H ~ 0 ::; U)I:-; c.> I:-; c.> p:)
-
Baghdad 12.9 24.3 31.0 54.0 30.7 13.7 11.8 26.8 35.0 20.7
Basrah 0.7 24.0 17 .3 6.8113.4 5.5 35.1 20.3 10.4 21.2
Ninevah 1.3 5.4 8.6 7.8 5.9 3.4 3.1 4.3 8.7 4.7
Ta'mem 9.0 7.5 3.1 2.1 5.5 7.0 2.4 2.5 4.1 3.6
Arbil 1.7 0.4 1.8 3.4 1.7 2.2 0.5 5.2 4.0 2.7
Sulaimaniya 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.5 1 .3 2.4 2.1 4.0 4.1 3.0
Diala 14.6 0.4 2.6 3.2 4.5 19.2 2.0 2.2 3.8 5.3
Anber 10.4 5.0 8.7 3.3 6.6 6.1 12.3 15.1 3.5 9.9
Wasit 9.7 3.9 2.9 1.6 4.3 16.5 0.7 1.5 2.5 3.~
Maysan 22.4 0.4 2.3 204 5.9 3.1 300 1.7 3.0 2.7
Babylon 4.9 20.9 3.1 2.9 9.0 3.2 3.8 2.8 2.1 3.1
Kerebla 1.8 0.4 1.1 4.0 1.7 1.7 1 .6 0.7 2.7 1.7
Qadisiya 4.9 3.3 8.2 3.2 4.8 3.8 1.8 1.9 2.1 2.2
Thi-Q.ar 4.4 2.9 8.0 3.8 4.7 2.4 6.3 2.1 2.3 3.8
Muthe.na 0.6 0.9 1.1 2.0 1.1
D'hok 2.9 0.2 4.4 2.7 2.2
Salah AI-deem 6.0 10.1 2.6 3.1 6.2
Najaf 0.5 2.3 0.8 3.9 2.0-
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
-
Note: For the reaSOI!S of the blanks see table (5.1), footnote number (4).
Sources, The years from 1965-1969 are taken from M.M.AI-Rawi and
R.F.Al-Jabiri, Migration to Baghdad_l.9~l~.Q, Ministry
of Planning, Regional Planning Department, Study No.(2),
1975, Tables 1e.-21 and Figures Nos. 2-5, PP.38-41, 44,
51 and 66.
The years fl~n 1976-1980 compiled from reports prepared
by Physical Planning Commission of the Ministry of
Planr-ing for the years 1976-1980.
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of Thi-Qar and Qadisiya,Kerebla in fhe central regior~ and Ninevah in
the nor-thern region obtained the Lowest per capita investment. The
per capita share f'r-cr, Lnves tn.ents vIas 22.3 !oDo in Kerebla, 31.8 I.D.
in Thi-Qar, 32.7 roD. in Ninevah against 130 I.Do in Baghdad, 102.8 I.D.
in Anbar, 97.6 IoD. in Basrah, 86.5 I.D. in Wasit and 53.9 I.D. the
average per capita investment for tbe whole country.(1)
The spatial distribution of investment of the 1976-1980 Natior~l
Development Plan, indicates that for the first time, Baghdad came in
the second place with 20.7% of the total investments allocated tothis
plan. Basrah Mhuafadah took the lead with 21.2!foo Anbar Mur.afadah came
in the ttird place with 9.9%. In both of the latter Mvbafadahs about
5~ of their share f'ror; investment was cbanelled to the industrial sector.
A comparatively higher proportion of investment was channelled to the
newly created Muhafadah of Salah AI-deem with 6.2% of the total investment
compared to its 3% share ef the total population. The relative
importance given to the nortLern part ef Iraq (Sulaimaniya, Arbil and
D1hok) was increased. The percentage devoted to the newly created D'hok
Mut.!B.fadahwas 2.2% compared to its 2.1% share of total population, while
the percentage share of both Arbil and Sulaimaniya Muhafadahs increased
from 107% and 10~ in the 1965-1969 development plrul to 2.7% and 3% in
the latter development plan. The Southern Muhafadahs of Thi-Qar and
Qadisiya continued to receive less attention. The relative impo~tance
given to Babylon, Maysar. and \-{asit has declined compared to the 1965-1969
National Development Plan (see both table (5.11) and figure (505). The
last figure illustrates the cr~nges in the relative importance given to
each Muhafadah compared to its population share for both 1965-1969 and
1976-1980 National Develop~ent Plans.
(1) M.M.AI-Rawi and R.F.AI-Jabiri, £r.cit., P06S.
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However, al t.hough it is clear that even in tr,e last development
plan one can notice clearly that the relative importance given to eaeh
Mur.1B.fadahis not equal even if their shar e of totcl popul.atdon is
taken into cor.sideration, the plan has adopted a fair principle in
distribution of investments among different regions of the country.
In building, services end educa ta.onsectors the distribution of
investment corresponds highly to the population size and/or percentages
and in some cases to reduce the gap between different Muhafadahs created
as a result of previous pattern of distribution of the investments
allocated to such sectors. Allocation to otter sectors, such as the
industrial and the agricultural sectors do not associate directly with
population size, but rather with development potentialities of such
activities. Accordingly, the plan, as far as the industrial sector is
concerned concentrated on Basrah, Anbar, Baghdad and Salah-Al-deen
Mur.afadahs where industrial development potentialities exist. In the
agricultural sector, the plan gave special attention to Daila, Wasit,
Baghdad and Ta'mem Muhafadahs. In the transportation and communication
sector attention was given to Baghdad, Basrah, Anbar and the Northern
Region (Arbil, D'hok and Suliamaniya)(See table (5.11)). In doing so
the plan aimed at directing the available financial resour·ces to create
a few main development poles other than Baghdad to reduce the latter's
increased dominance in almost every sense. Hence, by implementing the
latter development plan, decentralisation of both develop~ent and
population distribution is expected to be achieved to some ext.ent ,
5.4. Spatial Development and Distribution of Industry
In general, it was found that the development of industrial projects
in Iraq for the period before 1950 was very limited. The industries
prevailing at that time were cr.aractarised by s~all size, SIOK growth
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and an orientation to don:estic raw material.(1) Or.Ly the industrial
projects in which the industrial State Bank held shares were relatively
large in size. It was estimated that the t otaI investment allocated to
industry to 1950 did not exceed 309 million IoD., employing a total
of 2626 workers.(2)
Deve Lopmen t of industries, in general, and large scale industries,
in particular, started in early 1950' s , The first industrial census
in 1954, shov;ed that there were 22460 industrial projects, of which 727
were large-scale projects, BLploying 44140 persorm and the rest were
small-scale, et:ploying 45881 persons or 50.8% of the total.(3) Recent
statistics shows tt.at in 1976, there was 39148 industrial projects, of
whicl: 1479 were large-scale employing 142740 persons and the rest, small-
scale employing 85460 persons or 37.3% of the total.(4)
The details in table (5.12), using three main industrial development
indicators (nun:.berof establishments, nun:.berof e~ployees and value
added), for different periods (1960, 1969 and 1976), best illustrate the
development ar.d spatial distribution of large-scale manufacturing
industries. Until 1960, whether number of establishments, employees or
the value added is taken into consideration, the trend in manufacturing
development was to concentrate most industries in Baghdad. Its share
was 53.4% of the total nun:.berof establishments (880 large-scale
establishILent); 60.3% of the total number of manufacturing employment
(58946 employees) and 74.6% of the total amotmt of the value added
generated by these industries (36800 000 I.D.). This trend has
intensified in 1969 where the share of Baghdad reached to 62.4% of the
K.M.Langley, op.cit.f M.S.Hasan, Economic DeveloEment in lrag,(In
Arabic), AI-Maktaba Al Asryia, Beirut ,1965, PP.281-374; A.AI-Najar,
Industrialisation Policy in Iraq, (In Arabic), Unpublished Ph.DoThesis,
University of Al-Iskandariyia, Eygpt, 1973; and J.Rashim et.alo,
op.cit., Vol.1.
A. AI-Najar, op.cit., P.329.
Ministry of Ecor:omics, Annual Abstract of Statistics,19'54, Baghdad,
1954, PP.101-102.
central Statistical Organisation, Annual Abstract of Statistics,1976,
Ministry of Planning, Baghdad, PP.79 and 970
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total number ef E:stablishments (1248), 65.1% of the total nurr.berof
aq:,lo:iees (84995), and 75.5% of the total amoun-t of the value added
genera ted by these Lndu st.r-Les(99708000 I .D.)
According to 1960 data, Basrah came in the second place, with
17.4% and 803% of the total employment and value added respectively.
Although the relative imFortance given to Ninevah and Babylon Mur.afadahs
is high bringing them to the tIUrd and fOl~th place, it is less than their
sr~res of the total population of the cOlmtry at that year. The share
of all other Mur..afadahswas very low and there were many Muhafadahs
receiving less than 1% of the industrial develo~ent fruits, whether in
tem.s of employmer.t and/or value added. Figure (5.6.1), shows that for
1960, only two Muhafadahs out of fourteen were above the maximum
possible efficiency line, tr~t is, their share from industrial employment
is higher than their population percentage, especially Baghdad, which
attract about 6CJfof total industrial employment compared to about 22.5%
of the tot~l population of the country.
In 1969, although the percentage share of both Basrah and Ninevah
declined, whether in terms of employment and value added, they still
came in the second and third place except for Ninevah, which came in
the fourtt p.Laoe, as far as the value added is concerned. The relative
importance given to Suliamaniya has increased together with Diala and
Kerebla. HoweVer, the trend of concentration in Baghdad has been
intensified (see figure (5.6.2)).
In 1976, although Baghdad continued to receive the highest
proportion of industrial development, there was a tendency toward
decen tralising this development. Accordingly, U.e share of Baghdad
Muhafadah from both employment and output decreased to 52.7% and
57.7% of the total. For the first time, Babylon Muhafadah came in the
-227-
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second place with 8.7% and 10% of the total employment and output
respectively. Basrah continued to receive corrparatively a good share
of development, despite decreasing its share from employment to 8.7.%
of the total. A very good example of decentralising industrial
development, is the relative importance given, again for the first time ,
to the relatively depressed Muhafadahs of Mayasan and Wasit and to Arbil
Muhafadah. The share of many other Muhafadahs from both employees and
output also increased (see table (5.12)). In total, figure (5.6.3),
illustrates the changes in the distribution of large manufacturing
employment in 1976. The main charactaristics of this distribution are,
first the decline in the share of Baghdad; second, two additional
Muhafadahs moved above the efficiency line; and third, the share of
most other Muhafadahs is being closer to the efficiency line.
Plotting Muhafadahs percentages of both employment and value added
against population percentages on a Lorenz curve, one can find clearly
that more equal distribution of industrial development is achieved
through successive studied periods, both in terms of employment and
value added (see figure (5.7). Part one of the figure shows that in
1960, about 60% of the total population were receiving only about 10%
of the total industrial job opportunities. It increased to about 16%
in 1969 and 30% in 1976. Part two of the figure, shows almost the
same trend regarding the distribution of value added generated by the
large-scale industries. The figure shows that 50% of the population
were generating only about 9% of the value added in 1960. It increased
to about 11% in 1969 and 26% in 1976. This implies that; first, the
rate of transformation toward more equal distribution of industrial
development fruits in the latter period is higher than it was in the
first period; second, decentralisation of development in the latter
period is more apparent; and third, the growth is becoming more balanced,
-229-
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despite the fact that, the country still resembles a pattern of
relative indu~trial concentration in its capital city and in a few
other urban centres. The ma~ri~- of industries started in early
periods of Iraqi industrialisation surely played an important role in
bringing about the prevailing distribution pattern.
The above conclusions are supported if first, the distribution of
the newly created industrial jobs for the latter periods is taken into
consideration. Table (5.13) shows, that for the period 1968-1971, the
distribution of job opport~ities created is more equal than it Was the
case in previous periods. The share of Baghdad was reduced to 46.1%
of the total created jobs. Ninevah and Basrah came in the seccnd
place containing 14.7% ar.d 9.5% respectively. 6.7.% of the new created
jobs were charillelledto Kerebla. Many other Muhafadahs have received
between 2-2.5% of the total, with no Muhafadah containing less than
0.8.%. The distribution of the new created industrial jobs for the
period 1972-1975 became even more fair and the share of Baghdad was
reduced again to 30.1%. just 5% higher than its population sr~re. Basrah
and Qadisiyia Muhafadahs came in the second place with 18.8% and 12.6%
respectively. A relative attention was given to both Arbil and Thi-Qar
Muhafadahs in this period. They received 7.2% and 6.6% of the total
new created jobs. Seccnd, as it has been noted in the latter section,
the distribution pattern of industrial investment allocated in 1976-1980
National Development Plan will further increase theequality of
distribution of industrial development fruits in every sense. Out of
4493.5 million I.D. allocated to industrial sector, only 11.8% was
channelled to Baghdad, while Easrah Muhafadah contained about 35% of the
total, Anbar Muhafadah received about 12.3%, Salah-Al-deen received
about 10% and Thi-Qar Muhafadah received 6.3% (see table (5.11)).
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Table (5.13)
Nurr.ber and Percentages of NeTilly Established Firms, their Emplovment
and Invest~ents by Muhafadahs for the period 1968 - 1975
(OOO's LD.)
1968 - 1971 1972 -:- 1975 I
Establish~ Investment~ Employ- ~tablish Investments Employ-
Muhafadahs ments ment ments ment
No. % Value % No. % No. % Value % No. %
Baghdad 506 64.6 27523 32.3 6540 146.1 481 63.1 65525 19.8 8816 30.8
Basrah 19 2.4 24206 28.4 1354 9.6 32 4.2 110464 33.4 5376 18.8
Ninevah 54 6.9 9864 11.5 2124 14.7 51 6.7 21414 6.5 2023 7.0
Ta'mem 10 1.3 158 0.2 153 1.1 15 1.9 4500 1.3 498 1.7
Arbil 15 1.9 2520 2.9 265 1.9 20 2.6 14792 4.4 2069 7.2
Sulaimaniya 16 2.0 8250 9.7 533 3.8 9 1.2 935 0.3 219 0.8
Diala 35 4.5 1738 2.0 380 2.7 12 1.6 1987 0.6 682 2.4
Anbar 13 1.7 355 0.4 215 1.5 26 3.4 1314 0.4 382 1.3
Wasit 9 1.1 817 1.0 274 1.9 7 0.9 3079 0.9 278 1.0
Maysan 7 0.9 99 0.1 113 0.8 18 2.4 7013 2.1 826 2.9
Babylon 29 3.7 704 0.8 302 2.1 32 4.2 9524 2.9 1266 4.4
Kerebla 40 5.1 5085 6.0 949 607 32 4.2 1883 0.6 396 1.4
Qadisiya 18 2.3 3100 3.6 379 2.7 9 1.2 29281 8.8 3608 12.6
Thi-Q.ar 5 0.6 122 0.1 355 2.5 6 0.6 53237 16.1 1890 6.6
Muthana 3 0.4 139 0.2 152 1.1 5 0.9 5269 1.6 134 0.4
D'hok 4 0.6 565 0.8 98 0.8 7 0.9 844 0.3 1881 0.7
Total 783 100 85245 100 14186 100 762 100 331061 100jd3646 100 J
Source, A.K.AI-Fadli, on.cit., Table 23, PP.t06-108
Finally, one should note that, the prevailing pattern of industrial
concentration created a structural diversity differentiations between the
relatively grown Muhafadahs sucr. as Baghdad and Basrah and the less grown
Muhafadahs, Muthana and Thi-Qar. The first group charactarise by its
structural diversity in terms of containing all industries constituting the
manufacturing sector.(1) This witt other facts of the degree of spatial
concen tra tion of industry in few urban can tres, is in agreement with the
findings of a U.N. Study, t.hat in most developing countries, the prevailing
(1) A.K.Hirmiz, op.cit., PP.25-26.
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tendency has been fo:::-industry to cor..centrate in a few locations,
preferably in metropolitan areas.(1) However, the recent pattern of
industrial development in the country 'olillcreate more diversification
in the relatively less developed Muhafadahs, in accordance with their
development potentials and the successive national development objectiY6s.
5.5. Corroelation Between Urbanisation and Econorr.icDevelopment
Processes
It has been emphasised in Chapter two that a close correlation exists
between econorr.icdevelopment and urbanisation, and that industrial
development is the rrain v~"icle of urbanisation process, especially in
developed countries during their course of developmento In less
developed countries, although various factors affecting their rapid
urbanisation differentiate them from the developed ones, it is evident
that imbalances in the spatial distribution of population are a
consequence of the spatial dimension of investment concentration. Earlier
analysis in part one of this research indicates that there are few, if
ar~, less developed cO\Ultries that do r..otsuffer from this problem, ar..d
Iraq is no exception.
The analysis of the previous three sections of t~is chapter,
indicates clearly that the development strategy has affected, to a large
extent, the spatial distribution of population and urbanisation pattern.
In Iraq, the high rate of urbanisation started early in the 1950's,
exactly at the same period of creating the organised development
prograQmes and speeding the rate of the development of the country. In
different development planning stages, the positive correlation between
urbanisation tre~ds and urban population distribution, on the one hand,
and investments distribution, on the other hand, can be illustrated and
supported by tracing the growth of Muhafadahs urban population during these
(1) U.N.I.D.O., Industrial Location Policies and Policy Measures ~
Developing Countries, U.N., New York, 1967, P.3.
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periods. The correlation coefficient between urban population of
Muhafadahs and investment allocation is fouLd to be positive and very
high. It takes the value of (+0.933) for the period 1965/1969 and
(+0.765) for the period 1976-1980. This implies that the higher the
urban population of the Muhafadahs is, the higher its share from
investments is. The decline in the value of the correlation coefficient
in the latter period confirm the previous analysis that decentralisation
policies are more apparent in latter years.
Hence, the development strategies, directly affected the internal
migration movement from the rural areas to urban centres (whicr. makes up
the ~ajor part of population movement) and from urban to other, mostly
larger, urban centres. The orientation of most of economic developme~t
fruits, other than the agricultural one, to few urban centres (especially
in the first two stages of development planning), mainly Baghdad, Basrah,
Mosul and Kirkuk affected, to a large extent, population movement to these
major urban centres. This ar~ent is strengthened by the fact that,
"The investment in agriculture though important, was not of the kind to
yield either quick results or creates job opportunities in comparison with
investment in industry, housing and transporta tion" ~1)
In the saree way, a positive association could be seen, if urban
population growth is traced against the number of persons employing in
large manufacturing industries. Again the analysis of the data given in
section 5.2 and 5.4 indicates that the correlation coefficient between
urban population of Muhafadahs and the number of manufacturing employment
is a positive and almost a perfect one. It took the order of (+0.989)
for the year 1969 and (+0.943) for the year 1976. This ·results confirm
the previous analysis which shows that Baghdad, Basrah and Ninevah
(1) Rasool F. AI-Jabiri, OF.cit., P.179.
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Muhafadahs contain the highest percentages of large industries
employment. They also contained the l:ighest percentages of urban
population and their central cities faced the highest rate of growth
during the past four decades. For instance, the 75271 job opportunities
prcvided by large manufacturing industries in Baghdad means that 451644
inhabitants of Baghdad Muhafadah are directly relying in making their
living on SUCL activities.(1) The importance of large industries on the
growth ef urban population would be at least doubled if the indirect
effects and induced employment, that is, the employment multiplier effects
is taken into consideration.(2) During the seventies, the growing
industrial importar.ce of some other Muhafadahs, also affected the growth
of their urban population. This is clear in case of Babylon and Kerebla
Muhafadahs, where in late 1960's an automobile and harvesters factories
were established in Babylon, together with the textile manufacturing and
the growth of the canned food industry in Kerebla attracted both skilled
and unskilled workers to these areas. Hence, for the first time in 1973,
Babylon made a net population gain and attracted 49200 migrants, and
Kerebla lost only 5100 migrants (see table (5.2)). In the same way, the
increasing attention giver. to the northern region, after putting an end
to the war, had affected to a large extent the population movement to
urban areas of both Arbil and Sulaimaniya which experienced a net
population gain in 1977.
However, although industrial development affects to some extent the
redistribution of urban population since 1950, Iraq like many other less
developed countries, provides ample evidence for questioning the frequently
(1)This has been extracted on the basis that the average family size in
urban areas is 6 persons.
(2)As it will be shown in the next chapter, the regional study of the
U.E.R.(Upper Euphrates Region) found that the regional employment
multiplier effects is (2.035). Hence this figure is adopted here
as an average for Iraq, since not much differences are expected
between different parts of the country.
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ass~ed primary-secor.dary-tertiary development sequence. The tertiary
component Ero~s much earlier and faster, in Iraq, than seccr-dary activity_
Data on occur-ational stlucture of the labour' force showe that in 1977,
the country had slightly more than 32% of its workers in the primary
sector, 9.3% of its workforce in manufacturing sector, whilst the
tertiary activi ties en:.ployedabout 58.6%.
Finally it should be noted that factors other than. the economic ones
have attributed to the gro eth of urban areas in Iraq. These factors could
be; administrative,represented by practicing administrative functions by
the central cities of Muhafadah e , The creation of new Muhafadahs in 1968
and 1976 have affected the growth of their central cities, as a result of
the new functions given to them; religious, as it is the case in
Najaf and Kerebla cities;(1) quality of life and social overhead capital
in certain cities played also an important role in the attraction 01
economic activities and consequently population to these cities. This is
the case for the cities of Baghdad, Basrah and Kirkuk.(2) In some cases
a collection of these factors have affected the growth of some urban areas.
An ample e~ple of this is Baghdad, the capital. Hilmi stressed this
point ar.d noted that "The abnormal growth of the capital city population
could easily be attributed to a collection of factors. Politically, it
is the seat of the central government in the country ••• ,socially, the
hetrogenity of the capital's population makes it an attractive place to
all fractions of the Iraqi population and, economically, the city's
strong predominance over the entire spectrum of economical activities on
the nation •••Together with a large share of public services, facilities
't' "C~)and amen~ ~es_ ••_ To some extent, Basrah and Mosul cities are also
la good example since they represent the central ci ties of the Southern
11) Ibid, footnote (1), P.190.
(2) ;:-Jalili, op.cit., P.205.
(3) w. A. Hilmi, op.cit., P.248.
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and Northern Macro P.egions. In the near future, most likely, Arbil
will join this grouF of cities since it is the centre of the Kurds
autonomy region.
To sum up, instead ef redistributing urban populatio~ so as to
create a reasor.able urban hierarchy, development policies in Iraq, at
least till the early 1970's, have intensified the urban population
concentration in the leading cities, in general, and Baghdad Metropolis,
in particular. The recent char~es in the pattern of investment allocation,
with more investments going to the newly created development poles and
relatively depressed areas, the migration trend will change in favour of
these areas leading to a more balanced spatial hierarchy and less
disparities in income.
5 • 6. Summary
Iraq has many common charactaristics of other developing countries.
The rate of population groKth is one of the highest in the world. In
recent years it shows to be higher than 3% per annum , Urban popula tion
growth is found to be even higher than that of the total population.
Moreover, the most urgen t problem in the urbanisation process, is not its
rate of growth, but rather the pattern of distribution of urban
popula tion which is charac tardsed by the predominance of a few
metropolitan areas, in general, and the overwhelming doreinance of the
capital city, Baghdad, over time in particular.
The concentration of urban population in few major urban centres
was due to the previous economic development policies practiced in the
country which was oriented toward directing the highest shares of invest-
ment to these few major urban centres. It is found that a very close
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cor-re.La.td on exi.s t between urban growth and economic development, on the
one hand, and between the former and industrial development, on the
other hand. Hence, develop~ent policies in Iraq, at least until the
early 1970's, instead of redistributing urban population so as to create
a reasonable urban hierarchy have intensified the urban population
concentration in leading cities and Baghdad, in particular. However, the
recent changes in the pattern of investments allocation and the spatial
development of the industrial sector, which charactarise by more
investments channelled to areas other than Baghdad, such as Basrah,
Anbar, Salah Al-deen and the relatively depressed Muhafadahs will surely
lead to a more balanced urban hierarchy and consequently reduce the
regional disparities.
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CHAPTER SIX
GENERAL BACKGROUND, SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT AND
URBANISATION OF THE U.E.R.
(EXISTING SITLATION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES)
CHAPTER SIX
GENERAL BACKGROUND, SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT MiD UREM:ISATION
OF THE U.E.R. (EXISTING SITUATION A}~ FUTURE PERSPECTIVES)
INTRODUCTION
Examination of different aspects of the region is a prerequisite
process to regional studies of any sort. It sheds some light on the
causes, limitations and constraints of different regional problems and
'thus helps in providing a basis for a more accurate solution.
Accordingly, this chapter will examine; the natural charactaristics of
the study area; the past and present trends of development and its
consequences on population growth, urbanisation trends and the land use
pattern; and the potentialities of development in the stu~ area. It will
extend to include an analysis of the regional e~ployment multiplier effects
of the committed major development projects and the distribution of the
expected urban growth within the study area.
6.1. Natural Features(1)
6.1.1. Location
The U.E.R. is situated in the Western part of Iraq and in the
Northern part of Al-Anbar Muhafadah of whicC it is a part. The region is
bounded on the North by the Al-Jazira area, on the East by the metropolitan
region of Baghdad, on the South by Western desert and on the West by Syria
(See map(6.1.)
6.1.2. Topography
In-general, the regional topography is charactarised by a gradual
decrease in elevation from the Syrian border to Lake Habaniya. (See map
(6.2)). This coincides with the Southeast directional flow of the Euphrates
The source of information of this section is mainly from; Planar,
Upper Euphrates Regional Plan and Resettlement of Haditha Reservoir
population, Stage One, Appendices, Baghdad, 1978, PP.C1-C18; and .
Regional Planning Department, Planning for the Upper Euphrates Reg~on -
Resettlement of Haditha Reservoir Population, Preliminary Report,(In
Arabic), Ministry of Planning, Baghdad, 1975, PPo1-11.
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Map (6.1)
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River within the study area.
Within the Jazira province the elevations vary up to about 1000 ft.
Generally speaking, the area is very flat and along the western borders
and to the south there are low buttes and many shallow depressions that
become lakes and marshes during the rainy seasons. The area west of the
Euphrates River is a plateau type of gentle topography dissected by
seasonal drainage channels. The plateau rises to the west and south
reaching elevations of 1000 and 1500 ft. respectively. This area covers
AI-Hajara and Lower Wadian Provinces.
Elevations in lower Wadian Province range from 50 - 750 ft., with
the lower elevations along the north east boundary of the province.
The Wadi system south of the Euphrates valley is charactarised by
its Dendritic pattern, all the Wadis drain into the Euphrates. Some of
the wider Wadis develop terraces which may be used for agricultural
purposes.
The area South of the Euphrates River in the lower Wadian Province
has an intricate system of shallow Wadis draining into the Euphrates,
of these the major drainage systems are Wadi AI-Muhammadi and Wadi Hajiya.
The area is also charactarised by buttes and isolated hills of flat lying
remanant of hard limestone and gypsum outcrops.
6.1.3. Soil Conditions
The geological substratum of the area is composed mainly of
Miocene deposits, especially of Fars Formation which is composed mainly
of gypsum, anhydrite, limestone, shales and local salt deposits, mudstones,
marls and siltstones.
The soils are of a eolian lacustrine and fluviatile origin with high
salt content. The soils of Wadi contain subrounded pink and white cobbles
and pebbles of limestone and siliceous rocks mixed with brown calcareous
sand, silt and clay. In the inner Wadis the soil is made of a thin covering
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of reddish brown calcareous sand. The floors of the shallow depressions
are often covered with calcareous mud which exhibit typical mud cracks
in the dry season.
Soil types in the Upper Euphrates river valley consist of a thin
layer of reddish clay overlying massive gypsum, Seccndary gypsum
crystals are dissiminated throughout most of the reddish clay, while
limestone fragments are scattered over the surface.
There are many ways to classify soil types emphasising either
agricul tural or physical properties. According to the agricultural
classification, five types can be distinguished.
- Sierozem soils
- Reddish Brown soils
Cray - Brown soils
Litho soils
- Alluvial soils
The last type of soils which consist mainly of fluviatile deposits
of Euphrates river, are concentrated in a very thin strip along the
river. The eray Brown soils which concentrate in the Wadis beds, with
not more than 500 metres in width, are utilised by Bidwin for crops
cultivation. The other types of soils in the study area are not utilised
for cultivation or uncultiviable, either because they are very poor and/or
because of the topographical problems. In future, the Reddish Brown
soils could be utilised for cultivation of crops, vegetables in case of
having 60 c.m. depth soil.
Map (6.3) shows a more general physical classification of soils in
the study area.
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The climate of the study area is typical of the semi-arid
region i.e. extreme temperature ranges and meager precipitation.
Throughout the year Westerly winds are prevailing. In summer Northern
winds occur more frequently. The (Samom) dry hot wind with dust and
sand occurs several times in the summer and also in April and May.
The area is also affected by dust storms ccmprising masses of
air polluted with fine dust particles, these storms are related to wind
direction and speed. The area is exposed to 10-15 dusty days during
the non-e-af.ny see.scn ,
The lo\~ winter terr:pera tures cause frost to f'orm due to cold air
n:a.sses of be.lov zero cen trigr~de t empera t1.:.res f ron, the north and north
east parts of Ira~. An estimate of 15-20 frost cays per year ~re
expected in ~ost parts of the ~re~.
1 . t t . 190 - 23°C.The mean annua aa r enipe ra ur-e as It decreases in
Jar..uary to 70 - 10°C and increases in July to 310 - 35°C. The absolute
maximumtempere.tur e is 51°C, while tr.e n.Lndmumone is -14°C.
The precipitation is 100 n.un/year zr.ainly in winter and spring, with
no rainfall from June to September. The maximum~lind speed is 21 m/sec.
6.1.5. Hineral Cccurences
The area under investigation is charactarised mainly with
occu rancee of non-metalic r~w materials in addition to underground v;ater
aquifers ar..d bitumen.
The zr.ain Lndus trraa.L rocks and minerals are dolomites, kaolinites,
pure sandstones, sand , gravel, gypsurr., in addition to the rich
phospha te deposi ts and tte iron deposits. All these t.ypee of mineral
deposits in the region are f'ound in commercf a.l Quantities(1) makdng the
"(1) Planar, op.ci.t., Table E2.15, P.E22.
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region, as it ...ill be seen later in tbis chapter, the rr.ain seat of tte
rela t ed Indus t.r-i.a I activities.
Mineral cccurances in tt:e s hd:;- ares. are sh own in Map (604). The
phosphate deposits of Lraq Occur in h.e naan 10c81i ties Rv.tba and
Akasha t. The Ake.shat deposit occurs to t.he North of the Rut1::adeposi ts ,
nee r tt.e Iraqi-Syrian boa-dez-e, Concerning the iror. deposits, there are
h-o [lain locations 118EelyHusainiyat and Gaara , The vTestern desert
provides almost 1:nlimi ted reserves of various kinds of r.on-metalic
raw n:..aterials, mainly of carbonate rocks i.e. limestones, end dolomites.
The glass send of Rutba sandstone fOl1Lation which is constituted
mainly of pur-e silicon dioxide makes an excellent re.Wmaterial for the
glass industry. The g.Lasseand quarry is Locat ed some 15 km. West of P.utba.
Exceller.t raw materials fo~ ceramic and refractory industries are
f'ound in the Galara depression to the South of the Euphrates valley e.g.
in Duekhla and Samhat.
The Galara clays are located on the Southern borders of the Galara
depression about 65 km. from Rutba. The basic raW materials for Ulaking
bricks are generally attainable in the Euphrates valley. Gypsumand
arJhydrite are important raw materials of the building industry. Gypsum
blocks are used for building. Gypsumis also burr.ed in Kilins to fom.
"Juss" the major tuilding agent used in construction in Irac;_. The
gyps~ reserve is cor.centrated in the area near Hit. Recorded limestone
quarries for construction purposes along the Euphrates valley are found
at Husaiba, Raw, A11a,Haditha, Khan Baghdadi, Hit, Kubaisa, Abusfia,
Kilo 45 and Kilo 60. As for the main quarries of fine (sand) and
coarse (gravel) aggregate the follovTing sites are the n:ajor knovr. areas:
Habbaniya, Wadi Hauran , KarabIa , Bauan and Muhamadiah. Sand s tcnes are
also used as building materials e.g. Hauran Sandstone. Hovever ttis
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n:.s.terial r.as not yet been €stiILated or exploited for buildir.g purposes.
Finally, Bi tunen is found in the localities of Hit, Abu Jir and
Ain Jabha reserves.
6.2. Areg_.§.Lld.A~l-nistrative Divisions
The LT.E.R. covers about 30976 sq .km~!) that is about 3?% of the
area of Anbar Muhafadah, and 7.1% of the to+.al area of the country. vIi th
a to~.s.l J.opulation of 298235 inhabitants in 1977, the gross density is
ahout 9.6 per~cns/sq.kIr.., about 1/3 that of the country.
Administr.s.tively, tte region cor.sists of five Qadhas, witt Ramadi
as a regional capd ta.l , It cor.tains all Qadhas of Anbar Muhafadah except
Faluja and Rutba. The first Cone,according to the delineation of
Ministry of Plarllling (Physical Fl.anndrig Commission) is part of Baghdad
Metropolitan Region, while tte latter is regarded as part of the Western
Desert Eegdon, However , there is a mutua L relat_onship between these two
Qadhas and the r.E.R. whether administratively, as part of Anbar
Muhafadah, 0::' econon:ically through the functional relationship. A very
clear example of the economic relationship is that, although phosphate
deposi ts are concentrated outside the region, the manuf'e.ctuz-Lng process
of these deposits is mainly within the study area.
In addition to the five Qadr.as, the region consists of ten Nahiyas
distributed unevenly ~ong the five Qadhas (See map (6.5 )). The above
s ta ted adminis tra ti ve s t ruc ture brings the number of ur-ban centres in
, to 't (2)the reg~on s~z een.
Plarar, op.cit., Stage One, Main Report, 1978, P.25.
Urban Centre in Iraq is defined as "Any habitation containing a
minimum of 2000 inhabitants or any place which n:ay be declared as
administrative centre and/or has been declared a.s a "municipal area"
(S.S.Shafi Urban Planning in Ira.9...,Ministry of Nunicipalities,
Baghdad, 1972, footnote No.6, P.7.).
The above definition rr..aynot give a real picture of urbanisation in
Iraq and tt.e region since, "ur-benLsm is a specific human behaviour
attitude, a non-agricultural pat tern of wo.rki.ng and living, rather
than an administrative status of Place." (Rasool F. Al-Jabiri, op.cit.,
P.171). Thus using a.druinistrative criterion to define an urban
oentre is rather confusing. Both human behaviour and employment
witt.in many municipal boundaries are often essentially 1"1;ral.
Nevertheless, in the absence of a more precise definition drawn from
accurate data and scientific research, it would seem that usin£ the
administra. tive criterion is, at least t€rilpol'arily, justified.
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6.3. Populctior. GrN!tr_. Distribution and Urbanisation Pattern
6.3.1. POtU I? tion Gro~lth
It has already been poLn ted out t.hat, the l!.E.R. is ve ry thinly
populated. This is true bott in terms of area and the economic
Fotentialities which it cor.tein. These, sI!longother factors, were an
important Lmpu.lse to concentrate development in tr...is area in the recent
years, in ffilattelliFtto decentralise development and take overspill
from Baghdad, especially since tt...e region and its capital city Ramadi
is l'Iithinabout 110 km. from Baghdad Metropolis.
The total ropulation of the region increased fron 116571 to 298235
inhabitants du!':'ngthe period 1947-1977, (See table (6.1», at a compound
growth rate of 3.C/o annually. The rate of grov,th was decreasing at an
increasing rate frOIn 1947 till 1970. It was a:out 3.6% for the period
1947-1957, decreased to about 2.2% and 0.3% per ffilnumfor the periods
1957-1965 and 1965-1970 respectively. The decreasing rate of grov!th of
population coinc~ded with the findings of the previous analysis of the
spatial distribution of develcpment, which showed that Anbar Muhafadah
was amor~ the depressed areas of the country, making it one of the
leading contributing areas of ~igration to Baghdad. It came in the
second place, within Iraqi Muhafadahs in 1965, with a net population loss
of 79289 persor~ SIld in the fourth place in 1973, with a net loss of
71400 perscns (see table (5.2». The promixity of the regiou from
Baghdad Metropolitan Regiou which absorbed most of the development
during this period, accelerated po~ulation move~ent to Baghdad. The
PreliIninary study of the region by the Regior...al Pl.anndng Department
supports this view and show that the destination of the outmigrants from
Anbar Muhafadah was mainly to Baghdad Ivletropolis. It found that about
93.8% of the ou~igrants settled in Baghdad, coming in the second place
-250-
Table (6.1)
Popula tior. Grovltt of the U oE.R • .!>y Urban agd Rur8~ Areas
for theJerioc. 1947 - 1977
r I Urban Rural Total
Number % Annual Number % Annual Number % Annua IGrN)th Gro\,Tth GroVitt
Rate Rate Rate-
1947 26168 22.4 - 90403 77 .6 - 116571 100 -
1957 41778 25.3 4.8 123593 74.7 3.2 165371 100 3.6
1965 78401 39.9 8.2 118135 60.1 -0.6 196536 100 2.2
1970 99481 4908 409 100234 50.2 -3.3 199714 100 0.3
1977 179031 EQ.O 8.8 119198 40.0 2.6 298235 100 5.9
Sources, General Populati on Census, 1947, 1957, 1965, 1977 and
Preliminary Estimation of 1970.
Diala Muhafadah with 2.g/> and Basrah Muhafadah with 1.1%. (1)
S:'nce 1970 the situation has changed remarkably. '1'herate ef grol'lth
started increasing and by 1977, the annual rate of gro\,Tthreacl:ed 5.g/>
which is higher than the average rate of growth of the c ount ry as a
whole by about 2.5%0 This again ref'Lecbs, as it has already been seen, in
the previous chapter the special importance given to the region in the
recent development :plans, trying to transform it from a relatively
depressed region to an econolL.icallyactive part of the country.
Accordingly outlL.igration decreased and the 33434 persons which
represented the net loss of population by Anbar Muhafadah (see Table 5.2))
seem to be from parts of Anbar Muhafadah other than those included within
the UoE.R., that is Faluja and Rutba Qadhas. This fact has been
confirmed by the results of 1977 population census which showed that out
of 36840 in-migrant3to Anbar Muhafadah 31611 went to tr,e U .EoR~~ )that is
~Regional Planning De~artment, op.cit., P.44 and table(6),P.46.
(2) Planar, op.cit., Complementary Report of Stage One, 1979, P.6.
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85.8% of the tot~l.
As a geLeral trend all overthe country, urban population was
grol'iingat a rate ef grol'!tb.higher than the average rate of grovitt.of
popula tion for all the men tdoned per Lods , The gro\OTingpace of
urbanisation was accoffipaniedby a tremendous decline in the rural
population. The result is that the urban ropulation in the region is
higher than the rural population. The percentage of ~rban population
to tLe tot&l population increased from 22.4% in 1947 to 60% in 1977. The
annual rates of grOlvth of the urban popu Lataon were 4.8%, 8.2%, 4.% and
8.8,% for the successive periods of 1947-1977.
The situation in the rural areas of the region was quite different.
The perceLtage of the rural population decreased rather slightly from
77.6% to 74.7% during the period 1947-1957, and then declined drastically
to 40% during 1957-1977. The greatest decline was during the Feriod
1965-1970, wher. the annual rate of grol'lthwas found to be (-3.3%)
(see table (6.1)).
The differences in the rate of grovith of urban and rural popu.lation
is best illustrated in figure (6.1). The z-apd.d decline in the rural
population could be attributed; first, to the migration of rural settlers
to urban areas whether they are wi thin the region or outai.de the region
and second, to creating new urban cen tres in the region f1'01'1previously
r~xal areas. The latter factor applies mainly for the periods 1957-1965
and 1970-1977, and justifies the very high increase of urban population
rate of gz-ovth, especially during the period 1957-1965. Finally, it
should be noted that, the natural grovith of both urban and rural settlers
in the study area is r..igh. This was attributed to many reaSOI'S, among
them are "social and economic impulses toward marrying young, the high
rate of married male and female and the very limited practicing of tirth
control.,,(1)
(1) Planar, op.cit., Stage One, Main Report, P.38 and Appendices,PP.A4-A5.
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6.3.2. Spatial Distribution of Population
The population of the U.E.R. tends to be concentrated in some
parts of the region, rather t.han others. This trend of concer..tration
has continued since 1947. Details in table (6.2) sho~ that Ramadi Qadha
corJ.tairedmore than half the total population of the region. Of the
116571 inhabitants in 1947, Ramadi Qadha was the most heavily populated
of the other parts of the region with 55% of the to'te.L population. Its
share increased to about 60% in 1977. The st~re of other Qadhas from
the total population shows to be changing and in two out of four cases
there was no clear trend of population changes over the mer..tionedperiod.
For instance, Hit Qadha ccntained about 17.% of the total population in
1947. Its relative importance decreased to about 15% in both 1957 and
1965 and increased slightly to 16% in 1970 then decreased again to about
13% in 1977. The same patterr. of population change has been experienced
in Haditha Qadha. The only Qadha which continued to experience a gain in
its population share was Qain, where its share increased from 6.7% in 1947
to 10.~ in 1957 and 1965 and to 11.9% in 1970, with a slight decrease
in 1977, to 11.4%. On the contrary, the relative importrulce of Ana Qadt~
was always decreasing. It decreased frol'labout 10% in 1947 to about 6%
in 1977.
The spatial dis tribution of in-migrants to the study area coincides
with the trer.d of popu.Latzi on grol'lth. The U.E.R. study depending on 1977
in-migration data (the only data available on Muhafadwls level) showed
that "65.3% of the tot&.l in-mig ran ts to the region for different groups (1)
settled in Ramadi Qadha. In the second place came Qaim Qadha with 14.4%.
T1) The study distinguished between three groups of in-migrants, that is,
in-migran ts for mor-e than 7 years, 3-7 years and less than three
years. Planar, ofl.cit., Con.plementary Report of Stage One, P.3.
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The st~re of other Qadhas was almost the same. 5.6% for Hit, 7.6% for
Haditha and 701% for Ana." (1) Taking the most recent in-migrants only,
the st\A.dyshowed that 71.4% of the in-migrants settled in Ramadi, 11.7%
in Qain, 5.5% in Hit, 6.2% in Haditha and 5.3% in Ana.(2)
The unstable changes in the pattern of growth and distribution of
the Upper Euphrates Region population could reflect mainly, the weak
economic base of the region over the period. On the other hand, the
spatial distribution of in-migrants to the region reflects the relative
economic importance of each Qadha and the size of investment allocated to
eacr. one.
Urban population gro~th seems to be an important factor in
intensifying the population cor..centration trend in the region. The
phenomenon of urban population concentration was very high and intensified
over time. In 1947, only '57.4% of the tota.l urban popula tion were
concentrated in Ramadi Qadha, coming in the next place Ana with 22.~,
Haditha with 20.7%, Hit with 18.5%, and Qaim with only 1.1%. By 1977,
the situation changed drastically. Ramadi Qadha contained about 63% of
the tota.l urban population, coming in the next place Hit Qadha with 11.5%,
Hadi tha with 10.7% and Ana wi th only 606%. Qaim Qadha c en tained 8.5% of
the total urban population, reflecting the highest rate of gro~tr. during
the whole period. Its urban population growth was as high as 5 times
that of Ramadi Qadha. However, Ramadi Qadha, with few exceptions had
the greater attraction power for migrants and grew at a much higher rate
than other Qadhas. This grea.ter attraction power, as it will be seen
later was due mainly to the existence of R~adi City as an administrative
centre and a main service centre in the region, as well as Anbar Muhafadah,
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with a relatively better and more diversified economic base. The
exceptions mentioned earlier include Ana, for the period 1947-1957 and
Qaim, for the wl:ole period. The high rate of grOI',.thof Ana urban
population for the mentioned period was due not to economic factors
but rather to the creation of Rawa as en urban centre in 1957. The high
rate of grov;th of urban population of Qaim Qadha was due to many factors
among them are, the creation of new urban centres, Ubaidi and Karabla in
1977(!) the implenentation of a very large industrial project in the area
(Qaim phosphate complex) which enhanced its economy and attracted the
necessary labour force for its implementation. In addition to the fact
tha t Qaim is a border town which added impetus to its gz-ow th, These
impetus are represe~ted by the existence of some activities associated
with many border to~~s such as the passport office, custom office and so
forth. Finally the size of population in the base year (1947) was very
s~all, hence any absolute increase will effect highly the relative rate
of growth.
6.3.3. Urban Size and SFatial Distribution of Urban Areas
The urban population of the U.E.R., not only tends to concentrate
in urban areas of one Qadha, but more seriously, the trend of urban
population to concentrate in one city. In 1957, 44.7% of the total urban
population were living in Ramadi City, a figure which decreased to about
37% in both 1965 and 1970. This high reduction in the re~.tive importance
of Ramadi City was due mainly to the creation of new urban areas at these
Table (6.3)illustrate, among other things, the effects of creation
of new urban centres on urban population growth since 1957. This
could be shown by grouping the urban centres related to each Qadha.
Ramadi Qadha include, Ramadi City and Habbaniya ~wn; Hit Qadha,
include Hit, Kubiasa, and Baghdadi towns; Haditha Qadha include,
Haditha, Haqlaniya and Parwana towns; Ana Qadha include Ana and Rawa
towns and Qaim Qadha include, Qaim, Karabla and Ubaidi towns.
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periods. Hovever , the annual rate of growth of its population
experienced a rela tive decline. It was Qc4% for the period 1957-1965,
declined to 5.~ for the perioQ 1965-1970. By 1977, slightly over
51% of the study area urban population were concen tr-at ed in Ramadi City.
The city experienced the highest rate of growth whicr. went up to 13.6%
per annum for the period 1970-1977. Raruadi's position as the
adffiinistrative centre or capital of Anbar Muhafadah (with all
departments and institutions that goes together with this position) was
clearly an important factor in its rapid grovith in addi tion to the
establishment of the very large glass industry project in the late 1960's.
Such a pattern of growth brought into existence two main
cr~ractaristics of the city-size distribution in the region~1) The first
charactaristic is the appearance of the phenomenon of one major
predominant city over the whole urban system and the second is the wide
devi~tion, in recent years, of the existing pattern of city-size
distribution from the hypothetical pattern.
For the first time, in 1970, the predominancy phenomenon was very
apparent in the region. At that year, the second settlement (Habbaniya)
was about 29.5% the size of the largest city (see table (6.3». In 1977,
its size declined to about 22% the size of the largest city.
The distribution pattern of the city-size in the region shows, in
the recent years, a wide deviation from the hypothetical pattern (see
figure 6.2). The relatively most balanced distribution pattern occured
in 1965 prior to the emergence of predominancy phenomenon. The size of
the second settlement was less than half that of the largest one, and
The city size distribution pattern in the region is examined, for
as it has been found in part one of this study the distances between
all cities and their closest neighbours, as well as their distances
from the biggest centres of economic activity, inf~uences the degree
of economic integration of the cities within the regional and
national economy and hence the level of exterr~l economies and/or
diseconomies that the economic units in a particular cityenjoy.Hehce
theexamina tion of the existing city-size di·stribution.pattern',of
the region will explore the deficiencies of the existing pattern and
provides the basis for' Lmprovd ng-it, when building the urban growth
strategies for the region, to serve better the regional and
consequently the national economy.
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the actual distribution pattern was very SJLooth, especially in the
middle tail of the distribution curve (see figure (60201». In 1970,
except for the upper tail of the curve, the distributior. was smooth and
very close to the hypothetical curve, with three urban centres above
the latter curve. The sharpest deviation was evident for the small size
settlements (less than four thousand inhabitants), which are mostly
recently created (see figure (6.202».
The physical charactaristics of the U.E.R. played an important role
in shaping the pattern of distribution of the urban centres. It is
arguable that in any region with one river, with very scarce fertile
lands stretching along it in a very narrow strip (in most cases not more
than 300-500 metres wide) and witL all other land desert, then the cities
and their hinterlands will become established and grow linearly along
the river. This is exactly thl)pattern of distribution of urban centres
in this region. Only one of the 13 urban centres in the region was
established away from the river corridor, that is, Kubiasa town which was
created as an urban settlement in the late 1960's to serve the building
materials quarrying in the area.
Knowing that the distance between Ramadi and Qaim, the town exactly
at the other end of the study area on the Iraqi/Syrian borders, is
about 320 km. one can visualise the huge shortage of urban population in
this long ribbon and the unbalanced spacing of urban centres with-
in the urban hierarchy which is charactarised by(see map 6.6):-
1. the existence of a central city (around 92000 inhabitants in
1977) at one end of the study area and 11 urban centres, located to
the west of it, along the Euphrates River.
2. the second group of urban centres represented by towns between
10000 and 20000 inhabitants. According to the 1977 census there were
four, Habbaniya, Hit, Haditha and Qaim (see table (6.3». They were
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within 20, 70, 160 and 320 km. fron Ramad~ City. It should be noted
that all the to~~s witt-in this group are administratively of second
order (Qadha), except Habbaniya which is of the third order (Nahiya).
3. the third group of urban centres, with between 5000 - 10000
inhabitants consisting of Ana and Rawa towns located within 230 and 240
km. from the ceLtral city respectively. Ana will be completely flooded
as a result of the reservoir that will be created after the completion
of Haditha dam~1) 2/3 of Rawa (the lower parts of it) also will be
flooded.
4. the fourth group of urcan centres, with less than 5 thousands
inhabitants consist of 6 urban centres, they are: Haqlaniya, Kubiasa,
Karabla, Parwana, Baghdadi and Ubaidi. Haqlaniya and Kubiasa each with
about 2.5% of the total urban population and the others with less than 2%
each. This group of urcan centres are charactarised by filst, they are
administravely of the third order (Nahiya), second, they are very close
to their related Qadhas centres and three, despite being considered urban
centres according to the administrative criterion adopted in Iraq,
agricultural activities dominate all other activities in these centres.
Hence, it could be concluded that the system of urban hierarchy
in the region charactarise by primacy and unbalanced spacing of urban
centres.
6.3.4. Other Demogr2~ic Charactaristics
Beside the importance of studying the growth, distribution
of population, urbanisation pattern and city-size distribution, many
other demographic factors are of equal importance in regional planning,
(1) ~stablishment of Haditha Dam was the main reason behind the
absolute decline of Ana's population and the very low rate of
growth of Rawa's population (this subject will be dealt with later
in this chapter).
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especially if the problem under investigation is concerned with
urbanisation strategies and the urban size distribution, as it is
the interest of this work. Hence, some important demographic
charactaristics of the region, other than those already discussed,
will be presented briefly as follo ..rs:-
1. Urban and rural fertility and mor-ta Lf ty ra tes~1) official
statistical sources indicate that, there are large differences between
urban and rural fertility rates listed at 39.6 per 1000 and 47.0 per
1000 respectively.(2) This data indicates a considerable reduction
taking place in urban areas and particularly in the large cities. This is
attri bu ted to higher marriage ages to allow for higher education and
getting established in work, and also to the increased use of birth
control techniques.
Death rates, as a whole, have also droFped considerably for Iraq
from more than 22 per 1000 between 1950-1955 to 14.6 per 1000 between
1970-1975~3) Official statistical sources list the crude death rate
at 9.1 and 12.8 per 1000 for urban and rural population respectively,
and infant death rates at 76.3 and 104.5 per 1000 for urban and rural
popula tion. (4)
2. Marital status; Marital ratios are very high a~ong male and
female of the U.E.R. More fhan 2/3 of the adr.Lt popufa tdon (15 years
and over) are married, coupl,ed \,Tith a very low level of unmarried men
an d \'jor.::er.~5)
Data or. country's Leve.L will be used here, due to the abser.ce of
such data on r-:uhafadaLs Leve L,
Cer.tr~l Statistical Crganisatior., Ar~ual Abstract of St.etistics,
1977, op.cit., P.37.
U.N., World Populati2E_Pro[-;pects., U.N., New York, 1977, P.114.
I raq da ta is used here due to U.e absence of dea th rates on
Muhafadsl". level.
(4) central Statistical Crganisation, ArJlual AbstIact of Statistics,
1977, op.cJj:., P.37.
(5) Planar, .Qp.cij:.,Stage One, Appendices, P.A6.
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The very Lov Leve.l ef df voi-ce indice.tes tr...at f.sn.ily life is
very settled in tr.e area, and that sc ci.a'l cue tom encourages this
si tua ti on and cor sequent.Ly d; sccurages divorce. Only 1ogfoof the
coun-':;ry's total divorce ca.ses were reg-istered in Anbar Muhafadah in
1977. (1)
3. Sex COILposition: In gene.ra.L the ratio of n.ales to E·very 100
f'ena Le in Iraq is between 100 and 105. In the s tudy area, sex
corposition is significantly different. In 1977, it was about 115.
It increases in the urban areas to atout 123 and decreases in the rural
areas to abou t 105. Variatior.s between different urban areas of the
region is very high, while it is found to be 99.5 in Ana Qadha, it
increased to 105 in Qaim Qadha and to a very high level of abou t 138
in Ramadi Qadha.(2) Increasing the ratio of male oVer female in Ramadi
Qadha to such cS. high level reflects again the relatively strong economic
base of the Qadha, especially Ramadi City which attract at the first
stages of developmer.t the n.ale until they settle and insure their
living they bring their fE.l!.ilies. The same justification app.l i es in
case of G.aimQadha, as a result of the implewentation of phosphate
industry in the e.rea, which led even to the increase of the sex
co~position of its rural areas to about 116.(3)
4. Age Compositior.:: As a general trend in the country, population
s truc ture is biased bovards the young. The per-centage of popula tion 14
years and less is even t~gher than that of the country. It was
acco!'ding to 1977 population census abou t 50.7% of the to~al Fopulation,
wi th a remarkablA <!:.fference between urban and rura.l areas. The
n) CentI'E..IStatistical Crganisation, Annual Abstract of Statistics,
1977, £p..cit., P.39.
(2) Pla~ar, OF.ctt., Stage One, Arpendices, Table (A.4.1), P.A11.
(3) ~, Table A.4.1), P.A11.
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percentage ef th i.s age group in urban areas was about 48%, while it
shcv ed to be a cout 54% in rurc.l areas. Contrary tc this, is a IOVIer
percentage of wo rk.i.ng age group at abou t 43%with a very high
differences between ur ban and rural areas of the r egi.on , The percentage
of active age group in urban areas was about 46%while that of the
rural areas was abou: 36o~.(1) The a:ov€ figures support the
previous analysis, that the stt;.d:/ area is charactarised by a high
f ertili ty rate in r'ura.I areas and the rr.igration of people of the active
age group to ur-ban areas, where they can find better job oppcr-tund, ties
and t.igher standard of living.
The dependency ratio rf.hich consists basice.lly of the ratio between
dependent population and popula tion of working age is high. It is about
132.6 per 100 \,lo:::-kingpeopLe r.'i th high differences between urban and
r-c ra L I'atios (116.9 in urban areas and 161.8 in rural areas). In general
the ratio is very high compared to that of the developed courrtra es
whicl: is about 79 per 100 working people. (2) Clearly, froI'l the
economic point of view the lower the dependency ratio the better, cut
on the other hand l:igh dependency ratio means that there is a potential
labour force for c.r.:y future development. The latter point is of great
importwlce in case of Iraq in general and the U.E.R., in particular,
where this high percentage of dependent people will enter the labour
market successively thrcugh time and cor.sequently partidpate in
meeting the inc reasing demand f er' them as a resul t of int enea ve
economic development taking place in the study area.
5. Household Size: Average household size is very high in Anbar
Muhafadah. According to 1977 census, the average household size waS
(1) Central Statistical Or~lisation, 1211 Population Census Results,
Anbar Muhafadah,Baghdad, 1978, Table Noo 23, Po25o
(2) Pi~ op.ci t., Stage One, Appendices, P.A.14.
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8.0 pe.rscns , with very slight differences between ur-ban and rural
ar-eas (7.8 and 800 persons respectively). Corrta nuous imprcveruents
in the health standards, a high fertility rate and the continuing
extended family household sye t em vrere the n:ain facturs behind such a
high average size.
6.4.1. Economic Development Indicators
In general, the U.E.R. was one of the relatively depressed areas
in the country until the beginning of the 1970's. Between 1947-1957,
there was an economic expansion in the region due to the implementation
of the oil pipe line f rom Kirkuk to Hayfa and Habbaniya irregation
projects.(1) Between 1957-1965, the region was depressed due to the
low central investment channelled to it, as a result of the prevailing
strategy of over-concentration of development in the capital Baghdad.
Since 1965, the relative importa~ce given to the region has increased.
Table (5.11) indicates that the National Development Plan 1965-1969
channelled about 6.6% of its total investments to Anbar Muhafadah.
(It is expected that most of these investments went to the study area)
coming in fourth place amor~ fourteen Muhafadahs at that time and
getting t"lice the proportion. of Lnves tmen't as its popul.atdon, About
33% of the 28.7 million I.D. (the total investment channelled to Anbar
Muhafadah) have been alloce.ted te the agriculture sector, 31.4% to
the industrial secter and the rest to the building and service sector.
The National Development Plan 1970-1974 continued to FlE..cea great
emphasise on Anbar Muhafadah. It ca.me seco:r..defter Baghdad, as far as
the per capita investment for the whole period. was conc srned , The
(1) Planar, op.cit., Stage One, Main Report, PP.47-49.
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increased emphasise placed on tLis Muhafadah intensified in the
next national development plan. 943.6 million I.D. of the National
Development Plan 1976-1960 have been channelled to Anbar Muhafadah,
representing 9.9.% of the total investment. This very high percentage
of investment moved Anbar Muhafadah up to third place, as far as the
total investment is concerned and to first place if the per capita
investment is taken into consideratioL. The per capita investment ~ent
up to a~out 2025 I.D. while that of Baghdad was about 619 I.D. and that
of Basrah 2007 I.D. 47.5% of these investments have been alloca.ted to
the industrial sector. The transportation sector came in the second
place with 34.1%. Only 10.2% and 8.2% of the total investments have
been directed to the agriculture and the building and service sectors
respectively.
Since dllocation of investment in the industrial and the
agricultural sectors, in recent national development plans ere in
accordance to the development potentialities of different Mut.afadahs
then, the above pattern of distribution of investments could indicate
that the regior~l agricultural potentialities ere very limited, wr~lst
industrial development potentialities are very high.The .v.e:tyhigh industrial
potentialities and the very limited agricultural ones will be examined
later in t1is chapter when dealing with the land use pattern in the ~~gion.
The low share of the building and service sector could be attributed to
the low population density in Anbar Muhafadah as a whole, while the high
sr~re of the transportation and communication sector could be due to
the vast areas of the region and its location as a connector of Iraq
with other Arab countries and the Mediterranean sea ports.
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Sucb a dramatic change in the relative importance given to the
region could illustrate the change in the situation of the area from
being one experiencing a net population loss fer a long period to a
pull area of the labour force from other parts of the count~· and
could give an answer to the rapid growth of population, especially
urban population in the recent years.
Despite the above development of investment, until 1977 the
economy of the region was charactarised by the dominance of the
service sector. Table (6.4) shows that in 1977, out of 68800
employees, the total labour force in the region, some 44.8% were
engaged in the service sector generating 43.5% of the total value
added. 20.gfo of the total labour force were engaged in the agricultural
sector, producing only 2.8% of the total value added. The manufacturing
industries contain or~y 4.4% of the labour force and ger.erating the
same percentage of value added. The effect of the rapid development
of the industrial sector have not yet begun and most of the industrial
projects, as it will be seen later, were under construction. This is
confirmed by the high percentage of the labour force engaged in the
construction sector, which was atout 17.3% of the total and generated
31.7% of the total value added in that year.
The above structure of the labour force indicates clearly that
development of the services trade and public utilities sectors were
the main factor behind the rapid rate of urbanisation in the study
area, with limited effects caused by industrial development.
A comparison between the ecor..omicstruc ture of the region and the
country as a whole shows, the decline in tt.erelative import&lCe of the
agriculture and the industrial sectors in the stuqy area, in terms of
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emp.loymen t and value added, against the rise of the relative
importance of service and construction sector compared to that of
the country (see table (6.4».
Differences in the produc tivi ty of the labou.r force among
differer.t sectors of the economy of the region, on the one hand, and
between that of the region and the whole countx~y, on tLe other hand,
are very apparent. In the region, for instance, 20.9% of the labour
ferce in the agricultural sector generated only 2.gfo of the total
value added, whilst 0.5% of the labour forces in banking, insurance
and real estate generated almost about 4.8% of the total value added.
If productivity figures in the region are compared to that of the
country one can find, for instance, that the productivity in the
agricul tural and the mining and quarrying sectors is lower in the
region. In case of the mining and quarrying sector, 103% of the total
labour force, in the country, generated 54.cy% of the total valued added
wt~lst 2.8% of the total labour force in the region ger.erated only 4.4%
of its total value added. This ver,y-high difference in productivity was
due to the unavailability of oil in the study area which charactarised
by the very high productivity compared to other mining and quarrying
activities. In case of the agriculture sector, 31.5% of the total
labour force, in the country, generated 7.6% of the total value added
if the mining and quarrying sector is included and 1607% ~f the latter
sector is excluded. In contrary, the productivity in the service sector,
for instance, was higher in the region compared to tr.at of the study
area (see table (6.4».
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Finally, the activity rate(1) of the economically active
population in the region was found to be lower than that of the
country. Acccrding to the 1977 census it was found to be 2301%
compared to 2505% in the case of the whole country.
6.4.2. Land Use Pattern of the U.E.R.
Until recently, the location of the natural resources had largely
determined the pattern of land use in the U.E.R., with deliberate human
effort, such as providing a well equipped infrastructure in specific
areas rather than others, designating various types of land uses by
regional zoning legislation or by encouraging (or discouraging) the
allocation of certain economic activities to certain areas having little
effect. However, "Such pattern of regional •••land use is a common
charactaristics of all countries, and of less developed countries in
particular, that have not adopted regional or town planning by which
the pattern of land utilisation (more strictly, the location of economic
activities) is imposed by the government, as in socialist countries, or
indirectly led, as in capitalist countries (e.g. the stick and carrot
policy in the U.K.),,(2)
Map (6.7) shows the various land uses in the study area which can be
briefly listed as follows:-
- Agricul ture
- Mining and Quarrying
- Industry
- Transportation
- Unused land
Several different definitions of activity rate are in use; it may mean
the number of persons in a population who are in employment or seeking
employment for every 100 persons in that population (see United Nations,
Methods of Projecting the Eccnomically Active Population, Manual V,
New York, 1971, P.5 and A.H. Pollard et.al., opocit., P.20). Here by
activity rate it is meant the number of persons who are in employment
for every 100 persons in the population of the region.
Rasool F. Al-Jabiri, op.cit., PP.204-205.(2)
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Due to the important role played by most of these uses in shaping
the existing pattern of both development and urbanisation processes in
the region and the expected role to be played by each of them in the
future perspective of these two phenomena, some details on each land
use will be given as follows:-
(a) Agricultural Land use.
Shortage of existing agricultural land is a main charactaristic of
the land use of the region. As map (6.7) indicates, cultivable land is
confined to a thin river basin strip widening out at both ends of the
study area. According to the 1971 agricultural census (the only
comprehensive agricultural survey in the country), the total arable land
in the region was about 192052 donums of which about 80% is irregated
directly from the river basin, and the remaining areas are located
outside the river basin and depend mainly on rainfall~1) Almost about
50.% of the arable land is within R~di Qadha. A further 1~ within
Qaim Qadha, 16% within Hit Qadha, 8% within Haditha Qadha and 10%
within Ana Qadha.(2) Thus, the two ends of the study area account for
about 70% of the agricultural land.
As a result of the high migration trends from the rural areas of
the region, the official statistics showed that, in 1977, only 65000
donums of the arable land were utilised for cultivation, that is, less
than half the area utilised in 1971~3) However, the 1978 agric~ltural
production plan suggested that about 70% of the arable land be utilised
for cultivation, i.e., about 134436 donums, of which 20% to be utilised
for cultivation of summer season crops and 80% for the winter season~4)
Although, rainfall agriculture is not particularly reliable, in the
study area, it is nevertheless used quite extensively in the upper
(north east) end of the study area and particularly in Qaim Qadha
which accounts for some 42% rain fed agriculral land (See Planar,
op.cit., Stage One, Appendices, P.D14).
central Statistical Organisation,Results of 1971 Agricultural Census,
Ministry of Planning, Baghdad.
Planar, op.cit., Final Report, P.21.
Ibid, Stage One Appendices, PoD3.
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According to recent reconnaisance surveys carried out by the State
Organisation of Soil and Land Reclamation, the area outside the
immediate river valley (narrower than the river basin in geological
terms) is non-arable. The main problem even in the good surface soil
areas is the shallow depth of the soil and sub soil layer formation.
The type of agric~ltural production varies according to the size
and quality of arable land and to its distance from the main markets.
Thus the eastern end of the study area where the river basin is wide and
agricultural land relatively abundant (in the context of the study area),
grains, legumes and vegetables are cultivated for the nearby Baghdad
market. On the other hand, in the western end of this area, the
cultivated crops, include onions, potatoes and co~ton which can be stored
and transported fairly easily.
Date palms and fruit trees cover about 15685 donums of the total
~reas along the river. According to 1971 agricultural census, the total
number of trees in the area found to be about 865000 of which 612500 were
date palms and the rest fruit trees, mainly citrus, apple, hardstone
fruits, almonds, grape and so on. Again Ramadi Qadha accounts for 40-45%
of the total numbe~ of trees in the study area. The number of trees in
Hit Qadha are almost equal to that of Ramadi. About 70% of the trees
concentrated in these two Qadhas are date palms.(1)
Due to the above stated agricultural conditions animal resources
are very limited in the study area. The total number of animals, in
1971, were estimated at 140000 sheep, 20000 goats and 14000 cows.(2)
The distribution of this resource is to a large extent directed by the
size of land cultivated. Thus farmers cultivating small plots have few
(1) Central Statistical Organisation, Results of 1971 Agricultural Census,
op.cit.
(2) Ibid.
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sheep and goats, and the reverse is generally valid for those
cultivating large plots. Ramadi Qadha accounts for 45%, 21% and 79%
of sheep, goats and cows respectively. Ana Qadha follows with 20%, 27%
and 4%. Qaim Qadha is not far behind Ana, with 18%, 23% and ~ of the
livestock listed.
Finally, chicken faming is aLso practiced extensively. Two major
poultr,y projects were established in the area,late 1970's,Ramadi project
fOr producing eggs with a capacity of 70 million eggs a year and
Thurthar project for producing meat with annual capaci~ of 21 million
chickens. In addition to these two projects, the agricultural co-
operative associations have established about 30 small poultry projects
to produce meat with a total production capacity of 75 tons. Seventeen
of these projects are concentrated in Hit Qadha, eleven in Ramadi Qadha
and only two in Haditha Qadha.(1)
(b) Mining an d Quarrying
As has been seen earlier in this chapter, the study area is rich
in different non-metalic raw materials and the mineral extraction and
occurances are distributed throughout different parts of the region,
where ever minerals exist in commercial quantities. They are mainly
concentrated in the south east and north east parts of the study area.
(c) Industrial land-use
The study area has not historicallY been industrial in character,
and the limited number of existing industries of any size are recent
additions. Accordingly industrial land use does not have an
influential impact on the overall regional land use pattern. The very
limited number of industrial activities in the region tend to be
concentrated in Ramadi City. Of the total 22 large industrial
establishments in the region in 1975,18 were located in Ramadi City.(2)
\1) Planar, op.cit., Stage One, Appecdices, PoD9.
(2) The large industrial establishment according to the definition used
in Iraq is the one which employed 10 persons and more.
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Most of these industries are local market-oriented industries, such
as flour mills, bakery plants, ice-making, small textile factories,
car repair and maintenance workshops in addition to construction
material plrults (clay bricks, concrete blocks and gypsum plants). The
only influential industry in the region is the glass industry in the
periphery of Ramadi City, which employs some 1570 persons. The next
largest establishment appears to be a stone quarry in Haqlaniya near
Hadi tha whicr employed 128 persons in 1977. Apart from that, very few
industrial plants exist in Qaim, Haditha, and Hit whicr. are mainly
involved in construction industry, except in Haditha, where a small oil
refinery factory exists in K3, employing about 50 persons~1) However,
the recent importance given to the industrial sector will effect to
some extent the pa t t.ern of land use whethe r directly or indirectly.
Hence, it is possible to corc Iude tr..at apart from Ramadi city,
the rapf.d process of urbanf.sa tion in the region is not due to jndustrial
develcpn.ent, but z-a ther to the grovJth of administre tive and service
secters. The very rapid grovrth of Ramadi Cj.ty has been ecceLera ted
by the gro\·~th of ind.ustrial activities in the city, especially the glass
industry. The total effects of industrial development (direct and
indirect effectC') contributed in increasing RaI:ladi's population by about
25740 inhabi tant~~) i.e. 1/4 of its total popul.a tion.
(d) Transpo:ot
At pres errt time tI.ere are no reil, air or river transport
facilities in the s tudy area. The only t renspor t routes are r-cads ,
Map (6.7) shove that the main highway in bre studj' ar-ea is the one wl~ich
f1) compi"'ledfrol!l data ava'i LabLe in the Cen tz-al, Statistical Organisation
of the Ministry of Planning.
(2) It is eaLeu.Lated, on the basis t.hat large-manufacturing industries
in the cz.ty eIDployabout 1650 persons, the average f'amf.Ly e ize is
7.8 perse,ns and the regional employment muI tiplier effect is ar-ound
2(for tr.e source of the n:ultiplier effects see section 6.5.2).
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connec ts Baghdad with .Torc.anian boz-der-s at a dista.Ilce of about 550 km.
Fr-omBaghcad tc Ramadi , it is dual carr-i.age way (1 ('7 km.). From tr.Ls
hd.ghwaya road s owe 100 km. long ending a t SJ'rian border at 'I'ennf exis ts •
Anotr.er main access r-oute in the s budy area is the road l'r:hic1:
connec ts Ramadi, with Eit, Had: too and Ana, south of the river route.
Frot! Haditha to Qaim there is an earth road sene 130 kmo in length.
Secor.dary roads cor.necting Hit \>lith Kubi.aaa , Hadi tha with the
si te of tl.e dan, under construction and Qaim with Ubaidi also exist.
However, t ranaport f-e-cili ties under conat rvc tLon will improve the
accessibili ty in the reg20n and will affect to sone extent the f'utur-e
pattern of land UBe. The new facilities include certain road schemes
and railway scherr.es, (see rr.ap (6.8)) such as:-
- Express way No.(l): This ",ill be of motor-way standard (6 lanes)
and the Western Section will closely follo\,1 tt.e line of road ccnnec ta.ng
Ramadi-Rutba. Easbard f'r-orr Ra.Ir.adiit passes north of Falluja before
turning South to Hella, Qadisiya and Basre-h. It is expected to be
conpleted early 1S83.
_ Qa.im- Hadi the. road: it will be a class A road, 195 km, in length
which will re1i1a.ce the existing unpaved Radi tha-Qaim road. Most of the
unpaved road will be flcoded as a result of tte Haditha dam const!~ction.
This road is expected to be corr:pleted by tte end of 1982.
-Qaim _Akashat read: it will be a class A road, 125 km, in len[th.
The aim of the road is to connect the phosphate mine at Akashat with Qaim.
It is expected to be corr:pleted late 1982.
_ Akashat-Rutba road: it will be a class A roa.d, go km, in length.
It is a continuation of the Qaim-Akashat road. It will cormec t with the
already existing road (Ra.I:ladi-Rutba) son:e 20 lanse west of Rutba. It is
-278-
expected to be co~pleted late 19820
- Falluja-Habbaniya lake road: it will be 19 lar.s.in length, linkine
the ne..i tour-i.st village at Habban.iya lake to tbe main road. It is
eXfected to be corrpleted early in 1982.
- Baghdad-Qaim Railway: This line ..rill be open f'oz- traffic by late
1982. It ...ill be doubLe track between Baghdad and a point 30 1::m's. west
of Ramadi, and sine:le track between this point and Qaim and it will be
utilised for both passengers and goods transporta tion.
- Qaim - Akashat Rai.Ixay r it will also be open for tI'affic by late
1982 and is predoffiinantly for €oods traffic.
In addition to what has been stated above, loce.l end agricultural
roads are continuously being paved.
(e) Unused land
It cons td tutes the most parts of the study area except the very
thin strip along tr.e river. It is oainly desert areas "lith very 10"1
potentialities of agricultural utilisation but with very high mineral
potentialities in concentrated deposits (see Section 6.1.5).
6.5. ~mi.£_jlevelol?ment and UrbB.!L.Q1'.Qwth_P~jE.mof the U.E.R.
fer the Perio~ 1978-19§2
As it has already been suggested, the development of tLe service
sector and adLlinistrative sector, v.-ere tt.e main causes of urbanisation
and of the urban distribution pattern in the st~dy area. The
industrial sec toz- has been shown to have a very limited affect in most
ce.ses except in case of Ramadi City where its direct and indirect
effects accounted for about 1/4 of the city's population and the very
high rate of growth of its population coincjde with tLe establisr~ent
of Ramadi glass f!ictory, the main industrial Froject in the region
until the late 1970's. However, the very intensive development in the
-27~
region, the effects of \\1:ich have not yet appeared fully, will have
+z-emendous consequences OIl the socio-economic and physice-l pa t t ez-n
of cevet cpment in the area.
Planar's study concerning planning fer the UoEoRo showed that the
to~al investffient alloce-ted to ~ajor projects in the region is about
1327.6 million IoDo It is expected that 97% of this aoount will be
spent by 1985.(1) This high amount of Lnvee tment brings tl:e per ce.pita
share in fhe s tudy e rea to about 4200 I.D. i.e., 600 I.D. per ce.pita
per year during tLe period 1978-1985. This per capita investment is
almost douHe tha t of Anbar Muhafadah (already rr.entioned in the last
section), and six t.Lmeehigher than that of the coun+ry as a whole.
To discover exactly what effect the implementation of these projects
will have on the urban grcv th of the region, some basic Lnformatd on
about them will be given and then the effect of their empl.oyment
multiplier will be estimated. Map (6.8) shows the location of these
pro:'ects, whereas table (6.5) sumnarises ti:e charactaristic features
of them:
6.5.1. Major COIl!IlJ.ittedDevelopment projects
(a) Major Industrial Projects
There are four major industrial projects expected to affect, to
a large extent the s tudy area, they are:-
- The Qaim Chemical Ccmplex
- The Hit Ceffient Factory
The NUlllber(2) Glass and Ceramic Factory in Ramadd,,
- Stone Cutting Plant in Haqlaniya
(1) Planar, op.cit., Final Report, P0720 Taking the current
impler:ltation trends (Section 50303) and the expected dates of
completion of the cor•.mitted development projects (table 6.5)
into consideration, then the very high expected rate of
impleDentation seems to be highly justifiable.
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Table (6.5)
The Charactaristic Features of the Co~itted
Development Pro,4ects in the D.E.R.
ILocation Employment Expected
Project Date ofCompletion
Industrial sector:
Qaim Chemical Ccmplex Qaim 2555 1981
Hit Cement Plant Kubiasa 600 1982
Ramadi Glass and
Ceramic Complex: Ramadi:
Ramadi Ceramics Plant Ramadi 228 Completed
(1979)
No. 2 Glass Factory Ramadi 1218 Completed
(1981)
stone Cutting Plant Haqlaniya 172 Completed(1981)
Other Major Develop-
mer.t Projects:
I
Haditha Dam Haditha 150 1984 I
IAkashat-Qaim-Baghdad U.E.R. 1982
rail-line
Ramadi 407
Hit 108
Haditha 99
Qaim 1346
Others 340
Tourist village in Habbaniya 1200 Corr.pleted
Habbaniya (1979)*
Roads and other
infrastructure projects U.E.R. 292
-
Total direct employment 8715
*The rurming of the compl.ex has been contracted to a firm of Swiss
Hoteliers and during the first five years, only 20% of the staff
will be Iraqis under training. Hence,the locel effects of
eIriploymentwould mainly start by the end of 1983.
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Qaim C1:eruicalComplex
The Corrp'Lexwill create, in the f'i.r-et phase, about 2555 job
opportuni ties, of "hich 1EO persons viill be emplayed in the adja cent
wa ter treatment project and 15 persons in a small was te trea trr.entplant.
The COTIplex will be tLe second largest in the study area up to 1985. In
the long run, the COn:plEX and its expansion will be the largest industrial
Cocplex in the area.
The Con:plex is located about 17 km. south east of Qaim and about
10 km. south west of [baidi tOl/7r..The Complex is planned to utilise the
huge quantities of related raw materials in Akashat phosphate mines, SOTIe
150 lane soutr;1rlestof Qaim, to produce fertilizers. The production scale
of the Ccmplex will be in excess of domestic requf.remen ts of the coun try
and large quantities vIi11 be exported. The project is expected to be
completed by the end of 1981.
Hi t Cement Plant
The loce.tion of the Plant was determined by the presence of
important raw materials for cemeut within the vicinity of Kubaisa. It
is about 12 km. nortL west of Kubaisa tovm. It will increase the capacity
of cement prcduction in tLe count~' significantly. The flant, which is
expected to be completed by 1962, will create 600 new industrial jobs in
the area.
Ramadi Glass and Ceramics Complex
The additiou of a second glass factory and a ceramic tile factory
to the existing Ramadi glass factory will create the largest industrial
Complex in the study area.
The Ceramic Tile Plant was completed in 1979. It created sone 228
new industrial jobs.
be reacbed by 1980.
Full capacity of 4000 tons of tiles was expected to
Although the site of the Plant is in tr.eperiphery of
-2E'3-·
Pamad~ City, ju~t next to tte site of the existing glass factory", its
r-aw n:aterial (clay), comes from Rutba SOI:;e340 km. distant. It eeems ,
in deciding the locatiou of the plant, its interlinkages with the two
glass factories we re the main factor.
The nun:.bertwo glass factory in Re.madi will concentrate on glass
bottles and containers, leaving the already existing factory to
specialise in glass sheets for construction. It will produce emploJ~ent
for a fvrther 1218 persons, bringing the full capacity emploJ~lent level
of all tr..reeplants vIi thin the Ccmpl ex to over 3000 and making the study
area the only regior. of the courrt ry specialised in such an industry on
a very large scale. The factory was completed in 1981.
Stone Cutting Plant in Haqlaniya
Stone is a main building material in the region and the state
encourages the use of local constructior. materials in building due to
the shortage of bricks, the main construction material allover the
country. The plant which is located in Haqlaniya will create 172
new jobs in the area. It was completed in 1981.
(b) Other Major Development Projects
In addition to ti.eindustrial projects stated above, many other
development projects are being constructed in the study area which in
turn will affect the economy, land use pattern and urban size distribution
of the study area. Among the most influential projects are:
The Haditha Dam(1)
The idea of cor-structing the dam is an old oue. It is as far
back as 1959. Since that time many studies have been carried out and
alternative suggestions have been presented. Finally in 1974 a site of
the dam was chosen. The dam is located SOI!'.e7 km. upstream of Haditha.
It includes a hydro-electric powez- station and a spillway on the right
~For a full detail of the project see, Regional Planning DeparULent,
~~ii.,PP.267-278.
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bank of the river.
The dam will cause the formation of Haditha reservoir, with an
area of 500 sq.km. at a normal storage level. The reservoir will be
155 km. in leLgth, with 4 km. average width and 16 ~o average depth.
It will have a storage capacity of 7.5 milliou cubic metres of water
and will generate 1500 million k.w.h. per annum of electricity.
The project will flood about 176000 donun.s of land of v,-hich
22400 is cultivable. Ana town, the lower part of Rawa tovm and about
57 snell villages will be flooded. About 30% of the palm and other
f~it trees in tLe study area, 150 km. of paved roads and 115 km. of
commur.ication lines will be damaged.
The total population that will be affected as a result of the
construction of tr,e dan is abou t 19751 inhabitants, according to 1977
population census, of whict- 60% are urban (living in two urban centres
namely Ana and Rawa touns) , and tt.erest are rural settlers of both
Ana and Haditha Qadhas. Table (6.6) shows tLe distribution of these
populations by administrative units and environment~1)
Table (6.6)
Distribution of Radi tha Reservoir Dam POpl;.lation b;y
Administrative Units and Enviror~ent
Administrative Unit Urban Rural Total
Ana Qadha Centre 6734 1617 8351
Rewa Nahiya 5133* 2319 7452
Haqlaniya Nahiya - 1500 1500
Pa rvana Nahiya - 2448 2448
Total 11867 7884 19751
* The lower part of Rawa torm will be flooded w1ich contains
about 63% of its total population.
Source, Planar, op.cit., Final Report, table (1 & 2), P.51.
(1) For the details of the socio-econoffiiccharactaristics of the
Haditha reservoir population see, Planar, ,Q]ocit., Different
Stages; Regional Planning Department, Planning for the U.E.R.,
.QI1.cit., PP.246-265 and Socio-EconolLic Study of Radi tha Reservoir
Population, Baghdad, 1977.
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The pro,:;ectaims at; cor.trolling the levels of the Euphrates
River water after entering Iraqi borders; it will help in establishing
new agrd cuLtural projects in the cer, tral and southerr...parts of the
country; it will geLerate substantial electric energy necessary to ffieet
the increasing industrial, as \41ell as residential requirements of the
country; it will create a wide lake which could be utilised as tourist
resort and for fish industry purposes. Finally the project will create
150 permanent job opportunities by 1984, the year of completion of the
dam. In the shorter term, it will add about 10000 jobs during the
ccnstIuction phase.
Railway lines Projects
The already mentioned ur...der construction two rail lines in the
region, will create about 2300 job opportunities. The expected date of
completion is ;982.
Tourist Village in Habbaniya
It is desigr.ed to cater for up to 2000 overnight visitors. The
recreational facilities are designed to cater for up to 2800 people. It
is provided with a variety of recreational facilities and the access to
the Corr:plexwill be by a new 19 km. stretch of road connec ta.ng it with
the main Baghdad-Ramadi roe.d just across the river fron: Falluja. At
preser.t the access to the Complex is through a secor..daryroad. The first
stage was completed in 1979. The expected job opportunities that will be
created by the project are 1200 persons by 1983.
In addition to the above projects, many others are under conat ruc tton
in the study area, such as roads (mentioned in the previous section),
small scale industrial projects, infrastructure projects and so or..
Because of tLeir limited e~ployment effects in operating phase, they
are excluded from the analysis.
-2~-
605.2. The Regional Multiplier Effects of the Co~itted Pro~ects
y
Implemer.tation of such a development lrogramrr.ewill have many
conse~uer.ces or. the econolliYof the region. It will increase the
regior.'s stare of pational production, raise its performance, cr.ang~
the structure of the economy of tt.eregion, raise the standard of
living of its populatior., and affect the spatial distributior. of the
existing urban growth pattern and so on. However , the impact of any
development preject is not restricted to its direct effects, but
indirect and induced effects are of crucial importance. The regional
develop~ent plan for the U.E.R. forecasting the impact of these pro~ects
on the econOlliYof the region found that~1)
First, they will lead to an increase in the value added fron:.
68121000 I.D. in 1977 to e.bout 126241000 I.D. by 1985, at an annua L rate
of growth of about (10.8%).
Second, they will lead to changing in the relative importance of
the regional econolliicsectors. From 1977 to 1985 most sectors will
increase the contribution they make to the gross regional product,
mainly at the expense of services which will decline frolli43.5% of the
tots.L to 34.3%, and which will move down from first position to second
position. The Construction and the Manufacturing sectors shows the
le.rgest individual increases. The Manufacturing Sector moves up fron:.
fifth position to third and the Construction Sector takes over first
position from Services. The relative importance of the Construction
Sector will increase to about 37.fJ'jo and that of Manufacturir.g to about
6."'.
HO'fiever,what is most important to this study is the effect of the
(1) Planar, op.cit., Stage Two, Appendd ces , Baghdad, 1979, Table
(B.4.2), P.B11 and Table (B.4.3), P.B12.
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operating phase(1) of developmental pro~ects on the employment in the
region. The total numbers of direct jobs created by these projects
is expected to be 8715 by the end of 1984 (see table (6.5». This
direct e~plo~~ent will generate other rounds of indirect and induced
e~ployment(2) or it has, what is known in economic and planning
literature, an e~ployment multiplier effect. The Planar's regional
(2)
In the construction phase, these projects will have remarkable
effects on output, income and employment. But because these
impacts are temporary ones and will be eliminated entirely by
1984 (the year of completion of all these projects), they have
been neglected.
These three mechanisms have been formalised in a model developed
by Hansen and Tiebo~t (See W. L. Hansen and C. M. Tiebo~t, 'An
Intersectoral Flows Analysis of the California Economy', Review
of Economic Statistics, Vol. 45, 1963, PP.409-418), and set out
also in a study by Yeates and Lloyd of the impact of a programrre
of industralisation in Ontario. Yeates and Lloyd estimated the
total employment generated flom
II tt\
M. = E. + '2:.,E .. +~Eika ~ .is ~J 11..,
where: M.
~
E.
~
= total employment
= direct ~ployment initially created in industrial
sector i,
= indirect employment, generated by the demands of
sector i on sector j, and
= induced employment, generated by the demand of the
workers in sector i on the final demand of sector
k.
(See M. J. Moseley, The Impact of••••-II, op.cit., P.79).
Though the above model is non-spatial model. Moseley, believes
that its useful three fold categories of generated employment
can easily be translated to the geographical dimension.
E ..
~J
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deve.lopmer; t study, by developing a mul tiplier mOdel~ 1) found that the
regional effiployment multiplier was 20035. This IT-ultiplier ratio sounds
justifiable since the actual data of 1977 shows that co~~oditY/tertiary
employment ratio to be 10177 and consequently total employment/commodity
sectors emp.Loymen t ratio was 2.177, that is, the ratio of commodd ry
sectors jObs(2) to total jobs in the stu~ area was 0.459.
To estimate the regional employrrlentmultiplier,
methodology have been developed:-
1. The following formulation have been adopted to calculate the
direct, indirect and induced effects of these projects on the
commodity sectors themselves
c;;-.r r
O~ x -iJai ci
J I _ pr
Where, O~ is the annual operating expenditure of project j •
.JrJai is the expenditure of project j on regional sector i.
rc.a
The very slight
the following
is the proponsity of regional sector i to consume in the
region
pr is the average proponsi ty to consume in the region.
(2)
2. The impact of additional exogenous &ld incuced investments have
been calculated, that is, the extra investment which will be
required to basic services(schools,health facilities,infrastructure)
for increased regional population; the additional investment in the
region resulting from the resettlement associated with the
construction of Haditha dam; and additional investment which will be
induced by the increased output and employment resulting from the
investment schemes already described, boge ther-with the further
component which "\dll result from any of the investIr.entschedules of
the individual eccnomic unti which go to make up the regional
economy.
The first and second components were combined and their
overall impactro¥ the region was assessed using the following model:
rr '"i:.a.c.x ~ ~ ~
1 - pr
Where, Ir is investment in the region
a: is expenditure on regional sector i
a,
cr and pr as defined above.~The calc~lation of the effects on public services have been
based on the official standards of different services per 1000 persons
The third component, the induced investment, it is thought that
it is likely to begin after 1985, so it is ignored in calculating
themultiplier effects of employment. (See Planar, op.cito,Appendices
of Stage Two, PP.B14-B34).
The cOffimodit,ysector jobs include jobs in the agricultural,mining and
quarrying, the manufacturing and the electricity,water and gas sectors,
whilst the tertiary sector jobs include the ones in the transportation
and communication, the wholesale and retail trade, the banking,
insurance and real estate and other services sectors.
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reduction to 2.035 in 1985 is also justifiable since the region is
just in the take off stage of develo:r:ment,which implies that; many
of the institutional and administrative fraoeworks are not yet completed;
many of the settlement and resettlement schemes are expected to take
place in a new site which will require new municipal ar..dadministrative
departments and a corrplete staff to provide different types of services;
and as it will be seen later, the lack of some basic services and/or the
lack of spare capacity in services provided in many existing urban centres
will keep the above figure by 1985 as high as it was in 1977.
Accordingly, the total number of job opportunities that will be
created in the study area as a result of implemating the above stated
projects is expected to reach about 17730 jobs (See table (6.7), of
which 55% will be generated by the industrial sector and the remaining
by other major development pro jecbs , If the spatial effects of tIlis
development is taken into consideration one can find that about 45% of
the total generated employment will go to Qaim Qadha and 35% will go to
Ramadi Qadah. Therefore, these two Qadahs will contain about 80% of the
total generated eruployment. The re~ining 20% will be distributed among
other parts of the region (see Table (6.7».
Assuming that the average family size of people working in such
projects will be 4 persons~1) this means that the total effects, of the
committed development or. the urban growth of the region, will be 70940
persons. Based on the distribution of direct employment, and, assuming
that tLe regional employment multiplier effect is the same allover the
region(~) then the share of Qaim Qadha will be 31752 persons and the
(1)The average family size is assumed 4 persons depending on the results
of similar cases occured recently in Iraq (see footnote of table (6.7).
(2)This assumption has been adopted due to the unknown geographical
differences in the multiplier effects.
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Table (6.7)
Expected Growth of Urban Population as a Reslilt of
Implementing the Committed Development Projects
2 3 4 5
-"
Qadha Site Direct Indirect Total Total
Employ- and Employ- Number
ment Induced ment % Of %
Employ- Population
ment
R.a.madi Ramadi 1853 1918 3771 15084
Habbaniya 1200 1242 2442 9768
Total 3053 3160 6213 35 24852 35
Hit Hit 108 112 220 880
Kubaisa 600 621 1221 4884
Total 708 733 1441 I 8.1 5764 8.1
Haditha Haditha 249 258 S07 2028
Haqlaniya 172 178 350 1400
Total 421 436 857 4.8 3428 4.8
Qaim Qaim 3901 4037 7938 31752
I Total 3901 4037 7938 44.81 31752 \ 44.8
Other
Parts of
U.E.R. - 632 654 1286 7.3 5144 7.3
Total 8715 9020 17735 100 70940 100
Sources, Columns (1) and (2) extracted from table (6.S)
Columns (3) ar.d (4) extracted on the basis that the Regional
multiplier effect of employment is 2.035.
Column (5) extracted by multiplying Column (4) by 4.
4 is assumed as an expected average family size. This average
family size, is adopted from similar studies carried on in Iraq
in recent years. See for instance the study of AI-Baker new
industrial towns which, based on the actual situation of the
already existing Al-Iskandaria new industrial town in Babylon,
has adopted this average in Planning for the town. (General
Directorate of Planning and Engineering, lilasterPlan of AI-Baker
New Industrial Town, (In Arabic), Ramzi Press Ltd., Baghdad,
1975, P.24.
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share of Ramadi Qadha will be 24852 persons. The r~aining expected
urban gr-owth will go to Hit Qadha (5764 persons), Hadi tha Qadha (3428
perso~s) ~d other parts of the region (5144) persons mainly along the
rail lines to serve them directly.
6.60 Proposed Urban Growth Strategies for the U.E.R.
Before suggesting an urban grow-th strategy for the U.E.R., it is
necessary to examine the possible solutions suggested by other studies,
if there is any. Hence this section aims at exploring the remedies
suggested for the problem of urban growth in the region by previous
studies, their limitations, their approach to analysis and the criticisms
that could be made of them. The three studies which have dealt with the
regional development strategies of the study area will be presented here,
i.e.; first, the Zaremba urbanisation directives; second, the Regional
PlarUling Department study of the U.E.Ro and finally, the most important
study of the U.E.R. development and resettlement of Haditha reservoir
population conducted by Planar (private consulting team).(1)
(1) It should be noted that there is a Ph.D. tilesis conducted in the
University of Manchester which dealt with the implementation of
regional planning in Iraq, case study of the U.E.R. This study
will not be presented here due to the fact that it dealt mainly
with the problem of plans implementation and the institutional
structure of the central planning system in Iraq. It proposed
a structure for the Lmpl.enen ta tion of regional planning in Iraq.
Furthermore, although the title of the stu~' indicate that it is
a case study of the regional planning implementation of the U.E.R.,
the study adopted a hypothetical health project to examine
its hypotheses and to recommend an implementation structure for
the regional planning in Iraq. Hence, it is far beyond the scope
and aims of the present study to be presented here in SOIl'edetail
(For a full detail of the thesis, see Emil J. Shaman, Proposed
Structure for the 1m lamentation of Re ional Plannin
case study of Upper Euphrates Region, Ph.D. thesis, University
of Manchester, 1979, PP.1-539.
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6.6.10 Zarerr..bEl'sGe~1eral Urba::-.isEtion Directives
In the previous dLscuas.i.on of the s ps.t; El scor.on.Lc development
in Iraq, it was pointed out that p:coblems of concentration of both
economic development and urban population in few urban centres beC2.fL8
so appar-errt U.at they rec;uired expLacdt consideration in the overall
Natior.al EeveLopn.errt Policies. In an atteILpt to sc Lve the problems
of c.isp~ri ties of spatial gro'~th, early in tre last decade, Iraq adopted
regional pIann.ing as an equity tool of sclving such problems. A
Regional FLanru.ng Departreent at the rt.inistry of Planning was created in
1S72. To undertake its tasks, the Kinistry invited, among others,
Professc!' Peutoi- Zaz-emba, a Polish expert in tovn and regional planning
for parts of th e years 1S'72-1974, to give advice in the process of
c:.ividing Iraq into plar_ning regions and to help in formula ting spe.tial
development etl'e.tegies.
In 1S74, Zaremba sutmi tted a report €·ntitled. "The outlines of the
strE..teg-y of Spatial Develcpment in Iraq.,,(1) In tI~is reI-ort Ze.rarrba's
proposed strE..tegy reflected the s~gnificance of tr.e three major
me'tro poLaban reg'ions, Baghdad, Basrah and Mosul as the mad.n "PoLes of
Development", with urbani.sa td.on concentreted along axes of d.evelopment
that are parallel to th€: two rivers, the Tigris and the Euphrates.
Hence, "The main axes of development form a huge figure '8' with
Baghdad at their centre •••• The trends of sFatial development of Iraq
are based on the "Poles and Corridors" system of grovltho,,(2) The
resulting systen: cor:sists of tr.ree POlf;S of ur-ban devel opaen t , each
conr.ec ted "iith the nearest one by h'e- corridors of development. (E8e
ILap (6.9)).
(1) P. Zare~ba, The ~tline~f tr.e Strat~gy of Spatial Development ef
Ir~, Minis tr;y of Planning, Re€:ional Pfanr.Lng Departrr.ent, Baghdad,
1974.
(2) IM,S, P.6.
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Kap (6.9)
T-Iain Axis of LevelopmEnt of Iraq - Three Fales of gr_9V1th.
Fo~in_ corrj dCI'E:_of_.f~'y~l Ol~J __(§ll.§ two f:econda..r.yJ
MACRO REGIONS
N - North.
C - Centre.
S - South.
,
•,
J®
•.. .".
.'.'
-- ... ©
...
o 100 200 300 1.00 500 KM
So\:;.rce, Zaremba, P, "The outlines of the strategies of epa td.aL
development" •
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Accoz-d'i.ng to Za.remba's s t ra tegy , the U.E.R. was cons.i.dered a s a
aecor-dary corridor ef development. The strategy sUGEeste·d that the
mai,n urban centres of this corridor (Eamad.i, Babbanf.ya , Hit, Had.itha ,
Ana, RaW-Taand Qaim), sh ouLd accommodate around 300000 inhabitants by
the turn of the cer.tury.(1)
Zarer;:;ba's spa tial development and urbani sa tion strategy introduced
a general usef~l guide line which was likely to help the physical and
regional p.lannez-s at the Lational and regional Lev eLa to introduce and
develop a new pLanr.Lng procedure into the Iraqi p.Lanrri.ngmachinery and
to develop a regional development plan. Hovrever, the study embodied
!tany draw backs to be regarded of any important interest in determining
the urbanisation policy in Iraq_, in general, and the U.E.R., in
particular. These draw backs could be summarised as foJ.lov!s:-
First, the proposed strategy of spatial development by Zaremba
does not differ fro!: the conventional approach ef development that bad
been applied in Iraq_ over the past three decades. Al-Jabiri stressed
this point and stated that, "It encouraged further investrr.ent
conc entra tLon in the traditional, and compara ti vely pro sper-ous ,
metropolitan centres, and, more seriously, it stressed the importance
of the growth pole (centre) theory as a policy Lns t rur.en t for spatial
development in Iraq through the implicit assumption that nature (the
geogz-aphd.ce.L configuration), and the historical trends of urbanf.ea't i.on
and development have created aggloll!eration economies in these poles that
made them more f'avourat.Le for further development.,,(2) As a consequence,
Al-Ja:iri argued that this strategy ignored two impo:ttant facts, "Firstly,
the historical trend of development in Iraq, which has follovlsd almost
the s~e strategy, although no strategy was officially an~ounced, has
led to a seriously unbalanced urban s truc tur-e , accorr.panied by spatial
TI)'Ibid, P.29.
(2) Rasool F. Al-Jabiri, of.cit., P.197.
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differentials in the concentration 0: economic activities, particularly
indus try, and in per capi ta Lncome, Secondly, it overlooks the
conceptual, and t ecl.ni.caI deficiencies in the grc~/th pole (centre)
theOry.II( 1)
Second, because Zaremba's study is on a macro scale hence, the
urbanisation strategy proposed by him in the ~entioned report is too
vague. Moreover, it does not deal with the U.E.R. by itself in detail,
but rather as a par-t of the whole country. The general outlook of the
report does not leave the opportunity to an swer SaInE vital questions,
as \,lhy the main urban centres should accorm.odat e the 300000 inhabitants,
how that will be brought about, where exactly they will be accomrr.odated
and cor:sequently what is the most efficient urban growth pattern in the
region. Zaremba attempts, in a highly descriptive way to explain his
pIo~o~als. He does not really cast any light on the unbalanced urban
hierarchy in the region, nor does he forrr.ulate the urbanisation policy
tha t is capable of re-ordering and reinforcing the spatial rela.tionships
between various urban centres in the region. However, the vague policy
could also, in part, be attributed to the dates of fomulating both the
urban policy and the economic development strategy. The first one was
fo rmuLeted in 1974 whilst n.os t ef the major development projects, \'!t.ich
as it has been seen will be U...e main cause of the urban grovrth, were
involved within the National Development Plan, 1976-1980. Since as it
has been seen in Part One, both economic devel.opnerrt and urbanisation are
almo~t synonymous precesses, such time differences did not pro~~de the
opportunity f'o z- Zaremba to knoll exactly the ty}:e, size and spatial
distributior .. pattern of Lnves tment which would help him in further
elaboration of the urban grou th pattern. More recent studies based on
more ccr..crete bases, i.e., the cOlllffiitted economic development and close
examination of the economic development potentialities of different parts
( 1) Ibid, P.197 •
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of the region inCicate that between 1978-1985 the urban popu.lataon
will increase by about 710eO inhabitants (see previous section) and
as it will be shown later (Chapter Nine) the urban populatiOL will
furtler increase by about 207000 inhabitants fOJ: the period 1986-2000
brinE;"ingthe total population in the region to about 455 t.housand
Lnhab i tants by the turn of the century, i.e., about one and a half
times teat estimated by Zaremba. These differences in the urban gz-ow th
estimation of the main urban centres could be taken as a.r: indication of
the no more reliability of Zaz-eraba t a proposed urbanisation strategy.
6.6.2. Regional Planning Department Stu~r of the U.E.R.
In 1974 a new structure for the regional planning department was
set up.(1) According to this stntcture, the department consisted ef
four p.Lannfng groups each concerned with planning for E. spucific area.
The U.E.R. vas among the areas of in"';erestin order to solve the
problem of where to locate the popula.tion that lYould be affected by the
creation of Haditha Reservoir.
The study wl:..ichwas cor:ducted in 1975 by a multi-disciplinary team
including qualified tOvm and regional pl~~ners, arcilitects, transport
engineers, geographers, economists, statistians and urban sociologists,
stated that its aims were; first, to fOl~ulate development strategies
whicb ensure the achievement of rapid and comprehensive developILent of
the different aspects of t.heregion (socio-econorLic and physical aspects)
within the framework of the National Development Pla.nnirlgof the country;
and second, to derive the planning principles ~Thich would guide the
resettlement of Haditha reservoir population in accordance with the
t1) Up to 1974 the department was working as one ur..it consisting of
few researchers,mo~tly unqualified planners involved mainly in
conducting the required surveys and stud.ies to assist Zaremba to
produce his preliminary reports concerning the davi sdon of Iraq
into planning regions, the outlines of the strategy of spatial
development of Iraq, and two ctr.er general studies cor..cerningthe
directives of development of Eaghdad and Basrah metropolitan regions.
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regio~al develop~ent strategieso(1) However, it did not achieve either
of the stated aims. It did not prcgr-ess beyond the preliminary stage
of the pLar.ni.ng prceess, wt:.ere a detailed Lnventory of the different
regional aspects was collected. The inventory stage extended to include
the natural features of the s tudy area, popu.Ls.tdon growth and
distributior., ecor.omic base, social services and infrastructure,
commercial services, details on Haditr~ dam and the resulting reservoir
and the tentative scci.o-econonu c charactaristics of the popufa td on that
were expected to be influenced directly by the dam. No proposals for
ei ther the future urban growth pattern nor for the resettle'ment scheme .:-
were f'or-mu.La ted by U.e study. Instead, it recommended that a furt:ber
compr~!ensive studies of both aspects should be carried out in order to
find an appropriate solution to both questions. Hence, although this
s tudy pr-ovides some important data on different aspects of the regior!
which can be used as a reference in conducting further studies, it has
e. ver.l limited importance as far as the urban growth pattern in the
region is concerned.
6.6.3. Planar's Urban Grov!th Strategy
After beginning the construction of Haditha dam, resulting in
the floodine; of Ana town, the lower part of Rawa town and some 57
villages, resettlement became a real problem to be faced. This problem
needed a serious solution before the Haditha reservoir could be filled
with water by the end of 1984. The solution to this problem could not
be undertaken in isolation of the remaining parts of the region. Hence
the Ministr.{ of Irrigation, the responsible au thori ty f'or- implementing
the dam, asked Planar (Iraqi consultants in planning, arcilitecture and
research) in 1978 to carryon a special and compreher..sive study
concerning the regional development of the U.E.R. and the resettlellient
(1) Regional Planning Department, Planning for the •••• ,op.cit., P.A.
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of Haditha reservoir rop~lation ur.der the supervisiou of the physical
p.Lannf.ngcommission of the Ministry of FLannfng , The study, which
lasted eighteen months, cor.sisted of three main stages~1) the inventol~
stage in which a detailed stu dy of different aspects of +h e region were
studied after formulating the aims,objectives and limitations of the
study ; tr,e alterr.ative strategies formulation stage in which alternative
strategies of both regional development and resettle~ent scheme were
presented and discussed; and the final stage which was completed by the
eud of 1979 and on which a preferred regional development pattern and
resettleo:ent so Lu ti.ons ver-e suggested.
The Planar's study represents the first successful regional
pl.ann.Lng atteru.ptin Iraq. It was based or!a comprehensive and systematic
approach in presenting different aspects of the plrulning process. It
incorporated the political strategies and the Natior~l Development Plans
objectives in its analysis and policies. It presented a realistic
pic tur€ of the existing situation of the region and forecast a long run
picture which depended on the aims of the long run National Developn:.ent
Plans and by the use of relatively sophisticated regional economi c
forecasting models.
In its three stages, the study elaborated on many crucial aspects
of the regional development pl~ and the resettlement scheme. In
formulating the regional development alternatives the plan gave
considerable attention to the prob lem of supply and demand of the
labour force and the efficient utilisation of domestic raw materials
based on a "Disagregated Matrix Teclmique.,,(2) the study derived both
the regional development alterr~tives up to the year 2000 &ld the
resettlement of Haditha reservoir Fopulation and suggested the preferred
(1) Planar, op.cit., Different Stages.
(2) The basic principles of this tecbnique will be ot;.tlinedin the
next part.
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regior..aJ. developmen t and resettlement strategies 0 The study also
extended to include a cbapte r or.. pha.eang fh e implementa tion of both
pLar;s and sugges ted the organisa t.ional, framework respor.si ble for their
implementation.
Despite the cOIl'prehensive o1:tlook of the study to both regional
development of the area and the resettlement of Haditr~ reservoir
population, the most apparent defect of the study was that it did not
give sufficient attention to the problem of the gro\'1th of urban
settlements and the distribution of the expected urban gro~th. Altho1:gh
the study elaborated on the existing urban systeu pa ttern, stated its
main deficiencies and regarded overcoming these deficiencies among the
aims of the regional development strategy, nevertheless it did not
achieve tt.is aim. All that it did in this respect was to state in a
ver:l br-oad way the effect of the regional development up to 1985 and
2000 on the urban systeu and sun:marise this effect as fOllows:(1)
1. The establishment ef a new town near Ubaidi and the
establishmer ...t of a major industrial project in Qaim urban node(2) will
reinforce the relative importance of the araal.L towns and their main
ur-ban centre (Qaim town).
2. The establishment of a cement facto~ and the new town between
Kubaisa and Hit will er~ance this area and reinfo~ce Hit urban node.
3. The implementation of trrulsport network will increase the
accessibility within the urban system. It will especially reinforce
the linkages between urban cen tres of Qaim urban node and other parts
of the study area from one side and with Syria from the other side.
(1) Planar, op.cit., Final Stage, PP.79-81.
(2) By urban node it is meant all the urban centres that are within
a diameter not more than or...e hour travel time, with Qadha centre
as a fecal point of it(see section 8.3)0
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4. The existing relative large size of Ramadi, having a
rela tively strong economic base and with the ccncen tratior. of
administrative ruld services activities will continue to reinforce
it as 2. leading and dynamic urban centre in the region.
5. The creation of a nevr town near Haditha dam site will affect
the pattern of grow th of Hadi tha town itself and will rei.nf'oz-ce the
whole Haditha urban node, especially in the long run and after the
creation of tourist activities in the area.
Hence, based on t~e corrmitted employment in different parts of
the region and the derived employment multiplier effects, the study
cor:cluded that the population of each urban node would increase from
the existing size to e. certain size without apecd.fyi.ng , except in case
of the suggested new to~~s, where t~e expected urban growth should be
directed, i.e., is it to the main ur-ban cent res in each urban node or
to other existing urban cer.tres. The study accepted the suggestions
made by the Kinistry of Industry, for establishing a new town in Qaim,
Haditha and Hit, and the State Organisation of Resorts ruld Touris~, for
establishing a new to~n near Habbaniya tourist village, without
examining by an analytical approach the necessity of such action, its
effects on the whole urban systen: and whether or not the suggested new
towns could solve the deficiencies of the urban systen: which have been
stated earlier. The study did not consider the costs and level of
services that could be provided in these sugges ted new towns compared
to other possible alternatives, such as t~e expansion of t~e existing
urban centres. Furthermore, the study did not examine the social,
structural and enviror~ental consequences of establishing sucr. towns
compar-ed to expand ing the exis ting ones. In total, the study failed
to provide a justifiable solution, in socio-economic and physical terms,
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to the problem of urbar. groKth in the region. The study concentrated
mainly on the aLterna tive patterns of ecor.omic developrnent of the
region and the resettlerr.er.tof the po pu.Lataor; of Hadi tha Reservoir.
Almo:::thalf the text of the study had been devoted for solving tr,e
latter protlerr..
However, it should be noted that the very rough analysis of the
expected changes in the urban system may, in part, be due to tLe scope
of the study. It is a regional development study, most likely ori ented
toward examining wld solving a macro regional problems and accordingly
micro results, such as the ones at question, are not expected from it.
Hence, in order to avoid such serious defects in regional planning
practice in Iraq and bring abol,;.tan analytical evaluation approach to
the problem of urban growth , this research will primarily deal with this
problem. It will, in tLe following part, eXaMine, analyse and evaluate
the possible al ternatives of urban grov;th strategies in tr.e U.E.R. basing
on a selected evaluation technique and by taking into ccnsideratior ...all
the factors that are expected to be of real importance in deriving the
preferred urban growth polic;y.
6•7. St.'.InIDary
Different aspocts of the study area, whether they are physical,
dew.ographic and/or ecor.omic, were examined in this cr.apter.
The study area which is part of Anbar Muhafadah was until the late
1960' s among the depressed areas of the country experiencing an increasing
rate of loss of population. Since early 1970's the situation has changed
remarkably. The rate of population grovth started increasing and by 1977
the annual rate of growth reached its peak at a rate of growth of 5.~.
These changes reflect the special importance given to the region in
recent development plans, in an attempt to transfer it from a relatively
depressed region to an economically active part of the country.
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As a general trend allover the country, it is found that; first
urban population was growing at a rate of growth higher than the
average rate of tte total population growth; second, more than half
the region's population showed to be concentrated in Ramadi Qadba,
the main administrative unit in the region; and third, urban population
concentration shoved to be an important factor in intensifying the
overall population concentration trend, where again about 50% of the
total urban population were concentrated in Ramadi City in 1977. This
patterr. of urban concentration produced an unbalanced urban size
distribution in the region. Moreover, the spacing of urban centres is
found to be also unbalanced. The physical charactaristics of tt.eU.E.R.
played an important role in shaping the pattern of distribution of the
ur-ban centres along the Euphrates river.
The economic base )f the region charactarised by the ver~y limited
agricultural potentialities and ver,r high mineral potentialities which
provide a strong bases for construction, glass and ceramic and chemical
industries. The industrial role in the growth of the region was very
limited until the recent years. However, it is expected that the role
of the latter sector to increase after the operation of tte commf tted
industrial projects in the region. Consequently the rapid process of
urbanisation of the region was not due to the industrial development
but rather to the grol-rthof the administrative and the service sectors.
Only the ver,r rapid growfr. of Raoadi City has been accelerated as a
result of the industrial activities created in the city late 1960's.
The transport facilities wbich are limited, at present, to roads
only are poor. However, transport facili ti'es u.nder construction which
include roa.ds and railways schemes will improve the accessi bili ty in the
region and the country as a whole and affect to some extent the future
pattern of the regional land use.
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The corrmitted major develo~ment projects, with high regional
multiplier effects, are concentrated in Qaim and Ra.I:ladiQadhas. It is
expected that 80% of the urban growth until 1985 will concentrate in
these two Qadhas.
Finally, it is found that no serious attempt to study the problem
of regional urban groKtr. pa tterr:.in an analytical and systematic
approach has been adopted in Iraq yet. This work represents an attempt
along this way_
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